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Investigating the performance
of adhesively-bonded composite
joints: standards, test protocols,
and experimental design

1

A.J. Brunner
Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology, D€ubendorf, Switzerland

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 General remarks

Adhesive bonding with polymeric or polymer-based adhesives (see, e.g., Awaja,
Gilbert, Kelly, Fox, & Pigram, 2009 for a recent review of adhesion of polymers)
has become an important joining technique in several areas of engineering (see, e.g.,
Baldan, 2004; Baldan, 2012; Banea & da Silva, 2009; Cognard, 2006). Notably, adhe-
sive bonding is increasingly used for manufacturing parts and elements from fiber-
reinforced polymer (FRP) composites for load-bearing structures (Kinloch, 1997).
Important applications of adhesive bonding include the aerospace sector (e.g., Markatos
et al., 2013; Park, Choi, Choi, Kwon, & Kim, 2010), automotive and general transpor-
tation industry (e.g., Feraboli and Masini, 2004; Tang, 2010) as well as ship building
(e.g., Di Bella, Galtieri, Pollicino, & Borsellino, 2013; Diez de Ulzurrun, L�opez,
Herreros, & Su�arez, 2007), but also civil and mechanical engineering (e.g., Brunner
& Terrasi, 2008; de Castro & Keller, 2008a, 2008b; Keller, 2001; Vallée, Correia, &
Keller, 2006; Vassilopoulos, Sarfaraz, Manshadi, & Keller, 2010). An important civil
engineering application for adhesively-bonded joints from FRP composites is FRP
bridges, discussed, e.g., by Cheng and Karbhari (2006) and Hizam, Manalo, and
Karunasena (2013) who provide recent reviews. Since adhesively-bonded FRP com-
posite load-bearing structures and elements are subject to quasi-static and cyclic or sto-
chastic fatigue loads during service, assessment of their fatigue and fracture behavior is
important for design, dimensioning, manufacturing, and processing, as well as for the
determination of their service lifetime and of respective inspection intervals, including
optimization of maintenance.

1.1.2 Objectives and current state of standardization

The focus of the present contribution is on fatigue, quasi-static fracture, and fatigue
fracture behavior of adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded glass-fiber-
reinforced polymer (GFRP) profiles for civil engineering applications. However,
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most of the test methodology also applies to other types of adhesive joints made from
FRP composites, e.g., carbon fiberereinforced polymer (CFRP) materials, or hybrid
joints with adherends made from different materials (see, e.g., Baldan, 2004; del
Real, Ballesteros, Chamochin, Abenojar, & Molisani, 2011) as well as joints used
in other areas of structural engineering, beside civil infrastructure, e.g., aerospace,
automotive, and ship building industries.

So far, few standard test procedures for either fatigue or fracture behavior of
adhesively-bonded joints made from FRP composites have been established, and
none for either fatigue or for quasi-static or fatigue fracture of such joints made
from pultruded GFRP profiles. One example of the former is the ISO 25217 standard
on the determination of adhesive-fracture energy under the so-called Mode I, i.e., ten-
sile opening loading that includes, among others, adhesively-bonded FRP composite
beams as adherends. Other examples are standard fatigue tests that have been specified
for metalemetal adhesive joints (e.g., ASTM D3166; EN 15190), but by scope these
are not specified to be applicable for GFRP or CFRP composite adherends. It can be
noted that EN 15190 includes environmental “loads,” i.e., exposure, beside mechani-
cal fatigue loading. Fatigue of FRP composites under tensionetension loading is
standardized in, e.g., ASTM D3479/D3479M, but not explicitly specified for
adhesively-bonded joints. A tensile shear fatigue standard for structural adhesives
(ISO 9664) notes that the results are dependent on specimen geometry and hence
cannot be used for design purposes. There is a guideline on the use of results from
single-lap shear tests of adhesives (ASTM D4896) that specifies the range of applica-
bility. In general, the use and the applicability of the test results are important issues
that deserve detailed consideration. The transferability of laboratory-scale tests to en-
gineering structures, to their design, or to estimating their service life is another issue,
but this has not received much attention yet.

1.1.3 Overview of experimental work

Experimental tests reported on adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP
profiles in the literature are mainly based on test procedures developed for fatigue or
quasi-static or fatigue fracture test procedures of FRP composite laminates or adhesive
joints. Several procedures have been standardized or are in the process of standardi-
zation. For recent reviews on inter-laminar fracture properties of FRP composites
on the one hand, see, e.g., Tay (2003), Brunner, Blackman, and Davies (2008), and
Brunner (2014), and for details on tests developed for fracture of adhesively-
bonded joints with arbitrary adherends, on the other, see, e.g., Blackman, Kinloch,
Paraschi, and Teo (2003), Kinloch and Taylor (2004), and Blackman, Johnsen,
Kinloch, and Teo (2008). Standardization agencies, such as the International Organi-
zation for Standardization (ISO), the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) International, or the Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN) and their
websites (www.iso.ch, www.astm.org, www.cen.eu) are the main sources for standard
tests that can potentially be adapted to the specific test requirements of adhesively-
bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP profiles. These aspects will be discussed
in more detail in the next section.
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Experimental fatigue testing in general is based on applying a cyclic or more gener-
ally a dynamic (time-varying) load spectrum to the specimens. That can consist of con-
stant or variable peak load or constant or variable peak displacement. The cases of
constant peak load and peak displacement yield load and displacement controlled fa-
tigue tests, respectively. The change of amplitude or displacement can be piece-wise
linear in time (e.g., triangular), sinusoidal, intermittent, or almost instantaneous
(e.g., square or rectangular load profiles as a function of time) and of slow, intermedi-
ate, or high rate or combine these in an emulation of real or in simulated service load
spectra. Loads can be tensile, compressive, shear, or combinations of these and be
applied unidirectionally, biaxially, or multi-directionally. The effects of these loads
are then evaluated continuously or intermittently by, e.g., monitoring mechanical prop-
erties such as E-modulus, compliance, or strength of the specimens as a function of
time or number of fatigue cycles. Experimental inter-laminar fracture testing of FRP
composites is performed in one of the so-called basic Modes, i.e., tensile opening
(called Mode I), in-plane shear (called Mode II), out-of-plane shear or twisting (called
Mode III) or in combinations of these, i.e., various mixed modes. Loads are applied
quasi-statically, at intermediate or high rates, or dynamically for fatigue fracture,
see, again, e.g., Tay (2003), Brunner, Blackman, et al. (2008) or Brunner (2014)
for reviews and more details on these test procedures and test-set-ups. These tests
can be performed in a standard laboratory environment, e.g., conditioned to þ23 �C
and 50% relative humidity with defined variation limits according to ISO 291. Test
standards usually prescribe (material-dependent) specimen conditioning and test
climate to obtain comparable data because of the pronounced temperature and humid-
ity dependence of polymer properties. Testing specimens at elevated temperature and
humidity, or after and under exposure to fluid or gaseous media or to ultraviolet (simu-
lating sunlight exposure) or higher energy electromagnetic radiation has been explored
in research, but not standardized yet. Testing at (standard or non-standard) environ-
mental conditions can also be performed after storage under constant or varying, com-
bined environmental exposure for different durations. The environment can be chosen
in an attempt at simulating specific service conditions or to accelerate aging (e.g., by
storage at elevated temperature beyond the expected service temperature) for assessing
service lifetime and durability of the joints. Environmental conditions can be com-
bined with mechanical loads, but this may require elaborate test set-ups with moni-
toring and control of environment and of changes in the performance of the joints.

1.1.4 Overview of manufacturing and processing

Pultruded GFRP profiles can be manufactured in an essentially continuous process
from various types of glass-fiber products, e.g., fiber strands, woven rovings, chopped
strand mats, or non-woven veils that are embedded in a polymer matrix. In decreasing
order of importance, polyester, vinyl ester, and epoxy are the main matrix materials for
pultruded GFRP profiles (Mackerle, 2004). Bakis et al. (2002) provide a general and
concise review of pultrusion manufacturing and the use of FRP composite materials in
civil engineering that covers historical developments, state of the art (around the year
2000), and future challenges. Mackerle (2004) compiled a bibliography between 1985
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and 2003 on finite element analysis and simulation of manufacturing and the mechan-
ical properties of composites in general that includes a section on pultrusion. The chal-
lenges of the pultrusion process are discussed by, e.g., Miller, Dodds, Hale, and
Gibson (1998) and in several of the references compiled by Mackerle (2004).

Pultrusion manufacturing can be set up to yield different sizes and shapes of the
cross-sections of the resulting GFRP pultruded product, e.g., circular (rod), rectangular
(beam or plate), I- or T-profile, or tube or box (circular and square or rectangular, hol-
low profiles, respectively). Selected examples of GFRP pultruded profiles in
adhesively-bonded joints and their mechanical behavior, including strength, damage,
and failure, are discussed, e.g., by Davalos, Salim, Qiao, Lopez-Anido, and Barbero
(1996), Vallée, Keller, Fourestey, Fournier, and Correia (2009), Regel, van Hattum,
and Dias (2013), and Feo and Mancusi (2013). In civil engineering, in particular, plate-
or beam-type and I-shaped profiles have been used for test development and structural
design with adhesively-bonded joints, respectively. The variety of pultruded products,
in principle, yields a large range of different types of adhesively-bonded, structural
joints. This variety is one factor that makes development and standardization of fa-
tigue, quasi-static fracture, and fatigue fracture tests for such joints difficult.

Depending on the pultrusion process and its control, there can be significant vari-
ation in mechanical properties along the length of the profile or in the normal and trans-
verse directions. The joints are then made from the profiles using suitable surface
preparation techniques and polymeric or polymer-based adhesives. Polyurethane
(PUR) or epoxy (EP)ebased adhesives are the main choices for the adhesively-
bonded joints. There is extensive literature dealing with performance and characteriza-
tion of PUR adhesives used for manufacture of wooden joints, see, e.g., Claub et al.
(2011) or Sterley, Serrano, and Enquist (2013), which provides useful guidelines for
GFRP adhesively-bonded joints. A general specification for epoxy adhesives is
compiled in ASTM D6412/D6412M. Polymer-based adhesives, as polymers in gen-
eral, may show rate-dependent properties, see, e.g., Yu, Crocombe, and Richardson
(2001) discussing the case of epoxies and suitable modeling of properties. Improve-
ment of epoxy adhesives for better adhesion performance has been reviewed by Ratna
(2003). There are several guidelines on the preparation of adhesives joints, see, e.g.,
ASTM D2093, ASTM D6105, ASTM E1307, ISO 17212, and EN 13887. ISO
21368 provides a general guideline on adhesive joints in structures, which includes in-
formation on risk evaluation and respective reporting that may, in part, also be appli-
cable to the specific joints discussed here.

1.1.5 Joint types and designs

In the literature, there is a variety of adhesively-bonded joint type designs, e.g., the
simple adhesive bonding of beams or plates, single-lap joints (widely used in adhe-
sives testing) or double-lap joints, scarf, bevel, and butt joints (including butt strap
and double butt strap) and peel joints; these are discussed, e.g., by He (2011). Addi-
tional types, such as joggle lap joints and the L-section joints, are discussed by
Taib, Boukhili, Achiou, Gordon, and Boukehili (2006) and stepped-lap joints by
Zhang, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2010a). Of course, for structural design, these basic
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joint types have to be adapted to the structure and its required performance. Test devel-
opment for determining fatigue, fracture, or fatigue fracture behavior, on the other
hand, is probably best based on simply-bonded, single-lap, stepped-lap, and double-
lap joints, since these specimens conform to or at least provide similar aspect ratios
as the standard specimens developed for other purposes, e.g., adhesives characteriza-
tion or composites fracture and fatigue testing. The approaches and related problems
for designing structural elements or structures with adhesively-bonded joints using
data obtained from standard or non-standard testing of laboratory-scale or -size joint
specimens are beyond the scope of this chapter It can, however, be noted that
ASTM D5573 provides a base for classifying failure modes in FRP composite joints
that may be useful in the interpretation of structural tests.

An important aspect of adhesively-bonded joints is the detailed geometric design of
the joints, specifically of the adherends. Zhao, Adams, and da Silva (2011a, 2011b)
investigated the effects of rounded corners of the adherends on the joint strength
and determined respective stresses and strains, as well as a model for strength predic-
tion of such joints. While the effects on the fatigue, on the fracture, and on the fatigue
fracture behavior of the different joint designs have not been elaborated in detail, it is
clear from the analysis that the design details will play an important role and hence
have to be considered. It would be useful to extend the investigation into different ad-
hesive types and to look into industrially reasonable manufacturing tolerances for the
geometry of the adherend(s), of the adhesive (e.g., uniformity of thickness) as well as
of the (relative) alignment and the respective effects on their fatigue and fracture
behavior.

While there are standards on design, preparation, and manufacturing of adhesively-
bonded FRP composite joints, there are no standardized procedures on experimental
fatigue, fracture, and fatigue fracture testing of such elements manufactured for struc-
tural applications yet. The following section hence deals with standard tests or test pro-
cedures that have been established for other purposes, but have either been shown to be
applicable to adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP profiles or have
potential applications in this area.

1.2 Standards and test protocols for experimental
fatigue and fracture testing of adhesively-bonded
composite joints

1.2.1 Basic considerations

As noted in the introduction, there are no specific standard test methods for fatigue or
fracture testing of adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP profiles. The
relatively large variety of basic joint designs for engineering applications and civil en-
gineering structures, e.g., the eight types described by He (2011) and the different
cross-sections of pultrusion products, clearly make standardization difficult. One
approach that can lead to standardization is to look for existing test standards for other
types of adhesively-bonded joints, e.g., those developed for characterization of fatigue,
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fracture, or fracture fatigue properties (e.g., ASTM D3166; ASTM D5868; ASTM
D1002; ISO 9664; EN 15190; ISO 9664) or for durability testing of adhesives (e.g.,
ASTM D2919; ISO 10354; ISO 14615). Another, alternative approach can be based
on respective tests developed for fatigue or for inter-laminar, quasi-static, or fatigue
fracture properties of FRP composite laminates (ASTM D3479/D3479M; ASTM
D5528; ASTM D6115; ASTM D6671; ISO 15024).

In the case of fracture testing, standard tests and test methods published in the liter-
ature for inter-laminar fracture of FRP composites can, in principle, be easily adapted
for investigating adhesively-bonded joints from pultruded GFRP profiles, as long as
the profiles are beam-like and symmetrical with respect to the adhesive layer. The basic
idea then is to regard the adhesive layer as analogous to the inter-laminar polymer layer
between the fiber plies in continuous fiber laminates in which the crack or delamina-
tion is propagated, as discussed by, e.g., Tay (2003), Brunner, Blackman, et al. (2008),
and Brunner (2014) for specimens used in inter-laminar fracture and fatigue fracture of
FRP composites. Asymmetric specimens for inter-laminar fracture, with respect to
thickness of the half beams and to half beams from different composite or laminate
types manufactured into joints, are discussed in the respective literature, but not within
the scope of standard test procedures yet.

Standard fracture tests developed for characterization of fracture properties of adhe-
sives with either metal or composite adherends (ISO 25217; ASTM D5041; ASTM
D3433) as well as fracture tests under development (e.g., ISO DIS 15114; ASTM
WK 22949) can, therefore, be adapted for adhesive joints made from GFRP pultruded
profiles. This also holds for fatigue fracture, where standardized test procedures are
still under development and several issues are still debated, see, e.g., Brunner, Terrasi,
Vallée, and Tannert (2009), Stelzer, Brunner, Arg€uelles, Murphy, and Pinter (2012),
and Stelzer, Jones, and Brunner (2013) for detailed discussion. The so-called “tapered
double cantilever beam (TDCB)” specimen developed for Mode I (tensile opening
load) fracture of adhesives in ISO 25217 would not be useful for joints made from
beam-like adherends with rectangular cross-section as the GFRP profiles, but the other
specimen types defined in this standard can easily be adapted.

1.2.2 Fatigue testing

Fatigue testing of composites and adhesives (excluding fatigue fracture where a delam-
ination or crack is extended under the action of cyclic loads) can be performed under
different types of mechanical loading, e.g., tensileetensile, tensileecompressive, com-
pressiveecompressive, or under more complex biaxial or multi-axial loads. The effect
of such loads is typically a degradation of mechanical properties, sometimes yielding
combined thermomechanical degradation from hysteretic heating of the material due to
the cyclic loads. Also, environmental exposure can produce cyclic fatigue effects, e.g.,
from daily or seasonal temperature variations or from hygrothermal variations that lead
to cyclic or stochastic thermal or hygrothermal expansion and contraction. These effec-
tively result in cyclic mechanical stresses and strains, which, in the case of structural
applications, are superposed on the applied mechanical service loads. The complexity
of these load cases is further increased by possible internal stresses from
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manufacturing and processing, and by differences in the hygrothermal properties and
behavior of the joint components (e.g., adhesive and pultruded adherend).

A comprehensive study of fatigue testing for adhesively-bonded joints made from
pultruded GFRP profiles has been initiated by Keller and Tirelli (2004), Zhang and
Keller (2008), Zhang, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2008), and Zhang et al. (2010a)
and continued by Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2011), Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos,
and Keller (2012), and Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2013a). These will be dis-
cussed in the next section that deals specifically with such joints.

Nevertheless, there are investigations on other types of composite joints that may
also be considered in the development of fatigue test procedures for adhesively-
bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP profiles. Chuang and Tsai (2013) compare
the fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded double lap joints made from CFRP with that
of stepwise double-patched joints (also from CFRP), which show improved perfor-
mance with respect to strength as well as improved fatigue life. This was attributed
to the reduction in shear and peel stresses in the patched joints.

Fatigue performance characterization requires corresponding quasi-static tests for
interpretation as well as for basic material properties for modeling and simulation.
These have been investigated by, e.g., de Castro and Keller (2008a, 2008b), and
Lee, Pyo, and Kim (2009). The latter use adhesively-bonded double-strap and
single-lap joints made from pultruded GFRP vinyl ester profiles and investigated the
effects of adhesive type, thickness of adhesive layer, and overlap length. The adhesive
type was shown to have little effect, but joint strength decreased with increasing thick-
ness of the adhesive layer and increased with overlap length. With respect to strength,
the double-strap joints yielded better performance than the single-lap joints. This
agrees in part with another study by Vallée, Correia, and Keller (2010) on quasi-
static tensile experiments and modeling pultruded of GFRP double-lap joints bonded
with a PUR adhesive where increasing overlap length yielded higher quasi-static joint
strength, but in a range of 0.3e10 mm, the thickness of the adhesive layer yielded the
highest strength for a thickness around 1 mm. However, the data show significant scat-
ter in the plot presenting strength versus adhesive thickness. Campilho, Banea, Neto,
and daSilva (2013) investigated modeling of single lap adhesive joints with two
different epoxy adhesives using different types of cohesive zone models (CZMs)
and compare their finite element analysis (FEA) results with experiments. The partic-
ular choice of the cohesive zone model is important for ductile adhesives and of essen-
tially negligible effect for brittle adhesives.

1.2.3 Fracture testing

A recent review (Brunner, 2014) of quasi-static, high-rate, and fatigue fracture testing
of FRP composites lists standard tests, tests under development for standardization, as
well as specimen designs and test procedures reported in the literature for various types
of loading and fracture Modes. All the specimen designs noted in the review are essen-
tially beam- or plate-like, and most of the tests have been developed for inter-laminar
or intra-laminar fracture (with a few exceptions dealing with translaminar fracture,
which is defined as “fiber-breaking,” see, e.g., Laffan, Pinho, Robinson, & McMillan,
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2012). Therefore, the specimen types and test designs can be adapted for beam- or
plate-like adhesively-bonded joints. Of course, test set-ups will have to be up-scaled
for accommodating the typical size of the joints, but this is essentially a straightforward
exercise as long as the strength and stiffness of the set-up ensures the applicability of
linear-elastic fracture mechanics, which is the basis for essentially all fracture and
fatigue fracture tests developed for FRP composites to date. One example of an
up-scaled set-up is shown in Brunner, Blackman, et al. (2008) in Figure 9 for the
so-called mixed mode bending I/II (MMB) fracture test set-up for GFRP composite
profiles with woven reinforcement, which, however, have not been manufactured by
pultrusion in this case.

For Mode I fracture, i.e., the tensile opening Mode, the so-called DCB specimen is
used for the standard test under quasi-static load (ASTM D5528; ISO 15024; and the
Japan Industrial Standard JIS K 7086). The same specimen is being used for the tensile
(Mode I) fracture fatigue and high-rate Mode I tests under development (see, e.g.,
Brunner, Blackman, et al., 2008). Mode I fracture of adhesively-bonded T-joints under
three-point bending has been modeled by Fernlund, Chaaya, and Spelt (1995). For
Mode II, i.e., in-plane shear tests, at least two specimen types, end-loaded split
(ELS) and end-notched flexure (ENF), compete for standardization, which for
quasi-static loads is almost complete (JIS K 7086; ASTM WK 22949; ISO DIS
15114). Again, the same specimens are likely to be considered for fatigue loading
(Brunner, Stelzer, Pinter, & Terrasi, 2013). So far, no test development has been
attempted toward a high-rate version of Mode II, and it does seem rather unlikely
that such a test will be developed. Mode III loading, i.e., out-of-plane shear or twist,
has not been standardized for any loading case yet, even though the so-called edge-
crack torsion (ECT) test has been explored in early quasi-static load developments
(see, e.g., Browning, Carlsson, & Ratcliffe, 2010; Brunner, Blackman, et al., 2008;
de Morais, Pereira, & de Moura, 2011; de Morais, Pereira, de Moura, & Magalh~aes,
2009). Mode III typically involves a plate-like composite specimen with a starter
crack, which typically yields an intrinsic Mode II component (see, e.g., de Morais
& Pereira, 2008 for a detailed discussion). Whether such a specimen with suitable
aspect ratio could be manufactured by adhesively-bonding pultruded GFRP profiles
will have to be investigated. Yoshihara (2006) examines the use of the so-called
four point bending end-notched flexure test (4-ENF) originally developed as an alter-
native to the three-point bending ENF-test for Mode II fracture testing of FRP compos-
ites (see, e.g., Davidson, Sun, & Vinciquerra, 2007 for details) for determination of the
Mode III resistance curve in wood. Since wood is similar to FRP composites in fracture
testing, this may provide an approach to Mode III testing of adhesively-bonded joints,
avoiding the complexity of the ECT test set-up and its special specimen design
(Pereira, de Morais, & de Moura, 2011).

For mixed mode loading, several Mode combinations are feasible. Quasi-static
mixed Mode I/II fracture has been standardized in ASTM D6671 and a fixed-ratio
mixed Mode I/II test based on the ELS set-up, but with the specimen inverted
compared to the Mode II test, has been explored in preliminary tests (see Brunner,
Blackman, et al., 2008; Brunner, 2014). Mixed Mode I/II fracture and the basic Modes
I and II of CFRP composite joints with a film adhesive (type FM 300M from Cyctec)
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have been investigated numerically and experimentally in a well-documented report
by Balzani et al. (2011). They found that the critical energy release rate is the major
parameter characterizing the adhesive fracture. Attempts at FEA modeling proved
difficult and required some empirical fitting of critical energy release rates for obtain-
ing them as a function of Mode mixity ratio.

Composite bonded joints with a ductile epoxy adhesive and CFRP epoxy adherends
have been investigated under quasi-static Mode I loading using the DCB specimen by
de Moura, Campilho, and Gonçalves (2008) and under quasi-static Mode II using the
ENF specimen by the same group (de Moura, Campilho, & Gonçalves, 2009). The
experimental tests were complemented by numerical analyses. For the Mode I case,
a compliance-based beam method for determining crack length was compared with
corrected-beam theory and reasonable agreement was obtained. This will prove useful
for future testing, if visual determination of crack length can be replaced by the so-
called equivalent crack length approach. The same holds for Mode II. There is poten-
tial for using the equivalent crack length concept also for fracture fatigue.

Mixed Mode I/III and mixed Mode II/III fracture (Fernlund, Lanting, & Spelt,
1995; Kondo, Sato, Suemasu, & Aoki, 2011) and other combinations, e.g., I-II-III frac-
ture using a shear-torsion-bending test proposed by Davidson and Sediles (2011), have
been investigated in quasi-static test development. Shindo, Miura, Takeda, Saito, and
Narita (2011) and Miura, Shindo, Takeda, and Narita (2014) have explored fatigue
fracture of GFRP composites at low (cryogenic) temperatures under mixed Mode I/
II and Mode I/III, and maybe mixed Mode II/III will follow. mixed Mode I/II fatigue
of multi-directional laminates with three different Mode mixity ratios has been inves-
tigated by Peng, Xu, Zhang, and Zhao (2012). They found that a modified Paris law
approach yielded better results than the conventional Paris law, due to significant fiber
bridging and crack branching, which occurred in the multi-directional laminates. Fiber
bridging is frequently observed in Mode I tests, but combined with crack branching,
the effects become even more complex and cannot be approached analytically
anymore. Again, this is important for adhesively-bonded joints from pultruded
GFRP profiles, since fiber bridging and crack branching, the latter at least to some
extent, have been observed in Mode I tests (see, e.g., Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, &
Keller, 2011).

Composite joints from CFRP epoxy adherends and an epoxy adhesive have also
been characterized under quasi-static and fatigue mixed Mode I/II loading, both exper-
imentally and with phenomenological modeling as well as with a detailed damage
model, by Carraro, Meneghetti, Quaresimin, and Ricotta (2013a, 2013b). They also
performed quasi-static Mode I and Mode II tests for comparison with the mixed
Mode I/II results. They found a dependence of the fatigue crack path on the mode mix-
ity, going from the adherendeadhesive interface into the adhesive with increasing
amount of Mode II contribution.

Fracture of adhesives under quasi-static Mode I loading has been investigated for
aluminum adherends and thin adhesive layers by, e.g., Steinbrecher, Buchman,
Sidess, and Sherman (2006). Numerical and experimental work tried to take the
elasticity of the adhesive into account for calculating the fracture energy and a
method for an improved determination of that was suggested, based on the results
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from a range of adhesives. da Silva, Esteves, and Chaves (2011) used asymmetric
tapered DCB (ATDCB), single leg bending (SLB) and asymmetric DCB (ADCB)
specimens with steel adherends for determining the quasi-static fracture toughness
of a ductile epoxy adhesive under mixed mode loading, but performed pure Mode I
and Mode II tests for comparison as well. They concluded that a small Mode II
shear loading contribution reduced the total G compared with the pure Mode I ten-
sile opening load.

Mode I fatigue fracture of composite joints (run at 4 Hz and an R-ratio of 0.1, i.e.,
a ratio of minimum to maximum load and displacement, respectively, with 50% of
the static fracture load as maximum load) was investigated by Fern�andez, deMoura,
daSilva, and Marques (2011) using CFRP adherends and an adhesive already char-
acterized by Campilho, de Moura, and Domingues (2007) and used in a damage
model for repaired CFRP laminates. They compared a compliance-based beam
method (essentially an equivalent crack length method, see, e.g., Brunner, Blackman,
et al., 2008 for details) for the analysis of the DCB adhesive joints that did not require
crack length monitoring while simultaneously taking the effects of the fracture pro-
cess zone into account with visual observation of crack length via a traveling micro-
scope. The paper explicitly notes the necessity of a finite element model (FEM) for
deducing the compliance calibration curve.

The problem of visual crack length detection in adhesively-bonded joints during
quasi-static Mode I tests on DCB-specimens has been investigated by Richter-Trummer
et al. (2011) who proposed using digital image correlation (DIC) and automated image
analysis. They compared four different algorithms for crack detection that all worked
reasonably well. The DIC method can be applied to Mode I fatigue fracture and hence
provides an alternative to visual detection with a traveling microscope and compliance-
based “equivalent crack” length analysis. The DIC method could hence provide a vali-
dation for compliance-based crack length determination and in the future maybe yield
insight into the details of the fracture process zone development. Alternative methods
for determination of crack lengths (e.g., crack gauges, video extensometers) have
also been investigated (see, e.g., Zhang and Keller, 2008; Zhang et al., 2010a; Zhang,
Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2010b).

Mode I fracture of adhesively-bonded joints (essentially reporting the results lead-
ing to the standard ISO 25217) has been characterized by Blackman et al. (2003). They
found a dependence of the resulting GIC values on the type of adherend that could be
traced to differences in glass-transition temperature of the adhesive in its final cured
state in the joint. A further study by Blackman et al. (2008) highlighted the effects
of pre-bond moisture in the CFRP adherends on the measured fracture toughness of
the adhesive. These studies essentially point out processing and manufacturing effects
that might crucially affect the performance of the adhesively-bonded joints. Whether
these effects will also be relevant for GFRP adherends, and if so to what degree, is an
open question. The amount of moisture uptake in GFRP may exceed that in CFRP
epoxy composites, and it can hence be speculated that avoiding moisture effects,
i.e., drying the adherends before bonding, may be advisable. Of course, guidelines
on preparation of adherend surfaces before bonding (e.g., ASTM D2093) should
also be consulted.
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The rate dependence of the fracture of adhesively-bonded joints under Mode I,
Mode II, and mixed Mode I/II loading has been investigated by Blackman, Kinloch,
Rodriguez-Sanchez, and Teo (2012) from quasi-static to high rates (up to 15 m/s,
i.e., typical impact speeds). They found a dependence of the fracture path (in the
adhesive layer, cohesive or inter-laminar in the adherend) on the type of substrate,
the type of adhesive, and on the type of loading Mode. The inter-laminar fracture
path did seem to occur more frequently for mixed Mode I/II than either of the
pure Modes.

Specific load cases for adhesively-bonded joints with CFRP and GFRP adherends—
not necessarily manufactured via pultrusion—can be found in the literature, e.g., out-of-
plane shear in a publication by Sohier, Cognard, and Davies (2013). This study
intended to provide a basis for numerical models and identified composite properties
and the bonding process as essential factors.

Fracture of adhesively-bonded single-lap joints with aluminum adherends has been
reviewed and investigated by Kafkalidis and Thouless (2002). The study specifically
looked into different Mode mixes and the problems of simulation of the behavior of
such joints using cohesive zone elements. They found that linear elastic fracture me-
chanics is applicable, unless plastic effects become important, e.g., for high toughness
adhesives, or low thickness or low yield stress of the adherend.

The literature summarized indicates that the test development for basic loading
Modes and selected Mode mix for either FRP composite laminates or adhesive joints
is under way, at least for the quasi-static load case. Fatigue fracture and high-rate frac-
ture of composites are currently being explored in Mode I tests and, partially in Mode
II and mixed Mode I/II tests. Standardization of these test procedures may still take
considerable time, and reproducibility and accuracy may still be crucial issues to be
solved. Once these procedures are established for FRP composites, it is expected
that extension to adhesively-bonded FRP composite joints should be straightforward.
As noted, Mode III and mixed mode test procedures involving Mode III (e.g., mixed
Modes I/III, II/III, or I/II/III) may pose problems with respect to specimen shape
(aspect ratio) and the resulting, effective Mode mixity.

Overall, there is a basis for exploring the applicability of these fracture standards
and test procedures to the specific adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded
GFRP profiles. Test standards and test procedures reported in the literature for
adhesively-bonded joints and FRP composites do seem adaptable to the specific test
set-ups and test specimens. The next section will provide an overview of such tests
and of the results obtained from them.

A recent investigation by Azari, Ameli, Papini, and Spelt (2013) deals with the
effect of the thickness of aluminum adherends on the Mode I fracture fatigue of
adhesive joints and reports a reduced fatigue performance, i.e., reduced threshold
value and increased crack growth rate. The joints, however, were made from
aluminum adherends and an epoxy adhesive with a thickness of 380 mm. The pa-
per discusses other published investigations on the effect of adherend thickness,
but it is not clear whether and, if so, how changing the thickness of the GFRP
profiles would affect the performance of the adhesively-bonded joints made
from them.
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1.3 Standards and test protocols for fatigue
and fracture testing of pultruded glass-fiber
reinforced polymer-matrix (GFRP) profiles

1.3.1 Fatigue testing of adhesively-bonded joints made
from pultruded GFRP profiles

So far, there are no standards on fatigue testing of adhesively-bonded joints made
from pultruded GFRP profiles, but recent research literature reports testing proce-
dures that, in the future, may become the basis for standardization. As expected,
single-lap, stepped-lap, and double-lap joints represent the bulk of the specimens
in this case. Table 1.1 is a synopsis of the currently available literature on fatigue
testing. Keller and Tirelli (2004) investigated the tensile fatigue behavior of
adhesively-bonded double lap joints made from pultruded GFRP profiles with epoxy
adhesive. Quasi-static tests were performed for comparison with the fatigue behavior
of the joints, but also for characterization of the properties of the components. Fa-
tigue tests were run at amplitude ratios between 0.10 and 0.18 at frequencies between
1 and 10 Hz and no significant temperature increase was noted. The analysis showed
a fatigue limit (above 10 million cycles) around 25% of the static failure strength.
Failure, however, was always brittle with no sign of damage prior to failure.

An investigation of quasi-static strength and damage behavior of adhesively-
bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP profiles (Zhang & Keller, 2008) showed
the complexity of the damage occurring inside the pultruded profile. Following up
on that, Zhang et al. (2008, 2010a), and Sarfaraz et al. (2011, 2012, 2013a, 2013b)
also investigated the fatigue performance of such adhesively-bonded joints, both
experimentally and with simulations, in an attempt at deriving models describing
the fatigue performance. Zhang et al. (2008) investigated the fatigue performance of
single- and double-lap joints (double butt strap joints in the terminology of He,
2011) with epoxy adhesives under tensile fatigue loading. They found a critical value
of elongation and stiffness for of single- and double-lap joints, respectively, at which
failure occurred independently of load level. Double-lap joints yielded almost linear
stiffness degradation independent of load level, while single-lap joints showed such
a behavior only in a limited range (around 20e80%) of crack propagation life. This
behavior could best be described by a linear and a non-linear model, respectively.

The next step was an investigation of the fatigue life under constant amplitude
loading (Zhang et al., 2010a). The fatigue crack curves showed a similar slope for
both types of joint (stepped lap and double lap), but a different constant for the power
law. This was tentatively explained by different Mode mixities in the fatigue fracture
and by possible different crack propagation paths with different layup. It was further
noted that the fracture mechanics data compared well with fatigue data (stiffness
degradation). The latter, however, seemed to provide more conservative data for
high cycle fatigue.

Zhang, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2009) also investigated the effects of selected
environmental parameters (temperature and humidity) on the fatigue performance
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Table 1.1 Literature summary of fatigue tests on adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP
profiles

Test type References Adhesive type GFRP profile Remarks

Tensileetensile
fatigue

Keller and Tirelli
(2004)

Two-component
epoxy

E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap joint, R-ratio¼ 0.10�0.18,
fatigue limit at 25% of the static
failure load at 10 million cycles

Zhang et al. (2008) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap and stepped-lap joints,
R-ratio¼ 0.10, 10 Hz

Zhang et al. (2010a) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap and stepped-lap joints,
load control, R-ratio¼ 0.10, 10 Hz

Sarfaraz et al. (2011) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap joint, R-ratio¼ 0.10, 10 Hz

Sarfaraz et al. (2012) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap joint, R-ratio¼ 0.5 and 0.9

Sarfaraz et al.
(2013a)

Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap joint, R-ratio¼ 0.1, 10 Hz,
low-high and high low stress level
sequences

Sarfaraz,
Vassilopoulos, and
Keller (2013b)

Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Modeling, double-lap joint,
R¼ 0.1, 10 Hz
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Table 1.1 Continued

Test type References Adhesive type GFRP profile Remarks

Compressivee
compressive fatigue

Sarfaraz et al. (2011) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap joint, R-ratio¼ 10.0, 10 Hz

Sarfaraz et al.
(2013a)

Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap joint, R-ratio¼ 10.0,
10 Hz, low-high and high-low stress
level sequences

Sarfaraz et al.
(2013b)

Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Modeling, double-lap joint,
R-ratio¼ 10.0, 10 Hz

Tensile-compressive
fatigue

Sarfaraz et al. (2011) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap joint,
R-ratio¼�1.0, 10 Hz

Sarfaraz et al. (2012) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Double-lap joint, R-ratio¼�0.50

Sarfaraz et al.
(2013b)

Epoxy, SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Modeling, double-lap joint,
R¼�1.0, 10 Hz
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of adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP profiles joints that are
again described as “double-lap joints,” but effectively correspond to the “double
butt joint” type described by He (2011). The authors also briefly review the older
literature on environmental testing of adhesively-bonded composite joints (e.g.,
Ashcroft, Hughes, Shaw, Wahab, & Crocombe, 2001; Ferreira, Reis, Costa, &
Richardson, 2002; Gilmore & Shaw, 1974; Gregory & Spearing, 2005). Most of
that focused on aerospace rather than civil engineering applications, but these
test procedures can, nevertheless, be adapted to adhesively-bonded joints for civil
engineering applications. Stiffness degradation in fatigue seemed to be virtually
linear up to failure independent of load level. At temperatures between �35 �C
and þ40 �C, high levels of humidity seemed to shift the failure type from adhesive
to interfacial. Higher temperature yielded longer crack lengths due to softening of
the adhesive. It can also be noted that crack gauges were used to monitor delami-
nation lengths in these tests and they performed well in the range of environmental
conditions that was investigated.

The effect of different load ratios (0.1, as in the previous test, �1 and þ10) on
the fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded joints made from GFRP pultruded pro-
files was investigated by Sarfaraz et al. (2011). The experiments focused on
double-lap joints and included quasi-static tensile and compressive tests, both at
low and high loading rates for comparison. In fatigue, the failure occurred in a
different layer, depending on the load ratio. This complex behavior also affects
the modeling of the fatigue life. It is noted that linear models are not sufficient
to describe the fatigue behavior and more sophisticated models will have to be
developed, e.g., using the approach described by Vassilopoulos Manshadi, and
Keller (2010) for FRP composite materials. The experimental and modeling inves-
tigation was continued (Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2012) by focusing on the
mean load effect on the fatigue behavior. The range of R-ratios was extended with
seven ratio values between pure tension and compression. Again, the failure mode
was found to depend on the load ratio, i.e., going from tensile to compression. The
next step in the fatigue characterization involved block loading (Sarfaraz,
Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2013a). A significant effect was found for different se-
quences of two block loading patterns, yielding more damage for frequent changes
of load levels. This was tentatively attributed to differences in crack propagation. It
was noted that currently available models are inadequate to describe the experimen-
tally observed behavior and this is hence an opportunity for future research. There
are attempts at formulating tools for life prediction of adhesively-bonded joints
made from pultruded GFRP profiles under fatigue loads, see, e.g., Vassilopoulos
Sarfaraz, Manshadi, and Keller (2010), but the models can still be further refined
and improved. The complex layup of the profiles combined with the complex stress
states under realistic loading is still a challenge for predicting the long-term
behavior. Even models for strength predictions are still being discussed and grad-
ually improved (see, e.g., Vallée et al., 2006, 2009). All the models, however, do
not yet take aging effects due to environmental exposure into account. The
complexity of these effects will briefly be discussed in another section.
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1.3.2 Fracture testing of adhesively-bonded joints made
from pultruded profiles

Again, as in the case of fatigue tests, there are no standards on fracture or fatigue
fracture testing of adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP profiles,
but recent research literature reports testing procedures that, in the future, may
become the basis for standardization. The specimens are typically simply-bonded
GFRP profiles or plates. Table 1.2 provides a synopsis of the currently available liter-
ature. With respect to quasi-static fracture of adhesively-bonded joints made from
pultruded GFRP profiles, the tensile opening (Mode I), the in-plane shear (Mode
II), and a range of mixed Mode I/II cases have been investigated, both experimentally
and numerically by Zhang et al. (2010a, 2010b), Shahverdi et al. (2011), Shahverdi,
Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2012a, 2012b), and Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, and Keller
(2013a, 2013b).

Fatigue under constant load amplitude producing crack initiation and propaga-
tion, i.e., fracture in double-lap and stepped-lap joints was investigated by Zhang
et al. (2010a). Crack gauges were used to monitor the joints for crack initiation
and propagation. The data were converted into fatigue crack growth curves that
showed a difference between double- and stepped-lap joints. The double-lap joints
yielded higher crack propagation or growth rates for a given value of maximum
applied strain energy release rate. The two joints types also differed with respect
to the shape of the compliance versus crack length curves, which hence required
different fitting laws.

Taib et al. (2006) investigate adhesive layer thickness, fillet radius, and adherend
stiffness on the quasi-static shear fracture (Mode II) of four different types of
adhesively-bonded joints with composite adherends by means of tension test (based
on ASTM D3165 for adhesives testing). Further, they also looked into the effects of
humidity. Different failure modes were observed, but fracture mechanics data (e.g., en-
ergy release rates) were not evaluated from these tests.

Mode I and Mode II quasi-static fracture was investigated experimentally and with
FEM by Zhang, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2010b). Specimens used were the “stan-
dard” inter-laminar fracture types (DCB and ELS), but with aspect ratios adapted
for the GFRP profiles. Crack lengths were monitored visually and with a video exten-
someter. The comparative analysis, including three-dimensional FEM simulations us-
ing the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) confirmed the applicability of the test
and analysis methods originally developed for FRP composite laminates. Only simple-
beam theory analysis showed some differences in underestimating the energy release
rates GIC and GIIC, but this can be attributed to neglecting essential corrections in this
type of analysis.

Quasi-static and fatigue fracture with Mode I, Mode II, and several ratios of mixed
Mode I/II was investigated by Shahverdi et al. (2011, 2012a, 2012b, 2013a, 2013b) in
a series of papers. Following Zhang et al. (2010b), all tests were based on set-up and
specimen designs originally developed (and partly standardized) for FRP composite
laminates. Shahverdi et al. (2011) first investigated quasi-static Mode I fracture of
simple bonded joints (emulating the DCB specimen developed for FRP composite
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Table 1.2 Literature summary of fracture tests on adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP
profiles

Test type References Adhesive type GFRP profile Remarks

Quasi-static Mode I Zhang et al. (2010b) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Tensile opening DCB
specimen

Shahverdi et al. (2011) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Tensile opening, DCB
specimen, fiber
bridging observed

Shahverdi et al. (2013b) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Tensile opening,
asymmetric DCB
specimen, 1 mm/min

Shahverdi et al. (2013a) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Tensile opening,
DCB specimen

Quasi-static Mode II Taib et al. (2006) Two-component Hysol
EA 9359.3

E-glass in vinyl ester
Derakane Momentum
411-350

Shear through tensile
load (ASTM D3165)

Zhang et al. (2010b) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

In-plane shear
ELS-specimen

Shahverdi et al. (2013a) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

In-plane shear,
ELS-specimen

Quasi-static Mode III Not available Out-of plane shear or twist

Quasi-static mixed
Mode I/II

Shahverdi et al. (2013a) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

MMB-specimen,
comparison with
cyclic fatigue

Not available
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Table 1.2 Continued

Test type References Adhesive type GFRP profile Remarks

Quasi-static mixed
Mode I/III, II/III

Cyclic fatigue Mode I Zhang et al. (2010a) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Tensileetensile,
double- and stepped-lap
joint, R-ratio¼ 0.1,
10 Hz

Shahverdi et al. (2011) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Tensile opening, DCB
specimen, 1 mm/min

Shahverdi et al. (2012a) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Tensile opening, DCB
specimen, R-ratio¼ 0.1,
0.5, 0.8, also 0.3 and
0.65, constant
amplitude, 5 Hz

Shahverdi et al. (2013b) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

Tensile opening, DCB
specimen,
R-ratio¼ 0.5, 5 Hz

Cyclic fatigue Mode II Shahverdi et al. (2013b) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

In-plane shear,
ELS-specimen,
R-ratio¼ 0.5, 5 Hz

Cyclic fatigue mixed
Mode I/II

Shahverdi et al. (2013b) Epoxy SikaDur 330 E-glass in isophthalic
polyester

MMB-specimen
displacement control,
R-ratio¼ 0.5, 5 Hz

Cyclic fatigue mixed
Mode I/III, II/III

Not available
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laminates) and deduced an empirical model for crack propagation. Since crack prop-
agation or growth takes place in the GFRP profile rather than in the adhesive
(a behavior observed in many types of adhesive joints with FRP composite or
wood adherends, see, e.g., Brunner, Terrasi, Vallée, and Keller (2008), Brunner
et al. (2009), Brunner, Pinter, and Murphy (2009) or Brunner and Terrasi (2008))
starting the crack at different depths in the profile yielded distinctly different values
of the energy release rate depending on the local fiber type and layup. Fiber bridging
plays an important role in crack propagation inside the GFRP profiles. This was
further investigated with an FEM again using VCCT in a follow-up publication
(Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2013a). This confirmed that the Mode II compo-
nent introduced by the asymmetry in fracture of the joint contributed a negligible
amount (around or less than 1%) in two out of three propagation paths; only the third
(between the second chopped glass strand mat and the adjacent roving layer) yielded a
contribution around 10%.

Mode I fatigue loading has been experimentally investigated for constant amplitude
loading by Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2012a) and modeled for different
R-ratios by the same group of authors (Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2012b).
Mode I fatigue fracture loading was performed under displacement control at 5 Hz
with three load ratios (0.1, 0.5, and 0.8). Crack or delamination lengths were measured
with crack gauges and visually. The crack path affected the results and yielded
different crack curves, dependent on between which layers in the GFRP profile the
delamination propagated. Higher R-ratios yielded higher slopes in the delamination
rate versus applied load (GImax) curves. The data were then used for developing a
phenomenological fatigue crack growth model for estimating the total fatigue life
(Shahverdi et al., 2012b).

The next step investigated mixed Mode I/II fatigue fracture in the joints with
different ratios between Mode I and Mode II contribution (Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos,
& Keller, 2013b). The joints were tested with the DCB, ELS, and MMB set-ups devel-
oped for FRP composite laminates (see, e.g., Brunner, Blackman, et al., 2008 for de-
tails). The data were used to establish fatigue failure criteria and a fatigue life model.
The fatigue crack growth curves deduced from the data yielded different slopes depend-
ing on the fatigue fracture Mode. Mode II components in mixed Mode I/II were
observed to yield lower slopes than the pureModes (I or II). The fatigue threshold values
were observed to be lower than the strain energy release rates in quasi-static tests and
different for Mode I andMode II, respectively. This was attributed to different amounts
of fiber bridging for the different Modes and Mode mixities, respectively.

In mixed Mode I/II loading, the determination of the total energy release rate GI/

IIC is straightforward, but the distribution of the Mode I and Mode II components
from that is still being debated, even for fracture of FRP composites (see, e.g.,
Harvey &Wang, 2012a, 2012b; Kinloch, Wang, Williams, & Yayla, 1993; Williams,
1988). Shahverdi in his Ph.D. thesis (2013) used FEM simulation and modified the
so-called “global” method developed by Williams (Kinloch et al., 1993) which he
called “extended global model” to achieve mixed mode separation for the joints.
This represents an interesting development from which fracture analysis of FRP
composites could benefit as well.
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So far, the experimental evidence shows that test concepts and specimen designs
developed for FRP composite laminates can be transferred and applied to fracture
and fatigue fracture testing of adhesively-bonded joints made from pultruded GFRP
profiles. The joints for these tests, so far, have been made from simply-bonded
GFRP profiles. Other types of joints, e.g., based on the single leg four point bend pro-
posed by Tracy, Feraboli, and Kedward (2003) designed for mixed mode testing, have
not been investigated for fracture and fatigue fracture of the GFRP joints yet. It will be
worthwhile to closely follow the developments in fracture and fatigue fracture testing
of FRP composites in the future and to investigate the applicability of new concepts for
the civil engineering structural designs using adhesively-bonded joints made from pul-
truded GFRP profiles.

1.4 Standards and test protocols for determining
environmental effects in fatigue, fracture,
and durability testing

As noted in the introduction, adhesively-bonded structural elements or structures in
civil engineering applications made from pultruded profiles are also subject to a com-
plex spectrum of environmental exposures. These range from daily and seasonal tem-
perature variations (i.e., thermal fatigue) to humidity (e.g., from dew, rainfall, snow) in
general leading to hygrothermal fatigue, and, depending on the application, possibly
exposure to sunlight and ultraviolet (UV) radiation or contact with other media such
as, e.g., oils, hydraulic fluids, acids, and gaseous chemicals. These effects are typically
combined with mechanical service loads and possibly with additional loads generated
by the environment, e.g., wind exposure, snow load, and hail impact. Fire exposure,
even though not expected to occur regularly, nevertheless has to be considered as
well (see, e.g., Mouritz et al., 2009). The service conditions via the associated respec-
tive mechanisms lead, in general, to aging of the adhesively-bonded joints and to a
deterioration of their properties and, hence, of their performance.

Accelerated aging of GFRP profiles made from polyester and vinyl ester, but, how-
ever, not manufactured into adhesively-bonded joints, has recently been discussed by
Cabral Fonseca, Correia, Rodrigues, and Branco (2012). Hygrothermal aging was per-
formed in demineralized water and in salt water at temperatures between þ20 �C and
þ60 �C for up to 18 months, under condensation conditions at þ40 �C for up to
9 months, and under UV irradiation up to 3000 h. The effects of the different exposures
were evaluated via mass change, dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), mechanical
behavior under tension, flexure and shear and chemical changes via Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Demineralized water caused larger changes than salt
water, and UV irradiation affected the visual surface appearance, but not the visco-
elastic (DMA) and mechanical properties. GFRP profiles made from vinyl ester in gen-
eral performed better than those made from polyester.

Temperature effects on the fracture of adhesives under quasi-static Mode I loading
have been investigated with numerical simulations using cohesive zone elements and
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experiments by Banea, da Silva, and Campilho (2011). In a second paper, the com-
bined rate dependence and temperature effects were summarized (Banea, de Sousa,
da Silva, Campilho, & Bastos de Pereira, 2011). For the adhesive used in the tests,
the ductility increased significantly with temperature (up to þ150 �C). The strain-
rate effects were considered minor compared with the temperature effects, but the ten-
sile failure strain changed with temperature.

The temperature-dependent fatigue testing of adhesively-bonded joints made from
pultruded GFRP profiles by Zhang et al. (2009) has already been noted. Fatigue frac-
ture of composite joints at elevated temperature has been explored by, e.g., Newaz,
Lustiger, and Yung (1989), using CFRP thermoplastic composites. While cyclic loads
in load-controlled tests yielded increasing crack growth rates at room temperature, the
rates were decreasing atþ93 �C. This was attributed to plasticizing effects that yielded
higher ductility of the thermoplastic matrix and stabilized crack growth.

While exposure to specific environmental factors such as temperature, moisture, and
even fire and the resulting effect on the adhesively-bonded GFRP joints can be simulated
in laboratory tests, describing and evaluating the full complexity of causes and effects in
real application environments is currently beyond the scope of such tests. The complexity
arises in part from the different components used in the adhesively-bonded joints made
from glass fibers, matrix polymers, fillers and additives, and adhesives, possibly again
modified with fillers and additives, and their different and time-dependent behavior
with respect to environmental exposure. A simple example of this is the effect of pre-
bond moisture on the fracture behavior of adhesively-bonded GFRP composite joints
(Blackman et al., 2008). ISO 9142 at least provides some guidelines for the selection
of laboratory aging conditions for testing adhesively-bonded joints. Accelerating aging
tests to some extent (see, e.g., Stewart & Douglas, 2012 for the example of epoxy FRP
composites) become a challenging task for adhesively-bonded joints. The complexity
posed by the multi-component joint increases further, as soon as more than a single envi-
ronmental exposure factor shall be considered. Developing models for characterizing the
complex interaction between different types of exposure and estimating realistic service
lifetimes under combined mechanical and environmental loads can be formulated as the
ultimate goal, but will require development of a conceptual framework and possibly of a
step-by-step approach.

Civil engineering structures made from any material or combinations of materials
also have to fulfill requirements with respect to fire behavior and fire resistance
(e.g., according to ISO/TR 15655). The effects of exposure to fire on fatigue and frac-
ture properties of adhesively-bonded joints determined under “normal conditions”
(e.g., room or service temperature) also deserve consideration. The basic
temperature-dependent properties of pultruded profiles have been determined and dis-
cussed with a combination of thermal or thermomechanical materials analysis by Bai,
Post, Lesko, and Keller (2008). This however, does not provide information about
behavior under exposure to fire. Specific investigations on fire exposure of GFRP col-
umns (but without adhesive joint) following the international standard ISO 834 were
performed by Bai, Hugi, Ludwig, and Keller (2011) and Bai and Keller (2011). In prin-
ciple, the fatigue or fracture performance of adhesively-bonded GFRP joints after
defined exposure to fire could be determined applying the test procedures for behavior
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compiled in previous sections. Considering the complex design and the complex pro-
cesses occurring in GFRP under fire exposure (see, e.g., Mouritz, 2002), establishing
validated test procedures is a promising area of research.

Another area, still largely unexplored for composite adhesive joints made from pul-
truded GFRP profiles (except for composite adhesive joints, see Blackman et al.,
2012), is high-rate loading and impact that for fracture and fatigue fracture of FRP
composites have recently been reviewed by Brunner (2014). A special aspect of that
is impact of foreign objects that may play an important role in structural elements
and structures made with adhesively-bonded joints. Examples that may deserve
consideration are crashing automobiles, trees falling during storms, or hail impact.
Explosive blast effects on special three-dimensionally reinforced GFRP composite
laminate specimens have been investigated by Mouritz (2001), but to the best knowl-
edge of the author no experience on such blast exposure for civil infrastructure or
structural elements with adhesively-bonded joints is available.

A special environment for adhesively-bonded joints is exposure to ionizing radia-
tion, for which a standard practice has recently been developed (ASTM D1879). This,
however, is not a typical environment for civil engineering structures with adhesively-
bonded composite joints. The GFRP bridge in Pontresina (Engadin valley in the south-
eastern Swiss Alps, see Keller, Bai, & Vallée, 2007; Keller & Tirelli, 2004 for details)
possibly represents a case with somewhat higher exposure to ionizing radiation, both
because of its altitude (around 1800 m above sea level), which entails higher cosmic
radiation and also increased UV exposure, and its location in a region with a relatively
high level of radioactive background radiation. The effects of long-term, relatively
low-level ionizing radiation (comprising particles and electromagnetic radiation),
however, have not been investigated for pultruded GFRP profiles yet. For FRP com-
posites, there are a few investigations, mainly of effects from radiation levels in space
environment on inter-laminar fracture (Funk & Sykes, 1986; Takeda, Tohdoh, &
Takahashi, 1995). The reported results are somewhat contradictory in that improve-
ment (Funk & Sykes, 1986) and degradation (Takeda et al., 1995) in inter-laminar frac-
ture properties have been observed.

1.5 Standards and test protocols for modeling and
simulation of fracture and fatigue behavior

Simulation and modeling require basic material properties, and these have to be deter-
mined either for each of the constituents or for representative adhesive joint specimens
that yield the properties of the overall composite element or structure. A recent review
by He (2011) summarizes basic issues in modeling a wide range of different types of
adhesive joint designs (single or double lap, butt and butt strap, bevel and peel are
included in the discussion) for various load cases (for static, fatigue, and dynamic
loading, see, e.g., ASTMD3807) and considering damage modeling, fracture, and envi-
ronmental exposures as well. The complexity of FEA in these cases, which show non-
linear behavior, is clearly pointed out, especially with respect to predicting failure in
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adhesive or at the adhesiveeadherend interface. For dynamic loading, it is explicitly
noted that FEA predictions have to be validated by experimental work. This will be
a task for future research and investigation. Modeling fracture of adhesive joints is,
e.g., discussed by Kafkalidis and Thouless (2002) using a CZM for single-lap shear
joints and by Steinbrecher et al. (2006) taking the elasticity of the adhesive into account,
as well as more recently by Campilho et al. (2013). The modeling by Campilho et al.
(2013) compared different types of cohesive zone elements and concluded that trape-
zoidal elements performed better than triangular in this case. However, the difference
between the CZM shapes was much less pronounced for brittle adhesives.

Finite element modeling of fracture properties of adhesively-bonded joints from
pultruded GFRP profiles includes the investigations by Zhang et al. (2010b), by Shah-
verdi et al. (2011, 2013a) already discussed previously, and by Taib, Boukhili, Achiou,
and Boukehili (2006) who investigate the specific case of single- and joggle-lap joints.

FEA also plays a role in investigations of the properties of the constituents of the
adhesively-bonded joints. Yu et al. (2001), for example, discuss the application of ma-
terial models implemented in FEA codes for understanding the rate dependence of ad-
hesives. It is concluded that viscoplastic models seem to be better suited for describing
this behavior than the models implemented in FEA codes at the time (2001). For
modeling fracture of adhesives, cohesive zone models (already briefly discussed in
an earlier section) seem to become more and more popular, mainly because of the suc-
cessful application of such models in inter-laminar fracture of FRP composite
laminates.

Taib et al. (2006) note good agreement of their FEA model results with their exper-
iments (Taib et al., 2006) up to a load level of about 2000 N (tensile load producing
shear in the joint). For the joggle-lap joint, deformation behavior observed experimen-
tally was well reproduced by the model, which assumed linear elastic behavior of the
adherends and non-linear behavior for the adhesive.

Extensive numerical modeling by Gonçalves Teixeira and da Silva (2011) investi-
gated the effects of the surface topography of substrates in adhesively-bonded joints.
The numerical simulations indicated that surface roughness with regular patterns may
reduce stress concentrations and simultaneously increase the contact area. The appli-
cation of this concept to adhesively-bonded joints with pultruded GFRP profiles will
require further studies on surface modification and experimental verification, however.

Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2013b) discuss different hypotheses for
modeling the constant-amplitude fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded double-lap
joints with pultruded adherends, based on the experimental data obtained in earlier
work (Sarfaraz et al., 2011, 2012, 2013a). Differences among different models were
noted for extrapolation to the high cycle fatigue regime, while most models described
the behavior in the experimental range of cycles sufficiently well. Nevertheless, the
assumptions of the models and the data used have to be critically examined.

Modeling, not necessarily using FEA, is also required for extrapolating the proper-
ties of the components as well as those of the adhesive joints, under mechanical fatigue
loading (see, e.g., Sarfaraz et al., 2013b) and aging effects, as well as of combinations
of mechanical and environmental aging. An important issue is acceleration of aging
tests for prediction of the long-term behavior of the adhesively-bonded composite
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joints. A recent review of accelerated aging of FRP composites used in civil engineer-
ing by Stewart and Douglas (2012) summarizes the potential pitfalls and discusses the
major limitations, at least for epoxy-based FRP composites. It is essential not to acti-
vate additional damage mechanisms by increasing the aging or testing temperature too
close to the relevant glass-transition temperature. Any modeling or prediction of long-
term behavior based on accelerated tests hence requires careful analysis of the aged
materials and of the resulting damage.

1.6 Summary and future trends

This contribution attempted to present a brief summary of available experimental test
methods and perspectives for future development of such methods for characterizing
the fatigue, the quasi-static fracture, and the fatigue fracture behavior of adhesively-
bonded joints for structural applications in civil engineering made from pultruded
GFRP profiles. At the time of writing (summer 2013), there are virtually no standard-
ized test methods for this specific type of adhesive joint available. Published experi-
mental research typically bases test specimens and test set-up on developments from
fatigue and fracture of regular FRP composites or analogous methods for
adhesively-bonded joints with adherends made from a range of different materials,
including various composites. Of course, the size of test specimens and hence test
set-ups may have to be up-scaled from the respective test standards to accommodate
specimens that fully represent the behavior of commercially manufactured, pultruded
profiles and of the adhesive joints made from them. As indicated by the data compiled
in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 only a limited range of material types (essentially E-glass iso-
phthalic polyester and two component epoxy SikaDur 330) have been used in exper-
imental investigations so far. Hence, it would be straightforward to extend future work
to other types of polymers and adhesives.

Most of the published literature on fatigue and fracture of adhesively-bonded joints
made from pultruded GFRP profiles deals with laboratory-scale test specimens (typi-
cally centimeter to meter size). As noted in the introduction, the transferability of the
test results to engineering structures still poses challenges, first because of size (up-
scaling by at least on order of magnitude), but also because of the complex effective
load spectrum experienced by the elements and structures.

Even though the emphasis here was on experimental aspects, concurrent theoretical
work as well as modeling and simulation also play an important role. Examples of this
are FEM investigations of the performance of up-scaled test set-up designs or of Mode
mixity in quasi-static and in the future possibly also in cyclic fatigue fracture. These
typically require property data of several materials as input and, hence, experimental
determination of a range of (mainly mechanical) properties of the constituents and,
in part, of the full adhesive joints. Modeling the long-term behavior of the joints under
complex and variable environmental exposure again require materials data such as,
e.g., temperature- and humidity-dependent behavior. In the near and intermediate
future, the question of design optimization, as, e.g., discussed for FRP composite
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structures in general by Awad, Aravinthan, Zhuge, and Gonzalez (2012), will be
important for further developments in adhesively-bonded joints as well. An example
of this is the determination of the optimum thickness of the adhesive (Vallée et al.,
2009). Exploring this field and establishing approaches and methods is a truly inter-
disciplinary activity that provides challenging research opportunities.

One area where extensive research on essentially all aspects of adhesive bonding of
polymeric composites has been and still is being performed is research on adhesives
for dental restoration materials, see, e.g., De Munck et al. (2005) or Milia, Cumbo,
Cardoso, and Gallina (2012) for recent reviews. Most of the polymer-matrix compos-
ites (PMC) used in this field are, however, not fiber-reinforced and specimens are typi-
cally much smaller scale (i.e., around one or at most a few centimeters) than the GFRP
joints used in civil engineering. The aspects of environmental exposure and its effect
on the adhesive bond, specifically its durability, investigated for dental PMC (see, e.g.,
De Munck et al. (2005) for details), may nevertheless be useful as a guideline for future
work on durability of adhesively-bonded GFRP pultruded composite joints. Closer to
adhesively-bonded pultruded GFRP profiles are, on the other hand, adhesively-bonded
timber joints, which also find widespread application in civil engineering (e.g., build-
ings and bridges). Fatigue and fracture of adhesively-bonded wood joints have been
standardized or are described in the form of guidelines in, e.g., ASTM D1101,
ASTM D2559, ASTM D4502, and ASTM D5574. Also, the tests discussed by
Brunner and Terrasi (2008) show strong similarities with those of joints made from
pultruded composite profiles. However, wood and wood products allow for more so-
phisticated designs of structural joints than GFRP, e.g., scarf or finger joints described
in ASTM D7469, but with further development in FRP materials, more complex types
of adhesively-bonded composite joints may become technically (and possibly also
economically) feasible.

Again, environmental exposure and effects resulting from that also play an impor-
tant role in timber joints (see, e.g., Cust�odio, Broughton, & Cruz, 2009) and essential
aspects of that quite likely hold for GFRP adhesive joints as well.

An issue that affects structural performance of adhesively-bonded joints, but is rarely
discussed, is manufacturing quality. In manufacturing and preparation of adhesively-
bonded GFRP joints for structural applications, quality control and resulting durability
of these joints under hygrothermomechanical loads have long been recognized to pose
problems (see, e.g., Kinloch, 1979). The question of design values for FRP composites
for civil infrastructure has been discussed, e.g., by Atadero and Karbhari (2009). Non-
destructive testing (NDT) has hence been investigated for providing solutions to quality
control and prediction of service life of FRP composites and adhesively-bonded joints
(see, e.g., Allin, Cawley, & Lowe, 2003; Guyott, Cawley, & Adams, 1986; Hung et al.,
2007; Karhnak & Duke, 1994). However, this still poses problems (see, e.g., Bossi,
Housen, & Shepherd, 2002) even today as noted by Markatos et al. (2013), and new
approaches or technical NDT methods are still welcome. In applications, the NDT
methods (e.g., acoustic emission or ultrasonic-guided waves as discussed by Allin
et al. (2003) or Brunner and Terrasi (2008), the use of fiber optics (see, e.g., Sans, Stutz,
Renart, Mayugo, & Botsis, 2012; Stutz, Cugnoni, & Botsis, 2011) or modal analysis
combined with FEA (Russo, 2013) may be implemented for continuous or intermittent
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monitoring of the adhesive joints in structural elements and structures under service
loads. This relates to the general topic of structural health monitoring (SHM). In civil
engineering, however, the cost for implementing or integrating and operating SHM sys-
tems in adhesively-bonded FRP structures may be prohibitive. Investigations of the
economic feasibility of integrated SHM in other areas of structural engineering, e.g.,
aircraft operation and maintenance that has been investigated by Boller, Kapoor, and
Goh (2007), indicate potential mainly for optimization of maintenance. The case of
adhesively-bonded FRP composite structures has, to the best knowledge of the author,
not been investigated yet in that respect.

Damage and fracture of complex shaped FRP composite elements under quasi-
static or fatigue loads is an active area of research, see, e.g., Cartié, Dell’Anno, Poulin,
and Partridge (2006), Cognard, Davies, Sohier, and Créac’hcadec (2006), or Hélénon,
Wisnom, Hallett, and Trask (2012). The approach typically combines experiments and
simulations (frequently based on FEA). Analogous investigations could be performed
for adhesively-bonded structural elements made from pultruded profiles. Quite likely,
this would provide useful information on structural behavior and damage accumula-
tion of specific elements or parts. Except for a possible, future guideline on the general
approach on structural element testing, these procedures and simulations are difficult to
standardize. However, (standardized) tests on fatigue, fracture, and fatigue fracture
performance of laboratory-size specimens (yielding essentially data on materials and
elements) in combination with specific structural tests on selected elements and
(maybe extensive) modeling and simulation will pave the way for future developments
for understanding structures made from adhesively-bonded pultruded GFRP profiles.

If specialists from the area of fatigue and fracture of FRP composites and/or timber
as well as specialists on adhesives and adhesive bond manufacturing continue to
collaborate on test and specimen design and development, it will be fairly straightfor-
ward to establish validated and possibly standardized test procedures for fatigue, frac-
ture, and fatigue fracture behavior of adhesively-bonded joints from pultruded GFRP
profiles. Combined with research on the transferability of the results to design and
manufacture of civil engineering structures, e.g., via structural element testing and
FEM/FEA simulation, this will provide the basis for reliable and durable structures.

1.7 Sources of further information and advice
ASTM D1002-10 Standard test method for apparent shear strength of single-lap-joint adhe-
sively bonded metal specimens by tension loading (metal-to- metal)
ASTM D1101-97a (2013) Standard test methods for integrity of adhesive joints in structural
laminated wood products for exterior use
ASTM D1879-06 Standard practice for exposure of adhesive specimens to ionizing radiation
ASTM D2093-03 (2011) Standard practice for preparation of surfaces of plastics prior to ad-
hesive bonding
ASTM D2559-12a Standard specification for adhesives for bonded structural wood products
for use under exterior exposure conditions
ASTM D2919-01 (2007) Standard test method for determining durability of adhesive joints
stressed in shear by tension loading
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ASTM D3165-07 Standard test method for strength properties of adhesives in shear by ten-
sion loading of single-lap-joint laminated assemblies
ASTM D3166-99 (2012) Standard test method for fatigue properties of adhesives in shear by
tension loading (metal/metal)
ASTM D3433-99 (2012) Standard test method for fracture strength in cleavage of adhesives
in bonded metal joints
ASTM D3479/D3479M-12 Standard test method for tensionetension fatigue of polymer
matrix composite materials
ASTM D3807-98 (2012) Standard test method for strength properties of adhesives in cleav-
age peel by tension loading (engineering plastics-to-engineering plastics)
ASTM D4502-92 (2011) Standard test method for heat and moisture resistance of wood-
adhesive joints
ASTM D4896-01 (2008) Standard guide for use of adhesive-bonded single lap-joint spec-
imen test results
ASTM D5041-98 (2012) Standard test method for fracture strength in cleavage of adhesives
in bonded joint
ASTM D5528-01 (2007)e3 Standard test method for Mode I interlaminar fracture toughness
of unidirectional fiber-reinforced polymer matrix composites
ASTM D5573-99 (2012) Standard practice for classifying failure modes in fiber-reinforced-
plastic (FRP) joints
ASTM D5574-94 (2012) Standard test methods for establishing allowable mechanical prop-
erties of wood-bonding adhesives for design of structural joints
ASTM D5868-01 (2008) Standard test method for lap shear adhesion for fiber reinforced
plastic (FRP) bonding
ASTM D6105-04 (2012) Standard practice for application of electrical discharge surface
treatment (activation) of plastics for adhesive bonding
ASTM D6115-97 (2011) Standard test method for Mode I fatigue delamination growth onset
of unidirectional fiber-reinforced polymer matrix composites
ASTM D6412/D6412M-99 (2012) Standard specification for epoxy (flexible) adhesive for
bonding metallic and non-metallic materials
ASTM D6671/D6671M-06 Standard test method for mixed Mode I-Mode II interlaminar
fracture toughness of unidirectional fiber reinforced polymer matrix composites
ASTM D7469-12 Standard test methods for end-joints in structural wood products
ASTM E1307-10 Standard practice for surface preparation and structural adhesive bonding
of precured, non-metallic composite facings to structural core for flat shelter panels
ASTM WK22949 New test method for determination of the Mode II interlaminar fracture
toughness of unidirectional fiber-reinforced polymer matrix composites using the end-
notched flexure (ENF) test
EN 13887 Adhesives—test methods for fatigue properties of structural adhesives in tensile
shear
EN 15190 Structural adhesives—test methods for assessing long-term durability of bonded
metallic structures
ISO 291:2008 Plastics—standard atmospheres for conditioning and testing
ISO 834-12:2012 Fire resistance tests—elements of building construction—part 12: Specific
requirements for separating elements evaluated on less than full scale furnaces
ISO 9142:2003 Adhesives—guide to the selection of standard laboratory aging conditions
for testing bonded joints
ISO 9664:1993 Adhesives—test methods for fatigue properties of structural adhesives in
tensile shear
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ISO 10354:1992 Adhesives—characterization of durability of structural-adhesive-bonded
assemblies—wedge rupture test
ISO 14615:1997 Adhesives—durability of structural adhesive joints—exposure to humidity
and temperature under load
ISO 15024:2001 Fibre-reinforced plastic composites—determination of Mode I inter-laminar
fracture toughness, GIC, for unidirectionally reinforced materials
ISO 15114 Fibre-reinforced plastic composites—determination of the Mode II fracture resis-
tance for unidirectionally reinforced materials using the calibrated end-loaded split (C-ELS)
test and an effective crack length approach
ISO/TR 15655:2003 Fire resistance—tests for thermo-physical and mechanical properties of
structural materials at elevated temperatures for fire engineering design
ISO 17212:2012 Structural adhesives—guidelines for the surface preparation of metals and
plastics prior to adhesive bonding
ISO 21368:2005 Adhesives—guidelines for the fabrication of adhesively bonded structures
and reporting procedures suitable for the risk evaluation of such structures
ISO 25217:2009 Adhesives—determination of the Mode I adhesive fracture energy of struc-
tural adhesive joints using double cantilever beam and tapered double cantilever beam
specimens
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Appendix: list of abbreviations

ADCB Asymmetric double cantilever beam (specimen)
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
ATCB Asymmetric tapered double cantilever beam (specimen)
CEN Comité Européen de Normalisation
CFRP Carbon fiberereinforced polymer (material)
CZM Cohesive zone model
DCB Double cantilever beam (specimen)
DIC Digital image correlation
DMA Dynamic mechanical analysis
ECT Edge-crack torsion (specimen or test)
ELS End-loaded split (specimen)
EN European Norm (standard)
ENF End-notched flexure (specimen)
EP Epoxy (polymer)
FEA Finite element analysis
FEM Finite element model (or) finite element modeling
FRP Fiber-reinforced polymer (material)
FTIR Fourier transform infrared (spectrometry)
GFRP Glass fiberereinforced polymer (material)
Hz Hertz (unit of frequency)
ISO International Organization for Standardization
JIS Japan Industrial Standard
MMB Mixed mode bending (usually combining Mode I and Mode II)
NDT Non-destructive testing
PUR Polyurethane
R-ratio Ratio between minimum and maximum load and displacement, respectively (in

cyclic fatigue tests)
SHM Structural health monitoring
SLB Single leg bending (specimen or test)
TDCB Tapered double cantilever beam (specimen)
UV Ultraviolet (radiation spectrum)
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2.1 Introduction

Adhesively-bonded joints provide several benefits, such as more uniform stress distri-
bution than conventional techniques such as fastening or riveting, high fatigue resis-
tance and the possibility of joining different materials (da Silva, €Ochsner, & Adams,
2011). The use of composite materials in industry is growing. In this chapter, the
term ‘composite material’ is limited to classical fibre-reinforced plastics. Composite
substrates in the form of fibre-reinforced plastics are not isotropic and several tests
are necessary to determine all the mechanical properties of the material. One common
form of manufacturing fibre-reinforced plastics is to use prepregs. A prepreg consists
of a combination of a matrix (or resin) and fibre reinforcement. It is ready to use in the
component manufacturing process. It is available in unidirectional (UD) form (one di-
rection of reinforcement) or in fabric form (several directions of reinforcement). Tech-
nological improvements in composite materials have been accompanied by an
improvement in structural adhesives. As a result, the use of bonded joints has begun
to enhance or replace the use of traditional mechanical fasteners in composite and
metallic structures. For example, the new airplane BOEING 787 Dreamliner has
50% composite materials in its structure. This higher use of composites combined
with other technological improvements makes this airplane have fuel consumption
20% lower than other airplanes of a similar size (http://www.boeing.com/
commercial/787family/background.html). The behaviour of composites is highly
anisotropic in respect of both stiffness and strength. In the fibre direction, unidirec-
tional composites can be very strong and stiff, whereas the transverse and shear prop-
erties are much lower.

Knowledge of the state of stresses inside the adhesive layer of an adhesively-
bonded joint is essential for joint strength prediction and joint design. There are
two methods for the stress analysis of lap joints, namely analytical and numerical
methods. Analytical methods using closed-form algebra employ classical linear the-
ories in which some simplifications are used. The finite element (FE) method, on the
other hand, is a well-established numerical technique that can handle complex struc-
tures and non-linear material properties where classical methods generally fail to
work. Cohesive zone models (CZMs) are increasingly being used in FE (da Silva
& Campilho, 2012). This approach enables the complete response of structures up
to the final point of failure to be modelled in a single analysis without the need for
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additional post-processing of FE analysis results. This is an emerging field, and the
techniques for modelling damage can be divided into either local or continuum
approaches. In the continuum approach, the damage is modelled over a finite region.
In the local approach, the damage is confined to zero volume lines and surfaces in
two and three dimensions, respectively, and is often referred to as the cohesive
zone approach. In most of the CZMs, the tractioneseparation relations for the inter-
faces are such that with increasing interfacial separation, the traction across the inter-
face reaches a maximum (crack initiation), then decreases (softening), and finally
crack propagates, permitting a total debond of the interfaces. The whole failure
response and crack propagation can thus be simulated. A CZM models the fracture
process extending the concept of continuum mechanics by including a zone of
discontinuity modelled by cohesive zones, thus using both strength and fracture me-
chanics concepts. CZMs may be used for adhesive debonding or for composite
delaminations.

Although the closed-form solutions have their limitations, they are easy to use, espe-
cially for parametric studies. The FE method needs large computer power, especially if
high accuracy is required, and experienced personnel. Consequently, the former is
widely used for joint design and the latter for research or for complex geometries. There
are many analytical models in the literature for obtaining stress and strain distributions.
Many closed-form models are based on modified shear-lag equations, as proposed orig-
inally by Volkersen (1938). Reviews of these closed-form theories and their assump-
tions can be found in da Silva, das Neves, Adams, and Spelt (2009), da Silva, das
Neves, Adams, Wang, and Spelt (2009) and Tong and Luo (2011). As the analytical
equations become more complex (including factors such as stress variation through
the adhesive thickness, plasticity, thermal effects, composite materials, etc.), there is
a greater requirement to use computing power to solve for the stresses. Hart-Smith
(1973) had a great influence on the methods used for stress analysis of adhesive joints.
Versions of this method have been prepared as Fortran programmes and have been used
extensively in the aerospace industry. Other analyses have been implemented in spread-
sheets or as a programme for personal computers (PCs). The software packages assist in
the design of efficient joints. A brief overview of commercial PC-based analysis/design
software packages is given in Table 2.1. The main features of each software package are
identified. As shown in Table 2.1, the existing software packages are very specific and
most of them only cover one or two joint geometries. Moreover, only a limited number
of models are suitable for composite materials. For most of the software, the choosing
process is dependent on the previous experience of the designer, apart from those of
da Silva, Lima, and Teixeira (2009) and Dragoni, Goglio, and Kleiner (2010).

The design philosophy associated with adhesive joints is radically different from
that of other traditional methods of joining such as bolts or rivets. Therefore, it is
not advised to take a joint initially designed for another type of joining method and
modify it for adhesive bonding. The first point in design is to choose a suitable adhe-
sive, which will depend on the type of loading, the adherends to bond and the environ-
ment (temperature and humidity). Adhesives, which are polymeric materials, are not as
strong as the adherends they are joining, such as metals or composites. However, when
they are loaded over a large area such as in a single-lap joint, they can provide a high
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Table 2.1 Software packages available on the market

Name Supplier Application Features

Bolt G.S. Springer
Stanford
University,
USA

Design of pin-
loaded holes in
composites

• Prediction of failure
strength and failure mode

• Three types of bolted
joints: joints with a single
hole, joints with two iden-
tical holes in a row

• Joints with two identical
holes in tandem

• Applicable to uniform ten-
sile loads and symmetric
laminates

BISEPSLOCO AEA Technology,
UK

Closed form
computer code
for predicting
stresses and
strains in
adhesively-
bonded single-
lap joints

• Tensile/shear/bending
moment loading

• Adhesive peel and shear
stress predictions

• Allowance for plasticity in
adhesive layer

• Thermal stress analysis

BISEPSTUG AEA Technology,
UK

Closed form
computer code
for predicting
stresses and
strains in
adhesively-
bonded coaxial
joints

• Stepped and profiled joints
• Orthotropic adherends
• Torsional and axial loading
• Allowance for plasticity in
adhesive layer

• Thermal stress analysis

CoDA National Physical
Laboratory,
UK

Preliminary
design of
composite
beams and
panels, and
bolted joints

• Synthesis of composite
material properties (lamina
and laminates for a range
of fibre formats)

• Parametric analyses
• Panel and beam design
• Bonded and bolted double
shear joints

• Bearing, shear-out, pin
shear and by-pass tensile
failure prediction

DLR DLR-Mitteilung,
Germany

Preliminary
design of
composite
joints

• Adhesively-bonded and
bolted joints

• Linear-elastic and linear-
elastic/plastic behaviour

Continued
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Table 2.1 Continued

Name Supplier Application Features

• Tension and shear loading
• Symmetric and asymmetric
lap joints

• Bearing, shear-out, pin
shear and by-pass tensile
failure prediction (washers
and bolt tightening)

Feloco AEA Technology,
UK

Finite element
module
computer code
for predicting
stresses and
strains in
adhesively-
bonded lap
shear joints

• Stepped and profiled joints
• Tensile/shear/bending
moment/pressure loading

• Linear and non-linear
analysis

• Peel, shear and longitudinal
stress predictions in adhe-
sive layer and adherends

• Thermal stress analysis for
adherend and adhesive

PAL Permabond, UK ‘Expert’ system
for adhesive
selection

• Joined systems include:
• Lap and butt joints,
Sandwich structures,
Bushes/gears/bearings/
shafts/pipes/threaded
fittings

• Elastic analysis
• Creep/fatigue effects on
joint stiffness (graphical)

RETCALC Loctite, UK Interactive
Windows-
based general-
purpose
software

• Joint strength
• Correction factors
(temperature and fatigue)

ESDU Engineering
Science Data
Unit, UK

Software for use
in structural
design

• ESDU 78042 shear stresses
in the adhesives in bonded
joints. Single-step double-
lap joints loaded in tension

• ESDU 79016 Inelastic
shear stresses and strains in
the adhesives bonding lap
joints loaded in tension or
shear (computer program)

• ESDU 80011 elastic
stresses in the adhesive in
single step double-lap
bonded joints
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strength, sufficient to deform plastically the metal in some cases or to break the com-
posite. That is why when designing an adhesive joint, the load must be spread over a
large area and not concentrated in one point. Peel loads are the greatest enemy of the
designer of bonded joints (Adams, Comyn, & Wake, 1997), especially for composite
materials. The adhesive should be loaded in shear whenever possible and the peel and
cleavage stresses should be avoided. However, there might be limitations in terms of
manufacturing process, cost, consequences of failure, and desired final appearance that
may complicate the designing process.

The strength of an adhesive joint in the absence of environmental factors is deter-
mined by the mechanical properties of the adhesive and adherends, the joint geometry
and the residual internal stresses. In effect, localized stresses are not always apparent
and may occur as a result of differential thermal expansion of the adhesive and adher-
ends. Another cause is shrinkage of adhesive during cure. These factors are all dis-
cussed and simple design guidelines are given. The joint strength can be improved

Table 2.1 Continued

Name Supplier Application Features

• ESDU 80039 elastic adhe-
sive stresses in multi-step
lap joints loaded in tension
(computer program)

• ESDU 81022 Guide to the
use of Data Items in the
design of bonded joints

Joint designer
(da Silva,
Lima, &
Teixeira,
2009)

Faculty of
Engineering,
University of
Porto, Portugal

Closed-form
computer code
for predicting
stresses and
strength in
adhesively-
bonded joints

• Accessible to non-experts
• Lap joints
• Adhesive peel and shear
stress predictions

• Joint strength prediction
• Allowance for plasticity in
adhesive layer and
adherends

• Orthotropic adherends
• Thermal stress analysis

JointCalc
(Dragoni
et al., 2010)

Henkel AG,
Germany

Closed-form
computer code
for predicting
stresses and
strength in
adhesively-
bonded joints

• Accessible to non-experts
• Single- and double-lap
joints, single- and double-
strap joints, peel joints and
cylindrical joints

• Adhesive peel and shear
stress predictions

• Joint strength prediction

Source: Adapted from National Physical Laboratory (2007).
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by a number of techniques such as fillets and adherend shaping. All these aspects are
discussed in detail. Hybrid joints are increasingly being used for increasing adhesive
joints. Adhesives can be used in conjunction with a rivet or a bolt. The advantages of
such solutions are explained in this chapter. Repair techniques are also treated because
joints may be damaged in some way and it is important to discuss methods to guar-
antee an efficient repair design.

2.2 Factors affecting joint strength

The major factors that affect the joint strength of lap joints are the material properties
(adherends and adhesive) and the geometry (adherend and adhesive thickness, and
overlap). Residual internal stresses due to thermal effects should also be taken into ac-
count. The stress distribution in adhesive joints is not uniform, and therefore the
average shear stress (i.e. load divided by the bonded area) can be much lower than
the local maximum stress. Failure always occurs at the stress concentrations and it
is fundamental to decrease these stress peaks if a joint strength improvement is
required. There are general guidelines whose objective is to increase the joint strength
by minimising the stress concentrations:

• Use an adhesive with a low modulus and ductile behaviour.
• Use similar adherends, or if not possible, balance the stiffness.
• Use a thin adhesive layer.
• Use a large bonded area.

Each of these factors is discussed next and detailed design guidelines are given.
The residual stresses caused by thermal effects are also discussed. Bonded joints expe-
rience peel loading, so the composite may fail in transverse tension before the adhe-
sive fails. The composite adherend splits apart locally due to these peel stresses,
thereby destroying the shear transfer capacity between the two adherends. In that
case, the joint strength can be further improved by using adhesive fillets, adherend
tapers, adhesive bands along the overlap or hybrid joints. These solutions are
described in Section 2.3.

2.2.1 Adhesive properties

It is very important to distinguish between adhesive strength and joint strength. The
joint strength may not increase if a stronger adhesive is used. The joint strength de-
pends not only on the adhesive strength but also on its ductility and stiffness. Adhe-
sives with high ductility and flexibility have generally a low strength. However,
when used in a joint, their ability to distribute the stress uniformly along the overlap
(low stiffness) and to deform plastically can give a joint strength much higher than
with apparently strong adhesives that are less ductile (da Silva, Rodrigues, Figueiredo,
de Moura, & Chousal, 2006). A low modulus adhesive gives a more uniform stress
distribution in comparison to a stiff adhesive where there is a high stress concentration
at the ends of the overlap (see Figure 2.1). A ductile adhesive is able to redistribute the
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load and make use of the less stressed parts of the overlap, whereas a brittle adhesive
concentrates the load at the ends of the overlap giving a low average shear stress (see
Figure 2.2). Adhesives are either strong, brittle and stiff, or weak, ductile and flexible.
The ideal would be to have a strong, ductile and flexible adhesive but this is very diffi-
cult to achieve, although the properties are independent. It is recommended to use
ductile adhesives, but this also depends on the overlap, as will be seen in Section 2.2.4.

Ductile adhesives are also more resistant to crack propagation than brittle adhe-
sives, giving a much higher toughness. The fatigue strength is generally lower for brit-
tle adhesives. If the fatigue limit is measured in terms of a percentage of the static
maximum joint strength, then the fatigue life of joints with ductile adhesives is consid-
erably higher than that of joints with brittle adhesives. This is due to a more uniform
stress distribution and also because of the higher damping energy associated with
ductile adhesives. In the case of non-uniform loading such as peel, cleavage or thermal
internal stresses, a joint with a ductile adhesive will also give a better response.

Stiff adhesive

Flexible adhesive

Figure 2.1 Effect of the adhesive modulus on the adhesive stress distribution along the overlap.
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Figure 2.2 Effect of the adhesive ductility on the adhesive stress distribution along the overlap.
Adapted from Hart-Smith (1973).
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2.2.2 Adherend properties

Adherend properties also have a huge impact on the joint strength. The most important
are the adherend modulus and its strength. The higher the adherend modulus, the lower
will be its deformation at the ends of the overlap, where the load transfer takes place,
and the lower will be the effect of the differential straining in the adhesive (Volkersen,
1938). The adherend strength is also fundamental and can explain many joint failures.
In the case of metallic adherends, the adherend yielding can cause a premature failure
of the joint. As the load imposed on the joint increases, the stress at the edge of the
overlap increases. When the stress reaches the yield point of the steel, large plastic
strains appear, creating a plastic hinge, as shown in Figure 2.3. Although the stresses
are limited, the strains associated with the stress in the plastic range are very large. As
the maximum adhesive strain is limited, it therefore fails when the maximum adhesive
strain is exceeded. In other words, it is the adherend yielding that controls failure.

In the case of composite laminate adherends, it is recommended to have the outer
layers with a direction parallel to the loading direction to avoid intralaminar failure of
these layers. In any case, the major problem is the low transverse strength (through the
thickness) of composites that is of the same order or lower than the adhesive tensile
strength. This is a major problem of adhesive joints with composites that tend to
fail in an interlaminar manner due to the high peel stresses at the ends of the overlap,
as shown in Figure 2.4. As an example, consider the case of a bismaleimide reinforced
with a carbon fibre fabric (da Silva & Adams, 2008). The strength in the fibre direction
was measured with a four-point flexure test as a function of temperature (Figure 2.5).
The failure occurred between the inner rollers. Tests were performed at �55, 22, 100
and 200 �C. It is interesting to note that the strength increases with temperature. This is
because the resin becomes tougher and more ductile as the temperature approaches Tg
and is less sensitive to defects. It is widely acknowledged that the through-thickness
strength of composites is a difficult property to measure. In this study (da Silva &
Adams, 2008), the composite plate was cut and bonded to two steel blocks waisted
to 12� 15 mm2. The steel and composite surfaces to bond were grit blasted. However,
to avoid damaging the fibres, the composite was grit blasted with the gun of the shot
blaster well away from the surface so as to decrease the blast pressure, and for a short
period of time (approximately 5 s). Several designs were tested to make sure that fail-
ure occurs in the composite (design 3 in Figure 2.6). The adhesive used to bond the

Plastic deformation

Stress concentration

Figure 2.3 Adherend yielding in a single-lap joint.
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Figure 2.4 Interlaminar failure of the composite in adhesive joints.
Adapted from Hart-Smith (1973).
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Figure 2.5 0 �C and 90 �C strength in flexure of (four-point flexure test) a bismaleimide
composite.
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composite to the steel blocks was an epoxy AV119 from Huntsman. Its Tg is 120 �C so
that the composite was not tested at 200 �C. A jig was used to guarantee alignment
during manufacture. The specimen was loaded normal to the plane of the fibres. It
is necessary to ensure that the load is perfectly aligned and that there is no bending
effect that would lead to a premature failure. This was achieved by loading the steel
blocks through precisely aligned pins. Figure 2.7 shows that the strength obtained
in the thickness direction is one order of magnitude lower than the longitudinal
strength, comparable to the strength of an adhesive.

If failure occurs in the composite, a failure criterion in the adhesive (maximum stress
andmaximum strain) overestimates the joint strength (Figure 2.8). Predictions based on
the composite transverse stress at the interface compare very well with the experiments
(da Silva, das Neves, Adams, Wang, et al., 2009). One solution to decrease the peel
stresses is by tapering the adherends, as will be discussed in Section 2.3.2.

The use of dissimilar adherends decreases the joint strength due to a non-uniform
stress distribution (see Figure 2.9). To reduce this problem, the joint should be
designed so that the longitudinal stiffness of the adherends to be bonded are equal,

Glueline 0.1 thick

Glueline 0.1 thick

Glueline 1 thick

Composite

Composite
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45° chamfer
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P
Steel block

Steel block

Steel block

Steel block
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Steel block
4

Design 1

Design 2

Design 3

Figure 2.6 Designs studied for the determination of the transverse bismaleimide composite
properties (dimensions in mm, not to scale).
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i.e. E1t1¼ E2t2, where E is the longitudinal modulus, t the thickness and the subscripts
(1, 2) refer to adherend 1 and adherend 2.

The composite material itself can be modified in order to increase its through-
thickness strength. Many novel techniques have been developed. The most common
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Figure 2.8 Aluminium-composite joints where failure initiates in the composite by peel.
Adapted from Adams and Mallick (1993).
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Figure 2.7 Transverse (through the thickness) strength of the bismaleimide composite.
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through-thickness reinforcement techniques are 3D weaving (Mouritz, 2007), stitch-
ing (Dransfield, Baillie, & Mai, 1994) and braiding (Tong, Mouritz, & Bannister,
2002, p. 1). However, the only technique capable of reinforcing prepreg laminates
in the through-thickness direction in large commercial quantities is z-pinning.
z-pins reinforced composites are composed of short small diameter rods inserted
in the through-thickness direction (called the ‘z-axis’ in analytical models and
hence the name ‘z-pins’) of the composite laminates. However, there are several
concerns about the manufacture of the z-pinning process, particularly
accurate insertion of the z-pins in the orthogonal direction, swelling of the
laminate that reduces the fibre volume fraction, and fibre damage (Chang, Mouritz,
& Cox, 2006).

Hybrid materials are rather new types of materials that have been developed in the
last 20e30 years (Vlot & Gunnink, 2001). One type, the fibre metal laminates, has
been developed at the Technical University of Delft, in cooperation with a number
of partners. These material systems are created by bonding composite laminate plies
to metal plies. It was found that the fatigue crack growth rates in adhesive bonded
sheet materials can be reduced if they are built up by laminating and adhesively
bonding thin sheets of the material, instead of using one thick monolithic sheet.
The concept is usually applied to aluminium with aramid (ARALL) and glass fibres

Elc tc < Em tm
Metal

Metal

Composite

Stress-free joint

Thermal deformation, ΔT < 0

Thermal stresses
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Adhesive shear stresses
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Resultant stresses

0

P/2
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Tensile load at adhesive yielding

Figure 2.9 Adhesive shear stresses in a metal/composite double-lap joint for the case where the
composite has a lower longitudinal stiffness than the metal (Elc tc< Em tm) under a tensile
load and a thermal load, at adhesive yielding (sy).
Adapted from Hart-Smith (1973).
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(GLARE), but can also be applied to other constituents (Alderliesten, 2009; Vermee-
ren, 2003). In particular the GLARE material has been investigated intensively and
has become one of the new materials used on the large Airbus A380 aircraft: two
large sections of the fuselage and the leading edges of the horizontal tail planes
are made of GLARE. Since metals and fibre-reinforced polymers have characteristic
properties and features with respect to manufacturing, the manufacturing of hybrid
materials has properties and features related to both material groups. This multilayer
composition of the hybrid laminates also offer the opportunity to mix and combine
constituent materials with the aim to optimize the component or substructure and
have therefore a tailor-made material.

2.2.3 Adhesive thickness

The effect of the bondline thickness on single-lap joints is well documented in the
literature. Most of the results are for typical structural adhesives and show that the
lap joint strength decreases as the bondline increases (Adams & Peppiatt, 1974; da
Silva et al., 2006). Experimental results show that for structural adhesives, the opti-
mum joint strength is obtained with thin bondlines, in the range of 0.1e0.2 mm.
However, the classical analytical models such those of Volkersen (1938) or Goland
and Reissner (1944) predict the opposite. There are many theories that attempt to
explain this fact and this subject is still controversial. Adams and Peppiatt (1974)
explained that an increase in the bondline thickness increases the probability of hav-
ing internal imperfection in the joint (voids and microcracks), which will lead to pre-
mature failure of the joints. Crocombe (1989) shows that thicker single-lap joints
have a lower strength by considering the plasticity of the adhesive. An elastic anal-
ysis shows that the stress distribution of a thin bondline is more concentrated at the
ends of the overlap than a thicker bondline that has a more uniform stress distribu-
tion. A thin bondline will therefore reach the yielding stress at a lower load than a
thick bondline. However, when yielding does occur in a thicker joint, there is a
less ‘elastic reserve’ to sustain further loading and thus yielding spreads more quickly
(see Figure 2.10). Gleich, van Tooren, and Beukers (2001) showed with a FE anal-
ysis on single-lap joints that increases in the interface stresses (peel and shear) as the
bondline gets thicker cause the failure load of a bonded joint to decrease with
increasing bondline thickness. They found that for the low bondline thickness range,
an optimum distribution of stresses along the joint interface exists for maximum joint
strength. Grant, Adams, and da Silva (2009) found a reduction in joint strength with
increasing the bondline thickness when testing single-lap joints for the automotive
industry with an epoxy adhesive. The strength reduction was attributed to the higher
bending moments for the lap joints with thick bondlines due to the increase in the
loading offset.

The earlier analyses are in general for metal adherends. When composites are used,
a decrease in the adhesive stiffness increases the peel stress at the ends of the overlap
and might trigger composite delamination. Therefore, the benefits of using a thin bond-
line might be reduced.
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2.2.4 Overlap

Increasing the joint width increases the strength proportionally. However, the effect of
the overlap length depends on the type of adhesive (i.e. ductile or brittle) and on the
type of adherend. For metal adherends, three cases should be considered: (1) elastic
adherends (e.g. high strength steel) and ductile adhesive, (2) elastic adherend and brit-
tle adhesive and (3) adherends that yield. For elastic adherends and ductile adhesives
(more than 20% shear strain to failure), the joint strength is approximately proportional
to the overlap. This is because ductile adhesives can deform plastically, redistribute the
stress as the load increases and make use of the whole overlap. In this case, the failure
criterion is the global yielding of the adhesive. For adhesives with intermediate
ductility, the adhesive fails because the strain in the adhesive at the ends of the overlap
reaches the adhesive shear strain to failure (see Figure 2.11). For elastic adherends and
brittle adhesives, the joint strength is not proportional to the overlap and a plateau is
reached. This is because the stress is concentrated at the ends of the overlap and a
longer overlap does not alter the stress distribution along the overlap. For adherends
that yield, the failure is dictated by the adherend yielding, and again a plateau is
reached corresponding to the adherend yielding.

The effect of the overlap for composite adherends is mainly dictated by the compos-
ite transverse strength. Recently, Neto, Campilho, and da Silva (2012) studied this
matter with carbon fibre-reinforced epoxy composites. The main objectives of this
work were the characterization of the failure process and strength of adhesive joints
with composites, bonded with different adhesives and from short to long overlaps,
and the validation of different predicting methods. This work allowed to conclude
that for single-lap joints with composites bonded with a ductile adhesive (SikaForce�

7888) the failure load increases as the overlap increase (Figure 2.12) and the failure
was cohesive in the adhesive for all overlaps (Figure 2.13(a)). In the case of the brittle

Figure 2.10 Stress distribution in a thick (a) and a thin (b) adhesive layer.
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adhesive (AV138), as the overlap increased a plateau was reached (Figure 2.12), since
for the overlap of 30 mm, the experimental failure observed was interlaminar and
therefore the failure was dictated by the composite (Figure 2.13(b)). Analytical and nu-
merical methods were used to predict the strength of the joints. For the joints with the
brittle adhesive, the analytical model of Hart-Smith can predict the failure load in the
composite using the peel stress. For the ductile adhesive, the best prediction was ob-
tained with the global yielding criterion (Figure 2.11):

PGY ¼ sy$b$l (2.1)
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Figure 2.12 Experimental failure loads for composite single-lap joints with a brittle adhesive
AV138 and a ductile adhesive SikaForce� 7888.
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Figure 2.11 Failure due to adhesive shear strain (a) and due to global yielding (b). sp is
the yielding shear stress and gp is the plastic shear strain at failure.
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where PGY is the failure load of the adhesive due to global yielding, sy is the yield
strength of the adhesive, b is the joint width and l is the overlap length. The numerical
methods used (CZM) returned satisfactory values with the brittle adhesive, but with the
ductile adhesive these models did not work with the same precision. This probably
happened because a triangular law was used and the behaviour of the ductile adhesive
is closer to a trapezium shape. Also the determination of the cohesive law properties
can be improved with an inverse method or a direct determination method. Never-
theless, the numerical models were capable to simulate the failure initiation and
propagation observed in the tests.

2.2.5 Residual stresses

One of the main advantages of using adhesive bonding is the possibility to bond dis-
similar materials, such as carbon fibre-reinforced plastics (CFRP) to aluminium in
many aeronautical applications. However, dissimilar adherends may have very
different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE). Thus, temperature changes may
introduce thermal stresses in addition to the externally applied loads. The adhesive
curing and the resulting thermal shrinkage may also introduce internal stresses. Defor-
mations or even cracks can appear. It is important to consider thermal effects because
these generally lead to a joint strength reduction, even though in some cases the oppo-
site happens (da Silva, Adams, & Gibbs, 2004). Several authors have found that the
stresses caused by adhesive shrinkage have much less effect on the lap joint strength
than those generated by the adherend thermal mismatch. Thermal loads are especially
important when bonding adherends with different CTEs (Hart-Smith, 1973). For
metal/composite joints for example, the metal tends to shrink as the temperature is
decreased from the cure value (generally a high temperature) and this is partially
resisted by the composite (lower CTE), thereby inducing residual bond stresses espe-
cially at the ends of the joint. One end has positive residual shear stresses and the other

(a) (b)

Figure 2.13 (a) Cohesive failure of joints with ductile adhesive SikaForce� 7888 for overlap
50 mm. (b) Composite failure for joints with brittle adhesive AV138 for an overlap of
40 mm.
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end has negative residual shear stresses (see Figure 2.9(a)). The thermal stresses are
beneficial at one end of the joint but have the reverse effect on the other side of the
joint. The thermal load DT is given by Eqn (2.2):

DT ¼ TO � TSF (2.2)

where TO is the operating temperature and TSF is the stress-free temperature. It is
reasonable to consider the stress-free temperature as the normal cure temperature of the
adhesive for most cases.

2.3 Methods to increase joint strength

2.3.1 Fillets

Various authors have shown that the inclusion of a spew fillet at the ends of the overlap
reduces the stress concentrations in the adhesive and the substrate (Adams, Atkins,
Harris, & Kinloch, 1986; Adams & Harris, 1987; Adams & Peppiatt, 1974;
Crocombe & Adams, 1981; Dorn & Liu, 1993; Lang & Mallick, 1998; da Silva &
Adams, 2007a, 2007b; Tsai & Morton, 1995). The load transfer and shear stress dis-
tribution of a single-lap joint with and without fillet are schematically represented in
Figure 2.14. It can be seen that there is a stress concentration at the ends of the overlap
for the single-lap joint with a square end. Modification of the joint end geometry with a
spew fillet spreads the load transfer over a larger area and gives a more uniform shear
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Figure 2.14 Load transfer and shear stress distribution in single-lap joints with and without
fillet.
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stress distribution. The fillet not only gives a smoother load transfer but also alters the
stress intensity factors, as shown in Figure 2.15.

Adams and Peppiatt (1974) found that the inclusion of a 45� triangular spew fillet
decreases the magnitude of the maximum principal stress by 40% when compared to a
square-end adhesive fillet. Adams and Harris (1987) tested aluminium/epoxy single-
lap joints with and without fillet and found an increase of 54% in joint strength for
the filleted joint. Adams et al. (1986) tested aluminium/CFRP single-lap joints and
found that the joint with a fillet is nearly two times stronger than the joint without a
fillet. Crocombe and Adams (1981) did similar work but included geometric (overlap
length, adhesive thickness and adherend thickness) and material (modulus ratio) pa-
rameters. The reduction in peel and shear stresses was greatest for a low modulus ratio
(low adhesive modulus), a high adhesive thickness and a low adherend thickness.

Dorn and Liu (1993) investigated the influence of the spew fillet in plastic/metal
joints. The study included an FE analysis and experimental tests, and they concluded
that the spew fillet reduces the peak shear and peel adhesive stresses and decreases
stress and strain concentrations in the adherends in the most critical regions. They
also studied the influence of different adhesive and different metal adherends. A
ductile adhesive and a more balanced joint (aluminium/plastic instead of steel/plastic)
give a better stress distribution.

Tsai and Morton (1995) studied the influence of a triangular spew fillet in laminated
composite single-lap joints. The FE analysis and the experimental tests (Moire inter-
ferometry) proved that the fillet helps to carry part of the load, thus reducing the shear
and peel strains.

The above analyses are limited to triangular geometry. Lang and Mallick (1998)
investigated eight different geometries: full and half triangular, full and half rounded,
full rounded with fillet, oval and arc. They showed that shaping the spew to provide a
smoother transition in joint geometry significantly reduces the stress concentrations.
Full rounded with fillet and arc spew fillets give the highest percent reduction in
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C – medium

A – strong

B – medium

B – medium

A – medium

D – zero
45° full fillet

45° fillet

Figure 2.15 Stress intensity factors in adhesive lap joints with different spew fillet geometry.
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maximum stresses, whereas half rounded fillets give the least. Furthermore, increasing
the size of the spew also reduces the peak stress concentrations.

2.3.2 Adherend shaping

Adherend shaping is a powerful way to decrease the stress concentration at the ends of
the overlap. Figure 2.16 presents typical geometries used for that purpose. Some analyt-
ical models were proposed to have a more uniform stress distribution along the overlap
(Cherry&Harrison, 1970).However, the FEmethod ismore appropriate for the study of
adherend shaping. The concentrated load transfer at the ends of the overlap can be more
uniformly distributed if the local stiffness of the joint is reduced. This is particularly rele-
vant for adhesive joints with composites due to the low transverse strength of compos-
ites (see Section 2.2.2). Adams et al. (1986) addressed this problem. They studied
various configurations of double-lap joints where the central adherend is CFRP and
the outer adherends are made of steel. They found with FE and experiments that the in-
clusion of an internal taper and an external fillet can triple the joint strength. Later da
Silva and Adams (2007b) tested joints with an internal taper and an adhesive fillet
(see the geometry in Figure 2.16), which were manufactured and tested with the epoxy
adhesive Supreme 10HT (Master Bond) at 22 �C. The failure load is higher than for the
joint without a taper and an adhesive fillet (basic design) but the increase is very small
(see Figure 2.17). The increase in strength obtained by Adams et al. (1986) was three
times. They also showed that, with an adhesive fillet and an internal taper, the loading
is predominantly tensile in the adhesive, and that the locus of failure is at the outer sur-
face of the adhesive fillet close to the outer adherend corner. The Supreme 10HT joints
also failed at the outer adherend corner, as shown in Figure 2.18. The tensile strength of
Supreme 10HT at room temperature is 46 MPa (da Silva & Adams, 2005), whereas that
of the adhesive used by Adams et al. (1986) was 82 MPa. Therefore, another adhesive
with a higher tensile strength than Supreme 10HT was used to check if a joint with an
internal taper and an adhesive fillet can give a higher strength increase. The epoxy
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Inside taper and adhesive fillet

Figure 2.16 Adherend shaping.
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Figure 2.17 Basic design (open bars) versus design with taper (grey bars) and adhesive fillet
failure loads for various adhesives at 22 �C (titanium/composite double-lap joints with the
composite as the inner adherend).
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Figure 2.18 Failure mode of titanium/composite double-lap joints: (a) in basic design; (b) with
an internal taper and an adhesive fillet at 22 �C; (c) with an internal taper and an adhesive fillet at
�55 �C (schematic representation).
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AV119 (Huntsman) was selected, as its tensile strength at room temperature is 67 MPa.
The strength increase compared to the basic design is now 1.8 times (see Figure 2.17).
The locus of failure was also at the outer adherend corner (see Figure 2.18(b)). These
results show that the use of an internal taper and adhesive fillet is not necessarily bene-
ficial and will depend on the adhesive properties.

Hildebrand (1994) did similar work on SLJs between fibre-reinforced plastic and
metal adherends. The optimisation of the SLJs was done by modifying the geometry
of the joint ends. Different shapes of adhesive fillet, reverse tapering of the adherend,
rounding edges and denting were applied in order to increase the joint strength. The
results of the numerical predictions suggest that, with a careful joint-end design, the
strength of the joints can be increased by 90e150%.

The use of internal tapers in adherends in order to minimize the maximum transverse
stresses at the ends of bonded joints has also been studied by Rispler, Tong, Steven, and
Wisnom (2000). An evolutionary structural optimisation method (EVOLVE) was used
to optimize the shape of adhesive fillets. EVOLVE consists of an iterative FE analysis
and a progressive removal of elements in the adhesive that are low stressed.

Other examples of joint-end modifications for joint transverse stress reduction but
using external tapers are those of Sancaktar and Nirantar (2003) and Kaye and Heller
(2005). Kaye and Heller (2005) used numerical optimization techniques in order to
optimize the shape of the adherends. This is especially relevant in the context of repairs
using composite patches bonded to aluminium structures (see Section 2.5) due to the
highly stressed edges.

Tapers (internal or external) or more complex adherend shaping are excellent
methods to reduce the peel stresses at the ends of the overlap, and therefore to increase
the joint strength. Internal tapers with a fillet seem to be the more efficient way to have
a joint increase, especially with brittle adhesives and when composites are used. The
FE method is a convenient technique for the determination of the optimum adherend
geometry; however, the complexity of the geometry achieved is not always possible to
realize in practice.

2.4 Hybrid joints

Joints with different methods of joining are increasingly being used. The idea is to
gather the advantages of the different techniques, leaving out their problems. Another
possibility is to use more than one adhesive along the overlap or varying the adhesive
and/or adherend properties. All these cases have been grouped here under a section
called ‘hybrid joints’ (see Figure 2.19). Such joints are particularly difficult to simulate
using analytical models for obvious reasons. The FE method is the preferred tool to
investigate the application of such techniques and find design guidelines.

2.4.1 Mixed adhesive joints

Mixed modulus joints have been proposed in the past to improve the stress distribution
and increase the joint strength of high-modulus adhesives. The stiff, brittle adhesive
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should be in the middle of the overlap, while a low-modulus adhesive is applied at the
edges prone to stress concentrations. Sancaktar and Kumar (2000) used rubber parti-
cles to toughen the part of the adhesive located at the ends of the overlap and increase
the joint strength. The concept was studied with the FE method and proved experimen-
tally. Pires, Quintino, Durodola, and Beevers (2003) also proved with an FE analysis
and experimentally with two different adhesives that the mixed adhesive method gives
an improvement in joint performance. Temiz (2006) used an FE analysis to study the
influence of two adhesives in double-lap joints under bending and found that the tech-
nique greatly decreased the stresses at the ends of the overlap. Bouiadjra, Fekirini,
Belhouari, Boutabout, and Serier (2007) used the mixed modulus technique for the
repair of an aluminium structure with a composite patch. The use of a more flexible
adhesive at the edge of the patch increases the strength performance of the repair.
das Neves, da Silva, and Adams (2009a, 2009b) have developed an analytical model
that takes into account two adhesives along the overlap and permits determination of
the best combination of adhesives and the optimum geometric factors (e.g. overlap) to

Adhesive 1 Adhesive 2 Adhesive 1

Mixed adhesive joint

Bolted-bonded joint

Rivet-bonded joint

Weld-bonded joint

Figure 2.19 Hybrid joints.
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have the maximum joint strength. The authors showed that the technique is more effi-
cient for single-lap joints than for double-lap joints. da Silva and Lopes (2009) have
studied single-lap adhesive joints maintaining the same brittle adhesive in the middle
of the overlap and using three different ductile adhesives of increasing ductility at the
ends of the overlap. A simple joint strength prediction is proposed for mixed adhesive
joints. The mixed adhesive technique gives joint strength improvements in relation to a
brittle adhesive alone in all cases. For a mixed adhesive joint to be stronger than the
brittle adhesive and the ductile adhesive used individually, the load carried by the brit-
tle adhesive must be higher than that carried by the ductile adhesive. Marques and da
Silva (2008) studied mixed adhesive joints with an internal taper and a fillet. They
show that the use of a taper and a fillet have little effect on the strength of mixed ad-
hesive joints. The ductile adhesive at the ends of the overlap is sufficient to have an
improved joint strength in relation to a brittle adhesive alone. The taper and the fillet
are only useful when the brittle adhesive is used alone. One of the problems associated
with the mixed adhesive technique is the adhesive proper separation. The best way to
control the process is to use film adhesives. However, it is difficult to find compatible
adhesives in the film form. This is a problem for the manufacturers to solve. Mean-
while, the adhesive separation can be done by the use of silicone strips even though
a small portion of the load-bearing area is reduced.

The technique of using multi-modulus adhesives has been extended to solve the
problem of adhesive joints that need to withstand low and high temperatures by
da Silva and Adams (2007b, 2007c). At high temperatures, a high-temperature adhe-
sive in the middle of the joint retains the strength and transfers the entire load, while a
low-temperature adhesive is the load-bearing component at low temperatures, making
the high-temperature adhesive relatively lightly stressed. The authors studied various
configurations with the FE method and proved experimentally that the concept works,
especially with dissimilar adherends (titanium/CFRP).

2.4.2 Adhesive joints with functionally graded materials

The mixed adhesive joint technique can be considered to be a rough version of a func-
tionally graded material. The ideal would be to have an adhesive functionally modified
with properties that vary gradually along the overlap, allowing a true uniform stress
distribution along the overlap. Gannesh and Choo (2002) and Apalak and Gunes
(2007) have used functionally graded adherends instead of functionally graded adhe-
sives. Gannesh and Choo (2002) used a braided preform with continuously varying
braid angle and the variation of the braid angle measured to realistically evaluate
the performance of adherend modulus grading in single-lap bonded joints. An increase
of 20% joint strength was obtained due to a more uniform stress distribution. Apalak
and Gunes (2007) studied the flexural behaviour of an adhesively-bonded single-lap
joint with adherends composed of a functionally gradient layer between a pure ceramic
(Al2O3) layer and a pure metal (Ni) layer. The study is not supported with experimental
results, and the adhesive stress distribution was not hugely affected. To the author’s
knowledge, the work of Gannesh and Choo (2002) and Apalak and Gunes (2007)
are the only studies that deal with the application of functionally graded materials to
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adhesive joints. There has never been an attempt to modify the adhesive, which might
be easier and more logical than modifying the adherends. Only Sancaktar and Kumar
(2000) used rubber particles to locally modify the adhesive at the ends of the overlap,
but that is not a gradually modified adhesive. This is an area that is being intensively
studied and where modelling at different scales is essential. More recently, Stapleton,
Waas, and Arnold (2011) used the same idea by strategically placing glass beads
within the adhesive layer at different densities along the joint with composite adher-
ends. Kumar (2009) studied numerically the joint behaviour of a functionally graded
joint with different degrees of grading in the adhesive stiffness along the overlap.
However, several practical concerns impede the actual use of such adhesives. Carbas,
da Silva, and Barbosa (2011) are developing an apparatus that allows varying gradu-
ally the adhesive properties (stiffness, strength and ductility) along the overlap by us-
ing a differential cure.

2.4.3 Rivet-bonded joints

Liu and Sawa (2001) investigated, using a three-dimensional FE analysis, rivet-bonded
joints and found that for thin substrates, bonded, riveted joints, adhesive joints and
rivet-bonded joints gave similar strengths whilst for thicker substrates the rivet-
bonded joints were stronger. They proved this experimentally. Later, the same authors
(Liu, Liu, & Sawa, 2004) proposed another technique similar to rivet-bonded joints:
adhesive joints with adhesively-bonded columns. Strength improvements are also
obtained in this case. The advantage of this technique of that the appearance is the
that joint is maintained in relation to an adhesive joint. Grassi, Cox, and Zhang
(2006) studied through-thickness pins for restricting debond failure in joints. The
pins were simulated by tractions acting on the fracture surfaces of the debond crack.
Pirondi and Moroni (2009) found that the adhesive layer strongly increases the
maximum load and the initial stiffness in comparison to a joint with a rivet alone.
When failure of the adhesive occurs, the joint behaves similar as with rivet alone.

2.4.4 Bolted-bonded joints

Chan and Vedhagiri (2001) studied the response of various configurations of single-lap
joints, namely bonded, bolted and bolted-bonded joints by three-dimensional FE
method and the results were validated experimentally. The authors found that for
the bonded-bolted joints, the bolts help to reduce the stresses at the edge of the overlap,
especially after the initiation of failure. The same type of study was carried out by
Lin and Jen (1999).

2.5 Repair techniques

Adhesively-bonded repairs are generally associated with complex geometries and the
FE method has been extensively used for the design and optimization of the repair,
especially with composites. The literature review of Odi and Friend (2002) about
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repair techniques illustrates clearly this point. Typical methods and geometries are pre-
sented in Figure 2.20. Among the various techniques available, bonded scarf or step-
ped repairs are particularly attractive, because a flush surface is maintained that permits
a good aerodynamic behaviour. Gunnion and Herszberg (2006) studied scarf repairs
and carried out an FE analysis to assess the effect of various parameters. They found
that the adhesive stress is not much influenced by mismatched adherend lay-ups and
that there is a huge reduction in peak stresses with the addition of an over-laminate.
Campilho, de Moura, and Domingues (2007) studied scarf repairs of composites
with a CZM and concluded that the strength of the repair increased exponentially
with the scarf angle reduction.

Bahei-El-Din and Dvorak (2001) proposed new design concepts for the repair of
thick composite laminates. The regular butt-joint with a patch on both sides was modi-
fied by the inclusion of pointed inserts or a “zigzag” interface in order to increase the
area of contact and improve the joint strength.

Soutis and Hu (1997) studied numerically and experimentally-bonded composite
patch repairs to repair cracked aircraft aluminium panels. The authors concluded
that the bonded patch repair provides a considerable increase in the residual strength.

Tong and Sun (2003) developed a pseudo-3D element to perform a simplified anal-
ysis of bonded repairs to curved structures. The analysis is supported by a full 3D FE
analysis. The authors found that external patches are preferred when the shell is under
an internal pressure, while internal patches are preferred when under an external
pressure.

Scarf

Stepped

Zigzag interface

Optimized patch

Figure 2.20 Repair techniques.
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2.6 Conclusions

Simple design rules for single-lap joints were proposed as a function of the main vari-
ables that influence joint strength: adhesive and adherend properties, adhesive thick-
ness, overlap and residual stresses. The main rules are:

• Use an adhesive with a low modulus and high ductility.
• Use similar adherends whenever possible.
• Use a thin adhesive layer.
• Use a large bonded area.

Several methods to increase the joint strength were discussed for lap joints: fillets
and adherend shaping. The designer should always bear in mind that when designing
an adhesive joint, the load must be spread over a large area and not concentrated in one
point. Peel loads are the greatest enemy of the designer of bonded joints, especially
with composites due to the low transverse strength.

Adhesive in conjunction with other methods of joining (rivet, bolt) were explained.
The idea is to get a synergetic effect and combine the advantages of twomethods.Mixed
adhesive joints and functionally graded joints are also very promising techniques.

Finally, various types of repairs are discussed in order to obtain the maximum
strength recovery. The scarf joint is particularly efficient and aesthetically attractive.
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Understanding fatigue loading
conditions in adhesively-bonded
composite joints

3
R. Sarfaraz
�Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland

3.1 Introduction

New load-bearing structures made of fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites
comprise adhesively-bonded joints, which are components vulnerable to fatigue fail-
ure (Figure 3.1). These structural components are frequently subjected to complex
cyclic loading histories during their service life. Therefore, identification of the loading
parameters that influence the fatigue life and quantification of their effects for reliable
prediction of fatigue life under realistic loading patterns is essential.

The source of fatigue loading can be mechanical or due to residual effects. The
residual stresses are developed mainly due to the difference between the hygrothermal

Figure 3.1 Pontresina composite bridge, Switzerland (adhesively-bonded joints connect the
glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) profiles).
Courtesy of Composite Construction Laboratory, EPFL, Switzerland.
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behavior, thermal, and moisture expansion coefficients of adhesive and adherend. The
fatigue mechanical loads are developed during the function of structures. Different
types of loads occur on a structure in service that together comprise the fatigue
loading spectrum. In a bridge, for example, the structure is loaded by each passage
of a vehicle, and the loading spectrum depends on the frequency of their passage. In
addition, the thermomechanical stresses due to the environmental conditions and the
mechanical stresses by the wind forces coming from different directions and with
varying intensity should be taken into account to have a realistic estimation of the
loading spectrum (Figure 3.2). For a motorcar, the load spectrum depends mainly
on the condition of the roads, loading, and the driver, and therefore it may vary for
all cars of the same type. A relatively severe load spectrum, therefore, should be
considered for fatigue analysis of a car to avoid fatigue failures. For an airplane, the
load spectrum is fairly complex and can be divided to the loads produced during
different stages of a flight, i.e., taxi, take-off, climb, cruise, landing, etc.

The scientific efforts to study the fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded FRP
joints are mainly focused on constant amplitude fatigue loading, and many loading pa-
rameters involved in the realistic loading spectrums have not usually been investi-
gated. The aim of this chapter is to highlight their significant influence on the
fatigue life.

Figure 3.2 Composite bridge deck, Bex, Switzerland (adhesive bonds used to assemble the
composite deck).
Courtesy of Composite Construction Laboratory, EPFL, Switzerland.
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3.2 Fatigue data

The fatigue data that are usually collected in the laboratory depend on the approach
used for the fatigue analysis. Two main approaches, namely phenomenological and
fracture mechanics approaches, are common in this domain. In the phenomenological
approach, the loading condition and the corresponding fatigue life are used for the fa-
tigue analysis. The fatigue data are usually reported as SeN curves presenting the
stress level (S) versus fatigue life (number of cycles, N) for a specific loading condi-
tion. The fatigue data are usually reported as SeN curves presenting the stress level
versus fatigue life for a specific loading conditions. The effects of loading parameters
are reflected in the SeN curve as, e.g., change of slope or shift of the curves.

In a fracture mechanics approach, acquiring complementary data regarding the
crack propagation during fatigue life is necessary. Using these data, a relationship
for the rate of fatigue crack propagation can be expressed in terms of fracture me-
chanics parameters such as strain energy release rate or stress intensity factor. The
typical outputs of this approach are the fatigue crack growth (FCG) curves, which,
similar to SeN curves, are derived for specific loading conditions, and their changes
represent alterations in loading conditions.

It is worthwhile to mention that in all fatigue analysis approaches, a thorough inves-
tigation of fracture surface is essential. The comparison of fracture surfaces associated
with different loading conditions can provide invaluable information regarding the
likely change of failure mechanisms and consequently change in fatigue life.

3.3 Tensile versus compressive fatigue

To date, experimental studies performed on bonded joints are usually based on tensile
fatigue loads mainly because they have focused on joints with metal substrates
(Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002), in which a cohesive or an interfacial failure is exhibited.
However, the fatigue behavior of the joints is not necessarily the same under compres-
sive loads, a loading pattern that is very common during the operation of a structure.
This phenomenon is more pronounced for joints made of FRPs with anisotropic ma-
terial properties. In composite joints, cracks in the adherend—which are generally
multidirectional composite laminates—may lead the failure of fiber tear type. This
type of failure has been observed by several researchers (Zhang, Vassilopoulos, &
Keller, 2008; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2009). Therefore, due to the variable
architecture of the composite laminates as the adherents, the failure modes under ten-
sile and compressive loading are not necessarily the same and depend on the composite
lay-up. The difference between tensile and compressive failure modes of a typical
adhesively-bonded glass fiberereinforced polymer (GFRP) composite joint is shown
in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 (Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2011).

In this specific case, the composite laminates comprise two mat layers on each side
and a roving layer in the middle. Each mat layer comprises a woven fabric stitched to a
chopped strand mat (CSM). Under tensile loading, the crack initiated from the joint
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corner of one of the bond lines—the upper in this figure—between the adhesive and
the inner laminate and then shifted deeper, between the first and the second mat layers
of the inner laminate, and remains along this path up to failure. Under compression
loading, as shown in Figure 3.4, the crack initiated and propagated from the right
side of the inner laminate inside the roving layer.

This example clearly shows that both tensile and compressive components of the
fatigue spectrum must be taken into account to avoid any unpredictable fatigue failure.
Apparently when the joints are subjected to tensile-compressive loading cases, both
failure modes may appear simultaneously (Sarfaraz et al., 2011).

3.4 Effects of fatigue loading parameters

As described previously, bonded joints are subjected to fairly complex loading spectra.
There are several features in these spectra such as variation of mean loads and transi-
tions of load levels. The effects of these features are discussed below by comparing the
acquired fatigue data under different loading conditions. For example, changes in the
slopes of SeN curves are used to identify the effects of loading parameters.

Crack initiation
and propagation

Secondary failure Secondary failure

Figure 3.3 Failure mode of adhesively-bonded GFRP joint under tensile loading.

Crack initiation
and propagation

Figure 3.4 Failure mode of adhesively-bonded GFRP joint under compressive loading.
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3.4.1 Effect of mean load

The constant amplitude cycling loading is characterized by two parameters, i.e., the
mean load (Fmean) and load amplitude (Famp), minimum and maximum loads (Fmin

and Fmax), or load range (DF) and load ratio (R¼ Fmin/Fmax), which are practically
equivalent (Figure 3.5). In the case of realistic loading, the first set of parameters,
mean and amplitude stress, may be preferred for the fatigue life investigation.

The load ratio is usually used to specify the loading type; 0< R< 1 expresses
tensionetension (TeT) fatigue, 1< R<þN represents compressionecompression
(CeC) fatigue, and �N< R< 0 denotes mixed tensionecompression (TeC) fatigue
loading that can be tension or compression dominated. It is well documented that for a
given maximum stress in a tensionetension case, the fatigue life of the composite in-
creases with increasing magnitude of R. In compressionecompression loading,
increasing the magnitude of R reduces the fatigue life of the examined composite
(Abd Allah, Abdin, Selmy, & Khashaba, 1997; Ellyin & El-Kadi, 1994; Mallick &
Zhou, 2004).

The influence of the mean load on the fatigue behavior of composite materials has
been the subject of numerous investigations in the past. For laminates exhibiting
significantly higher tensile strength than compressive strength, e.g., unidirectional car-
bon/epoxy laminates (Kawai & Koizumi, 2007), small components of compressive
load drastically deteriorate the fatigue strength, whereas for materials exhibiting higher
compressive than tensile fatigue properties, e.g., short-fiber composites (Silverio
Freire, D�oria Neto, De Aquino, 2009), the tensile components of the fatigue spectrum
strongly influence the fatigue performance.

In spite of the considerable amount of information that exists regarding the mean
load effect on the fatigue life of composite laminates, there is little literature regarding

Figure 3.5 Schematic representation of constant amplitude loading spectrum.
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similar investigations for adhesively-bonded structural joints. Experimental studies on
joints are based on tensile fatigue loads because, as discussed in Section 3.3, they focus
on joints exhibiting a cohesive or an interfacial failure. Nevertheless, as shown previ-
ously, different failure modes can be observed depending on the adherend materials
and the joint configuration.

Significant mean load effects have been observed for pultruded GFRP joints in
which cracks in the adherend lead to the fatigue failure. Moreover different failure
modes are observed under tension and compression fatigue, with a transition of the
failure mode from tensile to compressive as the mean load was decreased from zero
to negative values (Sarfaraz et al., 2011).

The increase of the mean load under constant amplitude loading leads to an increase
in the tensile and compressive fatigue life of the examined joints. The slopes of the
SeN curves were decreased by increasing the mean load level. Figure 3.6 shows vari-
ation of fatigue life as the R-ratio is changing, representing the transition from tensile
fatigue to tensile-dominated fatigue loading. Figure 3.7 provides similar data for
compressive and compression-dominated fatigue loading (Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos,
& Keller, 2012). The experimental results in this investigation show high dependency
of the fatigue strength on the mean load, and therefore the necessity of appropriate un-
derstanding and modeling of this effect to avoid extensive experimental programs and
to obtain a reliable estimation of fatigue life time.

The influence of mean load is usually assessed by using constant life diagrams
(CLD). Constant life diagrams reflect the combined effect of mean stress and material
anisotropy on fatigue life, and can be used for estimation of the fatigue life of the

Figure 3.6 SeN data (cyclic load versus number of cycle) for tension and tension-dominant
fatigue loading.
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material under loading patterns for which no experimental data exist. The main param-
eters that define a CLD are the cyclic mean stress, stress amplitude, and number of fa-
tigue cycles. For more information on modeling of mean load effect, readers are
referred to a comprehensive review recently performed by Vassilopoulos, Manshadi,
and Keller (2010a).

3.4.2 Creepefatigue interaction

The cyclic loading at R-ratios close to 1 cannot be considered as fatigue loading but,
rather, as creep of the material (constant static load over a short or long period with a
very small load amplitude).

The increase in mean strain of short E-glassereinforced polyamide 6.6 under
constant amplitude fatigue was attributed to the creep caused by the constant
mean stress applied during cycling loading (Mallick & Zhou, 2004). Petermann
and Schulte (2002) stated the damage evolution of (�45)2S carbon/epoxy laminates
at high stress ratio and maximum stresses below the endurance limit dominated by
creep.

This type of loading is very common in service loading, as it frequently happens
that the structure is loaded with a small load amplitude oscillating around a high
mean load. This pattern can involve a major part of the loading spectrum. However,
since performing this type of experiment is very time consuming, the behavior is
approximated by interpolation of fatigue data at smaller R-ratios and the quasi-static
strength of materials.

Figure 3.7 SeN data (cyclic load versus number of cycle) for compression and compression-
dominant fatigue loading.
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It has been shown that this simplification can significantly reduce the accuracy of
fatigue life prediction. Few modifications to take the time-dependent material strength
into account have been introduced (Mallick & Zhou, 2004), and yet none of these
modifications can provide a general model to characterize the fatigueecreep interac-
tion in composite materials.

Figure 3.8 shows several sets of constant amplitude fatigue data for a typical GFRP
bonded join at different R-ratios. Apparently the creepefatigue interaction is signifi-
cant at high mean load levels (R¼ 0.9 and 1.1). The iso-life curves shown in Figure 3.8
represent a new model taking into account this effect in the form of a constant life
diagram (Sarfaraz et al., 2012).

3.4.3 Effect of loading sequence on fatigue life

A simplified form of a realistic loading pattern can be assumed as a sequence of con-
stant amplitude loading blocks. Therefore, investigation of the effect of different
loading sequences on the fatigue performance provides very useful information to
fill the gap between constant amplitude fatigue behavior and the fatigue response under
realistic loading patterns. Experimental studies on the fatigue behavior of composite
laminates show their sensitivity to the loading sequence. These experiments are usu-
ally composed of two blocks of constant amplitude loading changing from a
low load level to a higher load level (LeH sequence, Figure 3.9(a)) or vice versa
(HeL sequence, Figure 3.9(b)).

The results obtained from these experiments are not consistent, showing a greater
damaging effect due to the LeH sequence (Broutman & Sahu, 1972; Hosoi, Kawada,

Figure 3.8 Typical constant life diagram for a composite bonded joint.
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& Yoshino, 2006; Yang & Jones, 1980) or the opposite behavior (Gamstedt &
Sj€ogren, 2002; Hwang & Han, 1987; Lee & Jen, 2000), depending on the material
and loading parameters.

Several different loading parameters such as the R-ratio and the cyclic load levels
govern the sequence effects (Adam, Gathercole, Reiter, & Harris, 1994; Bonnee,
1996; Harris, Gathercole, Reiter, & Adam, 1997; Lee & Liu, 1994). Tension
or compression loading blocks can cause different damage compared to mixed
tensionecompression blocks. The difference between the applied load levels in a
two-block loading sequence is also an important parameter, as the sequence effect
can be magnified when the difference between two load levels is increased (Lee &
Liu, 1994).

Figure 3.9 Schematic representation of two-block loading sequences: (a) LeH sequence and
(b) HeL sequence.
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Despite numerous publications dedicated to the study of the sequence effect, explicit
explanations regarding the involved failure mechanisms are very limited (Found &
Quaresimin, 2003; Gamstedt & Sj€ogren, 2002; Plumtree, Melo, & Dahl, 2010). The acti-
vation of competing failure mechanisms, like initiation mechanisms vs. progressive fail-
ure mechanisms or resin cracking vs. fiber breakage or delamination under different
stress levels, was considered for the explanation of the sequence effects observed for
different types of composite materials (Found & Quaresimin, 2003; Gamstedt &
Sj€ogren, 2002). For instance, transverse cracking dominates the failure of cross-ply lam-
inates under high stress levels, whereas delamination is activated under lower stress
levels (Gamstedt & Sj€ogren, 2002). Therefore, the HeL sequence results in shorter
fatigue lifetimes than the LeH sequence, since the transverse cracks, created under a
high stress level, are potential places for the initiation of delamination. A reverse effect
was observed after an experimental investigation of multidirectional carbon/epoxy lam-
inates and is explained by the assumption that since most of the applied load is borne by
the matrix under low stress levels and by the fibers under high stress levels, the damage
involves mainly the growth of microcracks in the matrix throughout the specimen under
lower stress levels, which can induce rapid failure in the following high stress level stage
(Found & Quaresimin, 2003). The balance between the damage state and the stress
levels and its effect on stress intensity was also proposed as a way of interpretation of
sequence effects in angle ply laminates. The longer life of [�45]2s carbon/epoxy
laminates under both LeH and HeL sequences compared to the expected life, charac-
terized by the PalmgreneMiner sum, was thus attributed to the decrease in local stress
intensity due to a large number of well-distributed matrix cracks when the stress level is
decreased (Plumtree et al., 2010).

In addition to the loading sequence effect, the significant influence of loading tran-
sition and its frequency of occurrence on the fatigue life has been discussed in several
investigations (Filis, Farrow, & Bond, 2004; Schaff & Davidson, 1997; Van Paepegem
& Degrieck, 2002). The effect of frequent transition of cyclic load level on fatigue life
was found to be more significant than the loading sequence effect (Van Paepegem &
Degrieck, 2002). The transition effect, as defined by the term “cycle mix,” was intro-
duced for modeling the damage accumulated under block and variable amplitude
loading in Schaff & Davidson (1997) and Filis et al. (2004).

The load sequence also affects the fatigue behavior of (FRP) composite joints,
although only a limited number of works exist concerning this phenomenon. Similar
to composite laminates, several parameters were found to contribute to the loading
sequence effects on the fatigue life (Ashcroft, 2004; Erpolat, Ashcroft, Crocombe, &
Abdel-Wahab, 2004a, 2004b). A significant load interaction effect (overloads and
loading sequence effect) was identified (Erpolat et al., 2004b) for adhesively-
bonded double-lap joints composed of carbon/epoxy laminates and a single-part
epoxy adhesive. The crack growth acceleration due to the load interaction was
put forward as the main reason for the shorter fatigue life exhibited by the joints
under investigation. The cycle mix effect and the variation in mean stress were
also investigated, and it has been proved that they both affect crack growth accel-
eration, whereas overloads were shown to increase the likelihood of fatigue crack
initiation.
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The recent investigation on GFRP bonded joints (Sarfaraz et al., 2013a) shows
block loading sequences does not change the failure mode. However a significant
loading sequence effect is identified by applying two-block loading sequences. The re-
sults shows that the sequence effect is a function of type of loading and the applied load
levels. The LeH sequences were found to be more damaging than the HeL sequences
under tensile loading, whereas under compressive loading this trend is reversed.

The effect of loading sequence on the fatigue life of the examined joints was asso-
ciated with the crack growth rate during the applied loading blocks. The HeL tensile
loading blocks led to retardation of crack growth rate, whereas acceleration was
observed under LeH sequences. In contrast, the crack growth rate under LeH
compressive loading blocks did not increase significantly when the load level was
increased, and led to longer fatigue life. However, under the HeL sequences, the first
loading block did not affect the expected crack propagation rate under the second
loading block. The difference in sequence effects under tension and compression
was attributed to the difference in failure modes as explained in Section 3.3.

It has been also shown that the frequent change of load levels (Figure 3.10(a) and (b)
presenting two spectra having the same number of cycles but different number of tran-
sitions) has a very strong damaging effect compared to the sequence effect and therefore
is more critical than the sequence effect on the fatigue life (Sarfaraz et al., 2013a).

Review of the previous studies highlights the significant influence of load interac-
tion on the fatigue behavior of materials and structures under realistic loading patterns.
It also shows that such interaction strongly depends on the materials as well as the
applied loading spectrum. A well-organized experimental program including different
loading sequences and simultaneously monitoring the crack propagation in the joints
can provide clear insight into the effect of load interactions on the fatigue life of
bonded joints.

3.4.4 Variable amplitude loading

Variable amplitude loading is representative of the actual loading patterns that engi-
neering structures experience during their service life. Despite the vast number of
researches concerning the fatigue of FRP composite joints under constant amplitude
loading, due to the complicated and time consuming testing process, only a small num-
ber of studies have been performed on the variable amplitude (VA) fatigue behavior of
FRP bonded joints. These studies are mainly related to bonded joints exhibiting cohe-
sive or adhesive failure and not fiber tear failure of composite adherends (Erpolat et al.,
2004b; Jeans, Grimes, & Kan, 1983; Sarkani, Michaelov, Kihl, & Beach, 1999;
Shenoy, Ashcroft, Critchlow, & Crocombe, 2010).

Regardless of the adherend material, the load interaction effects such as load tran-
sition, load sequence, and overload effects have been reported in different investiga-
tions. The overloads can accelerate the fatigue crack initiation (Erpolat et al.,
2004b) or increase the damaging effect of the following cycles of lower amplitude,
although their effect is reduced when the number of low amplitude cycles following
the overloads is increased (Nolting, Underhill, & DuQuesnay, 2008). The change
of mean load can also accelerate the crack growth in bonded composite joints
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(Erpolat et al., 2004b). The significant damaging effect of introducing a small number
of cycles at a higher mean load has also been addressed (Shenoy et al., 2010). The load
interaction effect was also observed for pultruded GFRP joints in which cracks in the
multidirectional laminate (adherend) lead the failure process. The investigation of two-
block loading sequences under tension loading demonstrated a retardation effect under
highelow and an acceleration effect under lowehigh loading sequences. However, the
damaging effect of frequent load transitions in a spectrum dominated the load
sequence effect (Sarfaraz et al., 2011). Several experimental investigations of the fa-
tigue behavior of composite laminates show also their sensitivity to the loading
sequence. The results obtained from these experiments show the sequence effects
depend on the material and loading parameters, as discussed in Section 3.4.3.

Figure 3.10 Schematic representation of multiblock loading sequences: (a) low transition and
(b) high transition.
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The aforementioned retardation or acceleration of the fatigue crack growth rate due
to load interactions is common for metals, where one dominant crack mainly governs
the fracture behavior. In composite materials, which exhibit several contributing fa-
tigue failure mechanisms, identification of a single dominant crack for this investiga-
tion is difficult. The situation is less complicated for adhesively-bonded lap joints
under cyclic loading, however, since experimental observation in previous investiga-
tions (Sarfaraz et al., 2011; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2010) showed that in
several cases, only one dominant crack led to final failure even for joints composed
of composite materials. Therefore, for adhesively-bonded joints, the load interaction
effects can be correlated with the acceleration or retardation in the propagation rate
of the dominant crack, consequently providing explanations regarding the fatigue
behavior under VA loading.

Study of adhesively-bonded pultruded GFRP double-lap joints under variable
amplitude loading conditions (i.e., WISPEREX standard spectrum; see Figure 3.11)
and comparison with constant amplitude fatigue behavior show that variable nature
of the loading pattern does not change the failure mode and the crack propagation
trend. These results confirm the use of constant amplitude fatigue data for prediction
of variable amplitude fatigue life. However it has been shown that the load interaction
effects that are introduced in the variable amplitude loading spectrum, particularly the
load transition effect, must be taken into account for an accurate prediction (Sarfaraz
et al., 2013b).

To date, investigations on fatigue behavior of composite bonded joints show that
several parameters significantly affect fatigue behavior under variable amplitude
loading. A systematic investigation of the effect of these parameters is therefore neces-
sary to establish reliable fatigue life prediction method.
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Figure 3.11 WISPERX spectrum.
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3.5 Future trends

The new developments in strain measuring systems can provide more detailed informa-
tion concerning the strain state in the load-bearing components such as bonded FRP
joints. The fast advancement in optical sensors technology facilitates continuous multi-
point strain measurement in composite joints (Canal et al., 2014). A more precise defi-
nition of the loading spectra that structures bear is accordingly obtained, and allows the
researchers and engineers to take into account all load variations in the actual spectrum.

The increase of new powerful test frames capable of applying user-defined loading
spectrum will also facilitate more investigations on influencing loading parameters on
fatigue behavior and possibly exploring new loading parameters. The rapid progress in
this domain from the 1970s, when the first variable amplitude experiments were per-
formed, supports this trend.

Nevertheless, to avoid time-consuming and expensive experimental programs for
different materials and structures, a systematic modeling of these parameters are essen-
tial. New models taking into account the effects of these parameters will significantly
assist this progress.

3.6 Sources of further information and advice

For more details on the loading parameters influencing the fatigue response and also
their modeling, readers are referred to the following articles. The modeling of mean
load effect in bonded composite joints is discussed in Sarfaraz et al. (2012), and a
comprehensive review of composite materials is presented in Vassilopoulos et al.
(2010a). Also, further discussions on modeling for different composite material
systems are provided (Andersons & Paramonov, 2011; Bond & Ansell, 1998;
Fernando, Dickson, Adam, Reiter, & Harris, 1988; Towo & Ansell, 2008; Vassilopou-
los, Manshadi, & Keller, 2010b). More information on fatigueecreep interaction is
available in Guedes (2011). It is also helpful to see some of the articles on block
and variable amplitude loading in composite materials (Bartley-Cho, Lim, Hahn, &
Shyprykevich, 1998; Found & Kanyanga, 1996; Jen, Kau, & Wu, 1994; Otani &
Song, 1997; Wahl, Mandell, & Samborsky, 2001; Yang & Jones, 1983).
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4.1 Introduction

Fibre-reinforced composites are becoming increasingly popular in many sectors of in-
dustry as a result of some attractive characteristics over typical construction materials
(Rudawska, 2010). Carbon fibre-reinforced polymers (CFRPs) in particular are widely
used nowadays in high-end industries that require high specific strength and stiffness
(i.e. weight normalized values), allowing reducing the weight of components, while
keeping the necessary strength and stiffness to withstand the imposed loads. These spe-
cific properties are partly responsible for the increasing use of high-performance
CFRPs in automotive, marine, military, aeronautical and aerospace applications.
Among these applications, it was the aerospace and defence industries that initiated us-
ing CFRPs, because of the weight reductions that resulted on higher performance and
payloads. Unidirectional CFRP composites are also ideal for reinforcement purposes
because they do not significantly change the structures stiffness, and they are corrosion
resistant. As an application example, fibre-reinforced composite materials make up
22% of the total weight of the Airbus A380, including the centre wing box, the tail
cone, the pressure bulkheads, and the vertical and horizontal tails (Kolesnikov,
Herbeck, & Fink, 2008), and this tendency is likely to increase in the near future
(the expected use of composites in the Boeing 787 should be around 50%). Despite
these advantages, the fracture behaviour and related mechanisms of these advanced
materials, either under static of fatigue loads, are still being currently studied, because
of the multitude of possible failure mechanisms as a result of their complexity. One of
the major issues in composite structures is the phenomenon of delamination, due to the
fact that composites are made of stacked layers. This is particularly true if the compos-
ites are made of layers with different fibre orientations. As for the loading conditions,
the dynamic regime is particularly critical, due to associated testing difficulties (Coro-
nado, Arg€uelles, Vi~na, Moll�on, & Vi~na, 2012). Regarding fabrication of composite
structures, even though current manufacturing methods offer the possibility to reduce
structural coupling to a minimum, by means of integral design and special
manufacturing techniques, post-fabrication interconnections are still required due to
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some issues such as the typical size of the components, and design, technological, cost,
fabrication simplification and logistic limitations (Hou & Liu, 2003). Other problems
related to repair, maintenance, inspection and handling requirements may also bring
the need to connect different parts. A static analysis is the starting point of any design
process, especially if the structures to analyse will mainly sustain static loads. None-
theless, in many structural components, and more specifically in aerospace structures,
time-dependent loads (of which fatigue is a particular case) can be found. Ashcroft,
Hughes, Shaw, Abdel-Wahab, and Crocombe (2001) experimentally tested CFRP
double-lap bonded joints under tensile fatigue loadings, considering multidirectional
and unidirectional lay-ups. The maximum load that the specimens could endure 106

cycles was measured (considering a load ratio, R, of 0.1). The authors found out
that this load was between 26% and 62% of the quasi-static strength. Thus, it is clear
that cyclical (e.g. fatigue) loads must be taken into account during the design process
when designing bonded CFRP joints. This makes it possible not only to predict fatigue
life but also to establish suitable inspection intervals so that fatigue cracks can be found
before they become critical or the component exceeds its residual strength. Moreover,
this is especially important for structures designed with a damage-tolerant method
(Pirondi & Moroni, 2010). The fatigue strength of structures is generally characterized
by the number of cycles to failure, Nf, which can be expressed as the cyclic count for
crack nucleation (first phase), stable crack growth (second phase) and catastrophic fail-
ure (third phase). A reliable approach for the fatigue design of joints is to keep service
loads below the limit of crack nucleation, so that little or no crack propagation occurs.
However, in some scenarios this design criterion may be considered too conservative.
If this is the case, the applied loads may be based on a sufficiently small crack growth
rate to ensure the joint will fulfil its service life (Azari, Papini, Schroeder, & Spelt,
2010). In general, the complete fatigue characterization covers both the threshold
and higher crack growth rate regimes.

Despite the design and fabrication flexibility of CFRP, most structures must be
assembled from individual parts. This requires a suitable method of joining that
does not bring a significant weight penalty (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002). Independently
of the method, joining increases structural complexity and local stress concentrations,
but can also reduce the lightweight advantage of composite design. As a result,
advanced joining technologies must be developed to bring the corresponding weight
penalties to a minimum. Adhesive bonding of CFRP structures is used in several fields
of industry, equally to the use of more traditional joining methods. Adhesive bonding
is a permanent joining process in which an adhesive bonds the components after
solidification/curing. Co-curing CFRP components can also be viewed as a bonding
method, by using the resin of the composite matrix as an adhesive that bonds parts
together. Composite curing and joining are thus achieved simultaneously (Campilho
et al., 2013). However, a significant increase of the bond strength, when compared
with conventional bonded joints, cannot be expected. Notwithstanding the bonding
method, the static and dynamic joint strength of joints in CFRP structures highly
depends on design parameters such as the lay-up of the composite adherend, geometry
and surface roughness (for adhesive bonding). Adhesive bonding is being extensively
studied to join CFRP components. It enables the fabrication of complex shaped
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structures that could not be manufactured in a single piece, and it can be used for rein-
forcement/repairing purposes. Adhesive joints exceed welded or fastened/riveted
joints in engineering applications because of large investigation and optimization ef-
forts over the last decades that, together with the continuous developments in adhe-
sives, have made this process highly efficient (Campilho, Banea, Pinto, da Silva, &
de Jesus, 2011). Currently, they provide many advantages over mechanical methods,
such as lower structural weight, lower fabrication cost, ease of fabrication, improved
damage tolerance and design flexibility. Stresses are also more evenly distributed,
which highly benefits the joint strength, particularly under fatigue loads. The structural
integrity is preserved, which does not occur with bolted or riveted joints, because of
cutting of fibres and hence the introduction of stress concentrations. Because of the
aforementioned characteristics and advantages of adhesive bonding, it is thus easy
to accept that the application of bonding in structures involving fibre-reinforced com-
posites has significantly increased in recent years. Actually, this technology is pres-
ently chosen in various areas from high-technology industries such as aeronautics,
aerospace, electronics and automotive to traditional industries such as construction,
sports and packaging (da Silva et al., 2011).

Despite these facts, bonded joints cannot be disassembled without damage, they are
very sensitive to environmental factors such as humidity and temperature, and they
tend to collapse abruptly, rendering damage monitoring not feasible. Concurrently,
it is known that the structural integrity of composite structures is usually determined
by the strength and durability of their joints (Messler, 1993). However, the limited un-
derstanding of the behaviour of bonded CFRP structures over their life (Yuan & Xu,
2008) and the lack of well-established failure criteria (de Morais, Pereira, Teixeira, &
Cavaleiro, 2007) prevent their prompt usage in industry applications. Actually, the
lack of plasticity characteristic of composite materials does not allow the redistribution
of stresses at the loci of stress concentrations, such as sharp edges or regions of
fabrication-induced defects, requiring a deep knowledge for a safe design (Lee &
Soutis, 2008). Because of these issues, a large effort has been made to measure the me-
chanical properties and to validate predictive methodologies for the mechanical behav-
iour of bonded structures, either subjected to static or fatigue loadings. In addition,
depreciation of the mechanical properties of bonded structures by contact with adverse
environments (e.g. temperature and moisture) also requires quantification for the ad-
vantages of bonded joints to be fully exploited. However, the most serious handicap
of adhesive bonding is the designers’ uncertainty regarding long-term structural
integrity.

This work deals with mode I fatigue behaviour of bonded CFRP structures, consid-
ering both secondary bonding (i.e. with a structural adhesive) and co-cured parts.
CFRP joints are initially discussed and weighed against more traditional bonding
methods such as bolting or riveting, followed by a brief state-of-the-art overview of
mode I, mode II and mixed-mode fatigue characterization, allowing categorizing the
present work. Current preparation and testing techniques for mode I fatigue testing
are then discussed. Fatigue characterization of CFRP composites in mode I will be
further detailed with recent application examples, focusing on the two major cate-
gories: stress-fatigue life and fatigue crack growth (FCG) techniques. Finally, the
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fracture mechanisms under mode I fatigue are described, showing the multitude of fail-
ure scenarios in these joints.

4.2 Carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite
joints

The bonded joints of CFRP structures can be subjected to static or fatigue in-service
loadings, and these loads can induce pure tensile (mode I; although this is not recom-
mended, as adhesives should work under shear loads), pure shear (mode II) or mixed
loads (mode Iþmode II). Although this work only deals with mode I fatigue behav-
iour, the three loading scenarios are briefly described next to provide an overview of
fatigue characterization. The discussions that follow are valid for both static and
fatigue loadings. Actually, as will be detailed further in this work and depending on
the method, the fracture behaviour under fatigue loads can rely on static characteriza-
tion principles.

4.2.1 Mode I characterization

Mode I characterization of adhesive bonds is widespread for bonded joints and
composites. The double-cantilever beam (DCB) is undeniably the most popular
test geometry for fatigue characterization (Abdel-Wahab, Ashcroft, Crocombe, &
Smith, 2004). The DCB specimens consist of two cantilever arms with uniform width
(B) and thickness (h), bonded together by an adhesive layer or co-cured between
adherends with a starter crack at one end (Figure 4.1). a0 is the initial crack length,
tA the adhesive thickness and L the specimen length. The load (F) or displacement (d)
is applied to provide a purely mode I loading (opening mode). The DCB is a useful
joint for studying crack propagation and to estimate the fatigue constants appearing
in the Paris law, since the test coupons are simple to fabricate and the available
analytical methods such as beam theories are well established (the most relevant
ones are described later in Section 4.5.1). Despite these facts, the crack can grow un-
stably (da Silva & Campilho, 2011) and the specimen fabrication requires some
attention to ensure the visibility of the crack during propagation. Otherwise,

F,

a0 a0L
tA

B h
F,

B

L

2h

(a) (b)
δ δ

Figure 4.1 Geometry and characteristic dimensions of the bonded (a) and co-cured (b) DCB
specimens.
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measurement errors of the crack length (a) can reduce the measurement accuracy of
the critical strain energy release rate or fracture toughness (generally Gc; GIc or GIIc

for mode I or II components, respectively). Apart from these issues, when testing
adhesive bonds with ductile adhesives, a large amount of energy dissipates at the
fracture zone, which implies that beam theory-based methods without any correc-
tions will underestimate GIc (Campilho et al., 2012). The tapered double-cantilever
beam (TDCB) is also used for metals (e.g. Hadavinia, Kinloch, Little, & Taylor,
2003) because measurement of a is not required by the standard fracture formulae,
but its application in CFRP joints is not practical because of machining of the adher-
ends. The peel test was used by Blackman, Hadavinia, Kinloch, and Williams (2003)
with the same purpose.

4.2.2 Mode II characterization

Fracture characterization under mode II, either static or fatigue, is still not well
addressed owing to some inherent features of the most popular tests: end-notched
flexure (ENF), end-loaded split (ELS) and four-point end-notched flexure (4ENF).
Between these, the ENF test is the most suited for mode II fracture characterization
of adhesively-bonded structures and composites (Leffler, Alfredsson, & Stigh,
2007). The ENF specimen is similar to the DCB, although loading occurs by bending,
induced by the loading cylinder at the specimen mid-length, while the edges are
supported. The resulting load creates an almost pure shear stress state at the crack
tip, provided that the specimen is designed so that the adherends deform elastically,
which allows for shear characterization. However, unstable crack growth and crack
monitoring during propagation are issues to be solved in this test method, although
the former can be minimized by the proper choice of a0 and by slightly loading the
specimens in mode I, prior to mode II experiment to ensure a sharp pre-crack
(Arg€uelles, Vi~na, Fern�andez-Canteli, Vi~na, & Bonhomme, 2011). In addition, the
classical data reduction schemes, based on beam theory analysis and compliance
calibration, require the monitoring of a during propagation. Several works are avail-
able detailing the fatigue characterization of CFRP composites in mode II in terms
of initiation and propagation by acoustic emission damage monitoring (Roy &
Elghorba, 1988) and delamination rate versus strain energy release rate or fracture
energy (generally G; GI or GII for mode I or II components, respectively), presenting
the corresponding Paris plots (Beghini, Bertini, & Forte, 2006). Although the ENF test
is the most widespread, 4ENF, ELS, end-notched cantilever beam (ENCB) or central
cut ply (CCP) tests were also successfully applied to fatigue characterization of CFRP
composites in mode II (Brunner, Stelzer, Pinter, & Terrasi, 2013). Regarding bonded
joints between CFRP adherends, available data are scarce (Fern�andez, de Moura, da
Silva, & Marques, 2013).

4.2.3 Mixed-mode characterization

Practically all of the CFRP joints (either adhesively-bonded or co-cured) are loaded
under mixed-mode conditions. Despite this fact, one of the stress components,
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through-thickness normal or shear, may be much larger than the other and used alone
for strength prediction. However, in predicting fatigue damage in these joints, typically
both modes I and II require consideration. To this end, the total strain energy release
rate, GT, can be adopted (Abdel-Wahab et al., 2004):

GT ¼ GI þ GII: (4.1)

Alternative approaches exist, as the one proposed by Quaresimin and Ricotta
(2006b), based on the definition of an equivalent strain energy release rate, Geq:

Geq ¼ GI þ GII

GI þ GII
GII: (4.2)

These two options were inclusively compared in the work of Quaresimin and
Ricotta (2006a), and for composite single-lap joints with thin adherends, the two
methods gave identical predictions. To make this possible, the values of GI and GII
in the joints were calculated numerically by the virtual crack closure technique
(VCCT). Bernasconi, Jamil, Moroni, and Pirondi (2013) fatigue-tested tapered
CFRP lap joints, with a pre-crack at each of the overlap ends, while GI and GII

were taken from the VCCT technique applied through finite element (FE) simulations.
The plot of GII/GI-a showed that crack growth initiated already in mixed mode, but
quickly became mode II-dominant as the crack continued to grow. On account of
this, both expressions (4.1) and (4.2) were applied, and the plots of a versus number
of cycles (N) between these two methods were compared with the equivalent experi-
mental curves. From the results, Nf was best approximated by the model of expression
(4.1), whereas the model of Geq was more suited for the simulation of the initial stages
of crack growth.

4.3 Preparation and testing of CFRP joints in mode I

In the fatigue characterization of CFRP parts, particular attention must be paid to the
fabrication method and testing procedure. The present section describes general
principles for a correct bonding between CFRP composites, with emphasis on the
adherends preparation and bonding procedure (either adhesive bonding or co-
curing). Testing of the specimens in mode I is also discussed.

4.3.1 Specimen fabrication

The adherends fabrication method largely depends on the material. For CFRP compos-
ites, the structures/adherends are usually made of stacked plies according to a prede-
fined lay-up and set to their final dimensions by machining. Grinding stones at a high
rotational speed (>2000 rpm) and small linear feed (<50 mm/min) are suggested.
Milling tools are not recommended based on their fast wear rate (carbide or carbide-
coated mills) or high cost (diamond-coated mills). Particular attention must be given
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to the curing conditions of the composite resin, more specifically the temperature,
curing time and required pressure for the bonded set. Adherend curing or CFRP joint
co-curing can occur at room temperature or at high temperature and/or pressure,
depending on the matrix characteristics. If applicable, a hot plates press (for flat com-
ponents) (Owens & Sullivan, 2000) or an autoclave (da Silva & Adams, 2007) are the
most straightforward approaches to induce the specified thermal/pressure cycle. For
pressure application, vacuum-bagging is another alternative, although the final quality
is poor compared to the use of an autoclave. Ultrasonic phased array C-scanning can
confirm the bond quality before testing. Coronado et al. (2012) tested co-cured CFRP
DCB specimens under static and fatigue conditions. The sequentially piled prepreg
plies were cured in an autoclave, assuring a volume fraction of 63%. Ashcroft and
Shaw (2002) performed fatigue tests on bonded CFRP specimens (DCB test geome-
try). The adherends were cut from thin plates composed of unidirectional lay-ups of
16 plies, cured in an autoclave at 182 �C during 2 h, with a pressure of 0.6 MPa. After
curing, the plates were checked for defects and voids by ultrasonic scanning. Adhesive
bonding the CFRP components to make up the structure is highly relevant. When
considering paste adhesives, pouring of the adhesive in the bonding surfaces is carried
out with a low-moisture atmosphere to avoid moisture absorption and preferably in
both of the adherends, which is essential for fast curing adhesives to prevent weak-
ening at the upper adhesive/component interface due to adhesive curing before assem-
bly of the upper component. Preparation of the bonding surfaces should be performed
by manual abrasion, followed by cleaning with acetone or an equivalent degreaser
(Fern�andez, de Moura, da Silva, & Marques, 2011). An alignment and curing mould
should be considered for a correct alignment, uniform application of pressure and
achieving the design value of adhesive thickness. To this end, the placement of cali-
brated steel spacers at the outer periphery of the bonding length is recommended
(Sugiman, Crocombe, & Katnam, 2011). Alternatively, calibrated glass beads can
be mixed with the adhesive in amount up to 0.5% of the total weight (Owens &
Sullivan, 2000). Bernasconi et al. (2013) fatigue-tested CFRP DCB joints and assured
a uniform bond line thickness of 0.2 mm using calibrated copper wires inserted in the
adhesive in the longitudinal direction. Rudawska (2010) used manual abrasion and a
solvent cleaner by Loctite� (reference 7063) for cleaning and degreasing the compos-
ite (aramid/epoxy) parts before bonding with an epoxy adhesive, which proved to be
quite effective in providing a strong bond. Film adhesives can also be used to bond the
adherends. Ashcroft and Shaw (2002) used a modified epoxy, supplied as a 0.2 mm
thick film, with a non-woven nylon carrier. When considering the co-curing technique,
the specimens can be manufactured by piling prepreg plies. For the starter cracks, a
thin Teflon� film (e.g. 20 mm) can be placed at the laminate mid-plane during fabrica-
tion (Stelzer, Brunner, Arguelles, Murphy, & Pinter, 2012). For mode I loading in
particular, piano hinges or aluminium blocks can be bonded to the specimen edges
of the DCB specimens. Although the placement of hinges does not affect the stiffness
characteristics of the specimens (provided that they are bonded outside the active area
of the beams), if using the blocks, a correction to the GIc formulae is recommended
(ISO 15024 standard, 2001).
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4.3.2 Testing of the specimens

Bonded specimens can be loaded under cyclic loads in servo hydraulic testing ma-
chines that apply the established fatigue cycle. Data to be recorded in these tests
include a, F and d as function of N. The G-parameter, used from this point, is the
generic term to address GIc or any quantity from fracture mechanics to be measured
for fatigue characterization. When speaking about constant-amplitude fatigue testing,
it is important to realize that covering the desired range of the G-parameter during a
test can be performed in two ways, depending on the control mode of the applied
load (Figure 4.2): displacement or load control. On one hand, displacement control
supposes the application of a displacement-based fatigue cycle. As the crack continu-
ously grows, the measured G-parameter gradually diminishes because of the corre-
sponding reduction of load. On the other hand, and opposing to this behaviour, by
load control the G-parameter increases with the crack length, as the crack tip region
is increasingly loaded. Because the G-parameter has a direct relation to the crack
growth rate (Pirondi & Moroni, 2010), testing under displacement control conditions
gives an initially fast crack propagation and decrease with the testing time. Thus, each
test begins with the maximum desired crack growth rate and finishes when the crack
reaches the threshold value of theG-parameter,Gth, which represents the lower limit of
absence of fatigue damage. Standardized determination of this sole parameter can be
found in ASTM D6115-97 (2011). Displacement controlled fatigue tests are usually
faster and easier to control than load controlled tests. Oppositely, in load control the
crack initially grows slowly, but it steadily increases up to complete failure of the spec-
imen. As a result, crack growth is typically initiated in the threshold region and is
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Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of G-parameterea plots under displacement and load
control conditions.
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progressively accelerated to the maximum desired crack speed. Fern�andez et al. (2011)
fatigue tested CFRP composite DCB joints in mode I, aiming to evaluate different data
reduction schemes to obtainGI. The tests were carried out in load control with R¼ 0.1,
with the maximum load being defined as 50% of the static failure load of identical
specimens. Figure 4.3 shows the maximum strain energy release rate (Gmax) with
the growth of a for three calculation methods, all of these showing the increase of
Gmax with a due to the increasing loading applied to the crack tip. The variation of
the growth rate during the tests (for both control methods) has the advantage of allow-
ing building the complete fatigue curve from one specimen, by covering the complete
range of G-parameter. Previous investigations showed that results are identical
whether load or displacement control is used (Mall, Ramamurthy, & Rezaizdeh,
1987). However, displacement control allows making more than one test per specimen
(controlling the test parameters such that the crack stops in a position that another test
can initiate in the same specimen). In the work of Ashcroft and Shaw (2002), the
displacement control technique was chosen for fatigue testing in mode I of
adhesively-bonded CFRP DCB specimens. A frequency of 5 Hz and a displacement
ratio of 0.1 were used. Each test was run up to a growth rate of 0.02 mm/day (assump-
tion of crack arrest). This limit value was then considered to define Gth. After each test,
the maximum displacement was increased and another test initiated, until no usable
length was left for another test to initiate (Figure 4.4 shows an example of G-parameter
versus a by different calculation methods under displacement control). Depending on
the method used for fatigue characterization, data of a versus N may be required for
further processing and construction of the fatigue laws. For this to be accomplished,
a few methods can be used. Stelzer et al. (2012) measured the delamination length
in co-cured CFRP DCB specimens by an optical microscope. The measurement reso-
lution was 50 mm, which corresponded to 500 fatigue cycles, and it was enough for a
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Figure 4.3 Gmax versus a by different calculation methods under load control (Fern�andez et al.,
2011).
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good quality in the resulting fatigue plots. In the work of Bernasconi et al. (2013), the
value of a of adhesively-bonded CFRP DCB specimens was continuously measured
during the tests by special clip gauges that measured the opening at the loading points,
and correlation with F allowed estimation of a by analytical formulae developed by
Krenk (1992). Ashcroft and Shaw (2002) used a Krak gauge/Fractomat system.
Krak gauges were bonded to the specimen sides and a constant current was applied
by the Fractomat. Crack growth was detected by the local tearing of the gauge and
respective increase of electrical resistance of the gauge. This variation was measured
and converted to a value of a. The Fractomat data were merged with the test machine
data, allowing the building of the fatigue laws.

4.4 Fatigue characterization by the SeN approach

Fatigue characterization of bonded structures (independently of the substrate mate-
rials) has been studied for a long time. At first, it is important to stress that Gc obtained
from static testing is not the most representative parameter for fatigue analyses,
because of the viscoelastic nature of adhesives or composite matrices. This causes
heat dissipation and plastic deformation resulting in micro-cracking, cavitations and
voiding during cyclic loading. Therefore, most of the fatigue life prediction techniques
are based on empirical formulae derived from experimental data (Abdel-Wahab et al.,
2004). Mainly two major categories can be defined for fatigue life prediction: stress-
fatigue life (SeN) and FCG techniques. These two techniques are described indepen-
dently, since they correspond to two different lines of analysis that can be followed,
with varying degrees of complexity and procedure. Theoretical background of the
two methods is also presented, together with relevant studies in the field of CFRP
structures (either secondary bonding or co-curing).
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Characterization of the fatigue behaviour of structures by SeN techniques is per-
formed by testing, preferably under constant amplitude cycles, of several test coupons
at different maximum fatigue loads (Bathias, 2006). The SeN plot is built, for a specific
set of test geometry-material, from S (equivalent stress, stress component or load)
versus N. Figure 4.5 gives an example of a typical SeN curve. The value of fatigue limit
(or Gth) gives an indication of the S value below which the material has an infinite fa-
tigue life. In adhesively-bonded CFRP joints, the existence of an endurance limit indi-
cates that a threshold load or stress value exists below which cracks do not propagate in
the adhesive layer, along either of the adhesive/adherend interfaces or as delaminations
(Abdel-Wahab et al., 2004). In the application of these techniques to bonded joints, there
is some uncertainty on how to define the value of S for a fatigue test. For mode I loading,
peel stresses can be used. The problem of peel in lap joints is that it is not easily defined,
and depending on the existence of stress singularities, stress calculations can be mesh-
dependent in FE analyses. Thus, the most convenient way to present results by this
approach is to use the applied load. However, by the non-normalization of the applied
load over any parameter (e.g. bonded area) that somehow accounts for the geometry, the
obtained law can only be applied to structures with an identical geometry. The SeN
approach is more viable for high-cycle fatigue (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002). For low-
cycle fatigue, the consideration of a strain-life plot is recommended since it allows
accounting for the material plasticity (Bannantine, Comer, & Handrock, 1990).
Compared to the FCG technique, this methodology suffers from not allowing the total
fatigue life to be separated in fatigue initiation and propagation phases, since only the
cyclic count to complete failure is available in the SeN plot. This is an important hand-
icap, as the proportion between the two phases is highly dependent on a number of
factors: test geometry, materials, defects and magnitude of the applied load. The SeN
approach is an established fatigue prediction technique that is used in many fields of
application. Nonetheless, it is applied to the actual structures whose behaviour needs
to be determined, rather than using pure-mode tests for parameter identification and
extrapolation to other geometries (as it is the case of FCG approaches).
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Figure 4.5 Schematic representation of an SeN curve.
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4.4.1 Results of testing by the SeN approach

Since pure-mode loads are practically inexistent in real-life structures, no significant
data is currently available regarding pure-mode I characterization by this method.
Instead, many works deal with specific mixed-mode geometries, even though in
some cases mode I data is used in some manner to aid with the procedure (Abdel-
Wahab et al., 2004; Curley, Jethwa, Kinloch, & Taylor, 1998). In the work of Curley
et al. (1998), FCG curves from bonded DCB joints were used to predict SeN curves of
mixed-mode joints. Two assumptions were made for the prediction procedure to be
possible: (1) the initiation phase is ignored in predicting the total fatigue life and (2)
pure-mode data can predict mixed-mode failure. A similar approach was followed
by Abdel-Wahab et al. (2004), considering adhesively-bonded single- and double-
lap joints, whose SeN behaviour was predicted by DCB test FCG data. This was per-
formed by numerical integration of the FCG law from an initial to a final crack size. In
the SeN curves, load was used instead of stresses, as these are misleading on account
of the non-uniform nature of stresses across the bonded regions. The value of Gth was
defined as the load not inducing damage in 106 cycles. The estimated fatigue behaviour
was compared to experiments, and a fair agreement was found. Despite this fact, the
validity of this procedure is not unanimous (de Goeij, van Tooren, & Beukers,
1999), because of differences in geometry, boundary conditions and edge effects.
Thus, if this extrapolation from mode I to mixed-mode data is rejected, the relevant
SeN information must come from the actual structure under analysis, which requires
using prototypes for obtaining the data. Fatigue design will thus occur at a late phase of
the design, where changes to the geometry are expensive to carry out.

4.5 Fatigue characterization by the fatigue crack
growth (FCG) approach

Techniques based on the FCG approach are more commonly used nowadays to char-
acterize adhesive bonds in general, on account of a more faithful representation of the
fatigue damage, which led to the implementation of numerical procedures for the pre-
diction of the structures behaviour. In these methods, damage variables are estab-
lished to depreciate the material properties, updated based on the cyclic count and
FCG laws, allowing fatigue damage modelling (Turon, Costa, Camanho, & D�avila,
2007). For the crack growth characterization, suitable test configurations with a
pre-crack are selected (e.g. DCB), and only the crack growth phase is analysed.
The tests allow quantifying the growth rate of fatigue cracks, defined by da/dN, as
function of parameters from fracture mechanics related to the material (G or J-
integral) or geometry (stress intensity factor, K). Metals are often characterized by
this method, using log da/dNelog DK (Bannantine et al., 1990). For bonded joints
and fibre-reinforced composites, a G-related quantity is considered the most adequate
to characterize fatigue crack propagation (Dessureault & Spelt, 1997), resulting on a
da/dN-G-parameter plot. Actually, it is complicated to apply K to bonded joints,
because of the adhesive deformations being constrained by the adherends, which
makes the definition of stresses around the crack tip difficult (Erpolat, Ashcroft,
Crocombe, & Abdel-Wahab, 2004). Between the available works on this matter,
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Gmax or the strain energy release rate amplitude (DG¼Gmax�Gmin; Gmin is the min-
imum strain energy release rate) are used. Nonetheless, Gmax is more suited for
adhesives/co-cured interfaces, since in bonded joints the vicinity of the adherend
leads to the overestimation of Gmin, which in turn wrongly reduces DG (Ashcroft
& Shaw, 2002). Moreover, it was shown by Mall et al. (1987), when testing DCB
specimens with varying values of R, that no distinction existed between these condi-
tions when reducing the data to the da/dNeDG form. On the other hand, by consid-
ering da/dNeGmax, a clear increase of the fatigue performance was found by
increasing R. Figure 4.6 shows a typical fatigue characterization curve, whose generic
behaviour is representative of most materials. The fatigue behaviour can be divided
into three well-distinguishable parts, related to different damage phases of materials.
The first or crack nucleation phase is associated with load patterns (and correspond-
ing values of G-parameter) for which crack growth is nil or negligible. The physical
significance of Gth is also shown in Figure 4.6. This parameter largely depends on the
loading configuration and environmental effects, and it is paramount when designing
structures for avoidance of crack growth. It was shown that in bonded joints and co-
cured CFRP (i.e. delaminations), the value of da/dN is sensitive to changes in the
load, which gives large variations between tested specimens in the da/dNeG-param-
eter curves. As a result of this inconsistency, Ashcroft and Shaw (2002) recommend
to base designs on the value of Gth rather than allowable crack growths. In the first
phase, da/dN varies between zero (up to Gth) and the leftmost value of the second
phase. Shivakumar, Chen, Abali, Le, and Davis (2006) proposed the following law
for CFRP delaminations, where Gmax is the driving fracture parameter (although
extrapolation to bonded joints is perfectly possible):
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Figure 4.6 Hypothetical plot of log da/dNelog G-parameter.
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where C, m and D1 are the material constants determined by best fitting the data.
Fatigue behaviour in the second phase (also called the stable growth or linear phase) is
ruled by the G-parameter, and it reports a linear behaviour between this value and da/
dN (in the double logarithmic plot). Under these conditions, a simple Paris-like law can
fit the experimental data (Paris, Gomez, & Anderson, 1961):

da
dN

¼ CðG-parameterÞm; (4.4)

where C and m are the same material constants of expression (4.3). The G-parameter is
typically Gmax, but other quantities such as DG, DK or DJ are eligible as well. The
value of m in particular is the slope of the linear regime of the second phase, and it
relates to the dependency of da/dN with the chosen G-parameter. Typical values of this
parameter can be found in the works of Mangalgiri, Johnson, and Everett (1987) for
bonded joints or Turon et al. (2007) for composites. In the work of Bernasconi et al.
(2013), the value of DG was considered in expression (4.4) as the G-parameter to
extract the fatigue law from bonded CFRP DCB specimens, and its application
revealed accurate in the extrapolation for mixed-mode joints. Shivakumar et al. (2006)
used a normalized G-parameter for fatigue growth in CFRP DCB specimens. When
structures to be analysed have a pre-crack, the first phase is neglected, as beginning of
the loading falls directly into the second phase (Fern�andez et al., 2011). For bonded
joints and composite delaminations, the second phase is usually dominant over
nucleation (first phase) and failure (third phase), as it was shown in the work of
Bernasconi, Beretta, Moroni, and Pirondi (2010). In this case, the first and third phases
can be neglected in the fatigue life prediction and expression (4.4) can be integrated,
giving a simplification of Nf:

Nf ¼
Zaf
ai

da
CðG-parameterÞm; (4.5)

where ai and af are naturally the initial and final values of a. The third phase of the
plot (unstable region) corresponds to fast crack growth, where the G-parameter enters
the vicinity of the respective critical value (e.g. when Gmax approaches the static Gc).
The critical G-parameter/Gth ratio is addressed as the sensitivity to fatigue, with bigger
values indicating that a large difference between static and fatigue strengths. In some
situations, the third phase can be excluded from the fatigue life prediction because of
its reduced effect on Nf. If this cannot be performed without compromising the accu-
racy, proposed laws are available, such as the following for CFRP delaminations,
considering Gmax as the G-parameter (Shivakumar et al., 2006):

da
dN

¼ C

�
Gmax

Gc

�m

$
1

1� ðGmax=GcÞD2
; (4.6)

where C, m and D2 are the material constants, and C and m common to those of ex-
pressions (4.3) and (4.4). It should be mentioned that a set of parameters C, m, D1 and
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D2 fully defines the da/dNeG-parameter law for a given material under the tested
fatigue conditions by expressions (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6), or equivalent ones. The esti-
mation process consists of fitting C andm to the second-phase curve (expression (4.4)),
followed by insertion of these parameters in expression (4.3) for fitting of D1, and
finally using C and m in expression (4.6) to define D2. These parameters are also
specific for the mode-ratio in which they were determined (Turon et al., 2007). Laws
can also be found in the literature that cover the entire spectrum of the G-parameter for
general-purpose materials (Ewalds, 1984). In the definition of the da/dN law for co-
cured CFRP components, it is also important to bear in mind that fibre-bridging
events may take place, which increases the G-parameter as it tends to oppose crack
opening. Non-consideration of this fact will invariably lead to under-predictions of the
fatigue life. A more detailed description of these phenomena and predictive methods
can be found in the work of Shivakumar et al. (2006). For bonded joints in particular,
the crack nucleation or first phase, considering a specific loading applied to the
structure, highly depends on the presence and shape of a spew fillet (Hadavinia et al.,
2003), while the duration of the propagation phases (stable and catastrophic) depends
on the length and shape of the joint (Pirondi & Moroni, 2010). In the work of
Quaresimin and Ricotta (2006a), by comparing square-edge and filleted-bonded lap
joints, a significant improvement of the nucleation phase was found by using the fillet
(up to 75% of Nf). For theoretically defect-free joints, the first phase can be studied by
the local stresses in the adhesive layer, notch-stress intensity factor (N-SIF) or stress
singularity at the sharp corners of the overlap edges (Quaresimin & Ricotta, 2006a). If
no fillet exists or in presence of defects due to lack of polymerization or adhesion, the
nucleation phase should be negligible compared to propagation. On the other hand,
simulation of general structures without pre-crack may not correlate well with data
from cracked specimens such as the DCB, with under predictions of the damage
accumulation rate. Nonetheless, the problem can be surpassed by considering the
limiting scenario of pre-crack in the model, assuming some kind of fabrication defect.
Predictions from these analyses are very conservative since they neglect the first phase,
which can be a significant part of the total fatigue life (May & Hallett, 2010).

On account of the described method to characterize the fatigue behaviour, besides
the values of a, F and d obtained from testing, two addition quantities are required: (1)
the value of G-parameter during the test and (2) the value of da/dN. For both of these,
several theories can be applied, depending on a number of factors. The most relevant
ones applied to bonded and co-cured CFRP joints are discussed.

4.5.1 Estimation of the G-parameter in mode I

In fatigue testing, the G-parameter is function of a, and it can be evaluated analytically
for simple geometries like the DCB specimen, or in more complex cases by numerical
methods such as FE (Pirondi & Moroni, 2009). The FE techniques to determine the G-
parameter rely on the calculation of the J-integral, the virtual crack extension technique
(VCET) or the VCCT for a given crack position. After it has been evaluated, the crack
is propagated by a predefined amount by moving the mesh or by debonding nodes at
the crack tip, giving another measurement. This process is then repeated until the area
of interest is addressed. This section describes analytical techniques to obtain GI and
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J-integral, since these are the most common G-parameters applicable to bonded and
co-cured specimens (Pirondi & Moroni, 2010). The proposed methods are also valid
for the DCB specimen only. It should be noted that in the co-cured specimens, these
parameters relate to the CFRP interlaminar fracture, while in the bonded specimens,
fracture occurs along the adhesive bondline. In the first scenario, due to the typical
brittleness, fracture occurs without significant plasticization and, as a result, it can
be categorized under the scope of conventional linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM)-based methods. When considerable plasticization occurs in the adhesive
layer, as it occurs in the second scenario with modern toughened adhesives, LEFM
methods are rendered inaccurate (Fern�andez et al., 2011) and the well-known path-
independent J-integral is a feasible option as G-parameter. The Compliance Calibra-
tion Method (CCM) is based on the IrwineKies equation (Kanninen & Popelar, 1985):

GI ¼ F2

2B
dC
da

; (4.7)

whereC is the compliance (C¼ d/F). Cubic polynomials (C¼ C3a
3þ C2a

2þ C1aþ C0)
can be used tofit theC¼ f(a) curves required for the definition of dC/da (Banea, da Silva,
&Campilho, 2012). The equation can then be differentiated to obtain dC/da as function of
a, which makes possible the calculation of GI for all recorded values of a. The Berry
method can also be applied tofit theC¼ f(a) curves (Ashcroft&Shaw, 2002), by plotting
in a logelog chart the Cea curve and making a straight line fit of the form:

C ¼ Yan; (4.8)

where Y is the axis intercept and n the slope. Beam theories are also widely used. The
Direct Beam Theory (DBT), based on elementary beam theory, gives (de Moura,
Campilho, & Gonçalves, 2008):

GI ¼ 12a2F2

B2h3Ex
; (4.9)

with Ex representing the Young’s modulus of the adherends in the longitudinal
direction. The DBT is known to underestimate the measured value of GI, since it is
assumed that the specimen beams are built-in at the crack tip. The corrected beam
theory (CBT) takes this feature into account, and GI is obtained using (Robinson &
Das, 2004):

GI ¼ 3Fd
2Bðaþ jDjÞ ; (4.10)

where D is the crack length correction for crack tip rotation and deflection. In fact, in
the beam theory it is assumed that each arm of the DCB specimen is a clamped beam
with the length equal to the value of a, which does not reflect the real conditions of the
DCB test. D corrects the value of a, being determined by a linear regression of
C1/3¼ f(a). This can be performed by slightly loading the specimen with three
different initial crack lengths to define the C1/3¼ f(a) linear regression. The value of
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D is extracted from C1/3¼ 0 (de Moura et al., 2008). A variation of this theory was
used by Bernasconi et al. (2013), which included the effect of shear upon the trans-
verse deformation. This was performed by considering a Timoshenko beam scheme
for the adherends and a Timoshenko beam on elastic foundation model for the DCB
specimen. Pirondi and Nicoletto (2004) proposed a model based on beam theory
that includes the adhesive influence in the bonded structure, considering the joint
modelled as a beam on an elastic foundation:

GI ¼ F2a2

2BExI
$ð1þ lsÞ2; with l4s ¼ 6

h3tA
$
E0
a

Ex
and E0

a ¼ Ea

ð1� v2Þ :
(4.11)

where I is the second moment of area of the adherends, Ea the adhesive Young’s
modulus, E0

a the adhesive Young’s modulus considering plane strain conditions and
n the Poisson’s coefficient. The compliance-based beam method (CBBM) only
depends on the specimen compliance during the test (de Moura et al., 2008). GI can
be obtained by the following expression:

GI ¼ 6F2

B2h

 
2a2eq
t2PEf

þ 1
5Gxy

!
; (4.12)

where aeq is an equivalent crack length obtained from the experimental compliance
and accounting for the fracture process zone (FPZ) at the crack tip, Ef is a corrected
flexural modulus to account for all phenomena affecting the Fed curve, such as stress
concentrations at the crack tip and stiffness variability between specimens, and Gxy is
the shear modulus in the xy plane. An identical method that does not require
measurement of a was developed by Biel and Stigh (2008).

The J-integral is valid for the non-linear elastic behaviour of materials, but it
remains applicable in the presence of a plastic but monotonic applied loading to char-
acterize the cohesive separation and plastic dissipation in the adhesive (Ji, Ouyang, Li,
Ibekwe, & Pang, 2010). Based on the fundamental expression for J defined by Rice
(1968), it is possible to derive an expression for the value of GI applied to the DCB
specimen from the concept of energetic force and also the beam theory for this partic-
ular geometry, as follows (the following formulae are developed assuming that the
J-integral gives a measurement of GI) (Banea, da Silva, & Campilho, 2010):

GI ¼ 12
ðFwaÞ2
Eh3

þ Fwqo (4.13)

or

GI ¼ Fwqp; (4.14)

where Fw represents the value of F per unit width, qo the relative rotation of the
adherends at the crack tip and qp the relative rotation of the adherends at the loading
line (Figure 4.7).
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4.5.2 Estimation of da/dN

The final step towards characterizing the fatigue behaviour is the calculation of da/dN,
based on the test data (value of a as function of N). Standardized procedures are avail-
able for this process (e.g. ASTM E647, 2011), and a few of these are described, based
on their past application and suitability to adhesively-bonded and co-cured CFRP
joints. A straightforward method to be applied is the secant method, recommended
in the standard ASTM E647 (2011), which considers a discrete number of measure-
ments during the fatigue test. The value of da/dN between two consecutive measure-
ments (i and iþ 1) of the test is the slope of the a¼ f(N) curve (Stelzer et al., 2012):

�
da
dN

�
a
¼ aiþ1 � ai

Niþ1 � Ni
; with a ¼ aiþ1 þ ai

2
: (4.15)

The secant method is very simple to apply and accurately extracts da/dN from the
data, although the estimation of da/dN is highly affected by fluctuations or small
measurement errors in the test data. Another possibility, which minimizes the scatter
in the calculation of da/dN, consists on fitting, for each value of N, a second-order
polynomial function of a set of (2n-1) points (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002). The most
suited value of n will consider the sufficient but minimum number of points for an
accurate representation. The polynomial function can be expressed as:

a ¼ b0 þ b1

�
N � C1

C2

�
þ b2

�
N � C1

C2

�2

; (4.16)

where the parameters bi (i¼ 0, 1, 2) are estimated by regression techniques to the data
set such as the least squares. C1 and C2 are the auxiliary parameters that normalize the
test data, and aim to prevent numerical problems:

C1 ¼ 1
2ðNi�n þ NiþnÞ; C2 ¼ 1

2
ðNiþn � Ni�nÞ; with i ¼ ðnþ 1Þ:

(4.17)
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Figure 4.7 DCB specimen under loading, with description of the analysis parameters.
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Stelzer et al. (2012) used an n¼ 7 approximation for CFRP DCB specimens, which
provided a good fit to the data. After having approximated a¼ f(N) by the polynomial
of expression (4.16), differentiation promptly gives da/dN as:

da
dN

¼ b1
C2

þ 2b2

 
N � C1

C2
2

!
: (4.18)

4.5.3 Results of testing by the FCG approach

Many works are currently available on FCG methodologies to characterize the fatigue
behaviour of CFRP joints. Beginning with co-cured joints, Turon et al. (2007) studied
the delamination behaviour in mode I by fatigue DCB testing, using a Paris-like law
and DG normalized to Gc as the G-parameter. An accurate fit was found between
the test data and the obtained law. Stelzer et al. (2012) addressed the co-cured config-
uration on CFRP DCB specimens under fatigue loads. Load control was selected for
the tests, performed with R¼ 1, until a crack growth rate of nearly 10�6 mm/cycle was
reached. The value of Gmax was chosen as the G-parameter for the Paris law charac-
terizing the stable propagation phase, estimated by the modified calibration method
(MCC), while the da/dN values were taken from pointewise (secant) approximations
or seven point polynomial fit. Figure 4.8(a) represents the da/dNeGmax plot for three
laminates (C1 and C2 are CFRP, while G1 is a S2 glass composite). Results showed an
approximate linear trend (in the double logarithmic plot), although the experimental
scatter made difficult to distinguish trends amongst the laminated systems. To avoid
this complication, the same data were plotted (Figure 4.8(b)), but considering values
of a estimated from the C¼ d/F data, instead of the visual inspection. As a result,
much of the scatter disappeared and clear trends could be found. Figure 4.9 reports
the fitting laws for composite systems C1 (a) and C2 (b), also representing the non-
linear (NL) and maximum or 5% (MAX/5%) initiation values from quasi-static testing
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Figure 4.8 da/dNeGmax curves for DCB specimens of three laminated systems (a) and identical
plot with improved method for the measurement of a (b) (Stelzer et al., 2012).
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Figure 4.9 Paris fitting laws of the fatigue data for composite systems C1 (a) and C2 (b) (Stelzer
et al., 2012).
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of specimens of these laminates. The reported results showed that laminate C1 had a
bigger scatter than C2 and laminate C2 is more resistant to crack growth than C1. For
laminate C1, all fitting curves except one reached the average MAX/5% initiation
value determined from quasi-static tests, whereas for C2 only one fit exceeds the
average NL value from the same tests. Also, between the tested laminates, the highest
delamination rates were found for laminate C2, on the order or approximately
5� 10�3 mm/cycle. Fatigue characterization at different temperatures in adhesively-
bonded CFRP DCB specimens was carried out by Ashcroft and Shaw (2002) in
displacement control, considering both secant and polynomial methods to calculate
da/dN. For the polynomial method, the a¼ f(N) curves were fit making n¼ 3 (giving
7 points). Comparison between both methods (Figure 4.10(a)) revealed a fair agree-
ment, although some scatter was found with the secant method. As a result, the authors
chose to apply the polynomial method from this point on. Figure 4.10(b) shows FCG
curves for specimens tested at room temperature at different maximum displacements,
with evidence of good repeatability and no obvious effect of the maximum displace-
ment on the behaviour. The curves exhibit a shape close to that of Figure 4.6, with a
clear distinction between the three crack growth phases. The first phase emphasizes
Gth, with a mean value of 120 J/m2 (values from both axes are converted to logarithmic
equivalents). The second phase shows a linear behaviour, corresponding to fast crack
growth between 400 and 500 J/m2, at comparable values to the static value of GIc for
crack initiation defined in a previous work (Ashcroft, Hughes, & Shaw, 2001). Similar
tests were carried out at �50 and 90 �C, with variations in behaviour that were prop-
erly discussed, showing in all cases the robustness of the chosen method to charac-
terize the joints in mode I. Erpolat et al. (2004) carried out a similar study, but
additionally considering variable amplitude (VA) fatigue loading. For constant ampli-
tude fatigue, values of R¼ 0.1 and 0.5 were considered, and the 7-point polynomial fit
allowed the estimation of da/dN. A beam on elastic foundation model was used to
calculate GI. The value of Gth was much lower for R¼ 0.1 than 0.5; however, when
da/dN was plotted as function of DG, the two curves were practically coincident.
This was justified by facial interference of the adhesives on the debonding surfaces
that prevented cracks from closing, giving an artificially high value of Gmin and
thus affecting the results. For VA fatigue loading, a two-stage block loading was
applied, with overloads every 20 cycles. During testing, crack growth occurred
steadily, but after approximately 250 overloads sudden crack growth took place.
From this point on, the steady growth was resumed up to the test ending. The
da/dN behaviour for VA fatigue was predicted by integration of the constant amplitude
crack growth data, which showed a slight under-prediction.

4.6 Fracture modes of CFRP joints in mode I

The fracture mechanisms under fatigue loadings acquire special relevancy in CFRP
structures because of the complexity of the crack path, arising from comparable
characteristics between the adhesive bond and the composite matrix. On account of
this, several crack deviations can occur, together with delaminations between
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Figure 4.10 Comparison between the secant and polynomial methods for the estimation of da/
dN (a) and FCG curves for different maximum displacements (b) (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002).
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composite plies. Damage uptake and crack path progression in the structures can be
recorded during testing with high-speed cameras focused on a small region around
the damage region. The correlation of the damage events with the N data is possible
by the elapsed time from the beginning of the test and testing frequency. Analysis
of the fractured surfaces can be accomplished by optical or scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM). In SEM, samples of reduced size need to be cut from the specimens,
preferably with a diamond saw for a clean cut, mounted on the analysis stubs and
gold coated to ensure the electrical conductivity of the sample.

The fracture surfaces of co-cured CDRP DCB specimens were characterized with
SEM by Coronado et al. (2012), after fatigue testing at temperatures between �60
and 90 �C. In general, the surfaces showed ‘river markings’, indicating matrix plasticity
(Figure 4.11). This behaviour was more evident at high temperatures, with clear matrix
deformation and resin adhesion to the fibres, while at low temperatures failure was
more brittle. Bigger magnifications emphasized the presence of voids near the
fibreematrix interfaces, which potentiated delaminations, and also broken fibres result-
ing from fibre-bridging events. Identical findings were reported by Arg€uelles et al.
(2011) by fatigue-testing DCB specimens made of CFRP with matrices of different
toughness. The work of Ashcroft and Shaw (2002) described the fatigue behaviour
of DCB specimens with CFRP adherends (testing temperatures between �60 and
90 �C). At room temperature, crack growth began predominantly cohesively in the
adhesive layer with longitudinal striations, indicative of stick-slip behaviour. After a
length of crack growth, the failure path shifted to one of the adherends, but still with
small regions of cohesive failure of the adhesive. At high temperatures, the dominant

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4.11 Fracture surfaces of the DCB specimens at 20 �C (a), 50 �C (b), 90 �C (c), 0 �C (d),
�30 �C (e) and �60 �C (f), 1000� magnification (Coronado et al., 2012).
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failure was cohesive in the adhesive, although few longitudinal bands indicated com-
posite failure. At low temperatures, fracture was mostly on the composite, although
with minor cohesive spots. Fern�andez et al. (2011) fatigue tested CFRP DCB joints,
bonded with the ductile epoxy Araldite� 2015 (Huntsman), for fatigue characterization
of the adhesive in mode I. Although the bonding surfaces were carefully prepared, due
to comparable peel characteristics between the adhesive and CFRP in the transverse
direction, a few specimens failed by delamination between the two nearest plies to
the adhesive. These tests were discarded for the analysis, and only the specimens
that suffered cohesive failure were considered. The study of Bernasconi et al. (2013)
consisted on the fatigue analysis of adhesively-bonded CFRP DCB and lap joints.
The parameters of the Paris law were derived by fracture mechanics principles applied
to the DCB specimens. Complex failure paths were observed on both test geometries.
In the DCB specimens, this was clearly visible in the non-continuous shape of the
da/dNeDG curve, as two distinct lines interpolating the experimental data were iden-
tified by a least squares analysis. Crack path initially developed in the adhesive bond
and subsequently propagated to CFRP delaminations near the adhesive. Figure 4.12 re-
ports to a microscope record of the fracture surface, showing initial propagation at the
CFRPeadhesive interface with small regions of cohesive failure, followed by mixed
crack growth and finally between the first and the second woven plies in one of the
CFRP adherends.

4.7 Conclusions

This chapter dealt with mode I fatigue behaviour of bonded CFRP structures (consid-
ering secondary bonding and co-curing). The use of CFRPs and bonding to produce
advanced structures was discussed regarding the comparative advantages over more
conventional materials and joining methods. An overview of the possible loading

FCG
composite

FCG
mixed

FCG
adhesive

Figure 4.12 Fracture surface of a bonded CFRP DCB specimen after fatigue testing
(Bernasconi et al., 2013).
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scenarios (modes I, II and mixed-mode) showed that fatigue characterization can be per-
formed under each one of these conditions. Mode I characterization is well established,
with the DCB test as the most widespread. Mode II, on the other hand, is still not well
addressed and, inclusively, mode II fatigue characterization for bonded joints is
extremely scarce. Mixed-mode characterization can take advantage of specific criteria
to merge modes I and II data to analyse mixed-mode failures. Alternatively, fatigue
characterization can also be performed under mixed-mode conditions and then applied
to the structures. Fabrication and fatigue testing were also discussed for mode I loadings,
showing the importance of fabrication techniques, testing procedures and equipment,
necessary for the fatigue tests to work properly. Special attention is required for the
measurement of a during propagation, and a few techniques were described to this
end. The two main categories for fatigue characterization were described: SeN and
FCG approaches. The SeN based methods suffer from requiring testing at different
values of S for building the curve, uncertainties on how to define S for a particular appli-
cation and no allowance of the separation between fatigue initiation and propagation.
Because of this, the FCG method is generally chosen for fatigue description of struc-
tures, relying on plotting da/dN as function of a suitable G-related parameter. Related
literature seems to find unanimous thatGmax is the most suitedG-parameter for this pur-
pose, although DG was considered by some authors. With this data, it is also possible to
implement numerical procedures for fatigue strength prediction. Fracture modes in
CFRP structures, either adhesively-bonded or co-cured, are highly complex on account
of the different mechanisms possible to occur. In bonded CFRP joints, delaminations
can occur because of comparable properties between the adhesive and composite matrix.
Deviations from the original fracture path (e.g. to the adherends) prevent the measured
laws from working for a specific mode of failure over the entire range of G-parameter
values (i.e. from nucleation to catastrophic failure).
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5.1 Introduction

In recent years, the use of composite components in structures has been continuously
evolving. In particular, the use of composites in the current generation of aircraft has
reached a volume of 50% or more (i.e. Airbus A350 or Boeing 787). Fibre-reinforced
composite material is used in primary structural components such as the fuselage,
wings, tail stabilizers and doors. Some of these uses have highlighted a need to develop
new manufacturing approaches, which include bonded joints. In addition, components
already in service need to be maintained and repaired. Repairs by means of patches rely
on the bonded joints transmitting loads, and thus they are the crucial aspect in the qual-
ity of the repair.

The application of bonded repairs in composite components is well established and
widespread in the aeronautical industry, especially for minor accidental damage during
the operational life of the aircraft. Bonded joints are also used to rework small defects
incurred during the manufacturing process. The frequency of minor accidental damage
during the operational life of the aircraft is high and their repair has a significant impact
on maintenance costs.

Severe damage, although less frequent, also has a significant influence on mainte-
nance costs as they require costly and time-consuming repairs that might also entail
stopping the aircraft’s normal operation. In spite of their feasibility, the use of bonded
repairs for severe damage is restricted by failsafe criteria limits (the repaired structure
must sustain limit load in the event of a complete loss of the bonded repair).
Overcoming this restriction is linked to the availability of reliable non-destructive
inspection (NDI) techniques that are capable of demonstrating the quality of the
repair (i.e. detecting contaminants in the adherent surface, detecting weak bonded
joints, etc.).

Once the repair size is restrained to that capable of sustaining a limit load residual
strength with failure or partial failure of the bond line, implementing bonded repairs for
highly loaded primary carbon-fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) components also
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requires (via tests, or through analysis substantiated by tests) demonstrating that the
full strength, stiffness, damage tolerance and fatigue durability in all operational con-
ditions have been restored. This capability relies on the use of a proper repair design,
repair materials and processes.

The use of original production materials is usually prevented for in-field repairs.
Indeed, original materials require curing in an autoclave to ensure their best perfor-
mance, and this is not a suitable process for repairing a wing, a fuselage, stabilizers
or any other primary structures. Even for components that can be easily disassembled,
like doors, access panels, fairings, etc., the use of original production materials is not a
common practice either due to, once again, needing to use an autoclave. Curing in au-
toclaves requires the appropriate tooling to avoid component deformation and can
harm the component as a consequence of heating it to a high temperature (the prospect
of skins possibly blowing up from the honeycomb around the repair in sandwich
panels is an example of a quite frequent and typical problem).

In view of this situation, materials specifically dedicated to repair purposes have
therefore been developed. All of them share their suitability for achieving good prop-
erties (low porosity) when cured under vacuum pressure only. Due to the fact that these
materials are different from those used and certified for production, a complete set of
tests, covering all levels of the certification test pyramid, must be developed. These
tests should include the patch itself, as well as the bonded joint, which is the most crit-
ical part of the repair. In order to reduce the effort at the higher levels of the test pyr-
amid, it is essential to develop reliable procedures to assess the fatigue and damage
tolerance at a coupon level. In the case of fatigue, determining crack growth behaviour
at a coupon level (onset and crack growth rates) would permit an effective repair sys-
tem screening and would help identify their performance when compared to the orig-
inal unrepaired material.

This chapter gives an overview of the methodologies used to analyse fatigue-
induced damage in bonded joints under cyclic loads. The work is focused on mode
I peel tests at a coupon level. First, to provide a proper background, a description of
the different bonded joint configurations is presented. Second, a revision of the static
and fatigue tests is introduced. That section describes the static tests that have to be
performed prior to fatigue testing, and then it concentrates on how to obtain the curves
for fatigue onset and for fatigue propagation data (crack growth rate versus loading).
Third, the fracture modes and their effect on the test results are described. Finally, the
chapter includes a concise review of the current numerical techniques available to
simulate the behaviour of the bonded joint, accentuating their main advantages and
drawbacks.

5.2 Configuration of the bonded joint

There are different choices when manufacturing bonded joints between composite
panels. Secondary bonding and co-bonding are the most common processes (see
Figure 5.1). Co-curing or co-bonding are usually preferred over secondary bonding
because the number of parts and/or curing cycles is reduced. However, for large and
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complex assemblies, secondary bonding can provide stronger joints. Failure processes,
failure modes and joint strength are all influenced by the bonding method (Kim, Yoo,
Yi, & Kim, 2006; Song et al., 2010). Therefore, in order to have the best performance
of the bonded joint, it is important to choose the appropriate bonding method for each
particular case.

Here, we omit manufacturing details such as the use of a ‘peel ply’ on the
manufacturing of the adherent to protect their surfaces from environmental degradation,
to generate a constant roughness pattern, and to prevent the contamination of the sur-
face, thus leading to a proper strength of the bonded joint (Kanerva & Saarela, 2013).

The bond line thickness also plays an important role in the strength of the bonded
joint (Mall & Ramamurthy, 1989; Marzi, Biel, & Stigh, 2011). Several works
concluded that the bond line thickness should be within the range of 0.2e0.4 mm to
attain a high joint strength. This is often achieved by embedding a textile membrane
into the adhesive film, called carrier, or by using gages during the curing process. A
bonded joint produced with an adhesive film with a carrier maintains a constant-bond
line thickness as compared to that obtained with resin. Figure 5.2 shows the fractured
surface of an adhesive joint where the footprint of the peel ply and that of the carrier
can be observed. The carrier is used to control the bond line thickness and the adhesive
bleeding during the curing phase. However, in co-bonding or co-curing processes
involving woven fabrics, a constant adhesive thickness is difficult to achieve due to
the geometry of the fabric itself, resulting in fairly significant differences in thickness.

The stacking sequences in the adherents also play a role in the strength of the joints
in composite laminates (Matthews & Tester, 1985).

Poor surface preparation can cause a complete disbanding of the adherents during
service at virtually zero stress (Hart-Smith, 1999). Finally, the in-service environ-
mental conditions of the bonded joint (temperature, moisture, chemical agents) can in-
fluence strength and durability (Caminero et al., 2013; Whittingham, Baker, Harman,
& Bitton, 2009).

Pre-cured laminate Pre-cured laminate

Wet pre-preg
(cross-ply)

Wet pre-preg
(cross-ply)

Wet pre-preg
(cross-ply)

Wet pre-preg
(cross-ply)

Wet pre-preg
(cross-ply)

Adhesive film

Pre-cured laminate

Adhesive film Adhesive film

Secondary bonding

Co-curing without adhesive

Co-bonding

Co-curing with adhesive

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.1 Drawing of the most common manufacturing processes used to produce bonded
joints between composite adherents.
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In order to gain a complete understanding of the behaviour of bonded joints, it is of
the utmost importance to establish the relationship between the joint strength (often
determined by means of the fracture energy, GC) and the particular mechanism respon-
sible for the failure. As Figure 5.1 shows, there are several interfaces where failure can
potentially occur. What the fracture energy associated to each of them is and how it is
influenced by fatigue loads or environmental parameters is the knowledge required to
optimize the bonded joint performance and to predict its behaviour in service.

5.3 Test generalities

5.3.1 Static tests prior to fatigue testing

Peel tests have been proven to be one of the most reliable methods in determining the
quality of an adhesive joint. They measure the adhesive joint strength under opening
displacements, or mode I. The double cantilever beam (DCB) test is widely used in the
aircraft industry as the peel test characterizing the quality of the adhesive joint between
two composite adherents. The bond strength is quantified by means of a single param-
eter, the energy fracture toughness (GIC). The principal advantage of this test over
other alternative tests is that it allows bonded joints to be tested between two rigid

Footprint made by the top adherent surface on the adhesive

Carrier fibres

Adhesive layer

500 µµm

Peel-ply footprint
on the lower adherent
surface

Figure 5.2 Fractured surface of a secondary bonded joint between two unidirectional (UD)
pre-cured adherents and an adhesive film with carrier. The bonding surfaces of both adherents
were prepared with a peel-ply layer that was removed just before the adhesive joint.
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adherents. It is routinely applied to any kind of bonded joint: secondary bonded, co-
bonded or co-cured. In addition, the same test configuration is used to characterize
bonded joints under cyclic loading. In this case, preliminary quasi-static DCB tests
have to be conducted in order to define fatigue test parameters.

TheDCB testwas formerly conceived for delamination in composites (ASTMD5528,
2013; ISO15024, 2001).While the scopeof theAmerican standard (ASTMD5528, 2013)
includes the characterization of bonded joints, it does not introduce any refinement in the
theory different to that of the delamination tests. In 2009, the International Standard Or-
ganization published a specific standard for bonded joints: ISO25217 (2009). Itwas based
on the British Standard BS 7991 (2001) and the testing protocol developed by Blackman
andKinloch in 2001. The data reductionmethods used to obtain the energy fracture tough-
ness (GIC) are similar to those proposed in the delamination tests.

The DCB test consists of opening the adherents of the bonded joint to cause the prop-
agation of an already existing crack in the mid-plane of the specimen (see Figure 5.3).
The test is performed under controlled crosshead displacement. The displacement (d),
load to open the specimen arms (P) and the crack length (a) are recorded during the test.

Load and displacement are obtained directly from the test machine. The crack
length should be obtained from visual observation at the specimen side. According
to ISO 25217 (2009), the crack length is measured every 1 mm from 1 to 10 mm
and from 60 to 65 mm, and then every 5 mm from 10 to 60 mm. An artificial crack
is created at one of the ends of the specimen by introducing a Teflon insert in the ad-
hesive mid-plane during the manufacturing phase. As a result of the insert, the crack tip
is blunt and does not represent the real shape of possible defects, for example, created
during an impact event. Therefore, a short propagation is performed in order to obtain a
sharp tip (pre-crack). A propagation test is then conducted from that pre-crack.

Two values of the fracture energy GIC are determined: an initiation and a prop-
agation value. Furthermore, there are several methods for determining the initiation
values: NL (point at which the load-displacement curve becomes nonlinear),
VIS (point at which the crack propagation is visually observed) or 5%/MAX

P

ta

2h

a0
ai

P

δ

Figure 5.3 Schema of a DCB test of a bonded joint. P is the applied load, d the deflection of the
specimen arms, a the delamination length, a0 the initial delamination length, ta the adhesive
thickness and 2h the total thickness of the specimen.
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(5% offset and maximum load) (ISO 25217, 2009). Therefore, from each test initi-
ation, values of GIC from the pre-crack, and initiation and propagation values from
the propagation test are measured (see Figure 5.4).

Apart from this, there are several methods to calculate GIC. All of them are based on
the assumptions of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). In particular, the Irwin
Kies approach relates the energy release rate (GI) to the derivative of the compliance
in function of the crack length (dC/da). The modified beam theory (MBT) is also of
specific interest, as it too is used in fatigue tests. According to this method, the energy
fracture toughness is determined by Eqn (5.1):

GIC ¼ 3Pd
2Bðaþ DÞ (5.1)

where d is the displacement of the specimen arms, P the load, B the specimen width, a
the crack length and D a crack length correction parameter that is determined from the
linear regression of the cube root of the compliance (C1/3) against the crack length (a)
(see Figure 5.5).

5.3.2 Stick-slip effects on adhesive joints

In many cases, when testing bonded joints in mode I, the crack growth does not evolve
continuously but rather proceeds as a succession of rapid growth and arrest phases
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Figure 5.4 Loadedisplacement curves of a DCB test: pre-crack and propagation test curves
including initiation (NL, VIS, 5%/MAX) and propagation (PROP) points.
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(Ashcroft, Hughes, & Shaw, 2001). This is commonly referred to as stick-slip growth.
It can be easily identified by looking at the loadedisplacement curve, because when
the rapid crack growth occurs there is a sudden drop in the force (see Figure 5.6).
During the arrest phases, the load increases linearly according to the specimen stiff-
ness. The stick-slip can occur sporadically in between stages of constant crack prop-
agation (see Figure 5.6(a)) or during the entire propagation test (Figure 5.6(b)).

The stick-slip propagation can be observed on the specimen’s fractured surfaces
(see Figure 5.7). The darker bands correspond to the zones of fast crack growth,
whereas the lighter zones correspond to constant propagation or arrest phases. If the
stick-slip occurs during the entire propagation test, the amplitude of the arrest phases
is small, only a few mm, compared to the size of the fast crack growth regions.
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Figure 5.5 Linear regression curve to obtain the crack length correction factor jDj.
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Figure 5.6 Loadedisplacement curves from DCB tests: (a) continuous propagation with some
regions of stick-slip and (b) stick-slip during the entire test.
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When stick-slip occurs, two values of the fracture energy are obtained, one from the
initiation of the fast crack growth (GICi) and the other from the arrest propagation
points (GIa). Each of them corresponds to the maximum and minimum points of the
loadedisplacement curve. The initiation values are directly related to the bonded joint
fracture properties. In contrast, the arrest values include dynamic effects and should
not be used to assess the quality of the adhesive joint.

Standard ISO 25217 (2009) suggests calculating both initiation (GICi) and arrest
(GIa) values with the simple beam theory (SBT) method. The values of crack length
needed to calculateGICi can be measured from the arrest bands of the fractured surface.
However, in some cases they are difficult to observe (i.e. bonded joints with a resin
layer or woven fabric adherents). If this is the case, it is preferable to use an optical
device to video-record the crack front during the test and measure the value of the force
and displacement at the initiation of fast crack propagation.

An alternative, and simpler, way to calculate GIC is the area method. The fracture
energy is obtained from the ratio between the area under the loadedisplacement curve
and the fractured surface (specimen width multiplied by the crack extension). This
method has the advantage of measuring the crack only at the beginning and at the
end of the propagation. However, in situations of crack growth with stick-slip behav-
iour, a region of the curve is underestimated, as a consequence of the jumps in the
loadedisplacement curve, and this results in a conservative value of GIC.

Propagation region

Propagation region

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7 Fractured surface of (a) loadedisplacement curve of Figure 5.6(a), lighter bands
correspond to zones of continuous crack growth; (b) loadedisplacement curve of Figure 5.6(b),
lighter bands correspond to arrest phases.
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5.3.3 Failure modes and fractography

Basically, there are three types of failure modes in bonded composite joints: adhesive
failure at the interface between the adhesive and the adherent, cohesive failure inside
the adhesive layer and substrate failure. In composite repairs, it is common to have
different stacking sequences for each of the adherents, and that the repair patch consists
of fabrics bonded to the structure by a wet lay-up operation. Therefore, the internal test
procedure AITM1-0053, which was developed by Airbus, takes into account six fail-
ure modes:

• Substrate failure inside the pre-cured panel: delamination inside the pre-cured adherent.
• Inter adherent/peel ply resin failure: failure at the resin layer from the pre-cured peel ply.
• Adhesion failure: failure at the interface between the adhesive layer and the resin layer form

the pre-cured peel ply.
• Cohesive failure: failure inside the adhesive.
• Adhesion failure in the wetewet interphase: failure at the interface between the adhesive

layer and the co-cured substrate in co-bonded joints.
• Substrate failure inside the co-cured panel: delamination inside the co-cured adherent.

Many research works have provided evidence of the influence of the failure mode
on the strength of bonded joints. It has been found that different adhesives exhibit
different failure modes despite having the same adherent (Parker, 1983), and that tem-
perature and moisture strongly influence the locus of failure (Ashcroft et al., 2001).
Therefore, bonded joint failure is still difficult to predict because, depending on the
bonding method, adhesive used, temperature, moisture and other parameters, the fail-
ure modes are different.

With this in mind, fractography analysis can provide key information about the
causes of failure in bonded joints, failure mode and the source of failure location. It
is important that fracture surface analysis is conducted in the sequence outlined in
Figure 5.8; otherwise vital information may be lost. Specifically, it is important to
collect all the information from the surface before dissection.

Visual examination of the fractured surface provides information, without
damaging the fracture surface, about the failure mode, crack growth direction, dis-
tribution of failure mode along the fracture surface and fracture pattern. The rough-
ness of the fractured surfaces provides a qualitative indication of fracture
toughness.

Microscopy is used to analyse fractured surfaces in detail. There are two main
techniques: optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Selection
of fracture surface area in optical or SEM samples is very important, especially when
a mixed type of failure occurs. Optical microscopy allows transverse and longitudi-
nal sections of the specimen to be analysed, whereas SEM permits the observation of
small portions of the fractured surfaces at high levels of magnification (see
Figure 5.9). The sketch in Figure 5.10 shows the sample preparation process for op-
tical microscopic and SEM observation of fractured specimens. The sample prepara-
tion stages for optical microscopic observation involve cutting, embedding and
polishing, while a gold coating is applied to increase the imaging capability of sam-
ples for SEM observation.
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Figure 5.8 General procedure for fracture surface analysis.
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Figure 5.9 Configuration of DCB specimen and sample extraction for microscopic inspections.
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5.4 Fatigue testing

Most structural components of transport vehicles are subjected to cyclic loads during
service. Fatigue tests aim to reproduce the behaviour of the bonded joint during service
conditions. As in quasi-static tests, DCB specimens are used to analyse the quality of
the bonded joint. The assessment of bonded joint fatigue behaviour consists of
determining:

1. The number of cycles at which the crack starts to propagate (onset of crack propagation) for a
given load level (usually expressed by means of the energy release rate).

2. In the event of crack propagation:
a. The crack growth rate dependence on the energy release rate (crack growth rate curves).
b. The value of the energy release rate at which the crack growth rate becomes null or prac-

tically immeasurable (threshold value of the energy release rate).

In spite of the practical importance of this topic in composite design, there is only
one standard available, ASTM D6115-97 (2011), which focuses on determining onset
curves for mode I fatigue loading. The standard was developed to analyse delamina-
tion in unidirectional composite specimens. Nevertheless, the methodology can be
applied to bonded joints. Although currently there is no standard for fatigue delamina-
tion propagation in composites or bonded joints, an effort (round-robin test campaigns)
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optical microscope

Sample
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for SEM
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for optical
microscope

Marking

Marking

Cutting

Cutting Gold coating

Embedding Polishing

Sample for
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Cross-section surface
for optical

microscopy

Longitudinal surface
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Figure 5.10 Sample preparation process for optical microscopic observation and SEM.
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to develop a standard test for delamination propagation is being made (Brunner,
Murphy, & Pinter, 2009).

5.4.1 Test procedure

DCB fatigue tests are performed with the same specimens and load configurations as
those in quasi-static tests. The test consists of opening the specimen arms cyclically,
thus causing subcritical crack propagation in the adhesive. The required loads are
lower than those applied in static tests. Loading can be introduced by controlling
the load or the displacement. DCB fatigue tests are mainly displacement controlled
because the propagation is stable in this case, and unstable under load control.

The loading cycle is sinusoidal in the tests, and it is defined by two parameters: the
amplitude (R-ratio) and the level of the energy release rate (ERR) with respect to the
critical fracture toughness (percentage or the energy release rate, %ERR). The R-ratio
is defined by:

R ¼ smin

smax
(5.2)

where smax and smin are the maximum and minimum values of the cyclic stress,
respectively. For linear elasticity and small deflections (d/a< 0.4 being the crack length),
the displacement ratio (dmin/dmax) is identical to the R-ratio (ASTM D6115-97, 2011):

R ¼ dmin

dmax
(5.3)

The maximum displacement (dmax) is related to %ERR. If the specimen geometry
for the quasi-static DCB test is identical to those for the fatigue tests (same material and
geometry: width, thickness and crack length), dmax obeys:

�
dmax

dcr

�2

¼ GImax

GIC
¼ %ERR (5.4)

where dcr is the critical displacement for quasi-static delamination growth obtained
from the quasi-static test (ASTM D6115-97, 2011).

If the value of ERR is equal to 1, it means that GImax¼GIC, and the crack would
fracture statically during the first loading cycle. Therefore, in fatigue tests,
%ERR< 1 (it generally varies between 0.1 and 0.9). With the R-ratio, it is a common
practice to test at R¼ 0.1. This involves the cycle amplitude being almost equal to the
maximum displacement (the worst load case in fatigue), and ensures that there is no
contact between the specimen arms. Figure 5.11 shows the displacement cycles for
three different test configurations.

In fatigue tests performed under displacement control, dmax and dmin are kept con-
stant during the test. Depending on the load level, after a certain number of cycles the
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crack eventually propagates at a crack growth rate, which decreases as the crack ex-
tends (the applied energy release rate decreases with the crack extension for a given
displacement). Due to the stability of the test, the crack growth rate becomes immen-
surable after a certain crack extension (usually after a large number of cycles).

During the test, displacement, load and crack length are monitored. From these data
a curve of the compliance against the number of cycles is obtained (see Figure 5.12). If
the test is controlled by displacement the compliance increases rapidly during the first
cycles and then tends to stabilize. The same occurs with the crack length. In the oppo-
site case where the test is controlled by load, the compliance increases exponentially
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Figure 5.11 Displacement cycles of a DCB fatigue test.
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Figure 5.12 Evolution of the compliance against the number of cycles.
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with the number of cycles until the specimen breaks completely. Again, the same
occurs with the crack length. Whereas, the evolution of the compliance (thus, crack
length) is different if the specimen is pre-cracked than if the fatigue test is performed
from the insert. If the crack propagation initiates at the insert, where there is a blunt
crack tip, more cycles are needed to initiate propagation. The curve of the compliance
has a flat region during the initial cycles.

The onset of crack propagation may be determined either by visual observation of
crack growth or by an increase in specimen compliance (direct evidence of crack
growth). The method based on monitoring compliance is preferred because of its ob-
jectivity. An initial value of the compliance is measured during the initial cycles (C0).
When compliance has increased by a certain percentage from the initial value, the test
is stopped and the compliance and number of cycles recorded. ASTM D6115-97
(2011) suggests taking the points where compliance increases by a 1% or a 5% as onset
values. Based on detailed visual observation at the crack tip, other studies consider that
the onset of crack growth is when there is an increment of 2% in the compliance
(Martin & Murri, 1990).

The onset curve is obtained by plotting the maximum energy release rate (GImax)
against the number of cycles (see Figure 5.13). GImax is calculated from the maximum
values of force and displacement (Pmax and dmax) from the first cycle (N ¼ 1) with the
following equation (ASTM D6115-97, 2011):

GImax ¼ 3Pmaxdmax

2B
�
a0 þ jDjav

� (5.5)

where a0 is the initial crack length (from the insert in ASTM D6115-97, 2011), B the
specimen width, and jDjav the average of D from the quasi-static tests (see Figure 5.5).

The test is repeated using different levels of the applied energy release rate. In most
cases a level of energy release rate at which the crack does not propagate even for a
large number of cycles is reached. This value is the onset threshold (Gtho). To obtain
it, a maximum run-out of 2 million cycles is defined (ASTM D6671). If there is no
crack propagation after this number of cycles, GImax is commonly considered to be

G G
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NN5 × 105 1.5 × 106 2 × 106
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GIC GIC

Gtho Gtho

(a) (b)

Figure 5.13 GeN crack growth onset curve: (a) linear representation of N and (b) logarithmic
representation of N.
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under the threshold value. However, it has been observed that there is crack growth
beyond the threshold defined according to the standard (Brunner et al., 2009). There-
fore, threshold values in fatigue experiments cannot be identified accurately. A
consensus in the number of cycles at which a fatigue test should be stopped
is still to be achieved (Arg€uelles, Vi~na, Canteli, & Bonhomme, 2010; Arg€uelles,
Vi~na, Canteli, Castrillo, & Bonhomme, 2008; Kenane, Azari, Benmedakhene, &
Benzeggagh, 2011). What is commonly adopted, especially in propagation tests, is a
crack growth rate limit. However there is a large disparity between the values proposed
by the authors (Hojo, Tanaka, Gustafson, & Hayashi, 1987; Martin & Murri, 1990;
Stelzer, Brunner, Arg€uelles, Murphy, & Pinter, 2012; Stelzer et al., 2014).

The analysis of the crack growth rate in fatigue propagation is done from the mea-
surement of the crack length versus the number of cycles. The crack length is differ-
entiated against the number of cycles required to obtain the crack growth rate (da/dN).
And the crack growth rate is represented against the energy release rate measured
every certain number of cycles (see Figure 5.14).

The crack growth rate curve can be divided into three regions: the energy threshold
where the crack growth becomes immeasurable (I); the region close to static failure
(III); and in between, the linear propagation zone (II), well described by the Paris
law (Paris & Erdogan, 1963; Paris, Gomez, & Anderson, 1961):

dC
da

¼ KðGImaxÞm (5.6)

The key parameters obtained from the curve are the value of the energy release rate
threshold (Gth) and the slope of the Paris law relationship (m). Design methodologies
accounting for fatigue damage in bonded joints make use of one or both of these
parameters.
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Figure 5.14 Typical crack growth rate curve.
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5.4.2 Test set-up

Before conducting the fatigue test campaign, a static characterization must be performed.
Two parameters are used from the quasi-static campaign to set up the fatigue test: GIC to
determine the percentage of energy release rate for the test (%ERR from Eqn (5.4)) and
jDjav (Figure 5.5) to calculate GImax. In the case that a specimen with the same config-
uration is used for both the static and fatigue test, the percentage of energy release rate is
directly related to the maximum displacement; see Eqn (5.4). If the specimen configu-
ration is different (i.e. the initial crack length is not the same), compliance has to be
included when calculating maximum displacement (ASTM D6115-97, 2011).

Another test parameter to be taken into account is the test frequency. The duration
of the test depends on this parameter. However, high frequencies can cause heating at
the crack tip, in turn leading to unexpected results (Brunner et al., 2009). Test stan-
dards such as ASTM 6115 recommend testing at frequencies from 1 to 10 Hz. In gen-
eral, mode I fatigue tests are performed at 5 Hz, this being a good compromise between
the duration of the test and the capacities of the acquisition systems of current testing
machines.

Finally, in fatigue tests involving propagation, it is important to predict the extension
of crack propagation during the test. For example, in order to achieve the highest pre-
cision when measuring a crack length, the crack length should be as large as possible.
Based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), there is a proportional relationship
between the crack growth extension (af� a0) and the initial crack length (a0):

af � a0 ¼ a0

"�
G0
Imax

GIth

�1=4

� 1

#
(5.7)

where G0
Imax is the value of the energy release rate at the first cycle and GIth the

estimated threshold value at which the crack will practically arrest, af. According to
Eqn (5.7), a large initial crack length, a0, has a positive effect as it results in large crack
propagation (af� a0). However, the amplitude of the displacement (dmax� dmin)
required to obtain a given energy release rate has to be increased too, which might not
be attainable with the testing machine. Therefore, a compromise between crack length
extension and displacement amplitude, which in most cases depends on the capacity of
the testing machine, should be established.

5.4.3 Dynamic compliance

The standard definition of the compliance of any elastic structural component is the
ratio between displacement and load, C¼ d/P (see Figure 5.15). Assuming perfect
linear behaviour of the material (curve 1), and that the loadedisplacement curve passes
through the origin, the specimen compliance is the inverse of the slope of the
loadedisplacement curve. This slope remains constant until any damage occurs on
the material (i.e. crack growth), when the slope then changes. However, the geometry
and manufacture of the fixture tools usually introduce non-linearities (see Figure 5.15;
curve 2) or even initial offsets at small displacements (curve 3). The slope of the
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loadedisplacement curve then increases from the initial zone (related to the load intro-
duction system rather than to the specimen) until it reaches a constant value corre-
sponding to the stiffness/compliance of the specimen tested (beyond point A). Plays
between pieces of the fixture, an inaccurate load introduction on the specimen or
the material properties of the samples are the principal causes of these non-
linearities (Blackman, Kinloch, Paraschi, & Teo, 2003).

Due to these non-linearities, the traditional definition of compliance during the fa-
tigue test generates problems in the interpretation of compliance and its relation to the
crack length (Renart, Vicens, Budhe, Costa, & Mayugo, submitted for publication). In
a fatigue test controlled by displacement, the displacement is usually sinusoidal and the
load response is also sinusoidal. In Figure 5.16, the displacements dA and dB corre-
spond to points A and B respectively in the loadedisplacement curve. If there is a
non-linearity at the beginning of the curve, the slope varies from point A to point B.
Thus, compliance during a fatigue test does not remain constant and varies from a min-
imum value, CA, to a maximum, CB, being CAs CB.

To avoid the errors induced by the initial non-linearity, compliance must be deter-
mined at the linear region of the loadedisplacement curve. The calculated compliance
(C*) is the slope of the line that connects points A and B and corresponds to the ratio of
displacement and load amplitude (da and Pa).

Normalized procedures for obtaining fatigue onset curves require the test being
stopped periodically in order to evaluate the specimen compliance using static tests on
the lineal zone of the material (Arg€uelles et al., 2008; Arg€uelles et al., 2011; ASTM
D6115, 2011). Therefore, accuracy in determining the onset point depends on the fre-
quency of interruptions in the fatigue tests. Unavoidably, the results exhibit a large scatter.

P
1

1/C

A A

1/C 1/C

Linear
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Non-linearity

Displacement offset

2 3

δ

Figure 5.15 Effects of the initial non-linearity and displacements offsets on the loade
displacement curve. Curve 1: a perfect linear behaviour of the material is assumed. Curve 2:
the loadedisplacement curve has an initial non-linearity. Curve 3: there is an initial
non-linearity and displacement offset. Point A determines the beginning of the linear region
of the curve.
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A continuous representation of the compliance against the number of cycles is
obtained if the data of the whole fatigue cycle (load and displacement) is recorded
at a higher frequency than the test. At least between 15 and 20 points per cycle are
required (i.e. if the fatigue test is performed at 5 Hz, the data acquisition system should
be above 75 or 100 Hz). The large data files that are obtained (several Gbytes) have to
be processed once the test is finished. Therefore, the method is not practical in deter-
mining the onset curves because the data cannot be processed in real time, and so it is
not possible to know when compliance has increased by a certain percentage. As a
consequence, the tests have to be performed until the run-out number of cycles is
reached.

In order to reduce testing time, a new method of monitoring compliance in real time
was developed (Renart et al., submitted for publication). This method is based on the
internal calculations of the testing machine that provide the value of the dynamic
compliance at every cycle. Therefore, a continuous curve of C(N) is acquired and
the onset of crack propagation can be precisely determined in one cycle. This method
means being able to stop the test once onset criterion is satisfied, i.e. without the need
to reach the maximum number of cycles.

5.4.4 Compliance calibration as an alternative to the visual
inspection of the crack length

Crack growth rate curves are obtained by measuring crack length during the fatigue
test. Crack tip positions are commonly determined by means of visual methods such
as traveling cameras or microscopes (Arg€uelles et al., 2008; Hojo, Matsuda, Tanaka,
Ochiai, & Murakami, 2006; Stelzer et al., 2012). Such methods introduce two main
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Figure 5.16 Dynamic compliance obtained from the linear region of the loadedisplacement curve.
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uncertainties. On the one hand, visually monitoring the crack length does not consti-
tute a robust method, as it is considered ‘operator dependent’ (Brunner et al., 2009).
On the other hand, the fact that the crack length is measured at the edge of the coupons
adds imprecision to the measurement because the crack front is not straight
(Sans, Stutz, Renart, Mayugo, & Botsis, 2012).

When using optical devices, the crack length is measured every certain number of
cycles, which introduces scattering into the results. This scattering increases with the
differentiation of the crack length against the number of cycles. In addition, as the
crack growth rate decreases during the test, the crack front needs to be determined
with even greater precision as the test evolves in order to produce reliable data near
the threshold.

An alternative approach relies on the estimation of the crack length by means of
compliance. The relationship between the compliance and the crack length should be
calibrated before or after the test (Sans et al., 2013). This method is widely used in
mode II 3-point end-notched flexure tests (3ENF) (Davies, 1992). The compliance cali-
bration consists of opening the specimen arms at different crack lengths (without
damaging the specimen) to measure the compliance. This results in a representation
of compliance against the crack length. This representation is equivalent to the linear
relationship between C1/3 and the crack length that is used for the MBT data reduction
method in quasi-static tests. In addition to the intersection of the curve with the abscissa
(D), the slope of the curve (n) is also measured (see Figure 5.5). Using Eqn (5.8), a value
of crack length (ai) is obtained from each value of compliance (Ci). Therefore, a contin-
uous curve of a(N) can be represented if C(N) is measured continuously:

ai ¼
C

1
3
i � D

n
(5.8)

5.5 Effect of waviness in crack growth rate curves

The crack growth of a bonded joint under cyclic loading is a subcritical growth, so it is
mostly a smooth growth (stick-slip is not likely to occur). However, if the bond line
thickness is not constant, the crack growth rate curve may exhibit undulations in the
region of linear propagation (region II).

Figure 5.17 shows a da/dN curve of a co-bonded joint between a pre-cured adherent
and a wet lay-up patch for repair purposes. The adherents were bonded with a struc-
tural adhesive film. Compliance was monitored in real time and the crack length
was estimated from a compliance calibration conducted before the fatigue tests. There-
fore, continuous curves for both compliance and crack length were obtained. In
Figure 5.17, the linear propagation zone presents undulations.

To analyse the response, it is more informative to plot the crack growth rate against
the crack length (Figure 5.18). This plot reveals the periodic character of the undula-
tion, which appears every 2 mm. The fact that the undulation is periodic suggests that it
is caused by the geometry of the adhesive joint.
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Figure 5.19 shows the transverse section of the specimen as observed with the
optical microscope. The image is taken at mid-plane of the bonded joint. The central
line corresponds to the adhesive film; the pre-cured panel is placed on top of the
adhesive film and the co-cured adherent underneath it. Both pre-cured and co-cured
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Figure 5.17 Crack growth rate curve of a bonded specimen with variable adhesive thickness.
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Figure 5.18 Crack growth rate against crack length.
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panels are woven fabrics. The resin of the pre-cured adherent is a lighter colour than
the adhesive or the resin layer of the co-cured adherent. The surface of the pre-cured
adherent was essentially flat resulting from the use of a peel-ply fabric. However, the
bond line thickness varies with a wavy pattern that is repeated every 2 mm. This vari-
ation is caused by the waviness of the fabric used for the repair patch. During the co-
curing process the adhesive flows and adapts to the fabric surfaces.

5.6 Design and simulation approaches

The design methodologies of bonded composite joints are strongly related to the avail-
able fatigue crack growth experimental data. As has been described in the previous
sections, the experimental characterization of fatigue crack growth can be divided
into two different tests types (Bak, Sarrado, Turon, & Costa, submitted for publica-
tion): crack-onset and crack-propagation tests. Crack-onset tests in FRP attempt to
determine the number of cycles needed for a pre-existing flaw to begin to grow,
whereas in crack propagation tests the crack length is monitored for different fatigue
loads, so that a crack growth rate curve as a function of the applied load can be
obtained. Based on the previous categorization of fatigue experimental tests, the design
of bonded composite joints subjected to fatigue loads can be carried out by following
two different approaches: a no-growth strategy, for which no flaw in the structure is
allowed to grow; and a controlled crack growth strategy, for which crack growth might
occur as long as it can be detected in the established inspection intervals of the struc-
ture and never reaches a critical length that would impair the load carrying capability of
the structure.

The no-growth design strategy is based on limiting the load that is withstood by a
structure to prevent any detectable flaw from growing. The no-growth methodologies
available in the literature are summarized in the three following steps described in
Composites Material Handbook 17 (CMH-17, 2012):

• Assumption of an existing initial flaw and estimation of the maximum energy release rate
Gmax to which the crack is submitted. The maximum energy release rate can be replaced
by other fracture mechanics parameters, e.g. DG, Kmax, DK, Jmax or DJ, depending on the
data reduction method behind the experimental results. To obtain this fracture mechanics
parameter, some simulation technique is needed, as detailed later in this section.
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Pre-preg resin

Pre-preg adherent
Adhesive film
Co-cured adherent

2 mm

Adhesive

Figure 5.19 Transverse section of the specimen at the adhesive layer.
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• Determination of the maximum allowed energy release rate (or equivalent fracture me-
chanics parameter) for a given number of cycles. The number of cycles is estimated during
the design process and the maximum allowed energy release rate is determined from the
experimental crack-onset curves for this material.

• The maximum energy release rate obtained from the first step must be below the maximum
energy release rate allowed in the second step. In that case, crack no-growth is assured for the
given number of cycles.

For the first step of this methodology, some kind of technique must be used to deter-
mine the fracture mechanics parameter. LEFM-based techniques, such as the virtual
crack closure technique (VCCT) (Krueger, 2002), are usually chosen because of their
simplicity, ease of implementation and their similarity to the experimental data reduc-
tion methods, which are based on LEFM. However, although LEFM-based techniques
have been shown to be accurate for delamination problems with small fracture process
zones (FPZs), their accuracy has never been challenged in the presence of a large FPZ;
as is the case for bonded joints where large plasticity and damage zones are usually
present. In such cases, non-linear fracture mechanics parameters, such as the J integral,
might be more suitable.

In the second step of the no-growth methodology, the crack-onset curves of the ma-
terial need to be obtained. Crack-onset curves are equivalent to Wh€oler curves in
metallic materials, also known as SeN curves. In fact, the only standard available
for fatigue delamination in FRP, the ASTMD6115-97 (2011), addresses the procedure
to obtain the crack-onset curves. In the procedure described in the standard, a certain
load level is applied and specimen compliance is monitored. The number of cycles
required to ensure a significant change in the compliance of the structure is taken as
the number of cycles to crack onset at the given load level. The crack-onset curves
of Figure 5.13 can be generated by repeating the previous procedure for different
load levels. It is worth highlighting that, although the onset curves are supposed to
be a material property, the fact that they are obtained by monitoring the structure
compliance makes them dependent on the geometry of the component. Besides that,
the crack-onset curves also depend on the load ratio or the mixed-mode ratio (Hojo
et al. 1987; Martin & Murri, 1990; O’brien, 1984), so the required experimental
campaign is usually extensive and costly. Finally, it is also worth taking into account
that the data reduction method proposed in the standard is based on LEFM, whose
expected validity in cases with a large FPZ in bonded joints has not been challenged
in the literature so far.

When whole-crack-onset curves of a material are not available, a conservative
approach is to design the structure to be below the fatigue threshold load, so that crack
growth is totally avoided. However, fatigue thresholds in FRP are low in most cases
(Asp, Sj€ogren, & Greenhalgh, 2001), so this strategy becomes too conservative and
leads to large structure oversizing.

The controlled crack growth design strategy allows a certain amount of subcritical
crack growth provided that it can be detected and fixed within the established inspec-
tion intervals, so it does not endanger the performance of the structure. This design
strategy relies on the experimental fatigue crack growth rate curve and needs a simu-
lation model to estimate the crack growth rate for a given structure. The central region
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of the crack growth rate curve in Figure 5.14 is modelled either with Paris’ law (Paris
& Erdogan, 1963; Paris et al., 1961) or some of its modifications as proposed in the
literature (Bak et al., submitted for publication).

The simulation methods available in the literature are commonly implemented in a
finite element framework, and can be divided into two types: (1) LEFM-based
methods, such as VCCT (Krueger, 2002) and (2) cohesive zone models (Alfano &
Crisfield, 2001; Park & Paulino, 2013; Turon, Camanho, Costa, & D�avila, 2006;
Tvergaard, 2001).

In LEFM-based methods, an existing crack is assumed, its energy release rate or
equivalent fracture mechanics parameter is obtained and it is directly introduced
into Paris’ law to obtain an estimation of the crack growth rate (Krueger, 2011). In
fatigue cohesive zone models, Paris’ law is implicitly implemented into the formula-
tion of the cohesive elements, which are placed at the interface along which crack
growth might occur. With this simulation method, no existing crack is needed and
therefore this methodology is also suitable in simulating crack initiation (May &
Hallett, 2010; Serebrinsky & Ortiz, 2005). However, the models currently available
have been calibrated using propagation data. Given that fatigue crack propagation is
in nature different to fatigue crack initiation, some new experimental data reduction
method to feed the models would be needed to properly account for fatigue crack initi-
ation. The application range for cohesive zone models is also wider than LEFM-based
techniques, given that they can account for a large FPZ. Although this particular
LEFM limitation might not be relevant in delamination problems, it becomes critical
in bonded-joint analysis, where plasticity and damage regions are usually large.
Cohesive zone modelling also allows the simulation of the thickness of the adhesive
(Huespe, Needleman, Oliver, & Sanchez, 2009) and of other dissipative phenomena.
At the same time, the simulation of large fracture process zones implies some chal-
lenges under mixed-mode conditions that are still an open research topic (Turon,
Camanho, Costa, & Renart, 2010; Sarrado, Turon, Renart, & Urresti, 2012), even un-
der quasi-static loads.

From the two design strategies presented in the current section, the no-growth strat-
egy has been traditionally adopted thanks to its simplicity and to the lack of alternative
models and methods able to simulate fatigue crack growth. The models currently avail-
able have not yet been extensively verified and design best practice guidelines using
these models are still missing. However, the no-growth strategy is very conservative
and the recent developments in the framework of fatigue cohesive zone modelling
are raising the interest of both research institutions and industry, as these could lead
to the development of more reliable models that would, by applying controlled crack
growth design strategies, eventually lead to more optimized structures.

5.7 Conclusions

The study of the fatigue behaviour of composite bonded joints often makes use of the
methodologies established for the study of delamination but without any additional
refinement or caution. However, in this chapter, it has been shown that the
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experimental determination and the simulation of the fatigue behaviour of bonded
joints between composites have particularities that distinguish them from fatigue
delamination.

On the one hand, the type of manufacturing process used to produce the bonded
joint results in different potential locations where failure could occur. In addition, it
has been shown that the fracture energy of the joint must be considered in relationship
to the failure mechanism that caused it, in order to have a proper understanding of the
phenomena involved. The procedures and methods to identify the failure modes have
been presented.

On the other hand, delamination growth usually involves a failure-process zone
(FPZ) that is small enough to be neglected in most cases (data reduction methods of
experimental data and simulation approaches). However, the crack tip area in bonded
joints includes zones with plastic deformation and/or damage, thus leading to a larger
FPZ that cannot be ignored. This underlines the need to shift the framework where
simulation models are developed from LEFM in delamination to fracture mechanics
with plasticity and damage for bonded joints.

Test procedures for fatigue testing in bonded joints have not yet been standardized.
The only available related standard concerns the measurement of fatigue-onset curves
for delamination. There are several experimental aspects that influence the reliability of
the results and these have been highlighted in this chapter. The determination of the
crack length (needed to calculate crack growth rate) by continuously monitoring the
dynamic compliance ensures more robust and less scattered results than making use
of visual observation or methods based on the traditional compliance.

In any case, the microstructural complexity of the bonded joints, as compared to
delamination (more interfaces, more materials with different properties involved),
causes the fatigue phenomenology to be more sensitive to environmental factors
and more difficult to interpret. The case presented with its undulations in the crack
growth rate caused by the periodicity of the bond line thickness due to the geometry
of the fabric in the co-cured adherent is one such example.
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6.1 Introduction

The fatigue behavior and life time of composite materials and structural components
depend on the loading patterns applied. For materials used for structures that function
in the open air, these loading patterns are usually of a stochastic nature and can be
simulated by a time series of variable amplitude and mean values. Nevertheless,
although this is what happens in reality, it is impossible to experimentally investigate
the fatigue behavior of any material of interest under all possible loading conditions.
Therefore, standard experiments are performed in laboratories, and appropriate models
are established to simulate the fatigue behavior of the examined materials and struc-
tural components.

The most common way of representing the fatigue data of composite materials and
structural components, and for design based on phenomenological modeling concepts,
is the SeN curve. When the design is based on micromechanics modeling and a crack
or cracks develop inside the material, the matrix crack density or delamination are nor-
mally conceived as being an acceptable damage metric.

During the loading of structural joints, a crack or cracks initiate naturally and prop-
agate along the weakest path within the component. This uncontrollable phenomenon
led scientists to focus on the investigation of fracture mechanics joints, i.e., precracked
joints to produce pureMode I stable crack propagation, e.g., the double cantilever beam
(DCB), or Mode II fracture, e.g., the end-notched flexure (ENF) beam (Ashcroft,
Hughes, & Shaw, 2001; Blackman, Hadavinia, Kinloch, Paraschi, & Williams, 2003;
Hadavinia, Kinloch, Little, & Taylor, 2003; Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller,
2012a). These tests resulted in the determination of fracture mechanics data, i.e., crack
propagation rate da/dN and strain energy release rate Gmax in a fatigue cycle under spe-
cific applied load Fmax. When structural joints are used instead of fracture joints, the sit-
uation becomes far more complicated (Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2011;
Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2013a, 2013b; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller,
2010). In this case, the failure mode is not pure Mode I or Mode II but a mixed mode,
Mode I/II. The proportion of each failure mode in this mixed-mode failure depends
on the material, joint geometry, type of loading, and environmental conditions. The
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strain energy release rate calculated for this mixed-mode failure is designated total strain
energy release rate (Mall, Ramamurthy, & Rezaizdeh, 1987) and is assumed to be equal
to the sum of GI and GII, Gtot¼GIþGII. Other studies present mixed-mode failure
criteria for adhesively-bonded compositeecomposite joints based on measurements
of Mode I (DCB), Mode II (ENF), and mixed Mode I/II fracture parameters (Ducept,
Davies, & Gamby, 2000; Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2013a). Previous studies
have revealed that it is possible to establish a sigmoid relationship between da/dN and
DG or Gmax. Crack propagation rates decrease to very low values as the strain energy
release rate approaches a limit,Gth, and increase significantly as the strain energy release
rate approaches a critical value,Gc, which is designated critical strain energy release rate
or fracture energy.

Fracture mechanics theory has been used by a number of researchers to study the
fatigue behavior of structural joints. Analytical solutions and, more frequently, finite
element models were used to correlate experimentally determined fracture mechanics
data with the fatigue life of the examined material configurations. A review of previous
works led to the conclusion that fracture mechanics data should be directly obtained
by using structural joints rather than the standardized specimens. For example,
adhesively-bonded composite-metal double-lap joints (Cheuk, Tong, Wang, Baker, &
Chalkley, 2002), or carbon/epoxy laminates bonded with epoxy adhesive to form
single-lap joints (Quaresimin & Ricotta, 2006), or pultruded adhesively-bonded glass
fiberereinforced polymer (GFRP) joints (Sarfaraz et al., 2011; Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos,
& Keller, 2012; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2008; Zhang et al., 2010) were
directly tested to obtain the necessary fracture mechanics data. The basic idea behind
such an approach was to obtain fracture mechanics data that are more representative of
the real structure rather than determining fracture mechanics data from DCB and/or
ENF specimens. Furthermore, during the testing of these structural joints, crack initi-
ation may continue even up to 70% of the fatigue life (Quaresimin & Ricotta, 2006),
and in some cases even further (Zhang et al., 2008), imposing the need to incorporate
this phase into the development of predicting models.

Together with crack development, other measures such as cyclic stress, cyclic
strain, remaining stiffness, and remaining strength were used by scientists as damage
metrics to quantify the phenomenon of the fatigue damage to FRP materials and struc-
tures and to predict fatigue life. Among the proposed damage metrics, the two that
attracted the most attention from researchers for the prediction of adhesively-bonded
joint fatigue life were cyclic stress and the corresponding stress-life theory and fatigue
crack growth (FCG) with the related fracture mechanics theory. The first is based on
the establishment of reliable SeN curves, and the modeling of fatigue life is performed
using a number of macroscopic fatigue data, whereas the second is based on accurate
measurement of the developed fatigue crack and its correlation with a fracture me-
chanics parameter such as strain energy release rate.

6.1.1 Experimental characterization

The literature comprises a vast number of publications (Brunner, Murphy, & Pinter,
2009; Kawai & Kato, 2006; Philippidis & Vassilopoulos, 2002) on the aforementioned
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topics. For composite laminates, the SeN curves are usually derived under given
loading conditions to model the constant amplitude fatigue behavior of the examined
materials. A significant effect of the stress ratio, R¼ smin/smax, on fatigue life has been
reported in the literature and extensively investigated to establish theoretical models
(Beheshty & Harris, 1998; Kawai & Koizumi, 2007; Vassilopoulos, Manshadi, &
Keller, 2010b) for the subsequent prediction of fatigue life under more complicated
loading conditions such as block and variable amplitude loading. A literature review
revealed that the behavior of composite laminates is strongly affected by the stress ra-
tio, in a consistent way, however, which allows the derivation of universal formula-
tions that can simulate this effect independently of the examined material
(Vassilopoulos, Manshadi, & Keller, 2010a).

Extensive research efforts were also devoted to the investigation of the FCG under
Mode I (Costa, Mahdi, Vicens, Blanco, & Rodríguez-Bellido, 2009; Hojo, Matsuda,
Tanaka, Ochiai, & Murakami, 2006; Shivakumar, Chen, Abali, Le, & Davis, 2006;
Walls, Bao, & Zok, 1993), Mode II (Arg€uelles, Vi~na, Canteli, & Bonhomme, 2010;
Tanaka & Tanaka, 1997), and mixed-mode fracture (Naghipour, Bartscha, &
Voggenreitera, 2011; Shahverdi et al., 2013a; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2009)
of composite joints under fatigue loading. Instead of the SeN curves, FCG curves are
used to represent the fatigue behavior and also to provide information concerning the
developed damage in terms of crack or cracks that propagate during fatigue loading.
The FCG curves are plots of the stress intensity factor, SIF or K (Andersons, Hojo, &
Ochiai, 2004; Paris, Gomez, & Anderson, 1961; Zheng & Powell, 1999) or the strain
energy release rate, SERR or G (Mall, Yun, & Kochhar, 1989; Martin & Murri,
1990, pp. 251e270; Russell & Street, 1988; Wilkins, Eisenmann, Camin, Margolis, &
Benson, 1982) versus the crack propagation rate, da/dN, usually on logarithmic axes.
Although the stress intensity factor is used mainly for the derivation of FCG curves
for metals/alloys, the strain energy release rate is preferred for composite materials,
because for the calculation ofG there is no need to directly calculate the local stress field
close to the crack tip, which is difficult if not impossible for composite laminates (Rans,
Alderliesten, &Benedictus, 2011). The strain energy release rate has been used bymany
researchers (Arg€uelles et al., 2010; Brunner et al., 2009; Costa et al., 2009; Hojo et al.,
2006; Naghipour et al., 2011; Shivakumar et al., 2006; Tanaka & Tanaka, 1997; Zhang
et al., 2009). A schematic representation of FCG curves in shown in Figure 6.1. Any
strain energy release rate cyclic parameter can be used for representation of the results,
with the maximum cyclic, Gmax, and cyclic range, DG¼Gmax � Gmin, being the most
common. The fracture behavior exhibited usually dictates which of the two parameters
is themore appropriate for an accurate description of the behavior of the examined joints
and the investigation of the R-ratio effect on fatigue life, which, in this kind of experi-
ment that is normally performed under displacement control, represents the displace-
ment and not the stress ratio, i.e., R¼ dmin/dmax.

FCG curves show three different regions (Figure 6.1). The first region, corre-
sponding to lower SERR values, designated subcritical, is located close to the fatigue
threshold where cracks propagate very slowly. The middle part, which is linear,
covers most of the FCG curve, and a constant crack growth rate gradient is observed
in this region. Finally, a rapid crack growth rate region is observed where the cyclic
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SERR approaches the critical SERR of the examined material with fast crack
propagation.

Although the shape of the derived FCG curves was similar for several different ma-
terial and structural systems, contradictory results were found in the literature concern-
ing the effect of the R-ratio on the derived curves. Moreover, in a lot of published
works, only the middle part of the FCG curves is examined, since it is difficult to
derive experimentally the fast part of the FCG curve, difficult to capture rapid crack
propagation, and time consuming to estimate the fatigue threshold.

A thorough investigation of the fatigue fracture behavior of DCBs and cracked lap
shear joints composed of graphite/epoxy adherends bonded with a toughened epoxy
adhesive at different R-ratios (Mall et al., 1987) showed that the FCG curves, at least
their middle parts, are independent of the applied R-ratios when plotted on the DG
versus da/dN plane. These results were supported in another publication (Turon,
Costa, Camanho, & Davila, 2007) where it was also shown that FCG curves based
on DG are independent of the applied R-ratio along the middle part, although they
resulted in different threshold values, DGth, since loading under lower R-ratios led
to higher DGth values. Erpolat, Ashcroft, Crocombe, and Abdel-Wahab (2004) inves-
tigated the effect of the R-ratio on the FCG of delaminated carbon fiberereinforced
polymer (CFRP) laminates and observed crack growth through the adhesive, cohesive
failure, and through the composite, interlaminar failure. The crack growth rate was
found to be almost independent of the R-ratio for cohesive failure but quite sensitive
to the R-ratio for interlaminar failure when DG is used as the SERR fatigue parameter.
Similar results were reported for pultruded GFRP DCB joints (Shahverdi et al., 2012a).

Figure 6.1 Schematic representation of a FCG curve.
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Contrary to the aforementioned results, a study of the fracture behavior of adhesively-
bonded steel joints showed an effect of the R-ratio on the FCG curve only when DG is
used as the SERR parameter; the effect is diminished when Gmax is used instead
(Knox, Tan, Cowling, & Hashim, 1996). Nevertheless, most of the published experi-
mental data are limited to the second region of the FCG curve (Allegri, Jones, Wisnom,
& Hallett, 2011; Johnson & Mall, 1985; Mall & Johnson, 1986; Mall et al., 1987;
Sarfaraz et al., 2011; Wilkins et al., 1982; Zhang et al., 2010), since it is very
time consuming to estimate the fatigue threshold, and it is difficult to monitor the
fast region close to Gc. The majority of publications on the subject (Allegri et al.,
2011; Bathias & Laksimi, 1985; Martin & Murri, 1990, pp. 251e270; O’Brian
1990; Shahverdi et al., 2012a) report that higher R-ratios result in steeper FCG curves,
independent of the strain energy release rate parameter (Gmax, or DG) that is used
for derivation of the curves. However, there are other experimental results showing
FCG curves for different R-ratios that are parallel to each other (Jia & Davalos,
2004a; Mall et al., 1987).

A certain amount of experimental results concerning the effect of the R-ratio on the
fracture behavior of composite joints under constant amplitude fatigue loading patterns
exist in the literature. In addition, the results relate to a wide range of composite ma-
terials and adhesives and are not consistent, as in some cases they contradict each
other. All of the hitherto examined materials are typical composites used in the aero-
space and automotive industries, and only limited information can be found in the liter-
ature regarding GFRP joints (Sarfaraz et al., 2011, 2012; Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, &
Keller, 2012b; Zhang et al., 2008, 2009, 2010) a material typically used in civil
engineering structures, which undergo different loading patterns during their
operational life.

6.1.2 Characterization of the fatigue/fracture behavior

Numerous methods have been introduced to characterize the examined fatigue behavior
of engineering materials and structures and to develop procedures to accurately model
and predict their fatigue life. These methods can be classified into two main categories:
those based on the phenomenological representation of the material/structural behavior
(mainly expressed by the SeN curves and the modeling/prediction based on this
concept), and those based on a damage metric representative of the structure’s dura-
bility. This damage metric is monitored (or measured, or calculated) during fatigue
loading and can indicate how close to failure the material is. Strength, stiffness, crack
density, and crack length are some of the damage metrics that have been used in the
past. The methods based on each damage metric present certain advantages and disad-
vantages, which have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Sendeckyj, 1991;
Vassilopoulos, 2010).

Use of the crack that is initiated and propagated in the material during fatigue
loading as the damage metric has been proved very valuable for metals, where one
crack is created and its propagation controls the material’s behavior. However, it is
questionable whether the same concept can be used for composite materials, in which
failure is a result of the interaction of different phenomena (matrix cracking,
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delamination, fiber cracking, etc.). Nevertheless, the failure of adhesively-bonded
composite joints is the result of a dominant crack that, if monitored during fatigue
life, can be an acceptable damage metric (Bloyer, Rao, & Ritchie, 1998). In such cases,
FCG curves like the one shown in Figure 6.1 are established to represent the fatigue
behavior of the examined joints.

Paris et al. (1961) observed that in, the second region, the relationship between the
crack propagation rate, da/dN, and the stress intensity factor range, DK, or the
maximum stress intensity factor, Kmax, follows a power law equation. This observa-
tion was validated by Mode I experimental data from three independent sources on
two aluminum alloys, 2024-T3 and 7075-T6. The Paris law has also been extensively
applied for modeling fatigue crack propagation in composite materials under pure
Mode I (Bathias & Laksimi, 1985; Hojo, Ochiai, Gustafson, & Tanaka, 1994;
Mall & Johnson, 1986; Mall et al., 1989; O’Brien, 1990, pp. 7e33; Shivakumar
et al., 2006; Wilkins et al., 1982), mixed Mode I/II (Gustafson & Hojo, 1987;
Johnson & Mall, 1985; Kenane, Azari, Benmedakhene, & Benzeggagh, 2011;
Mall & Johnson, 1986; Mall et al., 1989; Wilkins et al., 1982), and pure Mode II
(Allegri et al., 2011), and for adhesively-bonded structural joints (Curley, Hadavinia,
& Kinloch, 2000; Jia & Davalos, 2004a, 2004b; Mall & Johnson, 1986; Sarfaraz
et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2010).

Martin and Murri (1990, pp. 251e270) introduced a phenomenological formu-
lation that is able to model the FCG behavior over the entire range of applied G,
from the first to the third region. The derived model, designated the “total fatigue
life model,” expresses the crack growth rate as a function of the maximum cyclic
strain energy release rate, Gmax, the strain energy release rate threshold, Gth, and
the critical strain energy release rate, Gc. Shivakumar et al. (2006) used the total
fatigue life model for characterizing the crack growth rate in glass/vinylester
delaminated composite panels subjected to Mode I cyclic loading. None of the
above-mentioned models takes into account the effect of the R-ratio on the derived
FCG curves, however.

Experimental evidence (see previous section) proved that, independent of the exam-
ined material or joint, FCG curves show similar trends. The crack propagation under
constant amplitude (CA) loading at any R-ratio was modeled using the Paris law.
Several models can be found in literature for the simulation of the crack propagation
only along the second region of the FCG curve (Andersons et al., 2004; Hojo et al.,
1994; Jia & Davalos, 2004a, 2004b; Walker, 1970), incorporating the effect of the
R-ratio so that all data could be condensed into a single master curve. Despite the
fact that much research work has been devoted to the FCG rate in composite materials,
there is only one study regarding the modeling of the fatigue fracture behavior of pul-
truded GFRP joints used in civil engineering structures (Shahverdi et al., 2012b). In
addition, the aforementioned study presents a method that is able to model the effects
of the R-ratio on the total fatigue life and to predict the fatigue/fracture behavior of the
examined joints under different loading conditions. The development of such methods
was hindered by the lack of complete databases containing fatigue/fracture data
regarding the total fatigue life, from the subcritical to the unstable region.
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6.1.3 Content of the chapter

The objective of this chapter is to present the fatigue/fracture behavior of adhesively-
bonded pultruded GFRP DCB joints under Mode I loading of different displacement
ratios. A complete fatigue/fracture database, derived during the last years (Shahverdi
et al., 2012a) is used for the demonstration. The effect of the applied R-ratio on the
resulting FCG curves is thoroughly analyzed and correlated with the exhibited failure
processes of the specimens. The effect of the different locations of the crack path on
the fracture behavior of the examined joints is also investigated, as was done in a
previous publication (Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2011) by the authors for
quasi-static loading. A new phenomenological FCG formulation that has been previ-
ously introduced by the authors (Shahverdi et al., 2012b) is used in this chapter for
the modeling of the exhibited fatigue behavior. The model parameters, calibrated by
fitting the experimental FCG curves under R¼ 0.1, 0.5, and 0.8, are subsequently
used for predicting FCG curves of the examined joints under R¼ 0.3 and 0.65. It
is shown in this chapter that if the model parameters are estimated accurately, the
model can be used for the prediction of reliable FCG curves for several unknown
loading conditions, and can therefore assist the development of methodologies for
the fatigue life prediction of joints under realistic loading conditions.

6.2 Experimental investigation of adhesively-bonded
pultruded glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP)
joints

6.2.1 Material

Adhesively-bonded pultruded GFRP DCB joints were examined under constant ampli-
tude fatigue loads. The laminates, supplied by Fiberline A/S, Denmark, consisted of
E-glass fibers embedded in isophthalic polyester resin and had a width of 40 mm
and thickness of 6.0 mm. The laminates comprised two outer combined mat layers
and a roving layer in the symmetry plane. One combined mat consisted of two outer
chopped strand mats (CSM), and an inner woven 0�/90� fabric, all three stitched
together. On the outside, a 40 g/m2 polyester surface veil was added to protect against
environmental attack. The fiber architecture of the laminates is shown in Figure 6.2.
An estimation of the nominal thickness of each layer derived by optical microscopy
is also given in Figure 6.2. The fiber content, determined by burn-off tests in accor-
dance with ASTM D3171-99, was 43.2 vol.% based on the fiber density of
2560 kg/m3 specified by the manufacturer and the assumption that no voids were pre-
sent; the fiber fractions are listed in Table 6.1. The weight of the second, inner mat was
almost double that of the first, outer mat, and the proportion of woven fabrics was
much higher. The longitudinal strength and Young’s modulus of the GFRP laminate
were obtained from tensile experiments, according to ASTM D3039-08, as being
307.5� 4.7 MPa and 25.0� 0.5 GPa, respectively.
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A two-component epoxy adhesive system was used, Sikadur 330 (supplied by Sika
AG Switzerland), as the bonding material. The tensile strength of the adhesive was
39 MPa and the stiffness 4.6 GPa. The epoxy exhibited an almost elastic behavior
and a brittle failure under quasi-static tensile loading (de Castro & Keller, 2008).

Figure 6.2 Fiber architecture of upper half of laminate cross-section, transverse to
pultrusion direction.

Table 6.1 Fiber architecture and fractions by volume and weight of
the pultruded laminates

Layers
Average
thickness (mm) % by volume % by weight

Veil 2�0.05*

First combined mat 2�0.63

CSM
Woven 0�/90�

2�1.7
2�1.6

2�2.5
2�2.3

Second combined
mat

2�1.07

CSM
Woven 0�/90�

2�2.6
2�4.1

2�3.8
2�6.0

Roving (UD) 1�2.5 1�23.3 1�34.2

Total 6.0 43.3 64.4

* “2�” means on each side of the symmetry axis.
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6.2.2 Specimen geometry and fabrication

The geometry of the DCB specimens used is shown in Figure 6.3. The specimen length
was 250 mm including a precrack length of 50 mm. All surfaces subjected to bonding
were mechanically abraded by approximately 0.3 mm to increase roughness and then
chemically degreased using acetone. An additional 0.5 mm was abraded from the up-
per arm only along the precrack to ensure that the crack would propagate between the
two mat layers of the upper pultruded laminate (Shahverdi et al., 2011). An aluminum
frame was used to assist the alignment of the two pultruded laminates. The 2-mm
thickness of the adhesive was controlled by using spacers embedded in the bonding
area. In-houseedeveloped piano hinges were glued, using the same epoxy adhesive,
at the end of both specimen arms to allow load application. A Teflon film of
0.05-mm thickness was placed between the upper arm and the adhesive layer to intro-
duce the precrack. After preparation of the configuration, the specimens were kept un-
der laboratory conditions for 24 h and then placed for 24 h in a conditioning chamber
at 35 �C and 50� 10% RH to ensure full curing of the adhesive. The resulting thick-
ness of the DCB specimens was 13.4 mm and the crack was located 1.5 mm above the
center axis of the joints due to the presence of the adhesive layer. However, as proved
in an earlier work by the same group (Zhang et al., 2010) for similar joints with cracks
propagating at 0.9 mm above the center axis, and also verified for the present case
(Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2013b), this does not affect the strain energy
release rate calculations. Only a limited Mode II SERR component, in the range of
1% of the corresponding Mode I SERR component was introduced due to the geomet-
ric asymmetry of the joints.

250.0

42.0 50.0

2.0

18.0

Teflon

0.5

5.7

P

P

Figure 6.3 Specimen configuration, dimensions in millimeters.
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6.2.3 Experimental set-up and loading

A 25-kN MTS Landmark servo-hydraulic testing rig, calibrated to 20% of its
maximum capacity, was used for all of the fatigue experiments. All experiments
were conducted in laboratory conditions (23� 5 �C and 50� 10% RH), under
displacement control at a frequency of 5 Hz. Three different R-ratios were selected
to cover a wide range of possible loading conditions: R¼ 0.1 representing fatigue
loading with high amplitude values, an intermediate case, R¼ 0.5, and R¼ 0.8 to
represent fatigue loading with low amplitude and high mean cyclic stresses.

The specimens were labeled according to the applied loading conditions; e.g.,
DCB0.1-02 represents the second specimen loaded under R¼ 0.1. In some of the exam-
ined cases, since only a short crack<20e25 mmwas created, the same joint was avail-
able for a new experiment under the same or different loading conditions. Additional
indices, a, b, and c, were used to indicate whether the result had been derived from a vir-
gin specimen, a, or an already-tested specimen, loaded for a second, b, or a third, c, time.

The experimental process followed three steps:

• Step 1: The specimen was inserted into the grips of the machine. The specimen was aligned,
and first the lower grip and then the upper grip were tightened. The load that was introduced
due to this clamping process, less than 5 N, was manually set to zero by adjusting the posi-
tion of the moving rod of the testing rig.

• Step 2: After specimen installation a loading ramp was applied to initiate and propagate the
crack up to around 15e30 mm corresponding to the crack length required to reach the
plateau in the R-curve of the examined specimen (Shahverdi et al., 2011). For any subsequent
fatigue loading on an already used specimen, an initial loading ramp was applied only in or-
der to reach the desired displacement values.

• Step 3: The fatigue loading was started at a maximum displacement equal to the maximum
displacement reached during the quasi-static loading in order to record the initial fast crack
propagation values corresponding to the fast crack growth rate region.

A schematic representation of the loading procedure, steps 2 and 3, is shown in
Figure 6.4. The loading ramp and corresponding crack initiated and propagated up
to 18 mm for the selected specimen, DCB0.5-06, are presented in Figure 6.4(a),
whereas the fatigue displacement controlled loading, together with the crack develop-
ment during this phase, are shown in Figure 6.4(b).

6.3 Interpretation of the fatigue/fracture experimental
results and discussion

6.3.1 Failure modes analysis

In all the examined specimens the observed failure mode, according to ASTM
D 5573-99, was a fiber-tear failure or lightefiber-tear failure. The crack paths were
located between the two lower mat layers of the upper laminate as planned, therefore
corresponding to Path II, according to the nomenclature given in Shahverdi et al.
(2011). However, two different failure modes were observed: one when the crack
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was propagating in the upper CSM of the first mat layer, Path II-A, and another when
the crack was propagating in the lower CSM of the second mat layer, Path II-B. In
some of the examined specimens, the crack tip stopped propagating between the
mat layers, and a new crack appeared between the second mat layer and the roving
layer. When this occurred, rovings of the woven fabric of the second mat layer bridged
the two crack faces and significantly increased the applied load required for crack
opening and the corresponding SERR. The term “roving bridging” was used in
Shahverdi et al. (2011) to describe this phenomenon. According to the nomenclature
used in Shahverdi et al. (2011), the crack path observed in this case was designated
Path III with roving bridging.

Figure 6.4 Schematic illustration of loading process: (a) quasi-static loading, step 2; (b) cyclic
loading, step 3.
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Examples of typical failure surfaces with crack growth along Path II-A, Path II-B,
and Path III with roving bridging are shown in Figure 6.5. Regarding the morphology
of the fracture surfaces of the specimens under Mode I fatigue loading, a clear differ-
ence between the generated fracture surfaces is observed when the crack propagation

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.5 Crack surface comparisons: (a) Path II-A, DCB0.1-02a, (b) Path II-B, DCB0.1-01,
and (c) roving bridging, DCB0.5-02b.
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location changes (Shahverdi et al., 2011). The Path II-B surface shows much more fi-
ber tear than Path II-A, while the results of roving bridging are visible in Figure 6.5(c)
between crack lengths of 90 and 120 mm. The failure modes observed for all examined
specimens are shown in Table 6.2.

6.3.2 Compliance and crack length measurements

The relationship between specimen compliance and crack length is required in order to
estimate the SERR. The compliance of the specimen, C, defined as the ratio of the
maximum displacement over the maximum load (dmax/Pmax), can be calculated at
each number of cycles directly from the recorded data. However, derivation of the
crack length during fatigue loading is not an easy task. Direct methods, crack gages,
and visual observation, and also indirect methods, e.g., the dynamic compliance cali-
bration introduced in Costa et al. (2009), exist for this purpose. The applicability of
four methods for determination of the crack lengthecompliance relationship was
investigated during this work. The first was based on visual observation; the second
relied on measurements recorded by appropriate crack gages; and the third was a dy-
namic compliance calibration method (Costa et al., 2009). The fourth method was
based on the average crack lengthecompliance relationship of the same type of joints
with the same configuration under quasi-static loading.

According to the first method, the fatigue experiment was interrupted at a predeter-
mined number of cycles, and the joint was opened until a displacement equal to the
maximum cyclic displacement was reached. An optical microscope was used to record
the crack length. The process was repeated several times to establish a relationship be-
tween joint compliance, C, and crack length, a. This is the simplest method for deter-
mining the relationship between crack length and compliance. The disadvantage of this
method was the scatter caused by the interruptions of the experiment, as has also been
reported elsewhere (Shivakumar et al., 2006). Preliminary experiments showed
increased sensitivity of the obtained results to the load interruption, and this method
was therefore not used in the present work.

The relationship between crack length and compliance can also be determined dur-
ing the fatigue loading, without any interruption, by using crack gages. The crack
gages, the HBM RDS20 model, included 20 parallel wires with a pitch of 1.15 mm
placed perpendicular to the adhesive layer (Figure 6.6). As the crack propagated,
the wires were progressively cut, and the electrical resistance of the gage increased.
A Labview application and a multichannel electronic measurement unit,
HBM-Spider8, were used for data acquisition. The high cost was the main drawback
of this method, especially if it had to cover the total length of the specimen, i.e., to use
several gages along its length. Therefore, crack gages were used for 13 specimens in
order to compare the results obtained with those derived by other methods.

Another method for determining the relationship between crack length and
compliance was based on a dynamic compliance calibration (Costa et al., 2009).
According to this method, the fatigue experiment was terminated and the specimen
was then clamped by a mechanical fixture (Figure 6.7). The mechanical fixture
could be moved along the specimen to simulate different crack lengths reached
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Table 6.2 Summary of all results with values of N in compliance fitting, C ¼ kan

Specimen
code

dmax

(mm)
Failure
mode

Number
of cycles

a1
(mm)

a2
(mm)

Fmax1

(N)
Fmax2

(N)
GImax1

(J/m2)
GImax2

(J/m2)
Crack
gage n

DCB0.1-01 3 Path II-B 53,000 65.7 78.3 240 153 473 253 Yes 2.58

DCB0.1-02a 3 Path II-A 30,000 65.0 77.0 223 143 344 186 Yes 2.65

DCB0.1-02b 7 Path II-A 45,000 95.0 114.4 136 85 324 167 Yes 2.56

DCB0.1-02c 9 Path II-A 52,000 114.5 133.5 108 73 280 160 Yes 2.61

DCB0.1-03 6 Path II-A 2,100,000 74.2 119.6 207 60 549 98 No 2.60

DCB0.1-04 6 Path II-A 3,000,000 78.1 125.1 183 59 427 85 Yes 2.41

DCB0.1-05 7 Path II-A 310,000 89.1 122.4 153 69 379 125 Yes 2.50

DCB0.1-06 7 Path II-A 3,200,000 64.3 99.8 205 67 407 86 No 2.54

DCB0.1-07 5 Path IIIþ roving 340,000 73.6 85.3 229 141 646 345 Yes 3.30

DCB0.1-08 4 Path IIIþ roving 1,180,000 65.4 81.7 284 143 672 272 Yes 3.07

DCB0.1-09a 6 Path IIIþ roving 1,230,000 64.4 88.9 322 131 1055 310 Yes 2.79

DCB0.1-09b 11 Path IIIþ roving 1,410,000 90.3 140.0 197 66 759 164 No 2.51

DCB0.1-10 4 Path II-A 1,340,000 65.7 100.5 210 67 430 90 No 2.69

DCB0.1-11 6 Path II-B 3,000,000 66.7 109.9 302 124 607 151 No 1.78
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DCB0.1-12 5 Path II-A 1,690,000 75.0 117.2 214 64 488 93 Yes 2.71

DCB0.5-01 5 Path II-B 3,000,000 65.0 84.7 259 132 632 249 No 2.53

DCB0.5-02a 5 Path II-B 3,300,000 64.3 85.7 227 97 659 210 Yes 2.96

DCB0.5-02b 12 Path IIIþ roving 3,000,000 89.7 121.0 224 98 1033 335 No 2.74

DCB0.5-03a 5 Path II-A 2,930,000 70.1 93.3 156 68 407 133 No 2.92

DCB0.5-03b 10 Path II-A 2,970,000 109.7 137.2 97 45 379 140 No 3.41

DCB0.5-04 4 Path II-B 2,420,000 65.1 80.5 227 118 538 227 Yes 3.07

DCB0.5-05 6 Path II-B 2,100,000 68.5 92.9 252 107 780 244 Yes 2.80

DCB0.5-06* 9 Path II-A 2,170,000 98.3 128.4 132 66 399 152 No 2.63

DCB0.8-01a 5 Path II-A 2,600,000 71.9 83.0 186 117 512 280 Yes 3.15

DCB0.8-01b 8 Path II-A 3,100,000 95.0 109.2 150 101 443 262 No 2.80

DCB0.8-02 5 Path II-A 2,090,000 67.8 80.1 194 120 521 271 No 2.89

DCB0.8-03* 5 Path II-A 3,300,000 75.5 91.6 192 114 512 252 Yes 2.68

DCB0.8-04a 10 Path II-B 3,420,000 80.8 98.5 266 172 908 482 No 2.19

DCB0.8-04b 14 Path IIIþ roving 2,400,000 99.4 104.2 245 121 1111 526 No 2.57

DCB0.8-05 5 Path II-B 3,000,000 64.1 72.7 292 201 854 518 No 2.98

* Same specimen. DCB0.5-06 tested after DCB0.8-03.
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during fatigue loading. For each selected crack length, a fatigue block of around
1000 cycles with maximum and minimum displacements the same as those in the
real fatigue experiment was applied, and the displacement and load were recorded
to estimate the compliance of the joint. The drawback of this method was that it
could not capture the effect of the fiber bridging on the compliance, since the

Figure 6.6 Crack gage at the crack tip, DCB0.1-04.

Figure 6.7 Clamping at crack tip, dynamic compliance method, DCB0.1-09b.
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measurements were performed on the cracked specimen, when the bridging fibers
had already broken.

The specimens examined under fatigue loading exhibited the same failure modes as
the same type of specimens examined under quasi-static loading, reported in Shahverdi
et al. (2011). Therefore, the compliance of the examined specimens can be assumed as
being equal to the average compliance of the same type of specimens examined under
quasi-static loading. In this method, the effect of fiber bridging on the compliance of
the examined joints is included but is, however, only partially correlated with the
applied fatigue loading conditions, as different fiber bridging results under different
R-ratios. Another disadvantage is the scatter of the compliance measurements of the
quasi-static experimental results, which is considerable and makes the adoption of a
single compliance for all cases very difficult.

The comparison between the results obtained using the three methods, i.e., crack
gages, dynamic compliance calibration, and average static compliance, is shown in
Figure 6.8, where the average compliance (of all examined specimens) versus average
crack length is given. All examined specimens were used for the dynamic compliance
calibration; the average static compliance was calculated from 16 joints of the same
type examined under quasi-static loading and exhibiting the same failure modes, while
crack gages were used for 13 of the examined specimens (Table 6.2). As expected, the
compliance calculated using crack gages was lower than that calculated by the dy-
namic compliance method that does not consider the fiber bridging occurring during
crack opening. The difference between the average static compliance and the dynamic
compliance is due to the scatter of the experimental data in both methods and also the
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of the average compliance versus crack length relationship for
different methods.
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effect of the fiber bridging. As a result of this comparison, the method based on the
average static compliance was also abandoned to avoid mixing quasi-static and fatigue
experimental results and averaging compliance values, which mask the exhibited scat-
ter of each examined joint.

As shown in Figure 6.9, the remaining two methods, the crack gages and dynamic
compliance method, resulted in similar slopes, although crack gages measured
5e10 mm longer cracks for the same compliance. However, the dynamic compliance
calibration method could be applied to all specimens and for cracks running along the
total length of the joints. Therefore it was used for derivation of the compliance
versus crack growth rate relationship and calculation of the SERR values in the pre-
sent work.

6.3.3 Load and crack length measurements

Figure 6.10(a) shows the variation of the maximum applied load during a fatigue test
under different R-ratios and displacement control. The maximum load decreased
rapidly at the beginning and then followed a smoother decreasing trend until it reached
a plateau value, corresponding to the fatigue threshold. The decrease of the maximum
load during fatigue loading was more significant for lower R-ratios because of the
higher displacement range that was applied for the same maximum displacement.
Consequently, crack length increased rapidly at the beginning of the experiment,
when the maximum load was high, and at a reduced rate as the load decreased, reach-
ing a plateau at around 3 million cycles, as shown in Figure 6.10(b). In correlation with
the load decrease, longer cracks were observed in specimens examined under lower
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Figure 6.9 Comparison of dynamic compliance and crack gage measurements, DCB0.1-12.
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R-ratios until the fatigue threshold was reached, since these specimens were loaded by
higher displacement ranges.

Detailed information about the experiment conducted on each joint, including
maximum cyclic displacement, dmax, observed failure mode, number of cycles for
each specimen, crack length at the starting point of cyclic loading, a1, crack length
attained at the end of cyclic loading, a2, and maximum loads, Fmax, corresponding
to a1 and a2 are presented in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.10 Maximum load (a) and corresponding crack length (b) versus number of cycles
under different R-ratios, Path II-A.
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6.4 Fracture mechanics data analysis

6.4.1 Crack growth rate calculation

The secant method and incremental polynomial fitting, according to ASTM E647-08,
can be used to calculate the crack growth rate. According to the secant or point-to-point
method, the crack propagation rate can be determined by calculating the slope of a
straight line connecting two contiguous data points on the aeN curve. The incremental
polynomial method fits a second-order polynomial to sets of a specified number of suc-
cessive data points, usually 3, 5, 7, or 9. The slope of the determined equation at any
point corresponds to the crack propagation rate.

Both methods were applied as shown in Figure 6.11 for specimens representing all
loading conditions. The secant method showed high sensitivity to scatter, while
increasing the number of points in the polynomial method effectively decreased
this sensitivity without changing the actual trend of experimental data. The 7-point
polynomial method was selected in this work for calculation of the crack growth
rate. As shown in Figure 6.11, the crack propagation rate continuously decreases
with increasing crack length. However the rate of this decrease is not constant, being
higher at the beginning and at the end of the experiment, close to the fatigue threshold,
and more moderate for the major part of the fatigue loading. There is also a strong
effect of the examined R-ratio. The crack growth rate decreases from c. 0.5 mm/cycle
at the beginning to c. 10�6 mm/cycle at the end after only 10 mm of crack length for
R¼ 0.8, while the same happened after 20 and 45 mm for R¼ 0.5 and R¼ 0.1,
respectively.

Figure 6.11 Comparison of fatigue crack growth rate versus crack length under different
R-ratios, Path II-B, solid symbols: 7-points method; open symbols: secant method.
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6.4.2 Strain energy release rate calculation

The strain energy release rate of the DCB joints can be calculated based on linear
elastic fracture mechanics. According to this theory, for a DCB joint with width B
and an existing crack length, a, the SERR is a function of the maximum cyclic
load, Fmax, and the rate of the compliance change, dC/da:

GImax ¼ F2
max

2B
dC
da

(6.1)

Standard methods for the SERR calculation are based on this equation, the differ-
ence between them basically being the way in which the derivative dC/da is obtained.
A thorough analysis of the applicability of several methods for the calculation of the
SERR to similar composite joints is presented in Zhang et al. (2010). As shown, for
similar pultruded GFRP DCB joints, all methods give similar results with the excep-
tion of simple beam theory. Therefore, in the present work, the experimental compli-
ance method is used according to which the measured compliance is fitted to the
measured crack length by a power law equation of the form: C¼ kan. The maximum
cyclic SERR can then be calculated as:

GImax ¼ nFmaxdmax

2Ba
(6.2)

Correction factors for the loading blocks and moments resulting from large
displacements were applied according to ASTM 5528-01 (2007).

Typical curves showing the variation of the GImax throughout fatigue life are pre-
sented in Figure 6.12 for specimens where a Path II-A crack path was observed.
GImax decreases with an increasing number of cycles depending on the R-ratio.
As observed in Figure 6.12, this reduction is more pronounced for lower R-ratio
values.

6.4.3 Fatigue crack growth (FCG) curves

The FCG curves for all the examined R-ratios are shown in Figure 6.13 for Path
II-A, Figure 6.14 for Path II-B, and Figure 6.15 for Path III with roving bridging.
A total of 30 experimental results are presented in these figures as well as in Table
6.2. The results prove that the relationship between GImax and da/dN is highly
dependent on the R-ratio. Regardless of the crack path location, a steeper curve
reaching a higher fatigue threshold corresponds to higher R-ratios. All the plotted
FCG curves converge to a value of around 600 J/m2 for Path II-A, 1100 J/m2 for
Path II-B, and 1200 J/m2 for cases when roving bridging is present. The GImax value
obtained for Path II-B is the same as the critical SERR (GIc) for Path II and no Path
II-A failure mode was observed in Shahverdi et al. (2011). Path III with roving
bridging during the fatigue loading corresponds to a partially activated roving
bridging due to the short crack length derived during the fatigue experiment.
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Therefore, the obtained GImax value, 1200 J/m2, was less than the 1750 J/m2 as
mentioned in Shahverdi et al. (2011). The exhibited behavior is in agreement
with the observed failure process of the joints and is related to the short fiber
bridging that was present behind the crack tip.

Figure 6.12 Comparison of GImax versus number of cycles under different R-ratios, Path II-A.
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Figure 6.13 Crack growth rate versus GImax, Path II-A.
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Initially fiber bridging occurs for all specimens independent of the R-ratio, there-
fore, for all experiments where the crack propagates along the same path, a similar
SERR value is calculated. As the experiment developed, however, for lower R-ratios
the crack closure was breaking the fibers that bridged the crack faces, and consequently
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Figure 6.14 Crack growth rate versus GImax, Path II-B.
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Figure 6.15 Crack growth rate versus GImax, Path III with roving bridging.
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the energy required for subsequent crack propagation was reduced. Therefore, the dif-
ferences between FCG curves under different R-ratios were more pronounced close to
the fatigue threshold.

The effect of the crack path location is also visible in these graphs. The correspond-
ing FCG curves were shifted to higher SERR values when the path changed from Path
II-A to Path II-B (a shift of c. 250e300 J/m2) and from Path II-B to Path III with roving
bridging (a shift of c. 300e400 J/m2) (Figure 6.16). When roving bridging was no
longer active, the fatigue/fracture behavior of the specimen was described by an
FCG curve shifted back to lower SERR values, as shown in Figure 6.15 for two
FCG curves obtained under R¼ 0.1, DCB0.1-09a and DCB0.1-09b, and one FCG
curve obtained under R¼ 0.8, DCB0.8-0.4b.

Similar research findings have also been reported elsewhere in the literature for the
fracture of joints composed of other types of composite materials (Erpolat et al., 2004;
Hojo et al., 2006; Mall et al., 1987). FCG curves for DCB joints made of carbon epoxy
laminates follow the same trend, exhibiting lower GImax values for the same rate of
crack propagation under lower R-ratios.

The FCG curves can also be derived using the SERR cyclic range instead of its
maximum value, as shown in Figure 6.17 for the specimens that exhibited Path II-A
crack propagation. However, as has also been emphasized by other researchers (Jethwa
& Kinloch, 1997), the use of DGI instead of GImax may produce falsified FCG curves,
especially for low R-ratios. In cases like this, during the unloading part of the fatigue
cycle, the failed surfaces typically come into contact, producing an artificially higher
value of GImin, and hence lower value for DGI. Regardless of this, the difference
among the three classes of data is obvious in Figure 6.17, with the FCG curves
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corresponding to higher R-ratios being steeper. However, in contrast to the case shown
in Figure 6.13 that shows FCGs based on GImax, the FCGs in Figure 6.17 do not
converge to a single SERR value, as was the case for carbon epoxy DCB joints in
Mall et al. (1987), either at the threshold region or at the critical region, making the
development of a theoretical model for the description of the fatigue/fracture behavior
of the examined specimens very difficult.

6.5 Fracture mechanics modeling

6.5.1 Total life fatigue model including the R-ratio effects

A phenomenological equation for the calculation of the crack growth rate as a function
of the maximum cyclic strain energy release rate, the strain energy release rate
threshold, and the static fracture toughness was first proposed by Martin and Murri
(1990, pp. 251e270). This model covers all three FCG regions: the subcritical region
around the fatigue threshold, the GImaxecontrolled region, and the critical region
close to GIc.

The model was based on the experimental FCG curves for each R-ratio. Each FCG
curve was divided into the three regions by visual inspection. Then, parameters D and
m were estimated by a linear regression analysis after fitting Eqn (6.3) to the middle
region:

da
dN

¼ DðGImaxÞm (6.3)
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Figure 6.17 Crack growth rate versus DGI, Path II-A.
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In the subcritical region, the da/dN varies between 0 and a value corresponding to
the lowest value in region 2. The da/dN equation can be written as follows:

da
dN

¼ DðGImaxÞm
 
1�

�
GIth

GImax

�Q1
!

(6.4)

The exponent Q1 was determined using the already determined D and m by fitting
the equation to the data in regions 1 and 2. A trial-and-error approach was found to
work well.

In the unstable region, da/dN varies between infinite, whenGImax is equal toGc, and
the transition value corresponding to the maximum value in region 2. The da/dN equa-
tion can be written as follows:

da
dN

¼ DðGImaxÞm 1

1�
�
GImax

GIc

�Q2
(6.5)

The exponent Q2 was determined by fitting Eqn (6.5) to the experimental data in
regions 2 and 3. Finally, the combined da/dN equation that covers all three regions
is given by:

da
dN

¼ DðGImaxÞm

 
1�

�
GIth

GImax

�Q1
!

 
1�

�
GImax

Gc

�Q2
! ; (6.6)

where m, Q1, and Q2 are the empirical model parameters dependent on material and
loading conditions. Equation (6.6) can be applied between the limits
GIth�GImax�GIc. Therefore, as GImax approaches GIth, da/dN tends to become
minimum. Also, as GImax approaches GIc, da/dN tends asymptotically to infinity. The
values of the different parameters are given in Table 6.3. As shown in Figures 6.18 and
6.19, the model, Eqn (6.6) is capable of modeling successfully the entire FCG curve
from the subcritical to the rapid crack growth region. However, the model in this form
is not able to take into account the R-ratio effect on the FCG curve.

A new model, including the R-ratio effect has been introduced by Shahverdi et al.
(2012b) as:

da
dN

ðRÞ ¼ DðRÞðGImaxÞmðRÞ

 
1�

�
GIthðRÞ
GImax

�25
!

 
1�

�
GImax

GIc

�3
! (6.7)
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Table 6.3 Comparison of total fatigue life model parameters for paths II-A and II-B from experimental
investigation and proposed model

Fracture mode R-ratio D m GIth (J/m
2) Q1 Q2

Path II-A 0.1 Exp 3.56E-20 7.072 90.00 25 3

Pred 8.00E-19 6.678 83.25 25 3

Error (%) 6.95 5.57 7.50

0.5 Exp 6.05E-26 8.987 140.00 25 3

Pred 2.26E-28 9.624 150.91 25 3

Error (%) 9.63 7.09 7.79

0.8 Exp 1.10E-44 14.654 265.00 25 3

Pred 6.85E-44 14.412 260.85 25 3

Error (%) 1.81 1.65 1.57

Path II-B 0.1 Exp 1.80E-22 7.367 135.00 25 3

Pred 1.67E-22 7.475 122.00 25 3

Error (%) 0.14 1.46 9.63

0.5 Exp 8.74E-32 10.545 230.00 25 3

Pred 1.37E-31 10.371 251.00 25 3

Error (%) 0.63 1.65 9.13

0.8 Exp 2.34E-46 15.012 470.00 25 3

Pred 2.35E-46 15.078 462.00 25 3

Error (%) 0.00 0.44 1.70

Exp, experimental; Pred, predicted.
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The new model, Eqn (6.7), resembles Eqn (6.6), with parameters D, m, and GIth

being functions of the R-ratio. For the examined DCB joints, the D, m, GIth, Q1

and Q2 model parameters were estimated by fitting Eqn (6.6) to the available exper-
imental data for three different R-ratios, i.e., R¼ 0.1, 0.5, and 0.8, for both Path II-A
and Path II-B.
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Figure 6.18 Crack growth rate versus GImax for Path II-A; solid lines are plots of model results.
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Figure 6.19 Crack growth rate versus GImax for Path II-B, solid lines are plots of model results.
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The values, given in Table 6.3, indicate a strong dependence of D, m, and GIth on
the R-ratio; however, exponents Q1 and Q2 remained constant for all of the examined
loading conditions. The model parameters were assumed as being functions of the
R-ratio squared (R2), since, as proved (Bathias & Laksimi, 1985; Hojo et al., 1994),
the ratio between GImin and GImax is approximately R2. Parameter D was found to
be an exponential function of R2, whereas the exponent m and the strain energy release
rate threshold, GIth, were shown to depend linearly on R2.

The following functional forms were derived from the experimental data, as shown
in Figures 6.20e6.22:

DðRÞ ¼ A1e
B1R2

(6.8)

mðRÞ ¼ A2R
2 þ B2 (6.9)

GIthðRÞ ¼ A3R
2 þ B3 (6.10)

Parameters Ai and Bi in Eqns (6.8)e(6.10) are derived by linear regression analysis
after plotting the derived values of D, m, and GIth against the square of the R-ratio
(Figures 6.18e6.20). For the DCB joints examined in this chapter, the specific form
of functions D(R), m(R), and GIth(R) are given in Eqns (6.11)e(6.13) for Path II-A:

DðRÞ ¼ 2:10�18e�91:62R2
(6.11)

mðRÞ ¼ 12:276R2 þ 6:555 (6.12)

GIthðRÞ ¼ 281:9R2 þ 80:43 (6.13)

Figure 6.20 Effect of R-ratio on constant D in Paths II-A and II-B.
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and in Eqns (6.14)e(6.16) for Path II-B:

DðRÞ ¼ 4$10�22e�87:18R2
(6.14)

mðRÞ ¼ 12:068R2 þ 7:354 (6.15)

GIthðRÞ ¼ 569:98R2 þ 120:67 (6.16)

Figure 6.22 Effect of R-ratio on threshold strain energy release rate in Paths II-A and II-B.

Figure 6.21 Effect of R-ratio on exponent m in Paths II-A and II-B.
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The FCG curve for each desired R-ratio can be derived by Eqn (6.7) after
substituting the functions from Eqns (6.11)e(6.16). Estimated parameters for the
three R-ratios used are given in Table 6.3 for comparison with the corresponding
values obtained after fitting each set of experimental data. As shown, the values
derived by the introduced model approximate well those derived after fitting each
experimental data set with deviations of the order of 10% maximum. The relative er-
ror which is used in Table 6.3, is calculated as:

Error ¼ jExp� Predj
Exp

� 100%; (6.17)

for m and GIth, which depend linearly on R2. Since D was found to be an exponential
function of R2, logarithms of the D values were used.

6.5.2 Prediction of fatigue crack growth (FCG) curves for other
R-ratios

Although the proposed model can be used for the prediction of FCG curves under any R-
ratio, in this chapter two intermediate R-ratios have been chosen. The predicted FCG
curves for R-ratios equal to 0.3 and 0.65, corresponding to Path II-A crack propagation
based on Eqn (6.7) after substituting the functions of the model parameters given by
Eqns (6.11)e(6.13), are plotted in Figure 6.23 by solid lines. The values of the model pa-
rameters estimated according to Eqns (6.11)e(6.13) are given in Table 6.4. Two experi-
mentallyderivedFCGcurves per loading case, and thefitted lines (dashed lines, according
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Figure 6.23 Modeling validation by comparison of experimental results and modeling
prediction for Path II-A at R¼ 0.3 and R¼ 0.65.
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to Eqn (6.6)) are also given for comparison. As shown, the predicted FCG curves are
validated by the experimental data and fitted lines. The parameter values estimated
according to the introduced model are compared to the fitted ones, based on Eqn (6.6),
in Table 6.4. The maximum error (see also Eqn (6.17)), was less than 10% in all cases.

The total life fatigue model can be used for the derivation of other FCG curves,
under different R-ratios, and for different crack paths, e.g., Path II-A and Path II-B,
as long as the base line fatigue data exist and allow derivation of the relationships
between the model parameters and R-ratio used.

Table 6.4 Comparison of total fatigue life model parameters at
R-ratios 0.3 and 0.65 for Path II-A from experimental investigation
and proposed model

Fracture
mode R-ratio D M

GIth

(J/m2) Q1 Q2

Path II-A 0.3 Exp 1.50E-23 8.344 100.0 25 3

Pred 5.25E-22 7.65 105.8 25 3

Error (%) 6.77 8.32 5.80

0.65 Exp 2.18E-37 13.085 210.0 25 3

Pred 3.09E-35 11.85 199.5 25 3

Error (%) 5.87 9.44 4.99

Exp, experimental; Pred, predicted.
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Figure 6.24 Predicted FCG curves at various R-ratios for Path II-A based on proposed model.
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Theoretical FCG curves for different R-ratios corresponding to Path II-A and Path
II-B crack propagation are shown in Figures 6.24 and 6.25. Such curves can
be used for crack length estimation under block and variable loading conditions.
In Figures 6.24 and 6.25, steeper FCG curves with higher values of GIth correspond
to higher R-ratios. In addition, FCG curves corresponding to Path II-B crack
propagation were steeper than those corresponding to Path II-A, simulating well
the experimentally observed trends presented in Figures 6.18, 6.19, and 6.23.

6.6 Conclusions

The fatigue fracture behavior of composite materials can be investigated by using the
fracture mechanics theory. A basic experiment used for the characterization of the fa-
tigue/fracture behavior of several composite material systems is the Mode I experiment
of double cantilever beam specimens. This experimental technique can lead to the deri-
vation of the FCG curves, which can be used for the estimation of the life time of the
examined joints (see Chapter 13).

The fatigue behavior of composite joints is affected by the loading type, in this
case, the R-ratio. The fatigue and fracture behavior of adhesively-bonded double
cantilever beam specimens was experimentally examined under the displacement
ratios R¼ 0.1, 0.5, and 0.8 in order to investigate the effect of the different R-ratios
on the derived FCG curves. The results, obtained from 30 experiments, showed that
the change in R-ratio significantly affected the fracture behavior of the examined
DCB joints.

Figure 6.25 Predicted FCG curves at various R-ratios for Path II-B based on proposed model.
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Mainly two different crack path locations along the upper laminate were exhibited:
one in the upper CSM of the first mat layer, and the other in the lower CSM of the sec-
ond mat layer. In some of the examined cases, the crack shifted deeper, between the
second mat layer and the roving layer accompanied by roving bridging. Short fiber
bridging and roving bridging encountered during crack propagation increased the esti-
mated strain energy release rate values.

FCG curves, derived for different crack paths, are parallel to each other for the same
R-ratio. Crack growth in the upper CSM of the first mat layer attained the lowestGImax;
however, crack growth between the second mat layer and the roving layer accompa-
nied by roving bridging attained the highest GImax.

FCG curves exhibited high dependence on the R-ratio independent of the SERR fa-
tigue parameter used for the representation. The FCG curves corresponding to higher
R-ratios exhibited higher slopes in the middle part, resulting in higher fatigue threshold
values. When plotted on the GImaxeda/dN-plane, they all reach the same maximum
value, similar to that of the critical strain energy release rate derived from quasi-
static experiments. However, when plotted on the DGI-da/dN-plane, FCG curves cor-
responding to higher R-ratios show higher slopes and tend to exhibit the same fatigue
threshold value, compared to those corresponding to R¼ 0.1.

A total fatigue life model that takes into account the effect of the R-ratio on the FCG
curve has been used in order to demonstrate the use of such models for the estimation
of FCG curves under R-ratios for which experimental data do not exist. The derivation
of the new model is phenomenological, relying on the fitting of the existing total life
fatigue model to experimental data under different R-ratios in order to estimate the
necessary model parameters as functions of the R-ratio.

The total fatigue life model was used for the modeling of the fatigue and fracture
behavior of the examined joints under three different R-ratios. It was also demon-
strated through comparisons to additional experimental results under two more R-ra-
tios that the model is able to predict the material behavior exhibited under unseen
loading conditions, i.e., different from the R-ratios used for estimating the model
parameters.

This model and similar ones can be used as tools for the interpolation between FCG
curves under known R-ratios to derive theoretical FCG curves under new R-ratios for
which no experimental data exist. This process can be used for life estimation under
block and variable amplitude loading conditions that normally develop in engineering
structures.
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7.1 Introduction

Adhesively-bonded joints are increasingly used as a joining technique for compos-
ite materials, thanks to their better performance as a permanent connection
compared to other joining techniques such as bolted joints (Vallee, 2004). Nonethe-
less, failure in such joints can occur due to crack propagation in the adherend along
paths outside the symmetry plane (Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2011). In
order to increase design reliability, the fracture behavior of such joints under
mixed-Mode I/II loading must be carefully studied. The most commonly used spec-
imen for the characterization of the mixed-Mode I/II fracture behavior of composite
materials is the mixed-mode bending (MMB) specimen (ASTM D6671, 2001). The
MMB specimen proposed by Reeder and Crews (1990) is a combination of the
double cantilever beam (DCB) and the end notched flexure (ENF) specimen,
both standardized specimens for measuring pure Mode I and Mode II interlaminar
fracture.

Almost any combination of Mode I and Mode II loading can be experimentally
investigated by the MMB configuration. The MMB specimen has been extensively
used for the characterization of the mixed-mode fracture behavior of different
composite materials such as thermoplastic and thermosetting carbon fiber com-
posites (Kinloch, Wang, Williams, & Yayla, 1993), carbon/epoxy laminates
(Kim & Mayer, 2003), glass/epoxy composites (Benzeggagh & Kenane, 1996;
Ozdil & Carlsson, 2000), glass/vinylester composites (Dharmawan, Simpson,
Herszberg, & John, 2006), adhesively-bonded metal joints (Liu, Gibson, & Newaz,
2002), and adhesively-bonded composite/composite joints (Ducept, Davies, &
Gamby, 2000).

The partitioning of the experimentally obtained total strain energy release rate,
Gtot, into the GI and GII when mixed-mode conditions exist is challenging
(Bhashyan & Davidson, 1997; Ozdil & Carlsson, 1999), especially in asymmetric
specimens (Ducept, Gamby, & Davies, 1999; Harvey & Wang, 2012). There are
two analytical methods in the literature that can be used for mode partitioning:
the “global method” based on beam theory (Williams, 1988), and the “local method”
based on the stress intensity factor calculation around the crack tip (Hutchinson &
Suo, 1992). According to the “global method,” the mode partition is performed
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globally by including the whole region around the crack faces, whereas the “local
method” considers only the “near-the-crack-tip” region as explained by Harvey
and Wang (2012) and de Morais and Pereira (2006). Therefore, the “global method”
is more appropriate for fracture analysis of materials that exhibit crack propagation
accompanied by a large process zone, while the “local method” is more appropriate
for materials with small fracture process zones, e.g., ceramics (Harvey & Wang,
2012; de Morais & Pereira, 2006).

7.1.1 Mode partitioning in asymmetric specimens

The mode partition can also be performed using finite element (FE) models by means
of the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) (Krueger, 2004; Rybicki & Kanninen,
1977). This method is quite accurate for calculation of the fracture energy at the crack
tip, especially when homogenous materials are analyzed. However, when the crack
path lies in a bi-material interface, VCCT results concerning mode partition become
sensitive to the mesh size around the crack tip (Agrawal & Karlsson, 2006; Raju,
Crews, & Aminpour, 1988). In order to overcome this problem, a method has been
proposed by Atkinson (1977) for analyzing isotropic fracture problems with a bi-
material crack interface. This involves inserting a thin layer between the layers forming
the interface and placing the crack within it. Because the crack tip is fully embedded in
the resin layer, mode-mixity is not sensitive to mesh size.

Generally, the total fracture energy of a composite material comprises a fiber
bridging component, Gbr, and a tip component, Gtip (Sorensen, Botsis, Gm€ur, &
Humbert, 2008). The VCCT is able to calculate the fracture energy at the crack
tip (Gtip). The fiber bridging zone can be considered as part of the fracture process
zone where the fracture energy is released. Many efforts have been made to model
the effects of fiber bridging (de Morais, 2011; Tamuzs, Tarasovs, & Vilks, 2001),
and to separate the two G components, mainly by FE modeling, with the cohesive
zone model approach being the most commonly used for determination of the Gbr

(Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2013; Sorensen et al., 2008). The behavior of
the cohesive element is based on a traction-separation law that defines the stresses
at a particular location in a prescribed cohesive zone as a function of the opening
displacement of the zone at that location. Cohesive laws in FE modeling have been
used extensively during recent years (Shahverdi et al., 2013; Sørensen & Jacobsen,
2009). For example, the applicability of the CZM technique for modeling fiber
bridging using a single layer of zero-thickness cohesive elements (COH2D4 in
ABAQUS) along the delamination plane has been demonstrated by Sorensen
et al. (2008).

7.1.2 Fatigue behavior characterization

Numerous approaches exist to characterize the fatigue behavior of engineering mate-
rials and structures and to develop procedures to accurately model and predict their
fatigue life. These methods can be classified into two main approaches: those based
on the phenomenological representation of the material/structural behavior (mainly
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expressed by the SeN relationship, e.g., Philippidis & Vassilopoulos, 2004; Zhang,
Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2010), and those based on fracture mechanics approaches,
mainly expressed by the fatigue crack growth (FCG) curves (Martin & Murri, 1990;
Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2012a). SeN curves, which can be easily derived
based on the number of cycles to failure for a given cyclic stress, are simple, but they
do not provide any information during fatigue life (Shahverdi et al., 2012a). On the
other hand, the FCG curves represent the fatigue behavior by providing information
concerning the damage developed in terms of crack or cracks that propagate during
fatigue life (Shahverdi et al., 2012a).

The FCG curves are plots of the strain energy release rate, G (Martin & Murri,
1990; Shahverdi et al., 2012a) versus the crack propagation rate, da/dN, usually on
logarithmic axes. Each FCG curve has a sigmoidal shape comprising three regions:
the subcritical region, the linear region, and the unstable region. The Paris law has
been extensively applied for modeling fatigue crack propagation in the stable region
of FCG curves in composite materials under pure Mode I (Mall & Johnson, 1986;
Mall, Yun, & Kochhar, 1989), mixed-Mode I/II (Asp, Sj€ogren, & Greenhalgh,
2001; Zhang et al., 2010), and pure Mode II (Bathias & Laksimi, 1985; Mall et al.,
1989), and for adhesively-bonded structural joints (Shahverdi et al., 2012a; Shahverdi,
Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2012b). In Martin and Murri (1990) a phenomenological
equation that is able to model the FCG behavior over the entire range of applied G,
from the first to the third region is introduced. The derived model, designated the “total
fatigue life model,” expresses the crack growth rate as a function of the total maximum
cyclic strain energy release rate, Gtot, the strain energy release rate threshold, Gtot,th,
and the critical strain energy release rate, Gtot,c. The proposed model by Martin and
Murri was used by Shahverdi et al. (2012a), and Shivakumar, Chen, Abali, Le,
and Davis (2006) for characterizing the crack growth rate in pultruded glass fiber-
reinforced polymer (GFRP) joints and glass/vinylester delaminated composite panels
subjected to Mode I cyclic loading. In addition it was extended by Shahverdi et al.
(2012a) to take into account the effect of the R-ratio on the FCG curves.

In the case of mixed-mode loading, it was shown by Mall et al. (1986) that the
crack propagation rate is a function of the combined effect of GI and GII. Therefore
it was suggested that the total strain energy release rate, Gtot, is more appropriate
than GI or GII for derivation of the FCG curves. Additionally, the Gtot can be
calculated much more easily than the individual GI and GII components under a
mixed-mode loading condition. Experimental evidence in the literature shows
that mode-mixity significantly affects the FCG curves obtained for different exam-
ined materials or joints (Fern�andez, De Moura, Da Silva, & Marques, 2013; Zhang,
Peng, Zhao, & Fei, 2012). However, most of the published experimental data are
limited to the second region of the FCG curve, since it is very time-consuming
to derive a complete FCG curve including the region of very slow crack propaga-
tion, close to the fatigue threshold values, and difficult to monitor the rapid region
close to Gtot,c. The majority of publications on the subject (Fern�andez et al., 2013;
Mall et al., 1989) report that the slope of the FCG curves decreases as the GII/Gtot

increases. However, there are other experimental results (Kenane, Azari,
Benmedakhene, & Benzeggagh, 2011; Kenane, Benmedakhene, & Azari, 2010)
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showing that the slope of the FCG curves decreases as the GII/Gtot increases. On
the other hand, it is reported by Mall et al. (1989) that the slope of the FCG curves
initially decreases as the GII/Gtot increases but increases again in the region close to
pure Mode II, whereas Zhang et al. (2012) reported an initial increase and eventual
decrease as GII/Gtot increases.

An explanation for the above-mentioned different behaviors is still lacking,
although some researchers have attempted to correlate them with the nature of the ma-
terials. For example, in O’Brien (1990), it is shown that, in general, the slope of the
FCG curves decreases with increasing matrix toughness for any mode-mixity. Howev-
er, this assumption is contradicted by the results presented by others (Mall et al., 1989;
Zhang et al., 2012), who attribute changes of the FCG behavior to other factors such as
fiber bridging and multiple cracking.

For each composite material/joint, a fatigue failure criterion can be established to
describe and predict its behavior under any mode-mixity. In the literature, very few
studies on the determination of mixed-Mode I/II fatigue failure criteria have been re-
ported (Fern�andez et al., 2013; Kenane et al., 2011; Mall et al., 1989), and no attempt
has been made to model the total fatigue life of bonded joints under mixed-Mode I/II
loading conditions. The development of such methods is hindered by the lack of com-
plete databases containing fatigue/fracture data regarding the total fatigue life of
bonded joints.

7.1.3 Content of the chapter

One of the objectives of this chapter is to demonstrate the techniques for the charac-
terization of the mixed-mode fracture behavior of adhesively-bonded pultruded
GFRP joints. The partitioning of the fracture mode components and the modeling of
the fiber bridging that affects the total fracture energy are presented as well. In such
joints, the crack propagates along paths outside the symmetry plane where the mate-
rials on the two faces of the crack are different. In order to present the techniques
and methodologies, the crack propagation under different mixed-mode loading condi-
tions in asymmetric MMB adhesively-bonded pultruded GFRP specimens is experi-
mentally investigated. A new analytical method, based on the existing “global
method” and designated the “extended global method,” (EGM) initially presented
by Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2014a) can be used to analyze the experi-
mental results and thus take the asymmetry effect into account. The VCCT can also
be used for calculation of the fracture components at the crack tip, and a CZM was
established for the simulation and quantification of the fiber bridging.

The comprehensive database presented by Shahverdi et al. (2014a) and Shahverdi,
Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2014b) has been used in this chapter for the demonstra-
tion of the presented approach. The database contains data from fatigue/fracture ex-
periments that were performed up to 5 million cycles to obtain complete FCG curves
for all examined specimens. A total fatigue life model previously introduced by
Shahverdi et al. (2012a) was used to simulate the exhibited behavior. The model pa-
rameters were determined by developing the experimental FCG curves under
different mode-mixity, and consequently have been correlated with the mode-mixity.
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7.2 Mixed-mode fatigue and fracture experimental
investigation

7.2.1 Material description

Adhesively-bonded pultruded GFRP asymmetric MMB joints were examined under
quasi-static loading. The laminates, supplied by Fiberline A/S, Denmark, consisted
of E-glass fibers embedded in isophthalic polyester resin and had a width of 40 mm
and a thickness of 6.0 mm. The laminates, cut from I-beam profiles used for civil en-
gineering applications, comprised two outer combined mat layers and a roving layer in
the symmetry plane. One combined mat consisted of two outer chopped strand mats
(CSM), and an inner woven 0�/90� fabric, all three stitched together. A 40-g/m2 poly-
ester surface veil was added on the outside. The fiber architecture of the laminates and
corresponding thickness of each layer derived by optical microscopy are shown in
Figure 7.1. The fiber content, determined by burn-off tests in accordance with
ASTM D3171, 2011, was 43.2 vol.% based on the fiber density of 2560.0 kg/m3 spec-
ified by the manufacturer and the assumption that no voids were present; the fiber frac-
tions are listed in Table 7.1. The weight of the second, inner combined mat was almost
double that of the first, outer mat, and the proportion of woven fabrics was much
higher. The longitudinal strength and Young’s modulus of the GFRP laminate were
obtained from tensile experiments, according to ASTM D3039/D3039M, 2008, as be-
ing 307.5 MPa and 25.0 GPa, respectively (average values from Shahverdi et al.
(2011)).

A two-component epoxy adhesive system, Sikadur 330 (supplied by Sika, A. G,
Switzerland), was used as the bonding material. The tensile strength of the adhesive
was 39.0 MPa and the longitudinal Young’s modulus 4.6 GPa (average value from
de Castro and Keller (2008)). The epoxy exhibited an almost elastic behavior and a
brittle failure under quasi-static tensile loading.
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Figure 7.1 Fiber architecture of upper half of a laminate (section parallel to pultrusion direction)
and observed crack propagation paths.
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7.2.2 Specimen description, set-up and procedure

A drawing and a photograph of the MMB configuration are shown in Figures 7.2
and 7.3. The specimen length is 400 mm, and the half span length, L, is 170 mm
(see Figure 7.4). All surfaces subjected to bonding were mechanically abraded by
approximately 0.3 mm to increase roughness and then chemically degreased using
acetone. A Teflon film of 0.05-mm thickness, sufficiently thin for the given joints,

Table 7.1 Fiber architecture and fractions by volume and
weight of pultruded laminates

Layer
Average
thickness (mm) Vol.% Wt%

Veil 2� 0.05*

First combined mat
�2 CSM
�Woven 0�/90�

2� 0.63
2� 1.7
2� 1.6

2� 2.5
2� 2.3

Second combined mat
�2 CSM
�Woven 0�/90�

2� 1.07
2� 2.6
2� 4.1

2� 3.8
2� 6.0

Roving (UD) 1� 2.5 1� 23.3 1� 34.2

Total 6.0 43.3 64.4

CSM, chopped strand mats; UD, unidirectional.
* 2�¼ on each side of the symmetry axis.

Lever

Saddle
Applied load

Center of gravity

Specimen

2h 2L

P

c L
Pg cg

Fulcrum

Initial crack
Loading roller

Base

Figure 7.2 Schematic of mixed-mode bending apparatus.
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was placed between the upper arm and the adhesive layer to introduce the pre-
crack. The length of the precrack was a0¼ 50 mm measured from the loading
line. The joint and the precrack lengths were selected with the aim to have a
long enough precrack length to achieve stable crack propagation, and enough over-
all joint length in order to reach a plateau in the R-curve. An aluminum frame was
used to assist the alignment of the two pultruded laminates during the fabrication.
The 2-mm thickness of the adhesive was maintained by using spacers embedded in
the bonding area. The resulting joints are representative for civil engineering struc-
tures in which dimensions are significantly larger compared to aerospace or auto-
motive applications. Typical adhesive thicknesses in such structures can vary
significantly in order to compensate for tolerances.

Figure 7.3 Photograph of mixed-mode bending apparatus.

P(L + c) + Pg(L + cg) P.c + Pg
.cg

L = 170

13.4

400

a0 = 50

P(L-c) + Pg(L-cg)P(L + c) + Pg(L + cg)

L = 170

L

5.7

7.7

L

2L2L

Figure 7.4 Mixed-mode bending specimen with applied loads and dimensions, in
millimeters.
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In-house-developed piano hinges were glued, using the same epoxy adhesive, at
the end of both specimen arms to allow load application. After preparation of the
configuration, the specimens were kept under laboratory conditions for 24 h and
then placed for 24 h in a conditioning chamber at 35 �C and 50%� 10% RH to
ensure full curing of the adhesive. The resulting thickness of the MMB specimens
was 13.4 mm, and the precrack was located 1.0 mm above the center axis of the joints
(Figure 7.4).

A 25-kN MTS Landmark servo-hydraulic testing rig, calibrated to 20% of its
maximum capacity, was used for all the experiments conducted under laboratory
conditions, 23 �C� 5 �C and 50%� 10% RH. The specimens were loaded under
displacement control at a constant rate of 1 mm/min. The load was applied by means
of a lever at a distance c from the fulcrum. The loading lever was an aluminum
I-beam weighing 28.6 N, Pg, had a bending stiffness of around 170 times that of
the MMB specimen and assumed to be rigid. The applied load, the mid-span load,
and the left support reaction are applied via bearing-mounted rollers to reduce the
frictional force. The right end of the specimen is loaded using in-houseedeveloped
piano hinges. The length of the loading lever, denoted c in Figure 7.2, determines the
mixed-mode ratio. The applied loads and displacements were continuously recorded.
A total of 21 specimens with four different lever lengths, c¼ 227,150, 100, and
60 mm, were examined (Table 7.2).

The crack length was measured by means of a video extensometer. For this purpose,
pairs of black dots were marked at equal intervals of approximately 5 mm on the upper
and lower lateral surfaces of the specimen (Figures 7.3 and 7.5). The XeY coordinates
of these dots were monitored by a video-extensometer camera and recorded continu-
ously with a precision of 10�5 m by a Labview application. The crack length was
determined based on the change in relative distance between each pair of upper and
lower black dots with a simple data processing module. According to this module,
when the relative distance between each pair of black dots changed by more than
0.1 mm, it was considered that the crack reached the position of these dots.

7.2.3 Experimental fatigue procedure

A 25-kN MTS Landmark servo-hydraulic testing rig, calibrated to 20% of its
maximum capacity, 5-kN, was used for all the fatigue experiments conducted under
laboratory conditions, 23 �C� 5 �C and 50%� 10% RH. All constant amplitude fa-
tigue experiments were performed under displacement control with R-ratios (the ratio
of minimum/maximum displacement) equal to 0.5 at a frequency of 5 Hz.

The experimental procedure followed three steps:

• Step 1: The specimen was installed into the test set-up and aligned.
• Step 2: A loading ramp was applied to initiate and propagate the crack up to around

25e45 mm for ELS and MMB specimens, corresponding to the crack length required to
reach the plateau in the R-curve and equal to the fiber bridging length.

• Step 3: The displacement-controlled fatigue experiment was performed with 100% of the
crack opening displacement reached in Step 2, in order to record the initial rapid crack prop-
agation values corresponding to the rapid crack growth rate region.
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Table 7.2 MMB specimen geometrical parameters

Specimen code c (mm) cg (mm)

MMB-01 227 54

MMB-02 227 54

MMB-03 227 54

MMB-04 227 54

MMB-05 227 54

MMB-06 150 38

MMB-07 150 38

MMB-08 150 38

MMB-09 150 38

MMB-10 150 38

MMB-11 150 38

MMB-12 100 27

MMB-13 100 27

MMB-14 100 27

MMB-15 100 27

MMB-16 100 27

MMB-17 100 27

MMB-18 60 18

MMB-19 60 18

MMB-20 60 18

MMB-21 60 18

MMB0.5-01 227 54

MMB0.5-02 227 54

MMB0.5-03 227 54

MMB0.5-04 150 38

MMB0.5-05 150 38

MMB0.5-06 150 38

MMB0.5-07 100 27

MMB0.5-08 100 27

MMB0.5-09 100 27

MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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The load was applied, via in-houseedeveloped piano hinges, at the lever at distance
c from the fulcrum (Figure 7.2). The position of the loading lever determines the mode-
mixity (Table 7.2). The MMB experiments were performed for three different lever
lengths, c¼ 227, 150, and 100 mm. Relatively high GI/GII ratio experiments require
a very long lever which is not practical, and it was in fact not possible to conduct
low GI/GII ratio fatigue experiments due to instability of crack propagation, according
to the preliminary experiments performed with a c¼ 60 mm.

Determination of the crack length during fatigue loading is not an easy task.
Direct methods, crack gages, visual observation and video extensometer, and also
indirect methods, e.g., the dynamic compliance calibration, exist for this purpose.
The crack length determination by video extensometer is a method that allows
the direct measurement without interruption of the loading. For this purpose, pairs
of black dots are marked at equal intervals (of w2.5 and 5 mm for the examined
joints) respectively on the upper and lower lateral surfaces of the specimen. The
XeY coordinates of these dots are monitored by a video-extensometer camera
and recorded at each 1000 cycles at the maximum applied displacement with a pre-
cision of 10�2 mm by a Labview application. Similar to the quasi-static tests, the
crack length is determined based on the change in relative distance between each
pair of upper and lower black dots with a simple data processing module.

Figure 7.5 Side view of specimen MMB-02 showing different stages of crack development,
dimensions in millimeters. MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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According to this module, when the relative distance between each pair of black
dots is changed by more than 0.1 mm, it is considered that the crack reached the
position of these dots.

7.2.4 Experimental results

7.2.4.1 Observed failure modes

In all of the examined specimens, the observed failure mode, according to ASTM
D5573 (1999), was a fiber-tear failure or light-fiber tear failure (Figure 7.5). Fiber
bridging started to develop with increasing crack opening displacement. Fibers from
both arms of the specimen bridged the crack, transferring the load from one side to
the other. At a certain crack opening displacement, fibers far from the crack tip
were broken or pulled out (see crack length of up to w85 mm in Figure 7.5(e)).
The length along which fibers were not broken or pulled out is designated the “fiber
bridging length”, lbr (crack length of ca. 75e120 mm in Figure 7.5(d)), and remained
almost constant, following the crack tip for the rest of the fracture process
(see Figure 7.5(e) crack length of w85e130 mm).

The precrack was located between the adhesive and first mat layer of the upper
laminate; therefore the crack initiated and propagated along Path I, according to the
nomenclature given by Shahverdi et al. (2011) (Figure 7.1). However, in all of the
examined specimens, after a crack propagation of 5e20 mm, the crack penetrated
the first mat layer and propagated between the first and second mat layers corre-
sponding to Path II. In some cases, the crack tip stopped propagating between
the mat layers, and a new crack appeared between the second mat layer and the rov-
ing layer, Path III. When this occurred, rovings of the woven fabric of the second
mat layer bridged the two crack faces and significantly increased the applied load
required for crack propagation. The term “roving bridging” was used by Shahverdi
et al. (2011) to describe this phenomenon. According to the nomenclature used by
Shahverdi et al. (2011), the crack path observed in this case was designated Path III
with roving bridging. This phenomenon was observed in 11 of the 21 examined
specimens.

7.2.4.2 Loadedisplacement responses

The load and crack length responses versus load-point displacement, dP, of repre-
sentative specimens for a Path II crack under different lever lengths are shown in
Figures 7.6e7.9. Linear responses until crack initiation were observed in all cases.
The slopes of the loadedisplacement curves in the linear part were 27.7, 48.5,
79.0, and 106.6 N/mm for c¼ 227, 150, 100, and 60 mm, respectively. The load
increased until a maximum value was reached and then gradually decreased. The
maximum load obtained varied significantly when the lever length changed and
increased as lever length decreased. The maximum load obtained from the repre-
sentative specimen for c¼ 60 mm was around 1375 N, and was almost six times
higher than that of the representative specimen for c¼ 227 mm, around 225 N.
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As illustrated in Figures 7.6e7.9, crack propagation was faster for lower lever
lengths. For example, the crack length increment from 60 to 120 mm corresponded
to around 17.0, 15.0, 6.0, and 2.5 mm displacement increment for c¼ 227, 150,
100, and 60 mm, respectively. In addition, with longer lever lengths, the crack prop-
agated steadily by displacement increment. However, with shorter lever lengths, un-
steady crack propagation was observed (see Figure 7.9), with a sudden crack length
increase at around 17 mm.

Figure 7.7 Load and crack length versus load-point displacement, MMB-09, c¼ 150 mm.
MMB, mixed-mode bending.

Figure 7.6 Load and crack length versus load-point displacement, MMB-04, c¼ 227 mm.
MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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7.2.4.3 Load and crack length versus number of cycles

Figure 7.10 shows the variation of the maximum applied load and the corresponding
crack length during the fatigue test for a representative MMB specimen examined un-
der GI/GII¼ 1.08 loading condition. The maximum load decreased and the crack
length increased rapidly at the beginning and then followed a smoother decreasing
and increasing trend in load and displacement, respectively, before approaching a

Figure 7.9 Load and crack length versus load-point displacement, MMB-19, c¼ 60 mm.
MMB, mixed-mode bending.

Figure 7.8 Load and crack length versus load-point displacement, MMB-16, c¼ 100 mm.
MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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plateau value, corresponding to the fatigue threshold values. Detailed information
about the experiment conducted on each joint, including maximum cyclic displace-
ment, d, number of cycles for each specimen, crack length at the starting point of cyclic
loading, a1, crack length attained at the end of cyclic loading, a2, and maximum loads,
P, corresponding to a1 and a2, are presented in Table 7.3.

Figure 7.10 Load and crack length versus number of cycles, for MMB0.5-09 specimen with
GI/GII¼ 1.08. MMB, mixed-mode bending.

Table 7.3 Summary of fatigue mixed-mode bending (MMB) results

Specimen
code d (mm)

Number
of cycles

a1 a2 P1 P2 Gtot1 Gtot2

(mm) (N) (J/m2)

MMB0.5-01 15 3,225,000 79 114 232 75 993 241

MMB0.5-02 15 4,216,000 70 107 271 86 1011 267

MMB0.5-03 15 4,165,000 92 120 212 81 1012 292

MMB0.5-04 12 4,187,000 67 115 460 128 1274 309

MMB0.5-05 12 2,896,000 66 112 485 160 1335 429

MMB0.5-06 12 3,952,000 75 122 422 117 1411 298

MMB0.5-07 10 3,500,000 75 138 577 119 1167 470

MMB0.5-08 10 4,620,000 74 131 572 188 1130 389

MMB0.5-09 10 4,986,000 78 111 558 220 1185 375

MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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The load decrease with number of cycles for MMB specimens depended on mode-
mixity and was around 580 to 200 N, 480 to 130 N, and 270 to 85 N for mode-mixities
of 1.08, 2.20, and 3.70, respectively. The corresponding crack length increments were
28e37 mm, 44e48 mm, and 33e62 mm for MMB specimens under mode-mixities of
1.08, 2.20, and 3.70, respectively.

7.3 Fatigue and fracture data analysis

7.3.1 Experimental compliance method

The total strain energy release rate can be calculated by the experimental compliance
method (ECM), based on experimentally derived values of loads, displacements, and
crack lengths, as follows:

G ¼ P2

2B
dC
da

(7.1)

where P is the applied load, C is the compliance of the specimen, a is the crack length,
and B is the specimen width. The MMB specimen compliance is defined as:

C ¼ dP

P
(7.2)

where dP is the load-point displacement. From among different models for fitting
complianceecrack length curves, Eqn (7.3) was selected because it better fits the
experimental results according to Bhashyan and Davidson (1997):

C ¼ C0 þ ma3 (7.3)

The ECM has also been used for mode partition in symmetric MMB specimens
(Bhashyan & Davidson, 1997; Reeder & Crews, 1990), in which it is possible to deter-
mine the Modes I and II components of displacement along with the Modes I and II
components of load (see Reeder and Crews (1990), for details).

However, ECM cannot be used for the mode partitioning of mixed-mode results as
is the case for the asymmetric and layered joint configurations used in this chapter. A
new method designated the EGM, based on the “global method” (Williams, 1988), is
therefore proposed in the next section for the mode partitioning of the examined
specimens.

7.3.2 Extended global method

Williams (1988) developed beam theory-based equations for calculating the energy
release rate from the values of bending moments and loads in a cracked laminate.
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In this chapter, the equations have been modified in order to solve a crack propagation
problem in which the crack is asymmetric and lies between two different orthotropic
layers under the bending momentsM1 andM2, as shown in Figure 7.11. According to
linear-elastic analysis, the total strain energy release rate is (de Morais & Pereira,
2006):

G ¼ 6
B2

 
M2

1

E1h31
þ M2

2

E2h32
� ðM1 þM2Þ2

Eðh1 þ h2Þ3
!

(7.4)

where the bending moments (assumed to be positive when counterclockwise) are
evaluated at a section of the specimen surrounding the crack tip. According to the
“global method” (Williams, 1988), pure Mode I exists when symmetric moments act
on the joint arms, i.e., M1¼MI and M2¼eMI, and pure Mode II requires equal
curvature of both arms, i.e.,M1¼MII andM2¼ jMII. Furthermore, j is defined based
on the ratio of the joint arm thicknesses h1 and h2. However, because the curvature of
the orthotropic-layered arms depends on the bending stiffness rather than just the
thickness, in the present chapter this definition is replaced by the equivalent bending
stiffness ratio:

j ¼ ðEIÞeq2
ðEIÞeq1

(7.5)

Therefore, under mixed-Mode I/II, loadings are

M1 ¼ MI þMII (7.6)

M2 ¼ �MI þ jMII (7.7)

M1

Fiber bridging

First mat

Second mat

Roving

Adhesive

M1+2

M2
h2

h1

Y

X

η

ζ

Figure 7.11 Schematic illustration of Path II crack in joint subject to bending moments.
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Substitution of Eqns (7.6) and (7.7) into Eqn (7.4) leads to the partition of G into GI
and GII as:

GI ¼ M2
I

2BðEIÞeq1

�
1þ j

j

�
(7.8)

GII ¼ M2
II

2BðEIÞeq1
�
1þ j� xð1þ jÞ2

�
(7.9)

with

x ¼ ðEIÞeq1
ðEIÞeq

(7.10)

The x parameter, the ratio of the equivalent upper arm bending stiffness over the
equivalent joint stiffness, similar to the j parameter, is defined as bending stiffness
rather than thickness ratio. In the case of the asymmetric MMB specimen, as
shown in Figure 7.4, the bending moments at the section surrounding the crack
tip are:

M1 ¼ Pcþ Pgcg
L

a (7.11)

M2 ¼ PðL� cÞ þ Pg
�
L� cg

�
2L

a (7.12)

Substitution of Eqns (7.11) and (7.12) into Eqns (7.6) and (7.7) leads to:

MI ¼ ð2jþ 1Þ�Pcþ Pgcg
�� �Pþ Pg

�
L

2Lð1þ jÞ a (7.13)

MII ¼ PðLþ cÞ þ Pg
�
Lþ cg

�
2Lð1þ jÞ a (7.14)

Substitution of Eqns (7.13) and (7.14) into Eqns (7.8) and (7.9) leads to:

GI ¼
�ð2jþ 1Þ�Pcþ Pgcg

�� �Pþ Pg
�
L
	2

8jxð1þ jÞBL2ðEIÞeq
a2 (7.15)

GII ¼
�
PðLþ cÞ þ Pg

�
Lþ cg

�	2
8xð1þ jÞ2BL2ðEIÞeq

�
1þ j� xð1þ jÞ2

�
a2 (7.16)
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Equations (7.15) and (7.16) are closed form equations for the calculation of GI and
GII in which all the parameters are obtained directly from the experiments.

7.3.3 Finite element method

Two-dimensional (2D) planeestrain models were developed in ANSYS (academic
version 13.0) to calculate the Modes I and II fracture components for different
lever lengths (Table 7.2). All layers of the laminates were modeled according to
the thicknesses estimated by optical microscopy (Table 7.1). The material proper-
ties are given in Table 7.4 and were adopted from Shahverdi et al. (2013). The
element PLANE182, a 4-node structural solid, was used to model different layers.
A manual mesh with controlled mesh size was used. The aspect ratio of the ele-
ments in the vicinity of the crack tip was kept at 1/1 (Krueger, 2004). Elements
of the same size were used on both sides of the crack tip to avoid any non-
convergence that may be caused by different sizes. Nonlinear-elastic analysis
was performed, allowing calculation of the specimen deformation, nodal forces,
and nodal displacements.

Fiber bridging along the crack faces was modeled by using a single layer of zero-
thickness cohesive elements, INTER202, along the crack plane. INTER202 is a 2D
4-node interface element with 2 degrees of freedom at each node. The cohesive
element behavior is based on a traction-separation law that defines the stresses,
sbr, at a particular location as a function of the opening displacement, d. The
traction-separation relationship is such that, with increasing opening displacement,
the traction across the interface reaches a maximum, at (d, smax), then decreases
and eventually reaches zero, presenting a complete separation at an opening

Table 7.4 Properties used for finite element modeling

Material
data

First
combined
mat

Second
combined
mat Roving Veil Adhesive

E11 (GPa) 12.8 15.1 38.9 3.2 4.6

E22 (GPa) 12.8 15.1 3.2 3.2 4.6

E33 (GPa) 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 4.6

G12 (GPa) 6.2 6.7 2.7 1.2 1.7

G23 (GPa) 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.7

G31 (GPa) 1.4 1.4 2.7 1.2 1.7

n12 0.27 0.27 0.32 0.38 0.37

n23 0.36 0.36 0.27 0.38 0.37

n31 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.38 0.37
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displacement of df, at the end of the fiber bridging length, lbr (Figure 7.12). The
length of the fiber bridging zone was obtained from the experimental observation.
The area under the sed curve represents the amount of energy dissipated during
crack propagation in the cohesive zone, the cohesive energy. The three parameters
cohesive energy, F, maximum traction, smax, and maximum opening displacement,
df, are interdependent, and therefore the CZM can be described by two of them
(ASTM D3171, 2011), assuming an appropriate traction-separation cohesive law
model, which can be linear, polynomial, exponential or user-defined (de Morais,
2011; Sorensen et al., 2008; Tamuzs et al., 2001). In this chapter, for modeling
the fiber bridging, an exponential law was used, which, according to Sorensen
et al. (2008), can model this effect better than the other laws. The applied exponential
laws implemented in ANSYS software and used in this chapter are following the
assumption that the work of separation under pure shear and pure normal conditions
are assumed to be equal to each other (Xu & Needleman, 1994). The normal and
tangential tractions, Tn and Tt, respectively, are:

Tn ¼ esmax
dn

dn
e
�
dn

dne
�
�
dt

dt

�2

(7.17)

and

Tt ¼ 2esmax
dn

dt

dt

dt

�
1þ dn

dn

�
e
�
dn

dne
�
�
dt

dt

�2

(7.18)

Figure 7.12 Schematic illustration of cohesive tractioneseparation law.
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where dn and dt are the normal and tangential opening displacements along the
cohesive zone, and dn and dt are the arbitrary normal and tangential opening
displacements at maximum traction. The values of d and smax required by the
CZM were estimated by an iterative procedure. The selected d is the one that
allows the FE model to predict an opening displacement equal to df, in which the
traction reaches zero at the location of lbr behind the crack tip. Accordingly,
selected smax values were those that resulted in the same loads computed by the
FE models as those obtained from the experiments, for identical displacements and
crack lengths. The estimated cohesive element model parameters for different lever
lengths are listed in Table 7.5.

The following equation represents the amount of energy dissipated in the crack-
bridging zone, Gbr, according to the CZM approach (Sorensen et al., 2008).

Gbr ¼
Zdf
0

sbrdd (7.19)

where sbr is the bridging traction and d is the relative opening displacement along the
fiber bridging length of the upper and lower arms. The Gbr can be partitioned into
Mode I and Mode II components as:

ðGbrÞI ¼
Zdf�n

0

ðsbrÞhddh (7.20)

and

ðGbrÞII ¼
Zdf�t

0

ðsbrÞzddz (7.21)

Table 7.5 Tractioneseparation cohesive model
parameters for different lever lengths

Specimen (lever length) smax (MPa) dn (mm) dt (mm)

MMB-04 (c¼ 227 mm) 0.65 0.37 0.24

MMB-09 (c¼ 150 mm) 0.85 0.41 0.24

MMB-17 (c¼ 100 mm) 0.75 0.45 0.23

MMB-19 (c¼ 060 mm) 0.85 0.48 0.23

MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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where df�n is the maximum normal crack displacement, df�t is the maximum
tangential crack displacement, and z and h are the local axes (Figure 7.11). In Eqns
(7.19)e(7.21), the bridging traction is obtained from the cohesive elements in the FE
models along the bridging length.

The VCCT was used for calculation of the fracture parameters at the crack tip. Bi-
material interfaces were present in all specimens. Therefore, the calculated GI-tip and
GII-tip components and the calculated mode-mixity, GI/GII, depended on the FE
mesh size around the crack tip, Da, and did not represent the actual fracture develop-
ment (see the dashed line in Figure 7.13). The approach proposed by Atkinson (1977)
was applied in Shahverdi et al. (2013) and in the present chapter in order to diminish
the effect of the Da. A thin “resin” interlayer was inserted that had the average prop-
erties of the adjacent layers of the interface. The thickness of the resin interlayer was
selected as being 0.10 mm as a compromise resulting in almost no changes in the stiff-
ness of the model (less than 1%) and also introducing a reasonable number of elements
into the FE model. The mesh size was gradually varied from 0.050 mm to 0.005 mm,
representing two to 20 elements through the resin interlayer. As shown in Figure 7.13,
the GI/GII component obtained for a Path II crack with a resin interlayer is independent
of the mesh size.

The total strain energy release rates, Gtot, calculated by FE analysis were the sum
of the Gtip and Gbr under both Mode I and Mode II, i.e., Gtot¼ (Gtip)Iþ
(Gtip)IIþ (Gbr)Iþ (Gbr)II. These values are compared with the obtained experimental
values in the next section.

7.3.4 Fatigue crack growth (FCG) curves

The FCG curves are plots of the strain energy release rate, G, versus the crack
propagation rate, da/dN, usually on logarithmic axes. Each FCG curve has a

Figure 7.13 Mesh sensitivity analysis for a crack along Path II, a¼ 100 and c¼ 227 mm.
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sigmoidal shape comprising three regions: the subcritical region, the linear re-
gion, and the unstable region. Phenomenological models (Martin & Murri,
1990; Shahverdi et al., 2012a) can be used to express the crack growth rate as
a function of the maximum cyclic total strain energy release rate, Gtot, the strain
energy release rate threshold, Gtot,th, and the quasi-static strain energy release rate
values, Gtot,c.

Each FCG curve can be divided into three regions, namely, subcritical, linear, and
unstable regions. ParametersD andm can then be estimated by a linear regression anal-
ysis after fitting Eqn (7.22) to the middle region:

da
dN

¼ DðGtotÞm (7.22)

In the subcritical region, the da/dN varies between zero and a value corresponding
to the lowest value in region 2. The da/dN equation can then be written as follows:

da
dN

¼ DðGtotÞm
 
1�

�
Gtot;th

Gtot

�Q1
!

(7.23)

where Gtot,th is the total strain energy release rate threshold and the exponent Q1 is
determined using D and m estimated in the previous step by fitting the equation to the
data in regions 1 and 2.

In the unstable region, da/dN varies between infinite, whenGtot is equal toGtot,c and
the transition value corresponding to the maximum value in region 2. The correspond-
ing da/dN equation is as follows:

da
dN

¼ DðGtotÞm 1

1�
�

Gtot
Gtot;c

�Q2
(7.24)

The exponentQ2 can be determined by fitting Eqn (7.24) to the experimental data in
regions 2 and 3. Finally, the combined da/dN equation that covers all three regions is
given by:

da
dN

¼ DðGtotÞm

 
1�

�
Gtot;th

Gtot

�Q1

!
 
1�

�
Gtot
Gtot;c

�Q2

! (7.25)

where m, Q1, and Q2 are the empirical model parameters. For each mode-mixity ratio,
these model parameters can be determined experimentally. Equation (7.25) is a total
fatigue life model that covers all three FCG regions.
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7.4 Results and discussion

The total strain energy release rate, Gtot, obtained by the ECM, the EGM, and FE
modeling is illustrated in Figures 7.14e7.17 for representative specimens of the
four different mode-mixity ratios. Similar results were obtained from the three
different methods with almost ideal R-curves. The mean value of the visually deter-
mined plateau, taking the typical scatter of this type of material into account, was
assumed to represent the Gtot for propagation. The values of Gtot for the initiation
and propagation based on EGM for all of the specimens with the average values
and standard deviations are presented in Table 7.6 according to the observed failure
modes. In agreement with the results reported by Dharmawan et al. (2006) and Ducept
et al. (2000), the total strain energy release rate corresponding to all paths increased as
the lever length decreased, i.e., the Mode II contribution increased.

The mode partitioning results according to the EGM and the nonlinear FE analyses
are also shown in Figures 7.14e7.17. Similar mode partition was achieved using these
two methods. The EGM is more practical because it provides the fracture mode parti-
tion under mixed-mode loading conditions based on closed form equations with their
parameters obtained directly from the experiments. In contrast, the use of the FE
method requires the establishment of complex models containing parameters that
must be estimated via iterative trial-and-error procedures. The mode-mixity obtained
by the EGM and the FE models for different lever lengths versus crack length are pre-
sented in Figure 7.18. Slight variations of between 1% and 5% are observed between

Figure 7.14 G versus crack length from MMB-04 determined by extended global and
experimental compliance methods and finite element modeling. EGM, extended global
method; ECM, experimental compliance method; FE, finite element; MMB, mixed-mode
bending.
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Figure 7.16 G versus crack length from MMB-16 determined by extended global and
experimental compliance methods and finite element modeling. EGM, extended global
method; ECM, experimental compliance method; FE, finite element; MMB, mixed-mode
bending.

Figure 7.15 G versus crack length from MMB-09 determined by extended global and
experimental compliance methods and finite element modeling. EGM, extended global
method; ECM, experimental compliance method; FE, finite element; MMB, mixed-mode
bending.
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the two sets of results for lever lengths ranging from 227 to 60 mm. Nominal GI/GII

ratios for Path II crack propagation corresponding to c¼ 227, 150, 100, and 60 mm
were assumed to be 3.70, 2.20, 1.08, and 0.28, respectively, and are higher than the
corresponding nominal values, 2.21, 1.02, 0.31, and 0.00, calculated according to
ASTM D6671 (2001) by considering a symmetric joint configuration. Nominal GI/GII

ratios for Paths I and III crack propagation are also presented in Table 7.6, with
the values of GI and GII as a function of the associated crack paths for all specimens
calculated by the EGM. The GI/GII ratios increased as the crack propagated in a deeper
path. The average values with standard deviations for the four different configurations
are also given in this table.

The GI and GII curves shown in Figures 7.14e7.17 for different mode-mixity ratios
are expressed as the sum of the energy release rate at the crack tip, Gtip, and the contri-
bution of the fiber bridging, Gbr, in Figures 7.19e7.22. Fiber bridging results in an
increase of G with increasing crack length. This phenomenon is expressed by the
R-curve that follows an initially increasing trend before reaching a plateau as from
which the bridging length remains constant. Using the presented FE models, it was
possible to compute the Gtip and Gbr for the representative specimens. The summation
of these two values, shown as “GI-FE and GII-FE” in Figures 7.19e7.22, was in good
agreement with the experimentally derived values according to the EGM. The contri-
bution of the fiber bridging was not constant, depended on the GI/GII, and decreased as
theGI/GII decreased. TheGbr/G ratio was around 60%, 55%, 52%, and 45% for MMB-
04, MMB-09, MMB-17, and MMB-19, respectively.

Figure 7.17 G versus crack length from MMB-19 determined by extended global and
experimental compliance methods and finite element modeling. EGM, extended global
method; ECM, experimental compliance method; FE, finite element; MMB, mixed-mode
bending.
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Table 7.6 Extended global method strain energy release rate at different paths
under different mixed-mode loading (J/m2) with average values and
standard deviations

Specimen
Code

Initiation Path I

GI GII Gtot GI/GII GI GII Gtot GI/GII

MMB-01 205 85 290 2.41

MMB-02 166 69 235 2.41 410 151 561 2.71

MMB-03 133 55 188 4.41

MMB-04 159 66 225 2.41

MMB-05 163 67 230 2.41 497 183 680 2.71

Average 165� 26 68� 11 233� 36 454� 62 167� 23 620� 84

MMB-06 162 128 290 1.27

MMB-07 210 165 375 1.27 550 374 924 1.47

MMB-08 182 143 325 1.27 462 314 776 1.47

MMB-09 182 143 325 1.27

MMB-10 181 143 324 1.27

MMB-11 189 149 338 1.27 597 406 1003 1.47

Average 184� 16 145� 12 329� 28 536� 69 365� 47 901� 115

MMB-12 166 329 495 0.50 504 805 1309 0.63

MMB-13 149 296 445 0.50

MMB-14 118 235 353 0.50 351 560 911 0.63

MMB-15 167 331 498 0.50

MMB-16 156 308 464 0.50 445 710 1155 0.63

MMB-17 170 337 507 0.50

Average 154� 19 306� 38 460� 58 433� 77 692� 124 1125� 201

MMB-18 49 932 981 0.05 104 1126 1230 0.09

MMB-19 45 852 897 0.05

MMB-20 43 821 864 0.05 137 1484 1621 0.09

MMB-21 43 827 870 0.05

Average 45� 3 858� 51 903� 54 121� 23 1305� 253 1426� 276

MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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Path II Path III Roving Bridging

GI GII Gtot GI/GII GI GII Gtot GI/GII GI GII Gtot

1061 287 1348 3.70 1024 144 1168 7.11

963 260 1223 3.70

837 226 1063 3.70 559 97 656

890 241 1131 3.70

924 250 1174 3.70 424 74 498

935 �
84

253�
23

1188�
107

1024 144 1168 492�
95

86�
17

577�
112

851 387 1238 2.2 383 89 472 4.27 601 169 770

1247 567 1814 2.2 1156 326 1482

945 430 1375 2.2

1190 541 1731 2.2

1012 460 1472 2.2 700 164 864 4.27 800 225 1025

1302 592 1894 2.2 1201 338 1539

1091 �
181

496�
82

1587�
263

542�
224

127� 52 668�
277

940�
288

265�
81

1204�
369

1061 982 2043 1.08 921 366 1287 2.52 859 445 1304

776 719 1495 1.08

918 850 1768 1.08

975 903 1878 1.08 1073 556 1629

1072 993 2065 1.08 331 172 503

921 853 1774 1.08

954 �
109

883�
101

1837�
211

921 366 1287 754�
382

391�
198

1145�
580

514 1836 2350 0.28

616 2200 2816 0.28

495 1768 2263 0.28 976 1041 2017 0.94 129 222 351

588 2100 2688 0.28 308 531 839

553 �
58

1976�
207

2529�
265

976 1041 2017 219�
127

377�
218

595�
345
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Figure 7.19 Separation of G into Gtip and Gbr, MMB-04 (c¼ 227 mm). (a) GI and (b) GII.
EGM, extended global method; FE, finite element; MMB, mixed-mode bending.

Figure 7.18 Mode ratio, GI/GII, versus crack length determined by extended global method and
finite element modeling. EGM, extended global method; FE, finite element.

Continued
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The FCG curves for all examined specimens, shown in Figures 7.23e7.25,
clearly show the linear region corresponding to the Paris law and the threshold re-
gion. In some of the examined specimens, the upper limit was not determined exper-
imentally due to the rapid crack propagation, and therefore it was considered equal
to the corresponding quasi-static strain energy release rate values for crack propaga-
tion for each joint. The total fatigue life formulation, as in Eqn (7.10), was used to
model the FCG behavior. The values of the estimated model parameters, given in
Table 7.7, indicate a strong dependence of D, m, Gtot,th, and Gtot,c on the mode-
mixity. On the other hand, as proved in previous studies (Shahverdi et al., 2012a;
Shivakumar et al., 2006), exponents Q1 and Q2 did not significantly affect the model
results. The obtained values for Q1 and Q2 for all of the examined loading conditions
were between 24.5e25.5 and 2.8e3.2, and therefore for simplicity considered
constant.

7.5 Conclusions

The mixed-mode fatigue and fracture behaviors of adhesively-bonded joints can be
established based on experimental investigations using asymmetric MMB specimens.
For crack propagation in asymmetric specimens, the EGM in which the thickness ra-
tios are extended to the bending stiffness ratios can be used for the analysis of the
experimental data and the mode partitioning. The EGM is able to accurately

Figure 7.19 Continued
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determine the energy release rate and mode-mixity ratios from a set of closed form
equations.

FE models can also be developed in order to validate the approach. Zero-thickness
cohesive elements can be used to model the fiber bridging zone. Comparison of the
Gtot values estimated/calculated according to the EGM, the ECM, and FE modeling
shows the agreement among the three approaches. FE models can be used for the
modeling of the fracture process. The bridging zone can be modeled with cohesive el-
ements and an exponential traction-separation law.

Figure 7.20 Separation of G into Gtip and Gbr, MMB-09 (c¼ 150 mm). (a) GI and (b) GII.
EGM, extended global method; FE, finite element; MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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When the crack propagates in a bi-material interface, the mode-mixity ratios ob-
tained from FE models are a function of the crack extension length. This problem
can be solved by introducing a resin interlayer with the average properties of the adja-
cent layers of the interface.

For each mode-mixity, results can be presented in the form of Gtot versus da/dN
plots, fitting a total fatigue life model to the results. The parameters of the total fatigue
life model (D, m, Gth, and Gc) are depend on the mode-mixity ratio.

The approach presented in this chapter can be used for establishment of mixed-
mode fatigue and fracture behavior of adhesively-bonded joints. The results

Figure 7.21 Separation of G into Gtip and Gbr, MMB-16 (c¼ 100 mm). (a) GI and (b) GII.
EGM, extended global method; FE, finite element; MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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obtained from this approach, combined with the results obtained from pure Mode I
and Mode II, can be used to establish initiation and propagation failure criteria for
the examined joints, as presented in subsequent chapters of this volume. These fail-
ure criteria can be used for design structural joints with the same adherends and
adhesive.

Figure 7.22 Separation of G into Gtip and Gbr, MMB-19 (c¼ 60 mm). (a) GI and (b) GII. EGM,
extended global method; FE, finite element; MMB, mixed-mode bending.
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Figure 7.23 Crack growth rate versus Gtot, MMB specimens with GI/GII¼ 3.70. MMB,
mixed-mode bending.

Figure 7.24 Crack growth rate versus Gtot, MMB specimens with GI/GII¼ 2.20. MMB,
mixed-mode bending.
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8.1 Introduction

Engineering structures are subject to complex loading histories combining cyclic ther-
mal/humidity and mechanical loading. These loading patterns are frequently of
variable amplitude and cause damage in the material that eventually leads to
functional and/or structural integrity problems. Adhesively-bonded fiber-reinforced
polymer-matrix (FRP) joints currently represent critical elements in numerous engi-
neering structures and they must therefore be able to transfer the developed stresses
(of a complex nature) from one part of the structure to another. One of the key objec-
tives of the scientific research community is thus to develop reliable methodologies for
the fatigue life prediction of adhesively-bonded FRP joints under realistic loading pat-
terns. For this purpose, the fatigue behavior of the joints must be extensively
examined.

The behavior of structural FRP joints under fatigue loads has been examined,
mainly in relation to bolted joints in automotive and aerospace applications.
Although bolted and bonded joints have advantages and disadvantages,
adhesively-bonded joints are preferred for permanent connections in engineering
structures. This type of joint offers cost-effective structures with uniform geometrical
shapes resulting in a material-adapted stress transfer. Also, it is more appropriate for
corrosion-resistant lightweight structures because no metallic parts are used, and
owing to the absence of moving parts, adhesively-bonded joints exhibit good fatigue
behavior.

Adhesively-bonded glass-fiber-reinforced polymer-matrix (GFRP) joints have been
used in engineering applications and their quasi-static and constant amplitude fatigue
behavior have been investigated (e.g., Burgueno, Karbhari, Seible, & Kolozs, 2001;
Keller & G€urtler, 2005; Keller & Tirelli, 2004; Keller & Zhou, 2006; Zhang,
Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2008). Full-scale structural adhesively-bonded joints
composed of pultruded GFRP laminates and epoxy adhesive have been investigated
under tensile constant amplitude fatigue loading (Keller & Tirelli, 2004; Zhang
et al., 2008; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2009; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller,
2010). Questions related to developed failure mechanisms, the fatigue limit, and envi-
ronmental effects have been discussed in Keller and Tirelli (2004) and Zhang et al.
(2008, 2009, 2010). The applicability of stiffness degradation and fracture mechanics
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models to these types of structures has also been examined in Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos,
and Keller (2011) and Zhang et al. (2008, 2010).

Single-lap joints and double-lap joints are two main types of structural joints found
in many structural applications. During the loading of a structural joint, a crack or
cracks initiate naturally and propagate along the weakest path within the joint. This
uncontrollable phenomenon led scientists to focus on investigating fracture mechanics
joints, i.e., pre-cracked joints, to produce pure Mode I crack propagation, e.g., double-
cantilever beam (DCB) or Mode II fracture, e.g., end-notched flexure (ENF) or end-
loaded split (ELS) beam (Ashcroft, Hughes, & Shaw, 2001; Blackman, Hadavinia,
Kinloch, Paraschi, & Williams, 2003; Hadavinia, Kinloch, Little, & Taylor, 2003).
Fracture mechanics data can thus be derived, i.e., crack length, a, crack propagation
rate, da/dN, and strain energy release rate, Gmax, in a fatigue cycle under a specific
applied maximum cyclic displacement (dmax) or maximum cyclic load (Fmax).

When structural joints are used instead of fracture joints, the situation becomes
more complicated because the failure mode is not pure Mode I or Mode II failure
but a mixed-mode failure. The proportion of each failure mode depends on the mate-
rial, joint geometry, type of loading, and environmental conditions. The strain energy
release rate calculated for this mixed-mode failure is designated the total strain energy
release rate (Mall, Ramamurthy, & Rezaizdeh, 1987) and is assumed to be equal to the
sum of GI and GII, Gtot¼GIþGII. Moreover, crack initiation in a structural joint
depends on a number of uncontrollable parameters and is random rather than based
on the length and shape of a pre-crack incorporated in the joint.

Common methods used for modeling the fatigue behavior of composite laminates
have been successfully applied to model constant amplitude fatigue behavior exhibited
by adhesively-bonded pultruded FRP joints (e.g., Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, & Keller,
2012a, 2012b, 2013b; Zhang et al., 2008, 2009, 2010). The applicability of Linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) theory to the fatigue life modeling of bonded
joints has been also proved in previous studies (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002; Hadavinia
et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2010).

Despite the vast number of scientific publications concerning the fatigue of FRP
composite joints under constant amplitude loading, numerous aspects related to their
behavior under realistic loading patterns require further examination. One of these as-
pects is the effect of the mean stress and the application of compressive loading com-
ponents on the life of the examined joints. The mean stress effect is also referred to as
the R-ratio (the ratio of the minimum over the maximum cyclic stress) effect. Although
a considerable amount of information exists regarding the mean stress or R-ratio effect
on the fatigue life of composite laminates, there is little literature regarding similar in-
vestigations for adhesively-bonded structural joints. Experimental studies on joints are
based on tensile fatigue loads because they focus on joints exhibiting a cohesive or ad-
hesive failure. Nevertheless, as shown in several studies (e.g., Quaresimin & Ricotta,
2006; Renton & Vinson, 1975), different failure modes can be observed depending on
the adherend materials and joint geometry. There is no evidence that the fatigue
behavior of the examined joints is the same under compressive loads, a loading pattern
that is common during the operation of a structure. This phenomenon can be more pro-
nounced for joints in which cracks in the adherend lead the failure process: for
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example, pultruded FRP joints (see Keller & G€urtler, 2005; Keller & Tirelli, 2004;
Keller & Zhou, 2006; Zhang et al., 2008, 2009, 2010). Moreover, significant R-ratio
effects were reported (e.g., Crocombe & Richardson, 1999), especially for pultruded
FRP joints in which cracks in the adherend led the failure process and different failure
modes were observed under tension and compression fatigue (Sarfaraz et al., 2011).

The fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded pultruded FRP double-lap joints (DLJs)
under different constant amplitude loading patterns, including tensile, compressive,
and reversed (combination of tensile and compressive) loading, was experimentally
investigated in Sarfaraz et al. (2011). These constant amplitude fatigue results can
form the basis for further investigation of their behavior under realistic loading patterns
(see, for example, Sarfaraz et al., 2013a, 2013c). The failure process of the examined
joints was thoroughly examined and analyzed. The fatigue life was simulated using
load-life curves (similar to the SeN curves used for composite laminates) and a
Goodman-like constant life diagram (CLD) was employed in an attempt to model
the effect of the load ratio on fatigue life. The results showed that the examined
adhesively-bonded joints exhibited significant creepefatigue interaction under
R-ratios close to 1 owing to the presence of low load amplitude and high mean values
that characterize fatigue loading in this region. Stiffness fluctuations during loading
were recorded and analytically presented. Stiffness can be used as a damage metric
and stiffness-based phenomenological models can be established to derive fatigue
design allowable (Degrieck & Paepegem, 2001; Philippidis & Vassilopoulos, 2000;
Zhang et al., 2008) models. Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics theory was used to
interpret fracture mechanics data acquired during the experiments to describe the
different failure modes observed under tensile and compressive loading. Fatigue life
curves, corresponding to a predetermined (allowed) crack length, can be derived based
on the fracture mechanics measurements, thus establishing a method to determine
damage-tolerant design allowables (Zhang et al., 2010).

8.2 Experimental investigation of adhesively-bonded
structural joints e experimental program
description

8.2.1 Material

Symmetric adhesively-bonded double-lap joints composed of pultruded GFRP lami-
nates bonded using an epoxy adhesive system were examined under axial tensile,
compressive, and reversed fatigue loads. The pultruded GFRP laminates, supplied
by Fiberline A/S, Denmark, consisted of E-glass fibers and isophthalic polyester resin.
The fiber architecture of the laminates is shown in Figure 8.1. The laminate is
composed of two mat layers on each side and a roving layer in the middle, with a
thin layer of polyester veil on the outer surfaces of the laminate. Each mat layer is
composed of a woven fabric stitched to a chopped strand mat. An estimation of the
nominal thickness of each layer derived by optical microscopy is also given in
Figure 8.1. The fiber content, determined by burn-off tests in accordance with
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ASTM D3171-99, was 43.2 vol.% based on the fiber density of 2560 kg/m3 specified
by the manufacturer. The burn-off tests were carried out on three specimens cut from
the long laminates and kept for 5 h at 600 �C in an electric oven.

The longitudinal strength and Young’s modulus of the GFRP laminate were ob-
tained from tensile experiments, according to ASTM D3039-08, as being
307.5� 4.7 MPa and 25.1� 0.5 GPa, respectively. A two-component epoxy adhesive
system was used (Sikadur 330, Sika AG Switzerland) as the bonding material. The ten-
sile strength of the adhesive was 38.1� 2.1 MPa and the stiffness was 4.6� 0.1 GPa.
The epoxy showed almost elastic behavior and brittle failure under quasi-static tensile
loading (de Castro & Keller, 2008).

8.2.2 Specimen geometry and fabrication

All surfaces subjected to bondingweremechanically abraded (to a depth of approximately
0.3 mm) to increase roughness and then chemically degreased using acetone. An
aluminum frame was employed to assist in aligning the laminates. The thickness of the
adhesive was controlled by using 2-mm-thick spacers embedded in the bonding area.
The specimens were kept for at least 10 h at 30 �C to ensure full curing of the adhesive.

Two different joint configurations were prepared: one with a total length of 410 mm
(Figure 8.2) and used only for tensile loading, and another with a reduced total length
of 350 mm, which was used when compressive loads were applied to avoid buckling
of the joints. To achieve the latter configuration, the free length of the inner laminate
was reduced from100 to40 mmwithout changing thebonding andgripping length. These

Figure 8.1 Microscopic view of laminates (cross-section perpendicular to pultrusion direction).
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dimensions were selected after preliminary testing and modal analysis using the finite
element softwareANSYS, v.10,which indicated that this length reduction sufficed to pre-
vent buckling of the laminates.Moreover, finite element stress analysis showed that there
was no change in the stress field close to the bonded area owing to the decreased laminate
length. The bond line was kept constant at 50 mm for both joint configurations. The grip-
ping areas were also 50 mm long to allow load transfer through shear. Aluminum tabs
were used to deter the wedges of the testing frame from crushing the laminate. The grip-
ping part (shown on the right side of the specimen in Figure 8.2), which was supported by
a bolted connection,was designed to adapt the thickness of the specimen to the opening of
the jaw faces of the machine. No failure or crack initiation was observed in the gripping
part of all specimens during the entire experimental program.

8.2.3 Experimental set-up

All experiments were carried out on an INSTRON 8800 servohydraulic machine under
laboratory conditions (23� 5 �C and 50� 10% relative humidity (RH)). Quasi-static
tensile and compressive experiments were performed under two different loading
modes: a displacement-control mode with a ramp rate of 1 mm/min—designated the
low loading rate (LLR)—and a load-control mode with a ramp rate of around
350 kN/s—designated the high loading rate (HLR). The loading rate selected for the
load-control mode is similar to the highest loading rate applied during fatigue loading.
Five specimens were examined under tensile loading and LLR and three samples per
loading condition for the other cases, i.e., tension-HLR, compression-HLR, and
compression-LLR.

Fatigue experiments were performed under load control, using a constant amplitude
sinusoidal waveform, at a frequency of 10 Hz. It has already been shown (Zhang et al.,
2009) that the fatigue performance of similar specimens is not affected by the fre-
quency when it lies between 2 and 10 Hz. Nine R-ratios (denoting the ratio of the min-
imum over the maximum applied cyclic load) were selected to cover as many loading
domains as possible; R¼ 0.1, R¼ 0.5, and R¼ 0.9 for the TeT domain, R¼ 10,
R¼ 2, and R¼ 1.1 for the CeC domain, R¼�0.5 for the TCeC domain, R¼�2
for the CeT domain, and R¼�1 for reversed loading. The fatigue experimental pro-
gram was designed to derive experimental data that cover the entire lifetime between
one cycle and several decades of life. At least six specimens were examined under each

6 mm

2 mm
6 mm 10 mm

Gripping part
Outer GFRP laminatesEpoxy adhesiveInner GFRP laminateAluminum tabs

50 mm 50 mm 50 mm100 mm50 mm

410 mm

100 mm
(40 mm)

(For compression configuration)

Figure 8.2 Double-lap joint geometry. GFRP, glass-fiber-reinforced polymer-matrix.
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R-ratio to cover the entire lifetime between low and high cycle fatigue. The behavior of
the examined joints under representative R-ratios from each loading domain was inves-
tigated more intensively. Therefore, seven load levels were examined under R¼ 0.1
and five load levels under R¼�1 and R¼ 10. At least three specimens were tested
at each load level to obtain information regarding the scatter of the fatigue life. The
specimens were labeled accordingly, e.g., R018503 represents the third specimen
(R018503) loaded at a level of 85% (R018503) of the ultimate tensile load under
R¼ 0.1 (R018503). One specimen per load level at R¼ 10 and 0.1 was instrumented
on one side by two crack gages (HBM crack gage-type RDS20) that cover the whole
bonding length and monitor crack initiation and propagation during the fatigue life.
Preliminary results proved that the cracks initiate and propagate in a similar way along
the two sides of the bond line of each specimen (Zhang et al., 2010). The crack gages
included 20 parallel wires with a pitch of 1.15 mm placed perpendicular to the adhe-
sive layer. As the crack propagated, the wires were progressively broken and the elec-
trical resistance of the gage increased. A Labview application and a multichannel
electronic measurement unit (HBM-Spider8) were used for data acquisition. The fa-
tigue crack was optically monitored at R¼�1 using a 40� microscope because of
the different possible locations for crack initiation and propagation.

8.3 Interpretation of quasi-static and fatigue/fracture
experimental data

8.3.1 Quasi-static investigation

The examined DLJs showed an almost linear load-elongation behavior up to a brittle
failure under both tension and compression independent of the applied loading rate.
Similar behavior was reported in (de Castro & Keller, 2008; Zhang and Keller,
2008) for DLJs of the same material under tension loading. The ultimate tensile
load (UTL), ultimate compressive load (UCL), and stiffness for all examined cases
are given in Table 8.1. Joint stiffness was defined as the slope of the
loadedisplacement curve in the range of 0e10 kN where no crack formed in the
bond line. The higher joint stiffness under compression resulted from the reduced
length of the inner laminate. The difference between the results obtained from both

Table 8.1 Quasi-static data

UTL or UCL (kN) Stiffness (kN/mm)

Tension (LLR) 25.5� 0.97 23.1� 0.20

Tension (HLR) 27.7� 2.17 24.6� 0.28

Compression (LLR) �29.0� 1.07 30.5� 0.39

Compression (HLR) �27.1� 1.92 30.2� 0.46

UTL, ultimate tensile load; UCL, ultimate compressive load; LLR, low loading rate; HLR, high loading rate.
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applied loading rates was insignificant, comparable to the scatter of the results. There-
fore, it was concluded that the loading rate effect is not a significant parameter for the
quasi-static strength of the examined DLJs.

The observed failure mode was a fiber-tear failure, as presented in Figure 8.3 for a
specimen tested under tensile loads. A dominant crack initiated from the joint corner of
one of the bond lines (the upper in the figure) between the adhesive and the inner lami-
nate and then shifted deeper, between the first and the second mat layers of the inner
laminate and propagated along this path up to failure. The cracks observed along the
lower bond line and at the right side of the inner laminate of the specimen shown in
Figure 8.3 are secondary cracks that occurred after the failure of the specimen. The
same failure mode was observed for double-lap joints composed of similar materials
as documented in Zhang and Keller (2008).

A different failure mode was observed for the specimens examined under compres-
sion loading as shown in Figure 8.4. The dominant crack initiated and propagated from
the right side of the inner laminate (Figure 8.4) inside the roving layer where the high-
est peeling stresses developed owing to the applied loading.

8.3.2 Fatigue loading: failure modes analysis

Different failure modes were observed for the three applied load ratios. Under tensile
fatigue loading (TeT), i.e., a load ratio of 0.1, the failure mode was similar to that

Figure 8.3 Double-lap joint failure mode under tension loading.

Figure 8.4 Double-lap joint failure mode under compression loading.
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observed under quasi-static tension failure (Figure 8.3); a crack occurred only in
one of the joint bond lines for all of the applied load levels. Similarly, for
compressionecompression (CeC) fatigue, i.e., R¼ 10, the crack, as for the compres-
sion quasi-static failure, occurred within the roving layer of the inner laminate
(Figure 8.4). Under tension-compression (TeC) fatigue (R¼�1), different failure
modes were observed. In most of the examined cases, the failure process was similar
to TeT mode. For some of the examined specimens, in addition to the dominant crack
along one of the bond lines, a smaller crack of approximately 1 mm was observed in
the middle of the inner laminate at a similar location as for CeC loading. However,
during the fatigue life the dominant crack was propagating and leading the failure pro-
cess, whereas the crack created by the compressive component of the applied cyclic
load reached a maximum length of 5 mm before failure of the joint.

Under TeT (R¼ 0.5 and R¼ 0.9) and TeC (R¼�0.5) fatigue, the failure mode
was similar to that observed under TeT (R¼ 0.1). Under CeC loading (R¼ 2 and
R¼ 1.1), as under R¼ 10, failure occurred within the roving layer of the inner lami-
nate. Under CeT loading (R¼�2), the failure mode was similar to R¼�1. These
observations showed that the failure transition occurred beyond the load ratio
R¼�1 in the CeT region, which is consistent with the higher fatigue strength of
joints under compressive loading.

8.3.3 Fatigue life: R-ratio effect

The experimental program was designed and maximum load levels were applied to
obtain representative experimental data in the range between 1 and 108 cycles. The
experimental results are presented in Tables 8.2e8.5. The fatigue life of the examined
joints under the applied R-ratios is plotted against the cyclic load amplitude in Figures
8.5 and 8.6 for experiments under positive and negative mean loads, respectively.
Although several formulations can be used for the interpretation of the fatigue data
(Sarfaraz et al., 2012, 2013b) the classic power law relationship was employed to
simulate fatigue behavior:

sa ¼ soN
�k (8.1)

where sa corresponds to the load amplitude, N to the number of cycles, and so and k are
the model parameters that can be obtained by fitting Eqn (8.1) to the experimental data.
A more detailed discussion about the modeling of bonded-joints fatigue life is pre-
sented in Chapter 16 of this volume. The values of parameters so and k as estimated by
a linear regression analysis are shown in Table 8.6. Although the designation “SeN”
curves was preserved for convenience, the fatigue data refer to applied load and not to
stress levels because the use of a stress value is not meaningful for joints.

The SeN curve for R¼�1 exhibits the highest slope (k¼ 0.1038), demonstrating
the sensitivity of the examined joints to reversed loading. As shown in Figures 8.5 and
8.6, the fatigue strength of joints decreases under higher R-ratios at tension and
tension-dominated loading. In contrast, it decreases under lower R-ratios at compres-
sion and compression-dominated loading. Under high mean loads (e.g., R¼ 0.9 and
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Table 8.2 Fatigue data at R[ 0.1

Specimen
ID

Nominal
load level
(% of UTL)

Applied
maximum cyclic
load (Fmax) (kN)

Cycles to
failure, Nf

No. of cycles
to crack
initiation, Ni

Ni /Nf

(%)

R018501 85 22.8 217 e e

R018502 415 e e

R018503 864 e e

R018504* 261 1 0.38

R018001 80 21.6 1083 e e

R018002 799 e e

R018003 720 e e

R018004* 1229 1 0.08

R017001 70 19.2 9493 e e

R017002 5773 e e

R017003 5043 e e

R017004* 16,624 1 0.01

R016001 60 16.8 7132 e e

R016002 11,873 e e

R016003 82,646 e e

R016004* 85,025 261 0.31

R015001 50 14.4 154,191 e e

R015002 131,493 e e

R015003 169,674 e e

R015004 231,260 e e

R015005* 124,195 1967 1.58

R014501 45 13.2 187,063 e e

R014502 299,261 e e

R014503 183,874 e e

R014504* 215,718 1680 0.78

R014001 40 12.0 1,317,105 e e

R014002 2,173,519 e e

R014003 1,309,163 e e

R014004* 1,581,478 18,603 1.18

UTL, ultimate tensile load.
* Specimens instrumented by crack gages.
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R¼ 1.1), close to the static strength of the joints, the fatigue life is sensitive to the
change of load amplitude and SeN curves become flatter with lower slopes
(k(R ¼ 0.9)¼ 0.0314 and k(R ¼ 1.1)¼ 0.0154).

However, one exception to this rule is observed when the mean load is decreased
from zero, R¼�1, to a negative level, i.e., R¼�2. The SeN data for R¼�2 in
Figure 8.6 is located slightly higher than the fatigue data for R¼�1. As already
explained, although the compressive part of the cyclic load was dominant at this
R-ratio, the observed failure mode, similar to the reverse loading (R¼�1), was tensile
failure. This behavior occurs as a result of the higher fatigue strength of the examined
joints under compression fatigue. Compared with R¼�1, a higher load amplitude is
required to reach the same maximum load level under R¼�2. Therefore the highest

Table 8.3 Fatigue data at R[ 10

Specimen
ID

Nominal
load level
(% of UCL)

Applied
maximum cyclic
load (Fmax) (kN)
(absolute value)

Cycles to
failure, Nf

No. of cycles
to crack
initiation, Ni

Ni /Nf

(%)

R109001 90 26.1 32 e e

R109002 235 e e

R109003* 385 1 0.26

R108001 80 23.2 1144 e e

R108002 13,623 e e

R108003 6222 e e

R108004 2766

R108005* 944 45 4.77

R107001 70 20.3 116,281 e e

R107002 57,472 e e

R107003 121,639 e e

R107004* 44,821 2370 5.29

R106501 65 18.9 308,732 e e

R106502* 278,641 38,170 13.70

R106503 58,755 e e

R106001 60 17.4 2,490,433 e e

R106002 4,363,735 e e

R106003* 2,240,724 22,047 0.98

UCL, ultimate compressive load.
* Specimens instrumented by crack gages.
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load amplitude occurs at a load ratio other than R¼�1 i.e., under a CeT loading con-
dition where a transition in failure occurs from tensile to compressive mode.

The effect of load ratio on the fatigue life of the examined joints can also be visu-
alized by using constant life diagrams (CLDs) (see Vassilopoulos, Manshadi, &
Keller, 2010a). For the derivation of a CLD, the fatigue data are normally, although
not necessarily (see Vassilopoulos, Manshadi, & Keller, 2010b) plotted on the
“mean-amplitude” (smesa) plane, as radial lines emanating from the origin of the co-
ordinate system. Each radial line represents a single SeN curve under a given R-ratio
and can be reproduced using the following equation:

sa ¼
�
1� R

1þ R

�
sm (8.2)

Constant life diagrams are formed by joining in a linear or nonlinear way the points
(creating iso-life curves) corresponding to the same number of cycles on consecutive
radial lines.

Table 8.4 Fatigue data at R[L1

Specimen
ID

Nominal
load level
(% of UTL)

Applied
maximum cyclic
load (Fmax) (kN)

Cycles to
failure, Nf

No. of cycles
to crack
initiation, Ni

Ni /Nf

(%)

R-17501 75 20.4 180 e e

R-17502 352 e e

R-17503 22 1 4.55

R-17001 70 19.2 4628 e e

R-17002 13,173 e e

R-17003 3632 1 0.03

R-16001 60 16.8 19,087 e e

R-16002 1370 e e

R-16003 8372 1 0.01

R-14001 40 12 41,726 e e

R-14002 46,269 e e

R-14003 140,176 700 0.50

R-13501 35 9.6 354,021 e e

R-13502 2,920,391 e e

R-13503 874,667 5000 0.57

UTL, ultimate tensile load.
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Table 8.5 Constant amplitude fatigue data

Load
ratio (R)

Specimen
ID*

Nominal load level
(% of UTL or UCL)

Applied maximum
cyclic load (kN)
(absolute value)

Cycles to
failure, Nf

0.9 R098901 89 24.0 658

R098601 86 23.3 666,356

R098401 84 22.8 637,004

R098201 82 22.0 4063

R098001 80 21.6 257,184

R097801 78 21.0 425,510

R097201 72 19.3 22,867,961

0.5 R059001 90 24.0 832

R058501 85 22.8 4929

R058001 80 21.6 30,229

R057001 70 19.2 71,410

R056001 60 16.8 225,253

R055001 50 14.4 1,679,838

�0.5 R-058001 80 21.6 533

R-057001 70 19.2 1660

R-056001 60 16.8 1924

R-055001 50 14.4 21,472

R-054001 40 12.0 82,510

R-053801 38 10.8 1,141,900

R-053501 35 9.6 1,897,288

�2 R-29001 90 26.1 1554

R-28001 80 23.2 5861

R-27001 70 20.3 8153

R-27002 70 20.3 25,390

R-26001 60 17.4 155,025

R-25001 50 14.5 1,118,434

2 R29001 90 26.1 3

R28501 85 24.6 44,743

R28001 80 23.2 5607

R27501 75 21.8 22,720

Continued
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The constant life diagram for the examined joint configuration is shown in
Figure 8.7. It is obvious that the CLD is not symmetric with respect to the zero
mean cyclic load axis and shifted somewhat toward the compression-dominated
domain with the apex corresponding to the SeN curve under R¼�2. This behavior

Table 8.5 Continued

Load
ratio (R)

Specimen
ID*

Nominal load level
(% of UTL or UCL)

Applied maximum
cyclic load (kN)
(absolute value)

Cycles to
failure, Nf

R27001 70 20.3 304,338

R26501 65 18.9 1,273,000

1.1 R1.19301 93 27.0 1

R1.19302 93 27.0 1453

R1.19101 91 26.4 229,071

R1.19102 91 26.4 313,705

R1.19001 90 26.0 82,056

R1.18301 83 24.0 341,995

R1.18001 80 23.0 41,524,855

UTL, ultimate tensile load; UCL, ultimate compressive load.
* R098001 designates the first specimen (R098001) loaded at a level of 80% (R098001) of the ultimate tensile load under
R¼ 0.9 (R098001).

Figure 8.5 SeN data for tension and tension-dominant fatigue loading.
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can be attributed to the difference in fatigue strength under tension and compression
loading, as discussed earlier. An inflection in the curvature of the iso-life curves is
observed. The iso-life curves change from concave to convex when the loading con-
dition shifts from TeT or CeC to combined tension-compression fatigue loading.
Moreover, the ultimate tensile and compressive load (UTL¼ 27.7� 2.17 kN and
UCL¼�27.1� 1.92 kN) values are not appropriate for description of the fatigue
behavior under zero load amplitude because, as shown in Figure 8.7, a fatigueecreep
interaction occurs under R-ratios close to 1 owing to the presence of very low ampli-
tude and high mean values that characterize the cyclic loading in this region.

8.3.4 Stiffness degradation

Stiffness degradation was also recorded during fatigue life for the joints loaded under
R¼ 0.1, 10, and �1. Stiffness can be used as a nondestructive damage metric to eval-
uate the structural integrity of constructions permitting the establishment of fatigue
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Figure 8.6 SeN data for compression and compression-dominant fatigue loading.

Table 8.6 Material constants of Eqn (8.1) for all load ratios

R-ratio

0.9 0.5 0.1 L0.5 L1 L2 10 2 1.1

so 1.60 10.78 17.32 28.15 39.77 36.74 14.60 7.59 1.37

k 0.0314 0.0752 0.0828 0.0949 0.1038 0.0883 0.0426 0.0320 0.0154
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design allowables, which can be easily implemented in design codes, as described in
Zhang et al. (2008). The slope of the loadedisplacement loops, calculated by fitting a
linear equation to a set of 1 to 10 consecutive hysteretic loops depending on load level
at approximately every 1/40 of the fatigue life, was used to describe the structural stiff-
ness of the examined joints.

In theory, stiffness degradation results from crack propagation and degradation of
laminate stiffness. However, previous studies on similar adherends (Keller, Tirelli, &
Zhou, 2005) showed that degradation of laminate stiffness is almost insignificant at the
level of the loads applied here and the degradation can therefore be attributed solely to
crack propagation.

The stiffness degradation results for different load levels of the examined load ratios
are shown in Figures 8.8e8.10. Average stiffness degradation values obtained from
loadedisplacement measurements of the three to five specimens tested per load level
are presented.

The differences in the initial values can be attributed to the small geometry tolerances
and the scatter of the experimental results. Independent of load ratio and load level, a
similar trend was observed for all the curves; a rapid stiffness degradation was recorded
at the beginning and up to 10% of the total life, an almost linear and less steep stiffness
degradation in the range of 10e90% of life, and a very rapid drop after 90% of total life,
related to the final failure of the joint. The degradation of the joints that were loaded un-
der R¼ 0.1 and �1 was around 8% up to failure (see Figures 8.8 and 8.9), whereas the
value was less than 2% for joints tested under pure compressive loading. This behavior
is in agreement with the observed failure modes of the specimens.
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Figure 8.7 Variation of alternating load versus mean load at different fatigue lives. UTL,
ultimate tensile load; UCL, ultimate compressive load.
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Figure 8.8 Stiffness degradation curves at R¼ 0.1 for loads between 40 and 85% of UTL.
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Figure 8.9 Stiffness degradation curves at R¼�1 for loads between 35 and 75% of UTL.
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A linear model was used in Zhang et al. (2008) to simulate the stiffness degradation
of adhesively-bonded double-lap joints, similar to the ones examined in the frame of
this chapter. The model had the form:

EðNÞ
Eð0Þ ¼ 1� k1

�
F

Fu

�k2

N (8.3)

where F denotes the applied load level and could correspond to its amplitude,
maximum value, or a normalized value of it. Model parameters k1 and k2 depend on
available experimental data for stiffness degradation, and Zhang et al. (2008) assumed
that they depend on the number of stress cycles and level of the applied load.

Equation (8.3) also establishes a stiffness-based design criterion because for a pre-
set value of stiffness degradation, E(N)/E(0)¼ p, N can be solved for to obtain an alter-
native form of the FeN curve, corresponding not to material failure but to a specific
stiffness degradation percentage:

N ¼ EðNÞ � Eð0Þ

Eð0Þk1
�
F

Fu

�k2
(8.4)

The term “stiffness-controlled curves” or “stiffness-based curves” was initially
introduced in Philippidis and Vassilopoulos (2000). A heuristic procedure was estab-
lished to define the so-called SceN curves, where Sc denotes “stiffness-controlled.”
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Figure 8.10 Stiffness degradation curves at R¼ 10 for loads between 60 and 90% of UCL.
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Compared with conventional SeN curves, they offer a significant advantage because
they provide information concerning both allowable stiffness degradation and proba-
bility of survival.

For a given specimen, the residual stiffness is assumed to follow Eqn (8.3) with the
term k1ðF=FuÞk2 representing the rate of stiffness degradation and is assumed to
depend on the applied load level. Model parameters were estimated by plotting the
stiffness degradation rate against the relevant load levels for all available experimental
data, i.e., 12 specimens for the DLJs examined in Zhang et al. (2008), as presented in
Figure 8.11. The resulting estimations of parameters k1 and k2 were k1¼�0.00126
and k2¼ 14.176.

After deriving the model parameters k1 and k2 the expected FeN behavior can be
extrapolated using Eqn (8.4). The results are presented in Figure 8.12 and are
compared with the experimentally determined FeN data. As shown in Figure 8.12,
the linear model was able to produce theoretical predictions that compare well with
experimental data. The slight overestimation of fatigue life is attributed to ignorance
regarding the initial and final periods of stiffness degradation. However, for the
DLJs, the effect of these two periods on the entire life is almost negligible. In addition
to the FeN curves, SceN curves corresponding to predetermined stiffness reduction
and not to failure data can be plotted and used as design allowables. For DLJs in
which total stiffness degradation at failure was less than 7%, the SceN curve for a
2% decrease in stiffness can be plotted based on the linear model as shown in
Figure 8.12.
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Figure 8.11 Stiffness degradation rate (absolute value) of double-lap joints at different
load levels.
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Although this type of modeling requires more effort than the simpler stress-based
approach (in terms of equipment, complicated recording setup, and calculations), it
has the merit of also being able to specify allowable stiffness reduction levels. More-
over, because these methods are based on stiffness measurements that can be per-
formed during the operational life of structures without interruptions and in a
nondestructive manner, they can be adapted by design codes as on-line health moni-
toring tools.

8.4 Analysis of the fracture mechanics measurements

As shown in Tables 8.2e8.4 the crack initiated early in the fatigue life of all exam-
ined cases independent of load level. Nevertheless, a trend was apparent in the
average of (Ni/Nf) for different R-ratios because initiation was observed later in the
lifetime in the case of CeC fatigue loading (0.62� 0.54 for R¼ 0.1, 5.00� 4.78
for R¼ 10, and 1.13� 1.72 for R¼�1). The crack lengths, measured by crack gages
or the visual method as previously described for R¼�1, as a function of the normal-
ized number of cycles are given in Figures 8.13e8.15 for the three types of loading.
A common trend was observed: rapid crack propagation at the beginning and at the
end of fatigue life, with a significantly lower rate between 10% and 90% of the fa-
tigue life. This behavior concurs with the joint stiffness degradation trends shown in
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Figure 8.12 Comparison between predicted FeN curve of double-lap joints and experimental
results, design allowable corresponding to 2% stiffness reduction.
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Figure 8.13 Crack length versus normalized number of cycles at R¼ 0.1 for loads between 40
and 85% of UTL.
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Figure 8.14 Crack length versus normalized number of cycles at R¼�1 for loads between 35
and 70% of UTL.
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Figures 8.8e8.10. Under load conditions of R¼ 0.1 and 10, another trend is apparent
in Figures 8.13 and 8.15. The specimens tested at higher load levels exhibited faster
crack propagation up to around 10% of the fatigue life.

The strain energy release rate (SERR), G, can be calculated based on linear elastic
fracture mechanics. According to this theory, for a double-lap joint with width B, and
an existing crack of length a, the strain energy release rate is a function of the applied
load F, and the rate of the compliance change dC⁄da:

G ¼ F2

2B
dC
da

(8.5)

For cyclic loading, the maximum value of the strain energy release rate during one
fatigue cycle can be deduced accordingly:

Gmax ¼ F2
max

2B
dC
da

(8.6)

where Fmax is the maximum cyclic load applied during the fatigue cycle. The joint
compliance as a function of crack length is given in Figures 8.16e8.18. As shown, in
the crack length range between 10 and 25 mm, corresponding to approximately
10e90% of fatigue life, the relationship between compliance and crack length is linear,
with a slope that is almost independent of the applied load level under each load ratio.
Thus, for each loading case, the average values of dC⁄da, as shown in Table 8.7, were
used to derive the maximum SERR by means of Eqn (8.6).
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Figure 8.15 Crack length versus normalized number of cycles at R¼ 10. for loads between 60
and 90% of UCL.
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If Gmax is plotted against the crack propagation rate, da ⁄dN, on logarithmic axes to
derive the fatigue crack growth (FCG) graphs, the major part of the relationship is
linear and can be simulated by the following equation:

da
dN

¼ DðGmaxÞm (8.7)
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Figure 8.16 Compliance versus crack length at R¼ 0.1 for loads between 40 and 85% of UTL.
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Figure 8.17 Compliance versus crack length at R¼�1 for loads between 35 and 70% of UTL.
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where D and m are the fitting parameters, depending on the loading conditions. In
previous studies (e.g., Abdel-Wahab, Ashcroft, Crocombe, & Smith, 2004;
Hadavinia et al., 2003), D and m were considered to be material parameters with
values independent of joint configuration and loading conditions. However, as was
proved earlier (Zhang et al., 2010), this argument fails to produce reliable life pre-
diction results.

A phenomenological equation for the calculation of the crack growth rate as a func-
tion of the maximum cyclic strain energy release rate, the strain energy release rate
threshold, and the static fracture toughness was first proposed by Martin and Murri
(1990). This model covers all three regions of the FCG curve: the subcritical around
the fatigue threshold, the GImax-controlled region (the linear one, as described in
Eqn (8.7)), and the critical region, close to GIc.

Figure 8.18 Compliance versus crack length at R¼ 10 for loads between 60 and 90% of UCL.

Table 8.7 Compliance change rate under different load ratios
(average of all load levels)

R[L1 R[ 0.1 R[ 10

dC/da
(1/N)

9.04e-8 8.83e-8 1.73e-8

Standard deviation 0.14e-9 7.32e-9 4.79e-9
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The total fatigue life model resembles the following equation (Shahverdi,
Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2012):

da
dN

¼ DðGImaxÞm

 
1�

�
GIth

GImax

�Q1
!

 
1�

�
GImax

Gc

�Q2
! ; (8.8)

where m, Q1, and Q2 are the empirical model parameters dependent on material
and loading conditions. Equation (8.8) can be applied between the limits
GIth�GImax�GIc. Therefore, as GImax approaches Gth, da/dN tends to become
minimal. Also, as GImax approaches GIc, da/dN tends asymptotically to infinity.
However, in cases such as the one examined in this chapter, in which most of the
fatigue life corresponds to the linear part of the FCG curve, the simplified Eqn (8.7)
can be used instead.

The secant method and incremental polynomial fitting (according to ASTM E647-
99) were used to calculate the crack propagation rate. According to the secant or point-
to-point technique, the crack propagation rate can be determined by calculating the
slope of a straight line connecting two contiguous data points on the aeN curve.
The incremental polynomial method fits a second-order polynomial to sets of a spec-
ified number of successive data points, usually 3, 5, 7, or 9. The slope of the deter-
mined equation at any point corresponds to the crack propagation rate. The secant
method is simple and accurately represents experimental data, but is sensitive to scatter
in the latter (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002). The incremental polynomial method can reduce
scatter but involves the risk of masking real effects, especially when only small data
sets are available (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002). The curve is expected to become smoother
when more points are used for the calculations but there is a risk of inadequate
modeling, usually at the start or end of the lifetime.

Both methods were applied, as seen in Figures 8.19e8.21, for representative
specimens for all loading conditions. The secant method showed high sensitivity
to the scatter whereas increasing the number of points in the polynomial method
effectively decreased this sensitivity without changing the actual trend of experi-
mental data. The crack growth rate was almost constant in the range of 10e90%
for all load ratios and load levels. Hence, in this range, the slope of the fitted line
to the experimental data on the aeN curve was considered to be the crack propaga-
tion rate.

The FCG curves for all the examined load ratios are presented in Figure 8.22 and the
parameters of the plotted FCG curves are given in Table 8.8. The results prove that the
relationship between Gmax and (da/dN) is highly dependent on the load ratio. A steeper
curve with lower strain energy release rate value corresponds to R¼ 10, under which
specimens failed owing to a crack propagating through the roving layer of the inner
laminate without significant fiber bridging. The dominant cracks for R¼ 0.1 and �1
propagated through the mat layers with a considerable amount of fiber bridging. The
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lower slope of the derived FCG curve for R¼�1 compared with the R¼ 0.1 results
from the closing of the crack during the compressive part of the cycles under reversed
loading. The crack closure breaks the fibers that cause the fiber bridging and conse-
quently reduces the energy required for subsequent crack propagation.
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Figure 8.19 Comparison of secant method and incremental polynomial method for estimation
of crack growth rate at R¼ 0.1.
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Figure 8.20 Comparison of secant method and incremental polynomial method for estimation
of crack growth rate at R¼�1.
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of crack growth rate at R¼ 10.
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Figure 8.22 Comparison of developed FCG curves for all load ratios.
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The life of the examined structure can be modeled directly by integration of the
crack propagation rate between two different crack lengths.

N � Ni ¼
ZN
Ni

dN ¼
Za
ai

1
ðda=dNÞ da (8.9)

where Ni denotes the number of cycles for crack initiation and ai the initial crack
length. N� Ni corresponds to the number of cycles for crack propagation between
crack lengths ai and a. The application of Eqn (8.9) is straightforward, because only a
method for the calculation of the crack propagation rate, da/dN, has to be selected.

This application is directly linked to the specific experimental data and does not
take into account the materials and/or geometry of the structural element. Based on
fracture mechanics data, however, predictive methods can be developed that combine
the experimental evidence obtained from one type of structural element and analytical
or numerical solutions for other types of structural elements, made from the same ma-
terials, to predict the strength or fatigue life of the latter (Curley, Jethwa, Kinloch, &
Taylor, 1998; Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2013).

By substituting da/dN with its equivalent from Eqns (8.7) and (8.9) becomes:

N � Ni ¼
Za
ai

1
DðGmaxÞm da (8.10)

Depending on the values of Gmax and the corresponding limits of the integration,
Eqn (8.10) allows the calculation of conservative or nonconservative design allow-
ables in line with a damage tolerance design philosophy (e.g., estimation of the number
of cycles required to attain a specific crack length under a specific applied load).

When D and m are known, the fatigue life for crack propagation can be calculated
based on Eqn (8.8). Fatigue life (FeN) curves that correspond to failure or a predeter-
mined crack length can then be easily calculated, thus establishing a method for the
determination of damage-tolerant design allowables. Corresponding curves are pre-
sented in Figure 8.23 for the DLJs examined in Zhang et al. (2010). Curves corre-
sponding to joint failure agree well with the experimental data (data from specimens

Table 8.8 Estimated constant parameters of Eqn (8.7)
and corresponding R2

R[L1 R[ 0.1 R[ 10

D 1.95e-13 3.92e-18 3.35e-24

m 4.012 5.700 10.239

R2 0.99 0.92 0.95
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with crack gages are designated CG). In addition, design allowables corresponding to
predetermined crack lengths were derived and compared with design allowables
derived from stiffness degradation measurements, as shown earlier where a stiffness
degradation of 2% was considered for the DLJs. As shown in (Zhang et al., 2010),
each crack length can be attributed to a specific compliance increase and consequently
to a specific stiffness degradation of the joint. The crack length corresponding to a 2%
DLJ stiffness degradation was estimated as being 20 mm. The resulting FeN curves
derived from the fracture model, corresponding to failure and 2% stiffness degrada-
tion, are shown in Figure 8.23 (solid lines) together with the corresponding curves ob-
tained from the stiffness degradation model (dashed lines). The stiffness models show
systematically steeper FeN curves that tend to give more conservative results, espe-
cially toward the high cycle fatigue region. However, results from both models
seem reasonable and accurate, proving their potential use for the derivation of reliable
design allowables.

8.5 Conclusions

The fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded pultruded GFRP double-lap joints was
experimentally examined under nine different load ratios to investigate the effect of
the mean stress on fatigue life, stiffness degradation, and crack propagation. The re-
sults showed that the change in load ratio significantly affected the fatigue behavior
of the examined adhesively-bonded joints.
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Figure 8.23 FeN curves obtained from fracture and stiffness models (CG¼ crack gage).
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The examined joints exhibited different behavior under quasi-static tension and
compression loading. Fiber-tear failure was observed under tensile loading, with the
failure of the specimens dominated by cracks in the mat layers of the inner laminate.
Under compression, failure occurred in the roving layer in the middle of the inner lami-
nate. The failure modes of joints under different loading conditions can be classified
according to the loading type, i.e., TeT, CeC, and TeC. A transition of the failure
mode from tensile to compressive was observed when the mean load was decreased
from zero to negative values.

The fatigue failure mode of DLJs under load ratios in the TeT region, e.g., 0.9, 0.5,
0.1, and�0.5, as well as for reversed loading, R¼�1, were similar to the failure mode
observed under quasi-static tension loads. The failure of specimens under R-ratios
located in the compression-dominated region of the constant life diagram, e.g., under
R¼ 1.1, 2, 10, and �2, was similar to the compressive quasi-static failure mode. The
constant life diagram derived for the examined bonded joints was asymmetric and
shifted toward the compressive domain. This shift was consistent with the higher fa-
tigue strength of joints under compressive loading.

Similar stiffness degradation trends were recorded under different load ratios. How-
ever, joints examined under R¼ 10 exhibited lower stiffness degradation at failure
than those loaded under R¼ 0.1 and �1. A general trend regarding crack propagation
rate was observed for all specimens independent of load ratio and load level. A higher
rate at the beginning, up to around 10%, and at the end, between 90% and 100%, of the
fatigue life were exhibited, with a linear crack propagation rate observed during the
remaining 80% of the fatigue life. A linear relationship between compliance and crack
length was established for each load ratio in the stable crack propagation phase, inde-
pendent of load level.

Linear elastic fracture mechanics was applied to derive the FCG curves. A steeper
curve was derived for R¼ 10 because the crack propagated in the roving layer without
significant fiber bridging. On the other hand, significant fiber bridging was associated
with cracks that propagated between the mat layers of the inner laminates of the joints
examined under R¼ 0.1 and�1. However, the bridged fibers broke during the closing
of the crack during the compressive component of each cycle under R¼�1 and the
corresponding FCG curve therefore has a lower slope than the FCG curve for R¼ 0.1.

Fracture mechanics measurements and stiffness degradation measurements can be
used to derive reliable design allowables. Stiffness and actual damage (in terms of
crack length in this study) can be eventually be used as valuable damage metrics
and can assist in the development of damage-tolerant design processes.
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9.1 Introduction

Several experimental investigations of the fatigue behavior of composite laminates
show their sensitivity to the loading sequence. Experiments composed of two blocks
of constant amplitude (CA) loading passing from a low stress level to a higher stress
level (L-H sequence) or vice versa (H-L sequence) usually are used to study the
sequence effect on composite materials. However, the results obtained from these ex-
periments are not consistent and show a greater damaging effect caused by the L-H
sequence (e.g., Bartley-Cho, Lim, Hahn, & Shyprykevich, 1998; Broutman & Sahu,
1972; Found & Kanyanga, 1996; Hosoi, Kawada, & Yoshino, 2006; Jen, Kau, &
Wu, 1994; Otani & Song, 1997; Van Paepegem & Degrieck, 2002; Wahl, Mandell,
& Samborsky, 2001; Yang & Jones, 1980, 1983) or the opposite (less damaging)
behavior (e.g., Gamstedt & Sj€ogren, 2002; Han & Abdelmohsen, 1986; Hwang &
Han, 1987, 1989; Lee & Jen, 2000a, 2000b), depending on the material and loading
parameters. These conclusions are mainly drawn based on comparisons between the
fatigue life under block and CA loading, athough little information concerning the fail-
ure mechanisms that cause sequence effects is available (Gamstedt & Sj€ogren, 2002;
Plumtree, Melo, & Dahl, 2010).

Several different loading parameters such as the R ratio (the ratio of the minimum to
the maximum applied cyclic load) and the cyclic load levels govern the sequence ef-
fects (Adam, Gathercole, Reiter, & Harris, 1994; Bonnee, 1996; Harris, Gathercole,
Reiter, & Adam, 1997; Lee & Liu, 1994). Tension or compression loading blocks
can produce different damage compared to mixed tensionecompression blocks. The
difference between the applied load levels in a two-stage block loading (BL) sequence
also can be an important parameter because the sequence effect can be magnified when
the difference between two load levels is increased (see, e.g., Lee & Liu, 1994).

Although numerous publications are dedicated to the study of the sequence effect,
explicit explanations regarding the contributing failure mechanisms are limited
(Bonnee, 1996; Found & Quaresimin, 2003; Gamstedt & Sj€ogren, 2002; Plumtree
et al., 2010). The activation of competing failure mechanisms, such as initiation mech-
anisms versus progressive failure mechanisms or resin cracking versus fiber breakage
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or delamination under different stress levels, was considered for the explanation of the
sequence effects observed for different types of composite materials (Found &
Quaresimin, 2003; Gamstedt & Sj€ogren, 2002). For instance, transverse cracking dom-
inates the failure of cross-ply laminates under high stress levels, whereas delamination
is activated under lower stress levels (see, e.g., Gamstedt & Sj€ogren, 2002). Therefore
the H-L sequence results in shorter fatigue durations than the L-H sequence since the
transverse cracks, created under a high stress level, are potential places for the initia-
tion of delamination. A reverse effect was observed after an experimental investigation
of multidirectional carbon/epoxy laminates and explained by the assumption that since
most of the applied load is borne by the matrix under low stress levels and by the fibers
under high stress levels, the damage mainly involves the growth of microcracks in
the matrix throughout the specimen under lower stress levels, which can induce rapid
failure in the following high-stress stage (Adam et al., 1994).

The balance between the damage state and the stress levels and its effect on stress
intensity also was proposed as a way of explaining sequence effects in angle ply lam-
inates. The longer life of [�45]2s carbon/epoxy laminates under both L-H and H-L se-
quences compared to the expected life, characterized by the Palmgren-Miner sum, was
thus attributed to the decrease in local stress intensity because of a large number of
well-distributed matrix cracks when the stress level decreased (Plumtree et al.,
2010). In addition to the loading sequence effect, the significant influence of loading
transition and its frequency of occurrence on the duration of fatigue in composite ma-
terials has been discussed in several investigations (Filis, Farrow, & Bond, 2004;
Schaff & Davidson, 1997a, 1997b; Van Paepegem & Degrieck, 2002). The effect of
the frequent transition of cyclic load level on the duration of fatigue was found to
be more significant than the loading sequence effect (Van Paepegem & Degrieck,
2002). The transition effect, as defined by the term “cycle mix,” was introduced to
model the damage accumulated under block and variable amplitude (VA) loading
by Schaff & Davidson (1997a, 1997b) and Filis et al. (2004).

The load sequence also affects the fatigue behavior of fiber-reinforced polymer
(FRP) composite joints, although only a limited number of works exist concerning
this phenomenon. Similar to composite laminates, several parameters were found to
contribute to the effect of loading sequence on the duration of fatigue. A significant
load interaction effect (overloads and loading sequence effect) was identified (Erpolat,
Ashcroft, Crocombe, &Abdel-Wahab, 2004a) for adhesively-bonded double-lap joints
composed of carbon/epoxy laminates and a single-part epoxy adhesive and (Sarfaraz,
Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2013a) for pultruded bonded laminates with a two-part epoxy
adhesive resin. The acceleration of cracking caused by the load interaction was put for-
ward as the main reason for the variability in fatigue duration exhibited by the joints un-
der investigation. The cycle mix effect and the variation in mean stress also were
investigated; it has been proved that they both caused crack growth to accelerate,
whereas overloads were shown to increase the likelihood of fatigue to initiate cracking.

In addition to BL, a limited number of investigations of the VA fatigue behavior of
bonded joints have been performed, and they are mainly related to bonded joints with
metallic adherends (Ashcroft, 2004; Bond and Ansell, 1998; Erpolat et al., 2004a;
Erpolat, Ashcroft, Crocombe, & Abdel-Wahab, 2004b; Jeans, Grimes, & Kan,
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1983; Nolting, Underhill, & DuQuesnay, 2008; Sarkani, Michaelov, Kihl, & Beach,
1999; Shenoy, Ashcroft, Critchlow, & Crocombe, 2010; Smith and Hardy, 1977).
Regardless of the adherend material, load interaction effects such as load transition,
load sequence, and overload have been reported in different investigations. Overloads
can accelerate the initiation of fatigue cracking (Erpolat et al, 2004b) or increase the
damaging effect of the following cycles of lower amplitude, although their effect is
reduced when the number of low-amplitude cycles following the overloads is
increased (Nolting et al., 2008). The change of mean load can also accelerate the
growth of cracks in bonded composite joints (Erpolat et al, 2004a, 2004b). The signif-
icant damaging effect of introducing a small number of cycles at a higher mean load
also was addressed (Shenoy et al., 2010). The load interaction effect was observed for
pultruded glass FRP (GFRP) joints in which cracks in the multidirectional laminate
(adherend) lead to failure of the process. The investigation of two-stage BL sequences
under tension loading demonstrated a retardation effect under H-L and an acceleration
effect under L-H loading sequences. However, the damaging effect of frequent load
transitions in a spectrum dominated the load sequence effect (Sarfaraz et al., 2013a;
Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2013b).

The aforementioned retardation or acceleration of the fatigue crack growth rate due
to load interactions is common for metals, where one dominant crack mainly governs
the fracture behavior. In composite materials, which exhibit several contributing
fatigue-induced failure mechanisms, identifying a single dominant crack for this inves-
tigation is difficult. The situation is less complicated for adhesively-bonded lap joints
under cyclic loading, however, since experimental observation in previous investiga-
tions (e.g., Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2011; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller,
2010) showed that in several cases only one dominant crack led to final failure, even
for joints composed of composite materials. Therefore, for adhesively-bonded joints,
the load interaction effects can be correlated with the acceleration or retardation of
the propagation rate of the dominant crack, consequently explaining the fatigue
behavior under VA loading.

The earlier review highlights the significant influence of load interaction on the fa-
tigue behavior of materials and structures under realistic loading patterns. It also shows
that this interaction strongly depends on the materials as well as the applied loading
spectrum. It is the aim of this chapter to investigate the effect of load sequence under
both block and VA loading conditions on the fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded,
pultruded GFRP joints. The loading sequence effect, L-H versus H-L sequences, and
the effect of load transition frequency on the duration of fatigue on the examined joints
are experimentally investigated under both tension and compression loading patterns.
The examined bonded joints exhibited complex failure modes, which were different
under tension and compression (Sarfaraz et al., 2013a). The failure process of the
examined joints is thoroughly investigated and the acquired data concerning the crack
initiation and propagation are analyzed to explore the load interaction effects. The
comparison of the data concerning crack propagation under CA (Sarfaraz et al.,
2011), BL (Sarfaraz et al., 2013a), and VA loading (Sarfaraz et al., 2013b) acquired
during experiments provides a clear insight into the effect of load history and interac-
tions on the duration of fatigue of the bonded joints.
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9.2 Experimental investigation of the block and variable
amplitude fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded
joints

A complete database comprising block and VA fatigue experimental data from
adhesively-bonded, pultruded, double-lap joints (Sarfaraz et al., 2013a, 2013b) is
used in this chapter to demonstrate the load sequence and the load transition effects
on the duration of fatigue.

9.2.1 Materials and specimens

Symmetric adhesively-bonded double-lap joints, shown in Figure 9.1, composed of
40-mm-wide pultruded GFRP laminates bonded by an epoxy adhesive system, were
examined. The pultruded GFRP laminates, supplied by Fiberline A/S, Denmark, con-
sisted of E-glass fibers and isophthalic polyester resin. The laminate comprises two
mat layers on each side and a roving layer in the middle, with a thin layer of polyester
veil on the outer surfaces of the laminates. Each mat layer comprises a 0�/90� woven
fabric stitched to a chopped strand mat. A two-component epoxy adhesive system
(Sikadur 330; Sika AG, Switzerland) was used as the bonding material. The resulting
joints are representative of civil engineering structures, in which dimensions are signif-
icantly larger compared to aerospace or automotive applications. More details about
the constituent materials and joint configurations are given in Sarfaraz et al. (2011)
and in Chapter 8 of this volume.

9.2.2 Experimental program

All experiments were carried out on an INSTRON 8800 servohydraulic machine under
load control, using a sinusoidal waveform, at a frequency of 10 Hz under laboratory
conditions (23� 5 �C and 50� 10% relative humidity). The loading sequence effect
in a two-stage BL and the effect of load level transitions in a multi-BL were investi-
gated. As previously explained, since the load ratio (R¼ Fmin/Fmax) can also affect
the results, it was kept constant for tension (R¼ 0.1) and compression (R¼ 10)
loading blocks, and only the load levels were altered.

6                mm

2              mm
6           mm 10            mm

Gripping part
Outer GFRP laminatesEpoxy adhesiveInner GFRP laminateAluminum tabs

50         mm 50           mm 50            mm100            mm50            mm

410          mm

100 mm
(40 mm)

(For compression configuration)

Figure 9.1 Double-lap joint geometry. GFRP, glass fiber-reinforced polymer.
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The experimental program shown in Table 9.1 was used to investigate the loading
sequence effect. The program consisted of two-stage BL sequences with transitions
from L-H and H-L load levels under R ratios of 0.1 and 10, representing tensile and
compressive fatigue, respectively. A schematic representation of the applied loads is
shown in Figure 9.2(a) for the L-H and in Figure 9.2(b) for the H-L loading sequences.
Two types of loading blocks with different load levels were applied under each R ratio.
The load levels in the BL sequences were chosen based on the availability of fracture
data in the CA fatigue database. The length of the first loading block in terms of num-
ber of cycles (n1) was predetermined as being equal to 25e35% of the CA fatigue
duration of the joints (N1), given in Tables 9.2 and 9.3. After completing the first
step (n1), the second loading block was applied up to failure, which resulted in n2.
The allowable number of cycles under the second load level, N2, is given in Tables
9.2 and 9.3. Two specimens were examined under each loading sequence. For two
more specimens under tension loading, annotated in Table 9.2, the length of the first
block was equal to 50% of the CA fatigue duration.

The BL experimental matrix and detailed results concerning different loading
sequences for tension (R¼ 0.1) and compression (R¼ 10) fatigue are presented in
Tables 9.2 and 9.3, respectively. The applied number of cycles (n1) and corresponding
maximum absolute cyclic load level in the first block (Fmax1) and the same parameters
for the second loading block (n2, Fmax2) are shown in the same tables. The allowable
numbers of cycles corresponding to the CA loading under each Fmax were calculated
by fitting a power law model to the experimental data and are indicated by N1 and N2 in
Tables 9.2 and 9.3.

Table 9.1 Experimental program for investigating loading
sequence effect

R Sequence

load level under first block,
up to 25e35% of fatigue
duration (nominal % of UTL
or UCL)

load level under second
block, up to failure (nominal
% of UTL or UCL)

0.1 L-H 50* 80

40 70

H-L 80 50

70 40

10 L-H 60y 70

65 80

H-L 70 60

80 65

* Nominal % of ultimate tensile load (UTL¼ 27.7� 2.2 kN).
yNominal % of ultimate compressive load (UCL¼�27.1� 1.9 kN).
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The damage index (D) was calculated according to the Palmgren-Miner rule, as in
Eqn (9.1):

D ¼
Xk
i¼ 1

ni
Ni

(9.1)

with k denoting the number of applied loading blocks. According to this model, the
specimen under a cyclic loading pattern fails when the damage index reaches 1. In
the present study this index was used as a reference value to compare the effect of the
parameters being investigated.

The specimens were labeled accordingly; for example, R01F30B704002 represents
the second specimen (R01F30B704002) loaded at the nominal level of 70%, followed
by the level of 40% (R01F30B704002) of the ultimate tensile load under R¼ 0.1
(R01F30B704002), and the length of the first loading block was equal to 25e35%
of the CA fatigue duration in the joints under the first load level (R01F30B704002).
The letter x is also used in labels to designate a group of specimens with partially
similar conditions. For example, R01FxxB7040xx refers to all specimens loaded under
R¼ 0.1 and the loading sequence 70e40% of the ultimate tensile load.

One specimen per loading sequence was instrumented on one side by two crack
gauges (HBM crack gauge type RDS20), which cover the whole bonding length
and monitor crack initiation and propagation throughout the duration of fatigue (see
Figure 9.3). Preliminary results from a previous study of similar joint configurations
(Zhang et al., 2010) proved that the cracks initiate and propagate in a similar way along
the two sides of the bond line of each specimen. The crack gauges included 20 parallel
wires, with a pitch of 1.15 mm, placed perpendicular to the adhesive layer. As the
crack propagated, the wires were progressively broken and the electrical resistance
of the gauge increased. A Labview application and a multichannel electronic measure-
ment unit (HBM Spider8) were used to acquire data.

(n2, R1)

(n2, R1)(n1, R1)

(n1, R1)

Fmax1

Fmax1Fmax2

Fmax2

Up to failure

Time Time

(a) (b)

Lo
ad

 (F
)

Lo
ad

 (F
)

Up to failure

Figure 9.2 Schematic representation of applied two-stage block loading sequences: low to high
sequence (a) and high to low sequence (b).
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Table 9.2 Two-stage block loading results at R[ 0.1

Specimen ID Fmax1 (kN) n1 N1 Fmax2 (kN) n2 N2

Damage
index

L-H sequence R01F30B508001 14.4 48,649 142,978 21.6 483 1070 0.792

R01F30B508002* 48,649 3 0.343

R01F30B407001 12.0 456,038 1,291,993 19.2 2592 4434 0.938

R01F30B407002* 387,598 9815 2.514

R01F50B407001x 645,996 3 0.501

H-L sequence R01F30B805001 21.6 287 1070 14.4 207,559 142,978 1.720

R01F30B805002* 287 686,108 5.067

R01F30B704001 19.2 1330 4434 12.0 4,832,688 1,291,993 4.040

R01F30B704002* 1330 5,496,607 4.554

R01F50B704001x 2217 7,329,969 6.173

* Specimens instrumented by crack gauges.
xLength of the first block corresponds to 50% of the CA fatigue life.
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Table 9.3 Two-stage block loading results at R[ 10

Specimen ID Fmax1 (kN)
y n1 N1 Fmax2 (kN)

y n2 N2

Damage
Index

L-H sequence R10F30B607001 17.4 682,023 2,273,411 20.3 1,009,548 60,834 16.895

R10F30B607002* 682,023 1,829,254 30.370

R10F30B658001 18.9 104,054 346,848 23.2 5691 2642 2.454

R10F30B658002* 104,054 824,363 312.322

H-L sequence R10F30B706001 20.3 18,250 60,834 17.4 454,047 2,273,411 0.500

R10F30B706002* 18,250 1,614,479 1.010

R10F30B806501 23.2 793 2642 18.9 63,357 346,848 0.483

R10F30B806502* 261 0 0.099

R10F30B806503* 793 297,046 1.157

* Specimens instrumented by crack gauges.
yAbsolute value.
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The experimental program used to investigate the transition effect on the lifetime of
the examined bonded joints is summarized in Tables 9.4 and 9.5. A schematic repre-
sentation of the applied loads is shown in Figure 9.4(a) and (b). Each loading sequence
in Figure 9.4(a) and (b) is composed of two load levels with the same R ratio but a
different length and was applied repeatedly until specimen failure. The length of the
blocks was predetermined to provide the same amount of partial damage (ni/Ni) based
on the linear damage accumulation model, according to the CA fatigue data, that is,
n1/N1¼ n2/N2. Accordingly, when the number of cycles in the first block is increased
(e.g., at R¼ 0.1 from 10 to 100 cycles), the length of the second block also increases
by the same ratio (e.g., from 2914 to 29,140 cycles; see Table 9.4). Two specimens
with different starting loading block were examined under each loading sequence.
The letters L and H used in Tables 9.6 and 9.7 for specimen labeling (e.g.,

Figure 9.3 Double-lap joint instrumented with two crack gauges.

Table 9.4 Experimental program for investigating the transition effect
at R[ 0.1

First load level
(nominal % of
UTL) n1

Second load level
(nominal % of UTL) n2

High transition 70 10 40 2914

40 2914 70 10

Low transition 70 100 40 29,140

40 29,140 70 100

UTL, ultimate tensile load.
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R01B4070H01) denote the low and high number of transitions in the experiments,
respectively.

The VA loading experiments were performed under load control, using a standard
loading spectrum at a constant frequency of 10 Hz. It was already shown that the
fatigue performance of similar specimens is not affected by the frequency when it
lies in the range between 2 and 10 Hz (Zhang et al., 2010). Keeping the frequency con-
stant during the whole spectrum imposed different loading rates depending on the
amplitude of each cycle, and thus loading rates were similar to those in previously per-
formed CA experiments (Sarfaraz et al., 2011).

Although any VA spectrum would be appropriate to investigate the behavior of the
examined joints, the WISPERX time series that has been developed for wind turbine
applications (ten Have, 1993) was used. The WISPERX spectrum is well documented,

Table 9.5 Experimental program for investigating the transition effect
at R[ 10

First load
level (nominal
% of UCL) n1

Second load
level (nominal
% of UCL) n2

High transition 70 10 60 374

60 374 70 10

Low transition 70 1000 60 37,400

60 37,400 70 1000

UCL, ultimate compression load.

Figure 9.4 Schematic representation of applied multiple block loading sequences: low
transition (a) and high transition (b).
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Table 9.6 Multi-block loading results at R[ 0.1

Specimen ID Fmax1 (kN) n1 Fmax2 (kN) n2 NB1 NB2

Damage
index

High transition R01B4070H01 12.0 2914 19.2 10 34 34 0.153

R01B7040H01 19.2 10 12.0 2914 164.6 164 0.741

Low transition R01B4070L01 12.0 29,140 19.2 100 19 18.1 0.837

R01B7040L01 19.2 100 12.0 29,140 42.8 42 1.913
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Table 9.7 Multi-block loading results at R[ 10

Specimen ID Fmax1 (kN)* n1 Fmax2 (kN)* n2 NB1 NB2

Damage
index

High transition R10B6070H01 17.4 374 20.3 10 366 365.5 0.120

R10B7060H01 20.3 10 17.4 374 730 729.5 0.240

Low transition R10B6070L01 17.4 37,400 20.3 1000 8 7.1 0.248

R10B7060L01 20.3 1000 17.4 37,400 10.9 10 0.345

* Absolute value.
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optimized in terms of length, and includes a variety of load amplitudes, mean loads,
and overloads (Sarfaraz et al., 2013b).

To obtain the desired maximum applied loads (Fmax), representing four load levels
at 22, 20, 18, and 16 kN, each of the spectrum integers was multiplied by appropriate
factors. The scaled spectra were repeatedly applied to the specimens up to failure. At
least three specimens were examined under each load level to obtain information
regarding the scatter of fatigue life. The specimens were labeled accordingly; for
example, WX1603 represents the third specimen loaded at the maximum load level
of 16 kN under the WISPERX loading spectrum. As for BL, one specimen per load
level was instrumented on one side with two crack gauges (HBM crack gauge type
RDS20) that covered the whole bonding length and monitored crack initiation and
propagation throughout the duration of fatigue.

9.3 Experimental results and discussion of the
effect of loading

9.3.1 Failure modes

The observed failure modes under block and VA loading patterns were analogous to
the failure modes exhibited by similar joints under tensile and compressive CA
loading, as reported by Sarfaraz et al. (2011). Under loading sequences composed
of tensile loading blocks (R¼ 0.1), a dominant crack initiated from the joint corner
of one of the bond lines between the adhesive and the inner laminate. The crack
then shifted deeper, between the first and second mat layers of the inner laminate,
and propagated along this path up to failure, as shown in Figure 9.5(a) for BL and
Figure 9.6 for a specimen loaded under the selected VA spectrum. The cracks observed
along the lower bond line and at the right side of specimen between the outer laminate
and the adhesive, shown in Figure 9.6, are secondary cracks that occurred only after
the specimen failed.

Similar to the observed failure mode under CA compression loading at R¼ 10, under
loading sequences composed of compressive loading blocks, the dominant crack initi-
ated from the right side of bonded area, shown in Figure 9.5(b), and propagated in the
middle of the inner laminate inside the roving layer. The crack observed in the outer
laminates is a secondary crack that occurred after the failure of the specimen. Accord-
ingly, no visual difference was observed in failure location because of the load interac-
tion, which is a basic required condition for comparison of the BL and CA fatigue data.

9.3.2 Block loading results

Under tensile loading blocks, the calculated damage indices in Table 9.2 for the L-H
sequences, independent of load level, are less than 1 except for one experiment
(R01F30B407002), whereas they are higher than 1 for the H-L sequences. The results
for two joints subjected to the longer first loading blocks, R01F50B407001 and
R01F50B704001, also were consistent with the obtained results. The calculated dam-
age indices for different loading sequences are presented in Figure 9.7 against the ratio
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(a)

(b)

Crack initiation and propagation

Crack initiation and propagation

Secondary failure
Secondary failure

Secondary failure

Figure 9.5 Double-lap joint failure modes under block loading tension (a) and compression (b).

Figure 9.6 Failure mode under VA loading (tensile mode).
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of the maximum load of the first block to the second block (Fmax1/Fmax2). The damage
indices corresponding to the L-H sequence are close to or less than 1, whereas for the
H-L sequences the D values are higher than 1.

In contrast to tensile loading blocks, the loading sequence effect was more
damaging under H-L than L-H compressive loading blocks. The damage index for ex-
periments carried out under the L-H sequence was higher than 1, whereas the H-L
sequence led to values of less than or close to 1 (see Figure 9.8). The fatigue failure
occurred for one of the specimens, R10F30B806502, during the first block before
the predetermined number of cycles had been completed.

The results of the experimental program designed to study the transition effect are
presented in Tables 9.6 and 9.7 for tensile and compressive loading, respectively. The
number of cycles in each block (ni), number of blocks (NBi) (number of occurrences of
each block), and also the damage indices calculated using the Palmgren-Miner rule
given in Eqn (9.1) are shown in these tables. The fatigue failure occurred during
both loading blocks, blocks with decimal NBi, independent of load level. The integer
part of NBi denotes the number of transitions (NT). The expected duration of CA fa-
tigue for each load level can be found in Tables 9.2 and 9.3. The damage indices for all
specimens except one, R01B7040L01, are less than 1.

9.3.2.1 Loading sequence effect

The data acquired from the crack gauges concerning the developing crack in the joints
provide valuable information regarding the variation in the crack propagation rate dur-
ing different loading blocks. Because of the scatter in the fracture mechanics data for
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Figure 9.7 Comparison of calculated damage indices for low to high (L-H) and high to low
(H-L) sequences composed of tensile loading blocks (R¼ 0.1).
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composite materials, the incremental polynomial fitting method (according to ASTM
E647) is usually preferred to the secant method for calculating da/dN. The calculated
crack propagation rate (da/dN) based on the incremental polynomial fitting against
the crack length, a, is shown in Figures 9.9e9.12 for tensile loading sequences and
Figures 9.13e9.16 for compressive loading sequences. The data corresponding to
each block are indicated by different symbols. In all figures the solid circles and trian-
gles are related to the first and second blocks, respectively.

The fracture data obtained from theBLexperiments can be comparedwith theCAdata
since similar failure modes were observed under both CA and BL conditions. The com-
parison showed that the crack propagation rate during the first block for all loading cases
conformed well to the CA data, as expected. However, when the load level was altered
and the second block started, a noticeable change compared to the corresponding CA
behavior occurred. The analysis of da/dN during the second loading block explains the
shorter or longer duration of fatigue compared to the expected duration based onCAdata.

Under tensile loading, the acceleration of crack growthwhen the load level of the sec-
ond block is higher than the first block can be seen in Figures 9.9 and 9.10. The da/dN
during the second block is slightly higher than the CA results, and rapid, nonlinear
growth of the crack occurs earlier, around when the crack is 25 mm long, under BL,
as shown in Figure 9.9. Under the second loading sequence, R01F30B508002, the crack
propagated very rapidly (Figure 9.10), and a sudden rupture occurred when the second
load level was applied, similar to the R01F30B407002 sequence.

A retardation effect was identified under the H-L sequences during the second
loading block. The crack growth rate decelerated to levels lower than the recorded
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Figure 9.8 Comparison of calculated damage indices for low to high (L-H) and high to low
(H-L) sequences composed of compressive loading blocks (R¼ 10).
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rate under CA loading, as presented in Figures 9.11 and 9.12. The retardation effect
remains for a long period of time and affects the growth rate until the crack length rea-
ches the rapid nonlinear propagation phase. This behavior leads to fatigue durations
longer than that expected based on the CA data and damage indices higher than 1.

Figure 9.10 Comparison of crack propagation rate under two-stage block loading (BL) and
corresponding constant amplitude (CA) loading for R01F30B508002.

Figure 9.9 Comparison of crack propagation rate under two-stage block loading (BL) and
corresponding constant amplitude (CA) loading for R01F30B407002.
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The retardation effect caused by overloads is known for metals and can be attributed to
several mechanisms (Suresh, 1998). However, in contrast to what was observed for the
examined joints, a progressive reduction in crack growth rate continues in metals over
a certain distance, known as the delay distance, up to a minimum and then starts to
increase until it eventually attains the propagation rate before the overload (Suresh,
1998).

Figure 9.11 Comparison of crack propagation rate under two-stage block loading (BL) and
corresponding constant amplitude (CA) loading for R01F30B704002.

Figure 9.12 Comparison of crack propagation rate under two-stage block loading (BL) and
corresponding constant amplitude (CA) loading for R01F30B805002.
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Under the L-H compressive sequences (Figures 9.13 and 9.14), when the load level
was increased, the da/dN was accelerated over a short crack distance. However, this
rate never reached the rate of CA crack propagation under the second load level and
slowed down to a rate similar to the CA rate corresponding to the first load level.

Figure 9.13 Comparison of crack propagation rate under two-stage block loading (BL) and
corresponding constant amplitude (CA) loading for R10F30B607002.

Figure 9.14 Comparison of crack propagation rate under two-stage block loading (BL) and
corresponding constant amplitude (CA) loading for R10F30B658002.
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This behavior clearly explains the extension of the fatigue duration under the L-H
compressive loading sequence and the calculated damage indices that are significantly
higher than 1. Under the H-L loading blocks, a minor sequence effect was observed,
consistent with the fracture data presented in Figures 9.15 and 9.16. The da/dN for CA

Figure 9.15 Comparison of crack propagation rate under two-stage block loading (BL) and
corresponding constant amplitude (CA) loading for R10F30B706002.

Figure 9.16 Comparison of crack propagation rate under two-stage block loading (BL) and
corresponding constant amplitude (CA) loading for R10F30B806503.
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and BL was found to be similar under both load levels, obviously resulting in the dam-
age index close to 1.

The acceleration and retardation of the crack growth rate is due to the damage
mechanisms activated under different load levels. Under tensile loading, the dominant
crack is located between the first and second mat layers of the laminate, whereas under
compression loading the dominant crack initiates and propagates through the roving
layer of the laminates. Between the mat layers, the chopped strands randomly stitched
to the 0�/90� fabrics make the material prone to the initiation of several microcracks
and the formation of considerable fiber bridging.

The detailed fracture analysis of double cantilever beam joints composed of pul-
truded laminates similar to those presented by Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, and Keller
(2011) showed that the amount of fiber bridging strongly depends on the location of
the crack in the laminate. Based on this research, maximum fiber bridging occurs be-
tween the two mat layers with the highest strain energy release rate, whereas the
bridging between the mat and roving layers is less significant. Higher fiber bridging
for 0�/90� interfaces than the 0�/0� interfaces also has been reported by Pereira and
de Morais (2004) for carbon/epoxy multidirectional laminates. Therefore, for the
examined joints, under tension loading the bridging greatly contributes to the fracture
behavior, whereas under compression loading the strain energy release rate mainly re-
sults from the contribution of the matrix.

Under the H-L tensile loading sequences, when the load level is decreased, the input
energy for crack propagation also is decreased, while the fiber bridging developed dur-
ing the first loading block remains constant. Therefore, the crack propagation rate
significantly decreases (see Figures 9.11 and 9.12) and leads to a longer fatigue dura-
tion compared to that based on the CA fatigue data. An inverse process occurs under
the L-H sequences: the increase in load levels in the second loading blocks provide the
energy required to break the fiber bridging developed during the first block and conse-
quently accelerate the crack growth rate (Figures 9.9 and 9.10).

Under compressive loading sequences no significant fiber bridging was observed
and the failure was dominated by other mechanisms causing microdamage. Since
the first block is short (applied for less than 5% of the total life), there is no sufficient
time for the development of microdamage mechanisms when the H-L loading se-
quences are applied. Therefore, the crack propagation rate decreases to the correspond-
ing levels of the CA experiments, as seen in Figures 9.15 and 9.16, when the load is
decreased. Under the L-H sequences, the specimens were loaded for a long period un-
der the initial low loading block, allowing the time required for the multiple microdam-
age that governs the joint failure to develop. This damage develops further during the
second step (under higher loads), absorbing energy and thus preventing the crack prop-
agation rate from increasing, as presented in Figures 9.13 and 9.14, and therefore
extending the lifetime of the joint.

Although there is no model for bonded FRP joints that takes into account the load
sequence effect, several attempts to formulate such effects in composite materials have
been made. A comprehensive review of damage accumulation models has been pro-
vided by Post, Case, and Lesko (2008). These models are mainly expressed by
nonlinear damage accumulation models such as
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D ¼
Xk
i¼ 1

�
ni
Ni

�a

(9.2)

which provides a nonlinear form of the Palmgren-Miner damage summation rule,
depending on the exponent a, which can be a function of the applied load level and R
ratio. The nonlinear form of the Palmgren-Miner rule is schematically shown in
Figure 9.17 (dashed lines) compared to the linear form (dotted line).

According to these models, the damage accumulation trend (dashed lines in
Figure 9.17) is a function of the applied stress level. Figure 9.17 is used as an example
to quantitatively describe the nonlinear damage accumulation process in the following
text. In this figure, when the load level is altered, for example, from the first to the sec-
ond loading block, the damage accumulation path also changes, but the amount of
damage remains constant (see solid lines in Figure 9.17). In this process, although
approximately 80% of the total fatigue duration occurs during the first block
(n1/N1¼ 0.8), when the load changes, the fatigue that has already occurred is equiva-
lent to 20% of the total duration of fatigue under the second loading block, and the
partial damage required to cause failure is n2/N2¼ 0.8. Therefore the sum of partial
damage (ni/Ni) due to both loading blocks is equal to D¼ 1.6. Based on these models,
the calculated damage in a two-stage BL experiment never reaches D¼ 2 because the
partial damage under each loading block independent of the model exponent is less
than 1. Although these models have been successfully used for some composite mate-
rial systems, they are not able to accurately model the accumulated damage under two-
stage BL sequences for the examined bonded joints. As shown in Tables 9.2 and 9.3,
the damage indices for several cases are greater than 2.

Figure 9.17 Comparison of linear (dotted line) and nonlinear (dashed lines) damage
accumulation models and simulation of two-block loading sequence (solid lines).
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Moreover, the fracture mechanics data acquired under different CA load levels for
similar joints shows a linear correlation between crack length and the number of cycles
in the range of 10e90% of fatigue duration independent of the applied load level
(Sarfaraz et al., 2011). Hence, if the length of the dominant crack in the joint that leads
to the final failure is considered as the total damage, the damage accumulation for the
examined joints occurs in a linear manner, and only a model that takes into account
the retardation and acceleration phenomena is able to accurately predict the remaining
fatigue life. Therefore the application of nonlinear models to the examined joints not
only provides inaccurate results but also is physically meaningless. A detailed testing
program including all the parameters involved, such as the load level ratio (Fmax1/
Fmax2), length of the first loading block, and applied load ratio (R) should be investigated
to develop a damage accumulation model that takes into account load sequence effects.

9.3.2.2 Load transition effect

The consistency of the damage indices in Table 9.6 for the tensile loading block shows
the strong damaging effect of the number of transitions on the fatigue duration in spite
of the small amount of experimental data and the few loading cases available. The
damage indices decreased for the sequences starting with the high load level
(R01B7040xxx), from 1.913 to 0.741, or for sequence R01B4070xxx, from 0.837
to 0.153, when the number of transitions was increased. In addition, for the
R01B7040xxx sequence, both of these values are lower than the calculated damage
index for similar loading conditions but with only one transition (R01FxxB7040xx),
that is, 4.040, 4.554, and 6.173 (given in Table 9.2). Although the applied sequences
are repeated several times in these experiments, it seems that the starting loading block
still has a minor effect consistent with the loading sequence effect discussed earlier.
For both high and low transition cases the damage indices corresponding to the exper-
iments starting with higher load levels (0.741 and 1.913) are greater than the sequences
that started with low load levels, that is, 0.153 and 0.837.

The number of load transitions has a greater damaging effect under compressive fa-
tigue loading. The damage indices for the high transition cases (R10BxxxxH01; given
in Table 9.7), independent of the applied load levels, are lower than those of the low
transition experiments (R10BxxxxL01). Furthermore, the Palmgren-Miner indices for
all experiments are less than 0.4, which indicates a stronger effect of the number of
loading transitions than the loading sequence effect. In contrast to the tensile fatigue
loading, the effect of loading sequence is completely eliminated for compressive
loading when the number of transitions is increased.

9.3.3 Variable amplitude results

The VA fatigue durations obtained for the examined joints under the WISPERX spec-
trum with different load levels are presented in Table 9.8. The fatigue duration is given
both in terms of number of spectrum passes (Np), and total number of cycles (Nf) until
failure. The crack lengths versus the normalized number of cycles are shown in
Figure 9.18 for one specimen per load level that was equipped with crack gauges. A
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common trend, independent of load level, was observed; it showed rapid crack prop-
agation at the beginning (region A), followed by a moderate crack propagation rate
represented by a constant slope between c. 10% and 90% of fatigue duration (region
B) and another rapid crack propagation at the end (region C) of the fatigue life. This
behavior is similar to the crack propagation observed under CA loading reported by
Sarfaraz et al. (2011), and the similarity shows that this behavior is independent of
the applied loading patterns.

The incremental polynomialmethod has been used to analyze theBL fatigue/fracture
results described in the previous paragraph. Nevertheless, the secantmethodwas used to
calculate the crack propagation rate during VA loading to avoid obscuring the possible
load interaction effects of the VA spectrum on the crack propagation rate. According to
the secant or point-to-point method, the crack propagation rate is determined by calcu-
lating the slope of a straight line connecting two contiguous data points on the aeN
curve. Characteristic fracture mechanics data and their relationship with the applied
loading spectrum for the lowest applied load of 16 kN are presented in Figures 9.19
and 9.20 and for the highest applied load of 22 kN in Figures 9.21 and 9.22.

The plots of the crack propagation rate, da/dN, against the normalized number of
cycles, N/Nf, are presented in Figures 9.19 and 9.21. They showed a trend consistent
with the aeN curves presented in Figure 9.8. The crack propagation rate decreased at

Table 9.8 Fatigue data under WISPERX spectrum

Specimen ID
Maximum load
level, Fmax (kN)

No. of spectrum
passes to failure, Np

No. of cycles to
failure, Nf

WX2201 22.0 5.21 66,805

WX2202 10.26 131,641

WX2203* 3.05 39,091

WX2001 20.0 23.04 295,647

WX2002 3.21 41,142

WX2003* 14.74 189,102

WX1801 18.0 304.74 3,910,140

WX1802 19.12 245,336

WX1803* 9.71 124,628

WX1804 170.92 2,193,086

WX1601 16.0 201.60 2,586,685

WX1602 80.16 1,028,587

WX1603* 98.23 1,260,387

* Specimens instrumented with crack gauges.
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the beginning of fatigue, followed by a stable phase with an almost constant rate, and
finally accelerated at the end of fatigue. Sharp variations of da/dN during the stable
phase are likely for composite materials, even those under CA loading, because of
the complex nature of the progressing crack, as reported by Sarfaraz et al. (2011).
However, the changes observed in the stable phase of crack propagation (region B
in Figure 9.18) were thoroughly analyzed to explore any possible correlation between
them and the corresponding periods of the applied spectrum. In Figures 9.19 and 9.21,
the points that indicate an unusual change in da/dN, designated “event,” are marked
with capital letters in ascending order based on the corresponding spectrum passes
and the number of cycles they represent. The numbers in brackets denote the spectrum
passes of each event. The location of each event in the applied spectrum is shown in
Figures 9.20 and 9.22.

Figure 9.19 represents the crack propagation rate under the lowest applied
maximum load (16 kN). Four points marked with letters AeD indicate the locations
where a significant increase in da/dN was observed. Comparisons of the loading cycles
corresponding to these events, shown in Figure 9.20(a) and (b), do not indicate any
specific correlation between loading and increase of da/dN, except at point C, where
several load transitions occurred before this increase was recorded. It should be noted,
however, that there are several cycles between two adjacent points in Figure 9.19 (e.g.,
27,450 cycles between point C and the previous data point), and the observed increase
cannot be directly attributed to the load transitions just before point C. Therefore the
variations identified in da/dN are attributed to the usual scatter of the fracture data.

Eight events were identified under the highest maximum load level (22 kN), as
shown in Figure 9.21. Sudden changes in da/dN observed at the beginning of the spec-
trum coincided with the overload cycles indicated by points A, C, E, and F in

Figure 9.18 Crack length versus normalized number of cycles under different load levels.
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Figure 9.22(a). Two subsequent events after points C and F, that is, D and G, occurred
almost at the same location in the spectrum (Figure 9.22(b)), showing that both events
D and G still were a consequence of the overload.

According to these observations, a sudden increase in the crack propagation rate can
be correlated to spectrum overloads. Nevertheless, the crack propagation rate returned
to the preceding levels after applying a certain number of additional loading cycles,
without any observed retardation. In addition, an increase in da/dN after several
consecutive load transitions was observed at different locations of the applied spectra.
These interpretations are in agreement with the discussion by Sarfaraz et al. (2013a),
who reported that frequent load transitions in a BL spectrum introduced a more

Figure 9.19 Crack propagation rate versus a normalized number of cycles for WX1603.

Figure 9.20 Detailed locations in WISPERX spectrum corresponding to specific events for
WX1603, as defined in Figure 9.19.
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damaging effect and obscured the load sequence effects. Therefore, in spite of the
various changes in load amplitude, the crack growth rate remained almost constant
(excluding the sudden jumps caused by the overloads) during the stable crack propa-
gation phase (region B in Figure 9.18), showing a trend similar to that measured under
CA loading.

9.4 Conclusions

The fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded, pultruded, double-lap GFRP joints under
block and VA loading conditions was experimentally investigated. The crack

Figure 9.21 Crack propagation rate versus normalized number of cycles for WX2203.

Figure 9.22 Detailed locations in WISPERX spectrum corresponding to specific events for
WX2203, as defined in Figure 9.21.
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propagation data recorded during cyclic loading were used to analyze the effects of
loading sequence and number of load transitions on the fatigue behavior of the exam-
ined joints under the different applied loading patterns. The results showed a strong
sequence effect for a small number of transitions and its dependence on the type of
loading and, consequently, the failure mode.

The failure modes of bonded joints under different BL and VA loading patterns
were consistent with those exhibited by similar joints loaded under tensile and
compressive CA loading. The similarity of the failure modes under different loadings
allows the CA loading experimental results to be used to predict the duration of fatigue
in the examined joints under block and VA loading.

Analysis of the experimental results revealed a significant loading sequence effect
and showed that it is a function of the type of loading and the applied load levels. The
L-H sequences were found to be more damaging than the H-L sequences under tensile
loading, whereas under compressive loading this trend was reversed. The effect of
loading sequence on the duration of fatigue in the examined joints was associated
with the crack growth rate during the applied loading blocks. The H-L tensile loading
blocks led to retardation of crack growth rate, whereas acceleration was observed un-
der L-H sequences. In contrast, the crack growth rate under L-H compressive loading
blocks did not increase significantly when the load level was increased and led to
longer duration of fatigue. However, under the H-L sequences, the first loading block
did not affect the expected crack propagation rate under the second loading block. The
difference in sequence effects under tension and compression was attributed to the dif-
ference in failure modes.

Three stages in the crack propagation behavior of the examined bonded joints un-
der VA loading were identified: rapid crack propagation at the beginning, a stable
phase in the middle, and another accelerated phase at the end of the duration of
fatigue. The crack propagation rate was correlated to the applied loading spectrum.
Under higher loads, where the fatigue duration was limited to a small number of
spectrum passes, acceleration in crack propagation caused by the overloads was
observed. However, the crack propagation rate decreased to the previous rate after
a short time.

The frequent change of load levels showed a very strong damaging effect compared
to the sequence effect. The sequence effect is considerably reduced when the number
of transitions is increased. Thus this parameter is more critical than the sequence effect
in predicting duration of fatigue under complex loading patterns. In spite of the pres-
ence of loading sequence effects under two-stage BL for the examined bonded joints,
the crack propagation rate was almost stable during 80% of the fatigue duration. This
behavior was attributed to the frequent change of the load level under VA loading,
which accelerates the crack propagation rate, and, as was proved in this work, has
more of an effect on the duration of fatigue in the examined joints than does the
loading sequence effect.

The Palmgren-Miner rule was found to be inadequate for estimating the accumu-
lated damage under BL and VA sequences. However, applying the developed
nonlinear models for composite materials is also questionable for the examined bonded
joints because the fracture mechanics data show no sign of nonlinear damage
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accumulating under fatigue loading. Therefore, a detailed study including all parame-
ters involved is required to develop a reliable damage accumulation model.
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10.1 Introduction

The first generations of primary structural composite components are currently entering
the twilight of their certified service lives. Life-extension efforts underway for many
aircraft are primarily geared to the continued safe operation of the metallic components
of the airframe, for which a fatigue life can be quantified. However, many of the com-
posite components do not have a measurable fatigue life, so the extension of their lives
cannot be accomplished using the same methodology. The McDonnell Douglas (now
Boeing) F/A-18 Hornet was first introduced in the 1970s for use by the U.S. Navy
and Marine Corps. F/A-18s currently are used by several foreign air services including
the Royal Australian Air Force, Canadian Forces, Finnish Air Force, and Swiss Air
Force. The F/A-18 models A through D (Hornets) and E and F (Super Hornets) use
about 10% and 19% of composites, respectively, by their structural weights. In addition,
wing skins use bonded joints in primary and secondary structural details. The wing root
stepped-lap joint, discussed in this chapter, is one of the key examples of a bonded
primary structure that is certified and deployed on an air vehicle in the United States.

The primary goal of this case study was to evaluate the residual static strength and
remaining life of this joint area after one lifetime of aircraft service and to assess the
remaining service life based on its usage history. Furthermore, tests were designed to
address one of the biggest fears in managing aging aircraft fleet—unknown failure
mechanisms that emerge with little or no warning, raising concerns that an unexpected
phenomenon may suddenly jeopardize an entire fleet’s flight safety, mission readiness,
and/or support costs.

The results of these tests are useful in developing a quantifiable, risk-based assess-
ment methodology for determining the capability to extend the life of a composite
structure. This research provides useful information for the following:

• Evaluating assumptions used in establishing the service life of the joint
• Determining the remaining (or unused) life of the structure
• Developing structural modifications to mitigate risks with regard to extending service life.
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Life-extension methodologies developed in this research use the test data to tie
together both original certification and operational usage as outlined by Seneviratne
and Tomblin (2010), and they succeed in making repetition of initial certification
testing unnecessary. In addition, this research program was designed to investigate
the possible damage growth (i.e., disbonds in stepped-lap joint areas, delamination,
and microcrack growth) under further fatigue tests (Seneviratne & Tomblin, 2011).
All fatigue tests were closely monitored with periodic inspections and continuous
data acquired from strain gages.

10.2 Bonded joint applications in F/A-18

The F/A-18 has bonded primary structures that have successfully performed since its
inception into an active fleet in the early 1980s. Despite the added manufacturing
cost, the development and life-cycle costs of bonded joints are significantly lower
than those for mechanically fastened joints. The wing skin is primarily constructed of
an AS4/3501-6 350�-cure carbon/epoxy composite. Each wing skin is attached to the
center fuselage bulkheads using three sets of lugs at the end of a 6Al-4V titanium splice
fitting. As shown in Figure 10.1, both top and bottom composite wing skins are bonded
to the titanium alloy splice fittings through double-stepped-lap joints using FM-300 film
adhesive. The double-overlap configuration has better mechanical performance than the

Titanium

Composite

Figure 10.1 Inner wing composite-to-titanium stepped-lap bonded joint.
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single-overlap configuration and has the ability to carry significant compressive loads.
These hybrid bonded joints are designed to carry a significant load and have complex
stress distributions. In addition to the wing root joint, both inboard and outboard
titanium pylon attachment fittings are bonded stepped-lap joints.

As shown in Figure 10.2 (Tomblin & Seneviratne, 2002), FM-300 film adhesive
can sustain large shear strains, has high toughness, and ultimate shear strength. It
compared well against other adhesive systems available during the initial design and
production of F/A-18 aircraft (Krieger, 1988). These characteristics are instrumental
in redistributing the high concentrations of shear stress on composite-to-metal bonded
joints and accommodate the low interlaminar shear strength of composites. This adhe-
sive also has demonstrated excellent moisture resistance in highly humid environments
and fatigue resistance with no significant reduction in mechanical properties.

10.3 Stress analysis of stepped-lap joints

Compared to aluminum, titanium has a low coefficient of thermal expansion and does
not cause galvanic corrosion when in contact with carbon composites. Therefore,
titanium is a good candidate for compositeemetal hybrid joints. However, mismatches
of the coefficient of thermal expansion and stiffness between the titanium and the
composite significantly affect joint efficiency and must be accounted for during joint
design. On the other hand, the alternative bolted configuration requires about 1000
fasteners (Krieger, 1993). In addition to cost and weight penalties, this alternative
would have an adverse effect because of stress concentrations caused by fastener holes
in the composite structure. Thus, the use of a stepped-lap bonded-joint configuration is
well suited for the wing root joint.
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Figure 10.2 Characteristic stressestrain curves for FM-300. ETD, elevated temperature dry;
ETW, elevated temperature wet; RTD, room temperature dry.
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Bonded stepped-lap joints have the characteristics of both scarf joints and double-
lap joints. The stepped-lap joint analysis derived by Hart-Smith (1973c) includes fea-
tures from both uniform lap joints (Hart-Smith, 1973a, 1973b) as well as scarf joints
(Hart-Smith, 1973c). Their analysis is a continuum mechanics-based closed-form
solution for adhesive stress. It accounts for the stiffness and thermal mismatch in
the adherends (Figure 10.3). It includes adhesive plasticity and is used effectively
for optimizing stepped-lap joint designs. This analysis identifies three key design
features for optimization: (1) end step, (2) outermost step, and (3) overlap lengths.
The stepped-lap joint consists of a series of single-lap joints and has a nonuniform
shear stress distribution with high stresses at the ends of each step. The end step
(step 9 in Figure 10.3) is designed to prevent failure at the end of the overlap, where
titanium terminates, as a result of higher-than-average load transfer and overloading.
The outermost step is designed to be sufficiently thin to reduce significant peel stresses
and to prevent interlaminar tension failure of the adherend. The analysis also shows
that the load-carrying capability of a stepped-lap joint cannot be increased indefinitely
by increasing the overlaps.

Stiffness imbalance in the F/A-18 wing root stepped-lap joint has resulted in adhe-
sive stress distribution, as shown in Figure 10.3. Compared to load transfer in the
middle of a uniform lap joint, the middle steps in a stepped-lap joint significantly
contribute to load transfer, thereby increasing joint efficiency.

Orientation of the ply adjacent to the compositeeadhesive interface with respect to
the primary load path can affect joint performance and failure mode. Transverse matrix
(intraply) cracking of off-axis plies adjacent to the compositeeadhesive interface,
especially 90� plies, cause delamination or adherend failure. Conversely, fibers of
0� plies adjacent to the compositeeadhesive interface are capable of carrying high
loads and prolonging the adherend failure caused by transverse cracking of interfacial
plies. This also causes significantly high shear strains at the interface. Although the
fracture toughness of typical aerospace-grade adhesives are significantly higher than
that of the matrix material, at high strain levels an interface with 0� plies develops
microcracks in the adhesive closer to the interface, which results in cohesive failure
very close to the interface (which may even be mistaken as adhesive failure) or in
the first ply. In a bonded stepped-lap joint, different steps may have different ply

Step no. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Figure 10.3 Representative adhesive shear stress distribution of stiffness-unbalanced stepped-
lap joint.
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orientations at the interface; therefore, stress analysis must account for this observation
during sizing and optimize the joint to withstand design stresses throughout the life of
the structure, accounting for environmental effects.

10.4 End-of-life residual strength evaluation of wing
root stepped-lap joint

This effort was designed to evaluate the residual static strength of a wing root stepped-
lap joint (WR-SLJ) after one lifetime, or design service goal, of aircraft service and to
evaluate the remaining service life based on the usage history. Data generated through
this research can be useful for assessing the conservatism associated with data
scatter used for the original approach for bolted composite structures (Sanger, 1986;
Whitehead, Kan, Cordero, & Saether, 1986) and for determining retirement life,
with the potential for extending life (Seneviratne & Tomblin, 2010).

10.4.1 Test specimen geometry

Figure 10.4 shows the test specimen geometry used by Chrissos and Coffey (1996).
Similar specimen geometry was used for the end-of-life residual strength evaluation
(Tillman, Tsai, & Peek, 2009), which assessed the residual strength of specimens
extracted from several decommissioned wing skins. All test specimens were extracted
from wing skins from decommissioned F/A-18 aircraft wings (models AeD) supplied
by the U.S. Navy; the wings had expended wing root fatigue cycles ranging from a half
lifetime to one lifetime of fleet service. Before extracting the specimens, nondestruc-
tive inspection (NDI) using a pulse-echo ultrasonic technique was carried out to locate
the titanium step termination (outboard edge of the overlap region), as shown in
Figure 10.5. Then, the test specimens were laid out so that the loading axis of each
specimen was parallel to the third intermediate spar. The specimens were cut using
a waterjet and labeled sequentially starting from the specimen that was closest to
the leading edge. Since the waterjet starting point exerts a significant amount of
pressure through the thickness of the composite material, the starting point must be
several inches away from the specimens.
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Figure 10.4 Wing root stepped-lap joint specimen with approximate strain gauge locations (one
of many strain gauge configurations used in the test program). EP, epoxy; GR, graphite.
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The particular wing skin from which each specimen was extracted was tracked.
Specimens extracted from lower skins were somewhat straight, so they required minor
shimming or smaller tabs during mechanical loading. Specimens extracted from upper
skins, however, required additional machining and tabbing because of the kink toward
the wing root, as shown in Figure 10.1, to ensure that the specimen was parallel to the
loading axis. As can be seen in Figure 10.5, some of the specimens were extracted
from areas where there were fastener holes. Thus, three specimen categories were
tested:

• No hole (NH)—specimen did not have fastener holes in the gage section.
• Open hole (OH)—specimen had fastener holes in the gage section.
• Filled Hole (FH)—specimen had a fastener installed through the hole in the gage section

using a torque of 70 in-lbf.

10.4.2 Test matrices

The static test matrix used to evaluate the end-of-life residual strength of the WR-SLJ
specimens is shown in Table 10.1. Test specimens were extracted—14 specimens
from lower wing skins and 10 specimens from upper wing skins—and tested in tension
and compression loading. Test specimens were labeled by a wing identification number
followed by L or U for lower or upper skin, respectively, and NH, OH, or FH,
corresponding to the specimen configuration and specimen number; for example,
1L-OH-7 corresponds to the seventh specimen from the leading-edge side extracted
from the lower skin of wing number 1 that has an open hole in the gage section.
Thickness at the step from the root end that has the first compositeemetal bond overlap
closer to the metal side (station 1, shown in Figure 10.4) of the specimen is included in
Table 10.1.

Stepped-lap joint
(overlap region)

Figure 10.5 Test specimen cut locations of lower wing skin.
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Table 10.1 Static test specimens

Loading
mode Skin

Specimen
configuration

Specimen
ID

Thickness at
station 1 (in)

Width at
station
1 (in)

Tension Lower Open hole 1L-OH-1 0.4824 was
assumed since
measurements
were not
available

1.983 was
assumed since
measurements
were not
available

1L-OH-2

1L-OH-4

1L-OH-7

2L-OH-1

2L-OH-5

2L-OH-7

Compression 1L-OH-3

1L-OH-5

1L-OH-6

2L-OH-2

2L-OH-3

2L-OH-4

2L-OH-6

Tension Upper No hole 4U-NH-3 0.4908 1.994

4U-NH-4 0.4953 2.003

3U-NH-3 0.5198 1.957

3U-NH-4 0.5192 1.958

1U-NH-3 0.4832 1.994

Compression 1U-NH-10 0.5115 1.996

2U-NH-4 0.4827 1.980

2U-NH-5 0.4819 1.976

2U-NH-6 0.4804 1.974

3U-NH-2 0.5166 1.950

TDFS, tension-dominant fatigue spectrum; CDFS, compression-dominant fatigue spectrum; FH, filled hole; LSF, load severity factor;
OH, open hole; NH, no hole.
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The pool of test specimens extracted from eight different wing skins had the
following variables:

• Wings with different service history
• Upper or lower wing skins
• NH/OH/FH
• Location of hole in OH/FH specimens
• Step angles and locations

Therefore, the final statistics may have been influenced by some of these variables;
however, because of the limited availability of military assets allocated for this
program, these variables were unavoidable. Since the primary goal of this research
was to investigate the end-of-life performance of the WR-SLJ, the data pool included
in this chapter represents different parts of the wing root structure and provides
valuable insight into end-of-life residual strength assessment and the estimate of
unused life of the WR-SLJ.

10.4.3 Experimental procedure and instrumentation

All mechanical tests at the laboratory were conducted in an ambient room temperature
environment. The quasi-static residual strength was tested with a displacement control
rate of 0.05 in/min using computer-controlled servo-hydraulic test systems. All
compression strength tests used antibuckling fixtures to stabilize the specimen in the
lateral (out-of-plane) direction. To accommodate thickness variations in the test spec-
imens, either hardened rubber rollers or aluminum rollers with thin polycarbonate
sleeves were positioned as shown in Figure 10.6. Aluminum rollers were used only
for the static compression specimens from the upper wing and for the residual strength
tests. Hardened rubber rollers were used for fatigue tests to prevent excessive side
loads and to minimize abrasion of the specimen surfaces in contact with the rollers.
Tension static strength specimens were tested without the antibuckling fixture.

Before testing, all specimens were inspected for potential defects that may have
occurred during service, including environmental degradation; no evidence of such
cases was found. All test specimens were instrumented with strain gauges strategically
placed to detect both increases in progressive damage during static/residual strength
tests and any compliance change and/or damage growth during fatigue tests. In
addition, full-field strain measurements of selected specimens were acquired using
ARAMIS photogrammetry.

10.4.4 Baseline static and fatigue evaluation of pristine
specimens

Hurd and Coffey (1995) described the results of static and fatigue tests they conducted
using similar types of specimens obtained from scrapped production articles and test
panels. These data were generated to evaluate the effects of ply migration on the struc-
tural adequacy of the F/A-18 inner wing stepped-lap joint. Compared to specimens
included in the present study, these samples did not have drilled fastener holes and
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were not subjected to effects from any operational environment. Fatigue tests of base-
line specimens were conducted using both the tension-dominant fatigue spectrum
(TDFS) and the compression-dominant fatigue spectrum (CDFS) based on the normal-
ized fatigue spectrum shown in Figure 10.7. Upon completion of two test lifetimes at
ambient laboratory conditions, the residual strength of both tension and compression
loading modes was determined. The average ultimate static tension and compression
loads were 75,740 lbf and�80,253 lbf, respectively. Following TDFS loading for two
tests lives, the residual tension and compression strengths of specimens extracted from
the scrapped lower wing panel were noted as 79,396 lbf and�74,653 lbf, respectively,
whereas for a specimen extracted from the test panel, tension residual strength was
107,250 lbf. Following CDFS loading for two test lives, the residual compression
strength of specimens extracted from the test panel was �79,470 lbf. The ultimate
strain levels for all baseline specimens ranged from 5000 to 7000 microstrains.

10.4.5 Residual strength after fleet service

Table 10.2 includes a summary of all static tests. Tension specimens indicated that the
upper-skin failure loads were more than 10% higher than those for the lower skin.
Upper-skin specimens were approximately 2.5% thicker than lower-skin specimens.
Compression data indicated approximately 5% higher ultimate loads for upper-skin
specimens (excluding the upper-skin specimen that indicated buckling) than that for

(a) (b)

Figure 10.6 Antibuckling fixtures with (a) aluminum and (b) l80A hardness rollers as lateral
supports.
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lower-skin specimens. Considering data scatter and thickness variations, compressive
strength data from lower and upper skins were considered comparable. Back-to-back
strains of tensile specimens were comparable, and the strain at failure ranged from
approximately 6500 to 7500 microstrains. However, compression specimens indicated
significant variations between back-to-back strain gauges, and the strain at failure
ranged from approximately 4500 to 9500 microstrains. Specimens indicating extremely
high strain on one side had extremely low strain on the opposite side, thus indicating
buckling. Although the antibuckling fixture was used for these tests, the variation in
thickness across both length and width caused localized buckling that, in turn, created
such back-to-back strain variations. Overall, the static test data are comparable or higher
than the static test data reported by Hurd and Coffey (1995) for pristine specimens
(Figure 10.8). These data indicate that the service history, including environmental
exposure, did not degrade the structural integrity of the bonded stepped-lap joint.

10.4.6 Failure modes for residual strength tests

To gain a full understanding of the failure mechanism of the joint being investigated,
the mode of failure must be characterized. Three typical characterizations for the
failure mode of an adhesively-bonded joint are the following:

• Cohesive failure is characterized by failure of the adhesive itself because of an inability to
resist internal separation. The observation that adhesive stuck to both surfaces is an
indication of this failure mode.
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Figure 10.7 Normalized fatigue spectrum.
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Table 10.2 Summary of static test results

Loading mode Skin Specimen ID
Ultimate load
(lbf)

Ultimate
strength (psi)

Strength
Coefficient
of variation
(%)Mean (psi)

Standard
deviation (psi)

Tension Lower 1L-OH-1 92,832 97,048 96,013 2668 2.8

1L-OH-2 95,695 100,041

1L-OH-4 87,025 90,977

1L-OH-7 91,967 96,144

2L-OH-1 91,719 95,885

2L-OH-5 91,898 96,072

2L-OH-7 91,756 95,923

Compression Lower 1L-OH-3 �84,690 �88,536 �84,695 3143 3.7

1L-OH-5 �79,437 �83,044

1L-OH-6 �84,051 �87,868

2L-OH-2 �76,756 �80,242

2L-OH-3 �80,066 �83,702

2L-OH-4 �83,287 �87,069

2L-OH-6 �78,822 �82,402
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Table 10.2 Continued

Loading mode Skin Specimen ID
Ultimate load
(lbf)

Ultimate
strength (psi)

Strength
Coefficient
of variation
(%)Mean (psi)

Standard
deviation (psi)

Tension Upper 4U-NH-3 99,799 102,001 102,328 3654 3.6

4U-NH-4 95,563 96,349

3U-NH-3 104,647 102,876

3U-NH-4 106,365 104,629

1U-NH-3 101,931 105,785

Compression Upper 1U-NH-10 �78,753 �77,139 �83,376 10,395 12.5

2U-NH-4 �67,833* �70,969

2U-NH-5 �77,317 �81,193

2U-NH-6 �86,114 �90,811

3U-NH-2 �97,483 �96,767

TDFS, tension-dominant fatigue spectrum; CDFS, compression-dominant fatigue spectrum; FH, filled hole; LSF, load severity factor; OH, open hole; NH, no hole.
* Some lateral supports moved, and the test specimen indicated buckling before failure; thus, failure load was lower than other specimens in this category.
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• Adhesive failure is characterized by a failure of the joint at the adhesiveeadherend interface
and is typically caused by inadequate chemical and/or mechanical preparation of the surface.
Specimens that fail adhesively tend to have excessive peel stresses, which lead to failure and
often do not yield a strength value for the adhesive joint but rather indicate unsuitable surface
qualities of the adherend.

• Substrate (adherend) failure is characterized by failure of the adherend rather than the adhe-
sive. In metals, this occurs when the adherend yields. In composites, the laminate typically
fails by way of interlaminar failure, that is, when the matrix between plies fails. In substrates,
failure occurs when the adhesive is stronger than the adherend in the joint being tested.

Typical failure modes for static specimens are shown in Figure 10.9. Tensile spec-
imens primarily experience adherend failure. Since the joint included several lap
joints, detailed inspection after failure was required to determine the failure mecha-
nism. Inspection of the bonded surface of the joint after failure indicated adherend
failure (e.g., intralaminar/interlaminar cracks in composite and tensile fracture in
titanium) and cohesive failure. As a result of the catastrophic nature of the failure,
the primary or initial failure mode was inconclusive. Because of the robust antibuck-
ling fixture used, most of the compression specimens indicated compressive failure.
However, several compression test specimens experienced composite failure of the
unsupported region, whereas some indicated titanium buckling. The latter two failure
modes were possibly due to load eccentricity caused by uneven specimen surfaces.
Those specimens later had two failure modes, resulting in lower ultimate loads
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Figure 10.8 Comparison of average residual strength after one lifetime in service to static
strength.
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than the compression specimens that failed in the compression failure mode, thus
indicating premature failure.

10.5 Remaining life after fleet service

Upon evaluation of the residual strength after one service life, a set of specimens was
subjected to fatigue loading to determine the remaining life of the wing root joint.
Extracted and dog-bone specimens were prepared in a manner similar to that used
for residual strength test specimens from several wing skins and included NH, OH,
and FH specimens from both upper and lower skins. All fatigue tests were carried
out with antibuckling fixtures to stabilize the specimen in the lateral (out-of-plane)
direction.

10.5.1 Fatigue test spectrum

Fatigue tests were conducted using a load spectrum generated based on the flight-by-
flight loading of the wing root, which is the same as the spectrum used by Hurd and
Coffey (1995). Because of the variation in thickness of the wing skins across the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10.9 Typical failure modes for static specimens. (a) Adherend tensile (1U-NH-3),
(b) compressive (2U-NH-6), (c) composite (2U-NH-5), and (d) titanium failure (1U-NH-10).
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bonded region and the differences in construction of the upper and lower wings, the
spectrum used by Hurd and Coffey (1995) was normalized by the designed limit loads.
The normalized fatigue spectrum that represents 300 spectrum fatigue hours (SFHs) or
one test profile is shown in Figure 10.7. It was multiplied by either a tension or
compression load limit (reference) along with a thickness-correction factor to obtain
the tension-dominant or compression-dominant fatigue spectrum, respectively.
When generating compression-dominant fatigue spectra, the negative sign of the
compression load limit is maintained so that a mostly positive normalized spectrum
is changed to a mostly negative (compressive) load spectrum. As can be seen in
Figure 10.7, the aircraft is designed to withstand loads above the load limit that occur
during its maneuvers (e.g., normalized loads>1.0). To reduce the test duration, the test
spectrum was multiplied by a load severity factor (LSF) while maintaining the original
stress ratio of each segment. The test frequency was 3 Hz. One lifetime is represented
by 20 test profiles, which is equivalent to 6000 SFHs.

10.5.2 Fatigue test matrix

The fatigue test matrix included 21 specimens that were tested using the tension-
dominant fatigue spectrum, and 13 specimens were tested using the compression-
dominant fatigue spectrum, as shown in Table 10.3. All fatigue tests were conducted
in a laboratory environment. Except for the limited number of specimens that were
conditioned in a salt fog chamber, specimens were tested in the as-machined condition.
The LSF equal to 1.15 corresponds to a 15% increase in applied load in the original
fatigue spectrum. Note that the tension and compression reference loads used to
generate the test spectrum by multiplying the normalized spectrum in Figure 10.7
are different in magnitude. Therefore, the tension and compression stress levels are
uniquely identified as LT and LC, respectively, in Table 10.3.

Based on preliminary tests conducted on TDFS specimens, 10 lifetimes of laboratory
fatigue cycles were considered runout, while 30 lifetimes of laboratory fatigue cycles
were considered for CDFS specimens. Test specimens that survived the number of tar-
geted repetitions (runouts)were tested for residual strength. TDFS andCDFS specimens
were loaded in tension and compression, respectively, during residual strength tests.

10.5.3 Fatigue data

Table 10.4 shows the summary of all fatigue tests and the ultimate loads from residual
strength tests. For comparison purposes, the ultimate load is normalized by the thickness
and width at station 1 to calculate the residual strength. Note that the fatigue lifetimes
indicated in Table 10.4 are only the laboratory test duration, excluding the service his-
tory. Figure 10.10 shows a summary of all stepped-lap joint test data in Tables 10.2 and
10.4. Six specimens survived the tension-dominant fatigue spectrum for 10 lifetimes.
Furthermore, 10 specimens survived the compression-dominant fatigue spectrum for
30 lifetimes, while one specimen survived the same for 60 lifetimes! Figure 10.11 shows
a summary of fatigue and residual strength results. Residual strength of the runout spec-
imen did not indicate a significant strength reduction due to additional fatigue loading.
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Table 10.3 Fatigue test specimens

Fatigue
spectrum Skin

Specimen
configuration Stress level LSF Specimen ID

Thickness at
station 1 (in)

Width at
station 1 (in)

TDFS Lower Open hole LT-1 1.15 4L-OH-6 0.4960 2.000

4L-OH-7 0.4870 2.000

4L-OH-9 0.5030 1.984

Lower Filled hole 3L-FH-2 0.4765 1.983

4L-FH-3 0.4800 1.996

3L-FH-8 0.4776 1.982

3L-FH-6 0.4713 1.971

3L-FH-4 0.4718 1.973

3L-FH-5 0.4818 1.974

Lower Filled hole 3L-FH-7 0.4835 1.977

3L-FH-3 0.4737 1.995

Upper No hole 4U-NH-10 0.5018 1.996

3U-NH-5 0.5054 1.951

3U-NH-6 0.5045 1.967

Lower Filled hole LT-2 1.30 3L-FH-1 0.3722 1.976

Upper No hole LT-3 1.45 2U-NH-9 0.4937 1.984

1U-NH-5 0.4863 1.987

1U-NH-2 0.4839 1.987
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Upper
(salt-fog*)

1U-NH-9 0.4886 1.995

3U-NH-7 0.5019 1.970

3U-NH-8 0.4918 1.960

CDFS Lower Open hole LC-1 1.15 4L-OH-4 0.4635 1.989

4L-OH-8 0.4920 2.008

4L-OH-5 0.4620 1.989

Upper No hole 4U-NH-9 0.4830 1.990

3U-NH-1 0.4643 1.953

Upper No hole LC-3 1.45 1U-NH-6 0.4859 1.998

1U-NH-7 0.4947 1.996

4U-NH-2 0.4820 2.002

4U-NH-5 0.4978 1.993

2U-NH-8 0.4874 1.990

2U-NH-10 0.4993 1.976

Upper
(salt fog*)

1U-NH-8 0.4898 1.999

Upper No hole LC-4 1.60 2U-NH-7 0.4985 1.985

TDFS, tension-dominant fatigue spectrum; CDFS, compression-dominant fatigue spectrum; FH, filled hole; LSF, load severity factor; OH, open hole; NH, no hole.
* Conditioned in salt fog environment for 60 days at 120 �F and tested at ambient room temperature.
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Table 10.4 Summary of fatigue test results

Fatigue
spectrum Stress level Specimen ID

Fatigue
segments Test lifetimes

Ultimate load
(lbf)

Residual
strength (psi)

TDFS LT-1 4L-OH-6 839,637 5.2
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

Fatigue failures

4L-OH-7 843,570 5.3

4L-OH-9 983,239 6.1

3L-FH-2 1176,553 7.3

4L-FH-3 1474,892 9.2

3L-FH-8 948,298 5.9

3L-FH-6 978,445 6.1

3L-FH-4 1334,296 8.3

3L-FH-5 1470,248 9.2

3L-FH-7 1,606,000 10.0 85,821 89,776

3L-FH-3 1,606,000 10.0 86,820 91,870

4U-NH-10 1,606,000 10.0 97,101 96,947

3U-NH-5 1,606,000 10.0 89,043 90,304

3U-NH-6 1,606,000 10.0 91,434 92,148

LT-2 3L-FH -1 1,606,000 10.0 55,383* 75,303

LT-3 2U-NH-9 775,782 4.8 �80,236y �81,912

1U-NH-5 898,458 5.6
)

Fatigue failures
1U-NH-2 1,777,288 11.1

1U-NH-9 771,408 4.8

Fatigue failures3U-NH-7 768,254 4.8

3U-NH-8 787,710 4.9
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CDFS LC-1 4L-OH-4 4,818,000 30.0 �44,379z �48,139

4L-OH-8 4,818,000 30.0 �73,238 �74,132

4L-OH-5 4,818,000 30.0 �81,492 �88,683

4U-NH-9 4,818,000 30.0 �78,325 �81,489

3U-NH-1 9,636,000 60.0 �73,257 �80,788

LC-3 1U-NH-6 4,818,000 30.0 �95,421 �98,292

1U-NH-7 4,818,000 30.0 �87,846 �88,962

4U-NH-2 4,818,000 30.0 �75,048 �77,783

4U-NH-5 4,818,000 30.0 �96,307 �97,085

2U-NH-8 4,818,000 30.0 �92,167 �95,025

2U-NH-10 4,441,347 27.7 Fatigue failure

1U-NH-8 4,818,000 30.0 �100618 �102758

LC-4 2U-NH-7 3,003,978 18.7 Fatigue failure

TDFS, tension-dominant fatigue spectrum; CDFS, compression-dominant fatigue spectrum; FH, filled hole; LSF, load severity factor; OH, open hole; NH, no hole.
* Relatively thin specimen obtained closer to leading edge.
yTest specimen failed during setup; load cell value reported as residual strength.
zTest fixture malfunction caused premature failure due to excessive buckling.
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10.5.4 Fatigue damage growth

All TDFS OH specimens failed during fatigue; the primary failure mode was a fracture
across the fastener hole. All but three of the TDFS FH specimens had fatigue failures.
The full-field strain from a digital image correlation indicated a significant concentra-
tion of strain at the hole, which led to growth of the crack in the titanium under fatigue.
The three TDFS FH specimens that survived 10 lifetimes indicated compliance
changes or a global stiffness change during fatigue cycling, similar to the TDFS FH
specimens that had fatigue failures. Failure analysis and inspections of these specimens
after residual strength testing revealed the presence of fatigue-induced cracks near the
fastener hole (Figure 10.12), which seem to have contributed to the compliance
change. The residual strength of TDFS FH specimens, except for the relatively thin
3L-FH-1, which had a higher LSF, indicated no significant degradation in the load-
carrying capacity of the joint.

Similarly, all TDFS NH specimens that were tested using an LSF of 1.15 (LT-1)
survived 10 lifetimes with no significant degradation. TDFS NH specimens that
were tested with an LSF of 1.45 (LT-3) had large delaminations that initiated around
the areas where fatigue-induced cracks formed in the titanium, as shown in
Figure 10.13. Periodic microscopic and visual inspections showed that the fracture
initiated in the metal and then propagated into the composite as a delamination across
the remaining length of the specimen. Furthermore, it was noted that the crack began as
a corner crack on one side of the titanium and propagated across the width of the spec-
imen. Even after the titanium failed across the fillet region between steps 7 and 8 and
large delaminations were present, these specimens were able to transfer loads across
the remainder of the stepped-lap joint for a significant number of fatigue cycles. Based
on the strain gauge data, the load redistribution was noticeably greater over the
remainder of the joint, resulting in final failure.

Although the presence of microcracks in the matrix was noted before failure, the
global compliance did not change until cracks were fully developed in the titanium,

Figure 10.12 Fatigue damage from a corner crack at a fastener hole in sample 3L-FH-7
(inspected after a residual strength test).
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as shown in Figure 10.14(a). Once the crack in the titanium started to propagate, the
compliance changed rapidly. Figure 10.14(b) shows crack growth around the fillet
region between steps 7 and 8 of 1U-NH-2, which indicates the same progressive failure
mechanism as 1U-NH-5. Figure 10.15(a) and (b) shows the failure surfaces of 1U-NH-2
closer to the outer mold line (OML) and inner mold line (IML), respectively. A mostly
light-color area on theOML side indicates cohesive failure, whereas the IML side shows
a combination of cohesive failure and adherend (composite) failure—both indicating
satisfactory adhesion.

Except for two specimens, all CDFS specimens, including the OH specimens,
survived 30 lifetimes (the 3U-NH-1 specimen survived 60 lifetimes) and did not indi-
cate significant degradation of load-carrying capacity with respect to static strength
data, as shown in Table 10.2. Of the two that failed, 2U-NH-10, with an LSF of 1.45,
survived more than 27 lifetimes, whereas 2U-NH-7, with an LSF of 1.60, survived
more than 18 lifetimes. Both of these specimens indicated progressive delamination
through multiple layers of the composite. Visual inspection and compliance
monitoring (Figure 10.16(a)) at the end of each profile indicated that the progressive
damage occurred in two stages. During the first stage, microcracks formed because of
fatigue loading. At the end of this stage, these microcracks coalesced and caused
delamination a few plies below the IML of the specimen, as shown in
Figure 10.16(b). The initial decrease in slope of the loadedisplacement curve at
the beginning of stage 2 also confirmed the visual inspections. The formation of a

Titanium
(step 8)

Resin-rich
areas

Adhesive Composite

Figure 10.13 Progressive fatigue failure of 1U-NH-5.
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large delamination resulted in a significant reduction in specimen stiffness, which is
depicted in the change in slope of the loadedisplacement curve at the end of profile
237. This slope continued to decrease during stage 2, indicating the softening of the
specimen due to fatigue damage, especially for compression loading. As the first
delamination propagated toward the grips and completely separated the outer plies
from the load path, the second delamination formed several plies below the initial
delamination. As stage 2 fatigue loading continued, the second delamination propa-
gated toward the grip section and completely separated the next set of plies from the
load path. This caused a majority of the load to be redistributed to the opposite side of
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Figure 10.14 (a) Compliance change as the fatigue crack in titanium progresses and
(b) inspections of 1U-NH-2 after 214 test profiles (PF) indicating propogation of the crack
from titanium to the composite through the adhesive layer and resin-rich areas.
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the specimen. Finally, the load eccentricity and increase in localized stresses resulted
in compression buckling and failure of the composite, as shown in Figure 10.16(b).
Back-to-back strain gauges on the compression specimens, especially those with
high failure loads, indicated a significant amount of localized buckling, regardless
of the use of the antibuckling fixture.

10.5.5 Inspections

Load, displacement, and strain data were continuously monitored and saved; the spec-
imen compliance during tension and compression was monitored quasi-statically each
time after repeating the 300 SFH profile. Specimen compliance was monitored period-
ically to detect potential stiffness losses because of an increase in damage. In addition to
compliance checks and visual inspections, periodic nondestructive examinations were
carried out using through-transmission ultrasonic C-scans, an optical microscope, and
pulse thermography. Since compliance checks do not require the test specimen to be
removed from the fixture, they are effective compared to other detailed NDI inspections.
However, this technique may not be able to detect small stiffness changes caused by
microcrack formation or minor wearout caused by fatigue loading. NDIs around the
joint area were instrumental in understanding the formation of microcracks in composite
details near the joint area so that field inspectors could interpret similar findings during
aircraft maintenance. Fatigue data indicated that despite the formation of microcracks,
the joints were able to carry fatigue loads and showed no change in stiffness.

Through-transmission ultrasonic C-scans of stepped-lap joint specimens indicated
anomalies (darkened lines compared to scans before fatigue cycling), as shown in

(a)

(b)

Figure 10.15 (a) Failed surfaces of the outer mold line and (b) inner mold line of 1U-NH-2
(arrows indicate the path of the crack on titanium).
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Figure 10.17(a). Microcracks were noted on both the bond line and in resin-rich areas
during early fatigue loading. Some of these microcracks resulted in intralaminar cracks,
as shown in Figure 10.17(b). Since the toughness of the adhesive against fracture is
significantly higher than that of the composite resin system, it was noted that the major-
ity of microcracks nucleated from the composite or from the resin-rich areas. Although
the microscopic inspections of the sides of the specimens suggest that the darkened lines
in Figure 10.17(a) represent microcracks in the fillet regions, further study is required to
properly interpret the NDI data from field inspections of the aircraft wing, that is, anom-
alies representing microcracks in adhesive and/or composite.

10.5.6 Environmental effects

Mechanical properties of the adhesive degrade with the absorption of moisture from
humid environments. Water diffuses to the adhesive and/or to the adhesiveeadherend
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Figure 10.16 (a) Specimen stiffness change caused by progressive damage and (b) failure mode
of 2U-NH-7 indicating delaminations in multiple composite layers.
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interface. Some effects, such as plasticization, affect the mechanical properties as well
as the glass transition temperature, but are reversible. Moisture ingression can also
cause irreversible changes such as swelling-induced cracks, further cross-linking, or
chemical degradation when mixed with other fluids. In addition, the operating temper-
ature has significant effects on adhesive behavior, that is, adhesives become weak and
ductile at high temperatures and more brittle at low temperatures. In general, the yield
stress of all adhesives increases with decreasing temperature, as does the modulus
(Figure 10.2).

(a)

(b)

As received

Five test lifetimes

Ten test lifetimes

Strain gauges with
environmental coating

Figure 10.17 (a) Through-transmission ultrasonic inspections at major fatigue intervals and
(b) microscopic inspection results of 1U-NH-2 after 10 test lifetimes.
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Approximately 34% of the F/A-18 external surfaces are constructed of graphite/
epoxy composites (Vodicka, Nelson, van den Berg, & Chester, 1999). An environ-
mental protective layer prevents diffusion of moisture into the composites (and the
adhesive layer). However, long-term exposure of the environmental protective coating
to ultraviolet radiation can degrade its effectiveness. Seven traveler specimens were
extracted from one of the decommissioned composite wing skins to determine their
residual moisture content at the end of service life. These traveler specimens were
dried in a chamber, and the weight loss was measured every week until equilibrium
was reached; it was found that the average residual moisture content (as received)
of wing skin was approximately 0.251% by weight.

U.S. Navy aircraft, including the F/A-18, are exposed to severe environments as salt
water splashes on them while on carrier decks. To evaluate the effect of the operating
environment, four specimens with geometry similar to that shown in Figure 10.4 were
exposed to salt fog in a chamber at 120 �F for 60 days, in accordance with ASTM stan-
dards B117 and G85. Sides of the specimens were completely exposed to the chamber
environment (to simulate complete failure of the environmental protective coating),
subjecting the composite to accelerated moisture absorption through diffusion and sub-
jecting titanium to a corrosive environment. Periodic inspections of the specimens
conditioned in the salt fog environment indicated that the titanium showed excellent
resistance to corrosion. When titanium is exposed to an environment containing oxy-
gen, it forms an oxide layer that protects the metal from corrosive elements. In addition
to protection from direct exposure, Mahoon (1982) showed that the chemical compo-
sition of the oxide during surface preparation before bonding has a strong influence on
bond durability, and the oxide is unaffected by the exposure to humidity, thus
providing stable interfacial characteristics.

Specimens were then fatigue tested in a laboratory environment—three in a
tension-dominant fatigue spectrum and one in a compression-dominant fatigue spec-
trum. Salt fog-conditioned specimens subjected to the TDFS failed just before reach-
ing five test lives in the laboratory environment. The salt fog-conditioned specimens
subjected to CDFS survived 30 test lives, with �100,618 lbf failure load during the
residual strength test. This is the highest compressive strength recorded of all the
specimens in this investigation. Although composite, titanium, and adhesive were
directly exposed on both sides, these fatigue results indicated that the salt fog condi-
tioning did not have any significant effect on the residual strength or fatigue perfor-
mance of the joint. This indicates the robustness of the material for this application
and provides confidence that the failure of the environmental protective layer in the
short term (until it is detected by a periodic inspection and repaired) will not have a
significant effect on the joint performance.

10.6 Inner-wing full-scale fatigue test

Evaluations of the residual strength and remaining life of WR-SLJ described in previ-
ous sections were done using specimens extracted from wing skins and subjected only
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to in-plane loading. Bonded joints are sensitive to out-of-plane loading caused by
bending and twisting of the structure. To investigate loads that are representative of
what the bonded joint experiences during service, that is, in-plane and out-of-plane
loading, a full-scale fatigue test of the F/A-18 inner wing was conducted (Seneviratne
& Tomblin, 2013). The test article consisted of a center fuselage, inner wings, and
trailing-edge flaps (Figure 10.18). A simulated inboard leading-edge flap and outboard
wing were attached to each inner-wing box for fatigue load application. Both the left
and right inner wings expended one fatigue lifetime in service and were exposed to
various operational environmental conditions. The center barrel section of the fuselage
was used as a part of the inner-wing test fixture to ensure proper load transfer at the
wing root lugs. The simulated inboard leading-edge flap and the outboard wing
were attached to each inner-wing box for fatigue load application. This structure pro-
vided an opportunity to look at the management of service life and to deliver useful
insight into sustaining the active fleet.

Current methods of certification for a composite and bonded aircraft structure rely
on the development of a safe-usage life through fatigue testing. Since the composite
structure is conservatively designed, with considerable analytical reductions in
strength to account for environmental effects, it is rare that the full-scale fatigue testing
of aircraft components exercises the capabilities of the composite structural members.
Thus, these factors combine to prevent composite structures from failing during fatigue
testing. In addition, the expense of fatigue testing rarely permits continued assessment
past the original design goals for the program. As a result, over the course of the
aircraft’s life there is little capability to relate in-service events to known fatigue
limitations of the original certification test and no mechanism based on engineering
principles for life extension. In many instances, the ability to reuse structural compo-
nents from retired aircraft (even after a full-life service) has been shown to be benefi-
cial in supporting existing fleet. This research provides the first step in such an
approach to fleet maintenance.

To simulate the maneuver loads, the full-scale F/A-18 test article was loaded using
16 servo-hydraulic actuators. Each wing was divided into four zones, and distributed
loads were applied using tension-compression whiffletree mechanisms (Figure 10.19).
The trailing-edge flap included a one-zone whiffletree. The leading-edge flap loads and
outer-wing loads were applied through dummy (simulated) structures. Loads applied
to the wing were reacted through the fuselage, mainly at three bulkheads located in
the center barrel. The weight of the test article was counterbalanced by tare loads
before applying the fatigue loads.

The fatigue spectrum used for the full-scale test consisted of loads from four refer-
ence load cases defined at a particular altitude and a Mach number: (1) symmetric pull-
up, (2) rolling pullout, (3) symmetric push-down, and (4) 1-g roll. Reference fatigue
loads were adjusted for altitude, Mach number, and g-force used on each load segment.
Each 300-SFH segment of the flight-by-flight fatigue loads included 9354 load seg-
ments (one test life¼ 187,080 segments). The test article was instrumented using
both resistance and fiber optic strain gauges at strategic locations to monitor any
degradation or load redistribution due to damage. Wing and flap deflections were
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Figure 10.18 (a) Test article description and (b) test rig for F/A-18 full-scale wing fatigue test.
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measured using string-pot displacement gages. Periodic inspections were carried out
using visual, ultrasonic, thermal, and photogrammetry full-field image correlation
techniques.

The wing structure was cycled for one lifetime of test loads while monitoring for
potential fatigue-induced damage using various types of health monitoring techniques.
This full-scale test program also provided an opportunity to evaluate current field in-
spection techniques and structural health monitoring systems used to detect known or
suspected damage threats found during teardown inspections for the period of the
extended life. It also assessed novel inspection techniques to detect such damage
threats in a controlled environment and implications of introducing them as field in-
spection techniques. Periodic NDI and strain data did not indicate degradation of
the bonded region after an additional one lifetime of fatigue loading in the laboratory
environment.

10.7 Conclusions

Static strength tests conducted on the specimens extracted from decommissioned
F/A-18 inner wing root stepped-lap joints indicated that the load-carrying capacity
of the joint is comparable to the test data generated for pristine specimens. This sig-
nifies that one lifetime of service history, including environmental exposure of the
wings, had no significant effect on the residual strength of the joint. This also indicates
that the environmental protective measures used on wing skins performed well
throughout the service life. The salt fog-conditioned fatigue tests indicated the robust-
ness of the material selection of the joint to perform effectively even with short-term
exposure to salt fog and moisture after failure of environmental protective measures.

Figure 10.19 Four-actuator tensionecompression whiffletree over wing.
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Furthermore, additional spectrum fatigue tests indicated that the remaining life of the
joints was substantial and that the residual strength was unaffected by the additional
fatigue cycles induced under laboratory environmental conditions.

The double stepped-lap joint configuration was well suited for a wing root that
exhibits complex load distribution, including significant compressive fatigue loads.
Microscopic inspection of the bond line indicated that its thickness was well
controlled across the joint. Also, these inspections indicated minimal fiber kinking
and waviness at ply termination at each step. The use of 0� plies at the interface
also increased joint efficiency and prevented premature adherend failure due to trans-
verse microcracking.

NDI findings indicated that there is a reasonable window of opportunity to detect
microcracks that can cause detrimental localized load redistribution due to softening
of the composite structure. The progressive failure mechanism of the wing root
stepped-lap joint is complex and thus requires detailed failure analysis and investiga-
tion into the NDI findings during fatigue. The failure of TDFS specimens during fa-
tigue initiated in titanium either from a hole (on OH specimens) or as a corner crack
on the transition region of step 8 (on NH specimens). The long-term durability of
an adhesive joint hinges on the interfacial properties and the adhesive resistance to
environmental effects. Overall, the detailed failure analysis indicated that the surface
preparation technique and the selection of moisture-resistant adhesive performed
well, thus providing durable adhesion to the substrate.

The full-scale fatigue test of the inner wings after one lifetime of service indicated
no fatigue damage caused by the additional lifetime of fatigue loading in the labora-
tory environment. Once the wing is assembled, only the bond line interface closer to
the OML can be inspected using NDI equipment since the titanium interferes with the
penetration of signals to the far side (closer to the interior of the wing) of the bond
line interface. Thus, the damage to the bond line or the composite on the far side
cannot be detected during service. The progressive fatigue-induced damage observed
during specimen-level tests indicated a significant number of cycles from when the
titanium fails until large delamination forms on both sides of the joint. This makes
it feasible to consider using a field/depot inspection to detect delaminations of the
stepped-lap joint on the outer/accessible side of the wing. Since the damage pro-
gresses slowly, a one-time maneuver-restricted flight to the depot for wing removal
can be considered.

We recommend additional full-scale fatigue tests using wings from retired aircraft
to establish both the durability of wing structures with extensive damage and the prob-
ability of detection curves for the field NDI techniques most suitable for the failure
modes seen in the test.
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11.1 Introduction

One of the main advantages of adhesive bonding is its high resistance to fatigue and its
long fatigue lifetime when compared to classical mechanical joining techniques. As ad-
hesives are used in many industries including aerospace, automotive and civil engineer-
ing, they are often subjected to fatigue loading conditions. Because a structure may fail
under the action of a fatigue load equivalent to a small percentage of static strength, fa-
tigue analysis and performance are desirable for failsafe and damage tolerance design.
The analysis and prediction of fatigue behaviour are challenges due tomany factors, e.g.
the complicated nature of fatigue crack initiation and propagation, the complex geom-
etry of bonded joints involving different materials, and the complex material behaviour
of adhesives under loading and unloading regimes (Abdel Wahab, 2012).

The techniques used to simulation mode I fatigue crack propagation in adhesively-
bonded joints using finite element analysis (FEA) are divided into two main categories:
fracture mechanics (FM) and continuum damage mechanics (CDM). In case of a joint
subjected only to mode I loading, i.e. only peel stresses, the FM approach requires the
knowledge of mode I fatigue crack growth behaviour and fracture mechanics deriving
parameter as a function of crack length (Pirondi & Nicoletto, 2006). Under mode I
loading conditions, the fatigue crack growth is often experimentally characterized us-
ing double cantilever beam (DCB) or tapered double cantilever beam (TDCB), and its
steady state stage is expressed by Paris’ equation (Wahab, Ashcroft, Crocombe, &
Smith, 2004).

The application of the CDM approach to crack propagation implies the use of the
cohesive zone model (CZM) to account for the process zone ahead of the crack tip.
CZM can be used to model both damage initiation and crack propagation under mono-
tonic and fatigue loading regime. Recently, it has been used to analyse fatigue prob-
lems in adhesively-bonded joints, e.g. Khoramishad, Crocombe, Katnam, and
Ashcroft (2010), Moroni and Pirondi (2011) and Pirondi and Moroni (2010). In
such an approach, cohesive traction-separation is characterized by a non-linear failure
law between the cohesive traction vector and the displacement separation vector acting
across the cohesive surfaces. In case of high-cycle fatigue, where the number of cycles
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is usually larger than 10,000, a combination of both CZM and FM concepts is desirable
in order to avoid a cycle-by-cycle analysis and to reduce the computational costs.

In the following sections, first the finite element modelling techniques used to
model mode I crack propagation are reviewed. Techniques such as re-meshing,
node release and the extended finite element method (XFEM) are considered. Sec-
ondly, the FM approach and the techniques used to extracted fracture mechanics pa-
rameters from FEA are reviewed. Third, the CZM approach, the cohesive
tractioneseparation law and the cohesive fatigue model are presented. Next, a mixed
FM and CZM approach is proposed. Finally, conclusions are presented.

11.2 Finite element (FE) modelling

11.2.1 Modelling of a double cantilever beam (DCB) joint

DCB is a standard test specimen used to characterize mode I fracture in adhesively-
bonded joints. It is often used to measure the fracture toughness of a cracked adhesive
layer bonded to two substrates, as shown in Figure 11.1. For fatigue crack propagation
measurements, DCB is used to determine the mode I crack growth rate as a function of
the range of a fracture parameter, e.g. stress intensity factor or strain energy release
rate. DCB test specimen was originally described by ASTM (American standard) in
1990 and at a later stage further developed by BSI (British standard) in 2001 and
ISO (international standard) in 2009. An initial crack of length ao is introduced during
the fabrication of the specimen. The dimensions of the specimen, according to the
ASTM standard, are: length l¼ 300 mm, width w¼ 25 mm and height h¼ 12.7 mm.

When modelling DCB using FEA, a two-dimensional simplification is often used.
As the joint width is 25 mm, it may be considered to be large enough to assume a plane
strain condition in the mid-plane (z¼�w/2). Near the free surfaces, i.e. z¼ 0 or
z¼�w, a plane stress condition may be assumed. However, a two-dimensional plane
strain analysis is usually enough to extract the mode I fracture parameter and to anal-
ysis the crack growth behaviour. In order to capture the high stress gradient near the
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Figure 11.1 DCB mode I test specimen.
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crack tip and the interface between the adhesive layer and the substrates, higher-order
elements are recommended (Cook, Malkus, & Plesha, 1989; Taylor & Zienkiewicz,
2005; Zienkiewicz, Taylor, & Nithiarasu, 2005). Two-dimensional quadratic, eight-
noded elements are usually used to model both adhesives and substrates. Because ad-
hesives are often used to bond very thin substrates, large deformations are expected,
and geometric non-linearity should be taken into account in the finite element (FE)
simulations. Geometric non-linearity is characterized by large displacements and/or
rotations. In case of large deformation, a higher-order term is considered in the
strainedisplacement relationship, e.g. for one-dimensional analysis the strain is

expressed as εx ¼ vux
vx

þ 1
2

�
vux
vx

�2

: Thus, the element stiffness matrix, [K], is a func-

tion of the displacement vector and is given by:

½K� ¼
Z
U

½B�T½D�
�
I þ 1

2
½B�½dd�

�
½B�dU (11.1)

where [B] is the strain-displacement matrix, [D] is the stress-strain matrix, [dd] is the
nodal displacement vector and U is the element surface area (for a two-dimensional
element). In case of small deformation, the second term in the parenthesis on the
right-hand side in Eqn (11.1) disappears and the element stiffness matrix is reduced to
its standard well-known form:

½K� ¼
Z
U

½B�T½D�½B�dU (11.2)

Therefore, in order to solve a large deformation FE problem, a non-linear numerical
procedure is required and the non-linear set of equations should be incrementally
solved.

11.2.2 Material models

Although some adhesives may behave as linear elastic materials, many modern adhe-
sives exhibit large plasticity and high non-linear behaviour. Therefore, material non-
linearity is very often used in modelling adhesive layer in bonded joints. A universally
acceptable non-linear material model, which fits well the experimental stressestrain
(s� ε) of adhesive materials and takes the elastic strain effect into consideration, is
based on the RambergeOsgood equation (Ramberg & Osgood, 1943):

ε ¼ s

E

"
1þ a

�
s

sy

�m�1
#

(11.3)

where E is Young’s modulus, a and m are the constants, and sy is a nominal yield
stress. In implementing non-linearity in FEA, the stiffness matrix in Eqn (11.1) or
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(11.2) will be a function of stresses and strains because the stressestrain matrix [D]
varies according to Eqn (11.3). Therefore, the solution of the classical linear FEA
equation [K][dd]¼ [F], where [F] is the external force vector, will not be satisfied in
one step, and an iterative solution will be required. Therefore, in elasticeplastic
problems, the material stiffness matrix is continually varying and the instantaneous
incremental stressestrain relationship is calculated as [Ds]¼ [Dep][Dε], where [Dep] is
the elasticeplastic material matrix. In order to evaluate the material matrix [Dep] at any
stage during the solution, the incremental solution is in the following form:

½Dj� ¼ ½KT�½dd� � ½DF� (11.4)

where [KT] is the material tangential stiffness, ½KT� ¼
R
U

½B�T½Dep�½B�dU; and [Dj] is

the residual vector, which approaches zero for a converged solution.
Composite substrates are usually modelled with linear elastic material behaviour.

As the main interest in the DCB test is the mode I crack propagation in the adhesive
layer, or along the adhesiveesubstrate interface, composites are usually modelled us-
ing apparent moduli of elasticity when performing two-dimensional plane strain anal-
ysis. The apparent moduli of elasticity and Poisson’s ratios for a composite laminate
are given by (Tsai, 1992):

E1 ¼ 1
a�11

; E2 ¼ 1
a�22

; E6 ¼ 1
a�66

;

n21 ¼ � a21
a11

; n61 ¼ a61
a11

; n62 ¼ a62
a11

;

n12 ¼ � a12
a22

; n16 ¼ a16
a66

; n26 ¼ a26
a66

(11.5)

where 1, 2 and 6 refer to laminate axes in one to two planes, and the constants
a11, a22, ., are the elements of the compliance matrix, [a], which is defined as the
inverse of the stiffness matrix [A]. The stiffness matrix is calculated from the off-axis
ply stiffness, [Q] as:

½A� ¼
Zh=2

�h=2

½Q�dz; ½A�� ¼ 1
h
½A� (11.6)

where h is the laminate thickness and z is the coordinate in the through-thickness
direction. The apparent moduli of elasticity and Poisson’s ratios can be determined
using any laminate plate theory analysis software, which solves Eqns (11.5) and (11.6)
for any given stacking sequence. If delamination of the first ply adjacent to the
interface is expected, explicit modelling of the first ply will be required. In three-
dimensional analysis, layered composite elements, in which each ply is explicitly
defined, can be used to model the substrates.
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11.2.3 Modelling of crack propagation

11.2.3.1 Re-meshing

As the model geometry changes during crack propagation, re-meshing of the structure
is required to account for the new geometry and the new crack configuration. In much
FEA software, automatic fatigue crack propagation using the re-meshing technique
can be performed. The FE mesh is modified and a new analysis is carried out after
each crack increment. In the automatic re-meshing technique, each crack propagation
increment involves the following steps: (1) performing FEA for the initial mesh with
an initial crack, (2) extracting fracture parameters, (3) determining the direction of
crack propagation and the new crack tip location, (4) updating the crack geometry
and (5) automatic re-meshing. A flow chart for the crack propagation re-meshing tech-
nique is shown in Figure 11.2. The re-meshing technique is suitable when the crack
path is not well known in advance.

11.2.3.2 Node release

Unlike the re-meshing technique, the node release technique does not required the gen-
eration of new FE mesh. The crack propagation is simulated by separating the crack tip
node into two nodes, one on each crack face. However, the crack path should be
known in advance so that nodes behind the initial crack tip are released during the
progress of crack propagation. Although avoiding re-meshing is an advantage, the
node release technique requires mesh refinement along the expected crack path.

No

Stop
Yes

FEA for the initial mesh with an initial crack

Extracting fracture parameters

Determining the direction of crack propagation and the 
new crack tip location 

Updating the crack geometry

Is final crack length reached? 

Automatic re-meshing and solve 

Figure 11.2 Flow chart for crack propagation re-meshing technique.
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A comparison between the FE idealization used for both techniques is shown in
Figure 11.3.

11.2.3.3 Extended finite element method (XFEM)

Another technique used for studying crack propagation without re-meshing makes use
of the XFEM, which is an extension of the classical FEA or FEM (finite element
method). XFEM is based on the concept of the partition of unity and improves the ca-
pabilities of FEM to model discontinuities (Belytschko & Black, 1999). In XFEM,
enrichment functions for nodal displacements are used to simulate the separation of
crack faces and the crack tip behaviour. The elements along the crack faces are
enriched with a discontinuous function, while the elements at the crack tip are enriched
with a near-tip asymptotic displacement function. In general, the enrichment functions
are automatically created by the XFEM algorithm around the crack tip and crack faces,
and continuously adjusted to follow the crack propagation direction. Therefore, re-
meshing during crack growth is not required, which is one of the advantages of
XFEM. In such a technique, a crack is modelled through discontinuity in displace-
ments, i.e. the displacement approximation is given by:

u ¼
Xn
i¼ 1

Ni

 
ui þ Hai þ

X4
j¼ 1

Qjbij

!
(11.7)

where N is the shape function, n is the number of nodes, u is the classical degree of
freedom, a and b are the additional degrees of freedom, H is the Heaviside function
that represents discontinuity, and Q is a crack tip function that represents a square root
displacement variation at a crack tip. The Heaviside function, H, is a discontinuous
function that has a value of þ1 above the crack face and �1 below the crack face.
Figure 11.4 shows XFEM idealization for a crack.

Crack faces Crack tip Crack faces Crack tip Crack path

(a) (b)

Figure 11.3 Crack propagation techniques: (a) re-meshing and (b) node release.
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11.3 Fracture mechanics (FM) approach

11.3.1 Crack growth laws

In order to study mode I fatigue crack propagation, the relationship between a fracture
parameter and the crack growth rate should be identified using a DCB test specimen.
Figure 11.5 shows a common mode I fatigue crack propagation curve for adhesively-
bonded joints, in which crack growth rate (da/dN) is plotted against the mode I
maximum strain energy release rate (GImax) using a logarithmic scale. The fatigue
crack propagation curve has a sigmoidal shape and can be divided into three different
regions: a threshold region, a linear region and a fast fracture region. The threshold

   Enrichment by 

Heaviside function

Enrichment by 

a crack tip function

Figure 11.4 XFEM idealization for a crack.

Threshold

log (da/dN)

log (Glmax)GlcGlth

Fast fractureLinear

Figure 11.5 A typical mode I fatigue crack propagation.
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region is defined by mode I fatigue threshold, GIth, below which no crack growth takes
place. The linear or steady-state crack growth region can be well described by Paris’
law, whereas the fast or unstable crack growth region is where catastrophic failure oc-
curs, and takes place when mode I fracture toughness, GIc, is reached. Knowing the
relationship between the crack length a and GImax, the integration of the fatigue crack
propagation curve leads to an estimation of the crack propagation lifetime of an
adhesively-bonded joint.

For adhesively-bonded joints, the strain energy release rate is often used as a frac-
ture parameter in Paris’s equation. The mode I fatigue crack growth rate in the steady
crack (linear) propagation region using a DCB test specimen leads to a linear trend on
Paris’ law (Wahab et al., 2004):

da
dN

¼ C1 �
�
DGI

GIc

�m

(11.8)

where a is the crack length, N is the number of cycles, GI is the mode I strain energy
release rate and GIc is the mode I fracture toughness. The constants C1 and m can be
obtained by curve fitting of Eqn (11.8) to DCB experimental data. The power constant
m represents the sensitivity of the crack to its growth, and is higher for adhesives than
for metals. A modified mode I crack growth law, which describes the full da/dN versus
GImax curve, is given by (Martin & Murri, 1990, pp. 251e270; Wahab, Ashcroft,
Crocombe, & Smith, 2002):

da
dN

¼ C1G
n
Imax

�
1� ðGIth=GImaxÞn1
1� ðGImax=GIcÞn2

�
(11.9)

Again the constants n, n1 and n2 can be obtained by fitting Eqn (11.9) to experimental
data of a DCB test specimen. The difference between Eqn (11.9) and the classical Paris’
law Eqn (11.8) is that the former accounts for the threshold and fast crack regions.

11.3.2 Finite element (FE) meshing

Mesh refinement is applied near the crack tip and usually quarter-point singularity el-
ements are used in the first row of elements. Quarter-point singularity elements are ob-
tained by shifting the mid-side nodes to the quarter position at the crack tip in order to
achieve the theoretical square root stress singularity for cracks in homogenous media
(Barsoum, 1976). Although the stress singularity of cracks in bi-material structures,
e.g. an adhesive/substrate system, is different from 0.5, quarter-point elements still
can be used and provide good results. However, the FE mesh should be fine enough
near the crack tip to capture the high stress variation. Figure 11.6 shows the FE
mesh of a DCB specimen and details arrangement near an interfacial (adhesive/sub-
strate) crack tip. It has been proven that good results can be obtained if the radius
of the first row of elements around the crack tip is equal to or smaller than a/8,
where a is the crack length, or ta/4, where ta is the thickness of the adhesive layer
(Wahab et al., 2002). Furthermore, one element every 30� or 40� is recommended.
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It is worth mentioning that improper meshing near the crack tip may lead to unaccept-
able numerical errors.

11.3.3 Extracting fracture parameters from finite element
analysis

11.3.3.1 Virtual crack closure technique

To compute the strain energy release rate from FEA results, the amount of energy
released dU due to a crack extension da, can be approximated as:

G ¼ DU

Da
¼ U2 � U1

Da
(11.10)

where U1 and U2 are the strain energies associated with crack lengths a and aþDa,
respectively. Therefore, two FEA models for two different crack lengths, differing by
an incremental amount Da, are required to evaluate the strain energy release rate. As
this approach does not depend on the localized stress and displacement fields at the
crack tip, it provides accurate results even with a coarse FE mesh. However, high
computation time is required because of the need to perform two analyses. An alter-
native technique that makes use of one single analysis is based on Irwin’s crack closure
integral, also known as the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT), and can be used to
extract the strain energy release rate from FEA results. For the four-noded linear el-
ements shown in Figure 11.7(a), the strain energy release rate for mode I can be
calculated using the nodal force at the crack tip Fyi and the opening displacements of
the crack faces elements ðuyk; u0ykÞ as follows (Rybicki & Kanninen, 1977):

GI ¼ 1
2Da

h
Fyi

�
uyk � u0yk

�i
(11.11)

Figure 11.6 FE mesh of DCB and details near an interfacial crack tip.
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where Da is equivalent to the crack tip element size. If singularity elements are used
around the crack tip, as shown in Figure 11.7(b), the strain energy release rate for mode
I is expressed in terms of the nodal forces at and ahead of the crack tip (Fyi, Fyj) and the
opening displacements behind it ðuyk; u0ykÞ as (Sethuraman & Maiti, 1988):

GI ¼
�
uyk � u0yk

�
Da

�
Fyj þ ð1:5p� 4ÞFyi

�
(11.12)

The application of the Irwin VCCT is limited to linear elastic material and to very
small plastic zone size at the crack tip. This is due to the fact that VCCT assumes that
the work required to extend a crack by an infinitesimal amount is equal to that required
to close it by the same amount. This assumption is not valid in case of a large plastic
zone at the crack tip due to the large amount of energy dissipation. If a large amount of
plasticity takes place, J-integral, which is explained in the next section, is more suitable
to characterize crack behaviour.

11.3.3.2 J-integral

When large plastic deformation takes place at the crack tip, the elastic strain energy
release rate, G, introduced in the previous section, cannot be used to characterize
the crack behaviour. In elasticeplastic analysis when the plastic strain cannot be
ignored, the path-independent J-integral (Rice, 1968a) is used to determine the energy
release rate. For a two-dimensional case, J-integral is expressed as:

J ¼
Z
G

�
Wdy� T

vu

vx
ds

�
(11.13)
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Figure 11.7 Virtual crack closure technique. (a) Linear elements. (b) Singularity elements.
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where W is the strain energy per unit volume ðW ¼
Z

ε

0
sdεÞ; G is a closed contour

anti-clockwise as shown in Figure 11.8, T is the traction vector perpendicular to G, u is
the displacement in the x-direction and ds is an element of G. If no crack exists along
the contour, J will be equal to zero. J-integral is path independent, i.e. it has a unique
value regardless the shape or the length of the contourG. For linear elastic material, J is
identical to G.

The numerical implementation of Eqn (11.13) is based on extracting the displace-
ments, stresses and strain energy from the results along a defined contour path in the
post-processor, mathematically manipulated and numerically integrated within the
FEA package.

11.3.4 Integration of crack growth laws

In order to obtain the number of cycles to failure (Nf), the crack growth law, Eqn (11.8)
or (11.9), should be integrated from an initial crack size, ao, to a final crack size, af, i.e.:

Nf ¼
Zaf
ao

1
da=dN

da ¼
Zaf
ao

1

C1Gn
Imax

�
1�ðGIth=GImaxÞn1
1�ðGImax=GIcÞn2

� da (11.14)

To integrate Eqn (11.14), GImax should be expressed in terms of the crack length a.
Although GImax may be analytically determined, its expression is too complicated and
its predictions may show high discrepancies with the experimental data as it has been
observed in the literature. A numerical procedure to integrate Eqn (11.14) was pro-
posed by Wahab et al. (2002). Figure 11.9 summarizes the different steps involved
in this numerical approach, which can be automated in any FEA package. The crack

y

T

x

Γ

ds

Figure 11.8 Path-independent J-integral.
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length is defined as a parameter that varies between the initial crack length (ao) and the
final crack length (af). The final crack length can be defined in the FEA model as the
crack length at which GI reaches the mode I fracture toughness GIc. The crack incre-
ment (Da) may be defined as:

Da ¼
�
af � ao

	
nd

(11.15)

where nd is the number of crack increments or divisions used in the numerical
integration.

The procedures presented in Figure 11.9 are applied to DCB and the results are
shown in Figure 11.10, where the deformed shape at the last crack increment and
the mode I strain energy release rate versus crack length are plotted.
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Figure 11.9 Numerical integration for fatigue crack growth lifetime.
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Figure 11.10 FE model of DCB fatigue crack growth. (a) Deformed shape at last crack
increment. (b) GI versus crack length.
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11.4 Cohesive zone model (CZM) approach

The application of the cohesive zone model (CZM) to fatigue problems in adhesively-
bonded joints has been intensively investigated in the last decade (Khoramishad et al.,
2010; Moroni & Pirondi, 2011; Pirondi & Moroni, 2010). The CZM can be used to
model fatigue damage initiation and crack growth. The fatigue CZM is formulated
by adjusting the static CZM, taking into account the number of load cycles.

11.4.1 Cohesive tractioneseparation law

The cohesive tractioneseparation law is characterized by a relationship between a
cohesive traction vector and displacement separation vector acting across the cohesive
surfaces. For an isotropic material, it is represented by three parameters: the critical
energy release rate, the critical tensile cohesive failure stress and the shape of the
tractioneseparation law. The tractioneseparation law may have different shapes: (1)
exponential form (Barenblatt, 1962), as shown in Figure 11.11(a); (2) polynomial
form (Needleman, 1987), as shown in Figure 11.11(b); (3) constant form (Dugdale,
1960), as shown in Figure 11.11(c); (4) tri-linear form (Tvergaard & Hutchinson,
1992), as shown in Figure 11.11(d); (5) linear form (Camacho & Ortiz, 1996), as
shown in Figure 11.11(e); and (6) bi-linear form (Geubelle & Baylor, 1998), as
shown in Figure 11.11(f). The bi-linear form is commonly used in adhesively-
bonded joints. For a bi-linear cohesive tractioneseparation law, the relationship be-
tween the cohesive normal traction, Tn, and the crack opening displacement, Dn, for
fracture mode I, is shown in Figure 11.12 and can be mathematically expressed as
(Maiti & Geubelle, 2005):

Tn ¼ d

1� d
� Dn

Dnc
� smax

dinit
(11.16)

where Dnc is the critical opening displacement jump and d is the damage parameter,
which monotonically varies from an initial value, dinit, to zero. The numerical value of
the initial damage parameter, dinit, is usually close to unity. smax is defined as the
tensile cohesive failure strength. The damage parameter, d, quantifies the evolution of
damage and is defined as follows:

d ¼ min

�
dp;



1� Dn

Dnc

��
(11.17)

where dp is the value of the damage parameter in the previous load step and the
operator hi is defined as hxi ¼ x if x � 0 otherwise. As the decrease in d mono-
tonically takes place, according to Eqn (11.17), damage is not recovered upon
unloading and the cohesive zone is not healed as shown in Figure 11.12. If reloading
occurs, the stiffness of the cohesive zone keeps its most recent value and decreases
according to the cohesive separation law up to failure.
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Figure 11.12 Cohesive tractioneseparation law.
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Figure 11.11 Different shapes of the cohesive tractioneseparation law: (a) exponential
(Barenblatt, 1962), (b) polynomial (Needleman, 1987), (c) constant (Dugdale, 1960), (d)
tri-linear (Tvergaard & Hutchinson, 1992), (e) linear (Camacho & Ortiz, 1996) and (f) bi-linear
(Geubelle & Baylor, 1998).
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The implementation of the cohesive tractioneseparation law in FEA is performed
through the principle of virtual work, i.e.:

Z
U

½s�: ½dε�dU�
Z
Gex

½Tex�:½du�dGex �
Z
Gc

TndDndGc ¼ 0 (11.18)

where [ε] and [s] are the internal strain and stress tensors, respectively, [Tex] is the
externally applied tractions, [u] is the displacement vector, U is the volume, Gex is the
external boundary and Gc is the cohesive boundary. In Eqn (11.18), the first term
represents the internal virtual work, the second term represents the virtual work done
by the external traction, while the third term represents the virtual work done by the
cohesive traction. For a mode I DCB specimen, if symmetry is considered, only half of
the structure should be modelled, as shown in Figure 11.13, and the crack opening
displacement is implemented as:

Dn ¼ 2½N�½un� (11.19)

where [N] is the shape function vector and [un] is the nodal displacement vector. The
cohesive element stiffness matrix is then given by:

½kcoh� ¼ 2
Z l
0

½N�Tkc½N�dGc (11.20)

where l is the cohesive element length and kc is the cohesive stiffness, which according
to Eqn (11.16) for the bi-linear tractioneseparation law can be written as:

kc ¼ d

1� d
� 1
Dnc

� smax

dinit
(11.21)

kc

Lc

∆n

a

Figure 11.13 Mode I cohesive zone model.
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It has been demonstrated that the cohesive zone size, Lc, which should contain a
sufficient number of cohesive elements in the active fracture process zone, is estimated
as (Rice, 1968b):

Lc ¼ p

8
� E

1� n2
� GIc

s2ave
(11.22)

where E is the elastic modulus, n is Poisson’s ratio, GIc is the mode I fracture

toughness, which is equal to
smax � Dnc

2
for the bi-linear tractioneseparation law and

save is the average stress in the cohesive zone, which is equal to smax
2 for the bi-linear

tractioneseparation law.
An example of the application of the bi-linear tractioneseparation law to DCB

using FEA package analysis system (ANSYS) contact elements to simulate the sepa-
ration at the middle of the adhesive layer is shown in Figure 11.14, where the de-
bonding parameter or damage variable, d, is plotted.

11.4.2 Cohesive fatigue model

In order to develop a cohesive fatigue model for mode I crack propagation, the evolu-
tion of fatigue damage law under cyclic loading, which incorporates changes in the
cohesive strength, should be taken into account. Therefore, when the cracked structure
is reloaded after unloading, the cohesive stiffness does not remain unchanged as in the
case of static monotonic loading (Figure 11.12). The cohesive stiffness during fatigue
loading will then be degraded upon reloading, as shown in Figure 11.15. The evolution
of the cohesive stiffness, kc, can be expressed as a function of the number of cycles,

Figure 11.14 CZM model of DCB, de-bonding parameter using contact elements.
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denoted by Nf, experienced by the material. The following evolution law was proposed
by (Maiti & Geubelle, 2005):

kc ¼ dTn
dDn

¼ � 1
a
� N�bþ1

f � Tn (11.23)

where a is a material parameter that has the dimension of length and b is a material
parameter that describes the history of the cohesive failure process. b can be obtained
from the slope of the Paris fatigue curve and a from curve fitting of Paris’ equation to
fatigue experimental data. Equation (11.23) represents an exponential decay of the
cohesive strength.

In terms of the rate of change of cohesive stiffness _kc; and the rate of change of the
normal separation, _Dn; the fatigue cohesive evolution law is written as:

_kc ¼ � 1
a
� N�b

f � kc � _Dn if _Dn � 0

_kc ¼ 0 if _Dn � 0

(11.24)

This indicates that the cohesive stiffness changes during loading and remains con-
stant during unloading. The FEA implementing of Eqn (11.24) can be performed using
the following approximation:

kiþ1
c � kic ¼ �1

a
�
�
Ni
f

��b � kic �
�
Diþ1
n � Di

n

	
(11.25)

where the superscripts i and iþ 1 refer to two successive loading steps. Substituting

Eqn (11.16) into Eqn (11.25) and using kic ¼ Ti
n

Di
n
, the cohesive stiffness at loading step

iþ 1 is given by:

kiþ1
c ¼ kic

�
1� 1

a
�
�
Ni
f

��b � �Diþ1
n � Di

n

	�
for Diþ1

n � Di
n (11.26)

n
ncΔ

Δ

nT

maxσ

Figure 11.15 Fatigue cohesive zone model.
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11.5 Mixed CZM and FM approach

The CZM approach presented in the previous section requires the analysis of cycle per
cycle in order to accumulate the crack propagations cycles up to failure. It is, therefore,
not convenient in the case of a large number of cycles, especially in high cycle fatigue
where the number of cycles is usually larger than 10,000. A more convenient approach
makes use of both CZM and FM concepts. Consider the CZM model in Figure 11.16.
The normal contact stress, sn, can be expressed in terms of the initial contact stiffness,
kn, and the crack opening displacement, Dn, as:

Tn ¼ knDnð1� dnÞ (11.27)

where dn is as before the damage parameter, which represents the loss in stiffness
during the separation process. From Figure 11.16, it can be easily shown that:

dn ¼ DncðDn � DoÞ
DnðDnc � DoÞ (11.28)

where Do is the tripping opening displacement taking place at the maximum (tripping)
normal stress smax. The area under the whole diagram 0esmaxeDnc represents the
fracture toughness GIc, whereas the area under the diagram 0esmaxeDmax represents
the maximum strain energy release rate Gmax

I (due to maximum fatigue load), which
can be expressed as:

Gmax
I ¼ smax

2

 
Do þ ðDmax � DoÞ2

Dnc � Do

!
(11.29)

The load ratio, R, is defined, as:

R2 ¼ Gmin
I

Gmax
I

(11.30)

nc

nT

maxσ

o max

0

ΔΔΔΔ

=nd

1=nd

0 n

kn
kn(1 – dn) 

Figure 11.16 CZM model.
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From Eqns (11.29) and (11.30), the range of mode I strain energy release rate can be
written as:

DGI ¼ Gmax
I � Gmin

I ¼ smax

2

 
Do þ ðDmax � DoÞ2

Dnc � Do

!�
1� R2	 (11.31)

The evolution of the damage variable can be obtained by relating the damage var-
iable rate to the fracture mechanics crack propagation rate using the following
expression:

vd

vN
¼ vd

va
� va

vN
(11.32)

The crack propagation rate is determined from Paris’ law, i.e.:

va

vN
¼ C1 �

�
DGI

GIc

�m

(11.33)

The change in damage variable due to a small crack extension can be determined
from FEA by performing analyses for crack lengths ao and ai¼ aoþDa:

vd

va
¼ Dd

Da
¼ diþ1 � di

Da
(11.34)

The damage variables di þ 1, di as well as the range of mode I strain energy release
rate, Eqn (11.31), are calculated from the FEA results of the second interface element,
denoted by 2 in Figure 11.17. The numerical value of damage evolution rate at crack
length ai is then obtained as:

D ¼ vd

va
� va

vN
¼ diþ1 � di

Da
� C1 �

�
DGI

GIc

�m

(11.35)

kc
∆n

∆a

12

ao

Figure 11.17 CZM elements at a crack.
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The increment in number of cycles is finally calculated as:

DN ¼ 1
D
� Dd (11.36)

The steps involves in the mixed CZM and FM approach are summarized in
Figure 11.18.

11.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, three techniques for numerical simulation of mode I fatigue crack prop-
agation in adhesively-bonded composite joints have been reviewed: the FM approach,
the CZM approach, and a mixed CZM and FM approach. The techniques are based on

No 

Yes 

Initial condition 
a= ao

Extract di, GI
max  from Eqn (11.29)

and Δ IG  from Eqn (11.31) 

Static CZM FEA, 
crack size = a 

Small crack 
increment Δa

Calculate 
N
a

∂
∂

 from Eqn (11.33),  

a
d

∂
∂

 from Eqn (11.34) 

and D from Eqn (11.35) 

Extract di + 1

Calculate ΔN from 
Eqn (11.34) 

Calculate new 
‘N ’ and ‘a’ such 
as: Ni + 1= Ni + ΔN
and ai + 1= ai + Δa

Does ‘a’ reach 
the maximum 
allowable (af) 
crack length? 

Draw load–
number of cycles 
to failure diagram 

Figure 11.18 Mixed CZM and FM approach for fatigue crack propagation.
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using FEA combined with either fracture mechanics theory or the cohesive zone model.
Material models, which were usually used for adhesive layer and composite substrates,
have been briefly presented. FEA approaches for modelling crack propagation, such as
re-meshing, node release and XFEM, were also reviewed. The technique based on frac-
ture mechanics requires the calculation of fracture parameters, which can be extracted
from FE results using the virtual crack closure technique for a linear elastic material
model and the J-integral method for an elastic-plastic material model. A modified Paris’
equation can be implemented and integrated within FEA in order to perform crack prop-
agation analysis. The second technique based on the cohesive zone model approach
makes use of a cohesive tractioneseparation law, which is characterized by a bi-linear
relationship between the traction vector and displacement separation vector. The mode
I crack propagation cohesive fatigue model takes into account the changes in cohesive
strength due to damage evolution. The evolution of cohesive stiffness is expressed in
terms of number of cycles to failure and cohesive traction. For high cycle fatigue, the
CZM cycle-by-cycle analysis is not practical, and a mixed CZM and FM approach is
more suitable. This last technique is based on combining a CZM tractioneseparation
law with FM crack growth law in order to produce a damage evolution law, which can
be numerically integrated to determine the number of cycles to failure.
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12.1 Introduction

The Mode I fracture behavior of unidirectional (UD) and multidirectional (MD) com-
posite laminates has already been extensively studied (Ashcroft, Hughes, & Shaw,
2001; Brunner, 2000; Choi, Kinloch, & Willams, 1999; Hojo, Kageyama, & Tanaka,
1995; Williams, 1988). The most commonly used specimen for this type of investiga-
tion is the double cantilever beam (DCB). Nevertheless, although the experimental
procedure for the delamination of unidirectional laminates is standardized (ASTM
D5528-01, 2007), there is no standard process for investigation of the fatigue/fracture
behaviors of non-unidirectional laminates or adhesively-bonded joints composed of
composite adherends and a paste adhesive. In these cases the crack propagates along
paths away from the symmetry plane and is usually accompanied by significant fiber
bridging (Shahverdi, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2011; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller,
2010). Modeling of the effects of the asymmetry and fiber bridging on fatigue/fracture
behavior and quantification of their contribution to fracture energy calculations are
essential for an accurate description of the fatigue/fracture behavior of non-
standardized laminates and adhesively-bonded joints.

12.1.1 Effect of asymmetry

The effect of the asymmetry is usually investigated experimentally by using the asym-
metric double cantilever beam (ADCB) specimen, in which the two arms may differ in
thickness and constituent material. There are in fact two types of asymmetric speci-
mens: those that present a geometrical asymmetry (e.g., Ducept, Gamby, & Davies,
1999; Moll�on, Bonhomme, Vi~na, & Arg€uelles, 2010b) with the same material in
different thicknesses above and below the crack, and those that present material asym-
metry (e.g., Sundararaman & Davidson, 1997; Xiao, Hui, & Kramer, 1993) with
different materials, sometimes also in different thicknesses (e.g., Shahverdi et al.,
2011; Zhang et al., 2010) above and below the crack. In all of these cases, pure
Mode I fracture no longer exists and a Mode II component is introduced.
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Analytical and experimental works concerning calculation of theMode II percentage
in the resulting mixed-mode fracture obtained from an ADCB specimen exist (e.g.,
Bennati, Colleluori, Corigliano, & Valvo, 2009; Ducept et al., 1999; Hutchinson &
Suo, 1992; Moll�on, Bonhomme, Vi~na, & Arg€uelles, 2010a). The main analytical ap-
proaches regarding the mode partitioning in the literature are the global approach, based
on the beam theory as proposed byWilliams (1988), and the local approach, based on the
stress intensity factor calculation around the crack tip, proposed by Hutchinson and Suo
(1992). Ducept et al. (1999) carried out experiments on ADCB glass fiber reinforced
epoxy composite samples and estimated that a high Mode II fracture component can
be introduced owing to the geometrical asymmetry in a DCB specimen. They analyzed
the experimental results using both the local and global approaches. The results obtained
from these two approacheswere comparedwith numerical results derived by the authors
Ducept et al. (1999). TheMode II fracture component obtained from the local approach
and the numerical models were of the same order, although the global approach resulted
in pure Mode I for all ADCB specimens examined.

In another publication, Zhang et al. (2010) experimentally and numerically inves-
tigated the Mode I fracture behavior of pultruded ADCB joints such as those examined
in the present chapter and proved that the through-thickness relative displacement be-
tween the two arms of the joint, which is related to the Mode I fracture component, was
considerably greater than the corresponding in-plane relative displacement, corre-
sponding to the Mode II fracture component. According to the results reported in
Zhang et al. (2010) for this type of ADCB specimen, the induced Mode II fracture
component is limited to 1% of Mode I.

Fracture behavior modeling and calculation of the fracture components of an
ADCB joint can also be carried out by finite element (FE) analyses according to the
virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) (De Morais & Pereira, 2006; Krueger,
2004; Rybicki & Kanninen, 1977; Xie & Biggers, 2006). This method is based on
the assumption that the amount of energy released by a crack propagation of length
Da is equal to the energy required to close the crack faces back to the same length.
This is an accurate method for calculation of the fracture energy at the crack tip, espe-
cially when homogeneous materials are being examined. However, when the crack
path lies in a bi-material interface, the VCCT results concerning the mode partitioning
become sensitive to the crack extension length, Da (Agrawal & Karlsson, 2006; Beuth,
1996; Dattaguru, Venkatesha, Ramamurthy, & Buchholz, 1994; Raju, Crews, &
Aminpour, 1988; Sun & Qian, 1997). To overcome this problem, Atkinson (1977) pro-
posed a method for analyzing isotropic fracture problems regarding a bi-material crack
interface. This method involves inserting a thin resin layer between the layers forming
the interface and placing the crack within it. Because the crack tip is fully embedded in
the resin layer, mode-mixity is not sensitive to the crack extension length.

12.1.2 Effect of fiber bridging

In principle, the strain energy release rate (G) of composite materials is considered
equal to that of their matrix; however, an increased G is caused by fiber bridging
that delays the propagation of delamination in the case of most fiber architectures
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and types of loading. This increasing G is usually described by the resistance curve
(R-curve) describing the relationship between the crack length and the corresponding
G. The VCCT is able to calculate only the G at the crack tip; however, the fiber
bridging that occurs behind the crack tip is accompanied by the fracture behavior of
nearly all types of fibrous composite materials (Bao & Suo, 1992; Sørensen &
Jacobsen, 1998; Sorensen, Botsis, Gm€ur, & Humbert, 2008; Spearing & Evans,
1992). Fiber bridging results in an increase in the G of the examined composite mate-
rials and this increasing G is usually described by the resistance curve (R-curve).
Bridging fibers are always observed during the fracture of composite laminates,
although their number varies according to the fiber volume fraction, fiber misalign-
ment, fiber architecture, and crack opening. The ideal R-curve follows an initially
increasing trend before reaching a plateau. The crack length up to the plateau is equal
to the fiber-bridging length. After its development, the bridging length “moves”
together with the crack tip during crack propagation, whereas fibers behind the
bridging length are broken or pulled out and no longer contribute to the fracture energy
of the specimen. The fiber-bridging zone can be considered part of the fracture process
zone where the fracture energy is released. According to the literature, the total fracture
energy, Gtot, of a composite material is composed of a fiber-bridging component, Gbr,
and a tip component, Gtip.

Many efforts have been made to model the effects of fiber bridging (e.g., Sørensen &
Jacobsen, 1998; Sorensen et al., 2008), and separate the twoG components,mainly byFE
modeling. A comprehensive review concerning crack-bridging mechanisms proposing
the bridging constitutive relationship concepts for different bridging mechanisms was
presented by Bao and Suo (1992). The cohesive zone model (CZM) approach is the
one most commonly used for determination of the Gbr (see, e.g., Spearing & Evans,
1992). The behavior of the cohesive element is based on a tractioneseparation law that
defines the stresses at a particular location in a prescribed cohesive zone as a function
of the opening displacement of the zone at that location. Cohesivemodels in FEmodeling
have been used extensively during recent years (Blackman, Hadavinia, Kinloch, &
Williams, 2003; Chandra, Li, Shet, & Ghonem, 2002; Shet & Chandra, 2002; Xu &
Needleman, 1994). The applicability of the CZM technique for modeling fiber bridging
using a single layer of zero-thickness cohesive elements (COH2D4 in ABAQUS) along
the delamination plane was demonstrated by Sorensen et al. (2008).

12.1.3 Content of the chapter

The main objective of this chapter is the modeling of fiber bridging in adhesively-
bonded pultruded glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) joints used in civil engineer-
ing structures. The effect of a combined (geometrical and material) asymmetry of DCB
joints on their fracture behavior is investigated for different crack paths. Asymmetric
pultruded bonded joints are common in civil engineering applications, e.g., in bridge
and building structures. Therefore, understanding their fracture behavior and the mech-
anisms leading to their failure is compulsory for the design of reliable structures. Their
design is usually based on quasi-static loading cases, although it is more probable that
they will face fatigue loads during their operational lifetime.
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In this chapter, the results of an experimental investigation ofDCB adhesively-bonded
pultruded GFRP joints published in Shahverdi et al. (2011) are analyzed. The VCCT is
used to calculate the fracture components at the crack tip and a CZM is established for
simulation and quantification of the fiber-bridging effect. The fracture components and
resultingR-curves are comparedwith those resulting from the experimental investigation.
Using the VCCT and CZM allows the investigation of the effects of both asymmetry and
fiber bridging on the fracture energy of the examined joints.

12.2 Experimental investigation of asymmetry
and fiber-bridging effects

12.2.1 Adherend and adhesive materials

Adhesively-bonded pultruded GFRP DCB joints were examined under quasi-static
loading. The laminates, supplied by Fiberline A/S, Denmark, consisted of E-glass fi-
bers embedded in isophthalic polyester resin and had a width of 40 mm and thickness
of 6.0 mm. The laminates were composed of two outer combined mat layers and a rov-
ing layer in the symmetry plane. One combined mat consisted of two outer chopped
strand mats, CSM, and an inner woven 0�/90� fabric, all stitched together. On the
outside, a 40-g/m2 polyester surface veil was added to protect against environmental
attack. The fiber architecture of the laminates is shown in Figure 12.1.

Figure 12.1 Fiber architecture of upper half of the laminate (section parallel to pultrusion
direction) and observed crack propagation paths.
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Estimation of the nominal thickness of each layer derived by optical microscopy is
also shown in Figure 12.1. The fiber content, determined by burn-off according to
ASTM D3171 (2001), was 43.3 vol.% based on the fiber density of 2560.0 kg/m3

specified by the manufacturer and the assumption that no voids were present; the fiber
fractions are described in Chapter 6 of this volume.

The weight of the second combined mat layer was almost double that of the first mat
layer and the proportion of woven fabrics was much higher. The longitudinal strength
and Young’s modulus of the GFRP laminate were obtained from tensile experiments,
according to ASTM D3433 (2005), as being 307.5 MPa and 25.0 GPa, respectively
(Shahverdi et al., 2011).

A two-component epoxy adhesive system was used, Sikadur 330, supplied by Sika
AG Switzerland, as the bonding material. The tensile strength of the adhesive
was 39.0 MPa and the longitudinal Young’s modulus was 4.6 GPa. The epoxy
exhibited an almost elastic behavior and brittle failure under quasi-static tensile
loading (De Castro & Keller, 2008).

12.2.2 Experimental setup and procedure

The geometry of the DCB specimens is shown in Figure 12.2. The specimen length
was 250 mm. All surfaces subjected to bonding were mechanically abraded by approx-
imately 0.3 mm to increase roughness and then chemically degreased using acetone.
To study the effect of crack depth, different specimen configurations with different
depths of pre-crack were examined (Shahverdi et al., 2011). The pre-crack depth, H,
was determined according to the layer thicknesses (see Figure 12.1). Additional

Teflon

P
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42.0 50.0
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5.7
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0.5 1.5

2.0

Path I Path II Path III

Teflon

Figure 12.2 Specimen configuration, dimensions in millimeters.
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mechanical sanding was required to reach different depths corresponding to
different paths. By removing an additional 0.5 mm of material, the crack tip was
located between the two mat layers of the laminate (Path II), whereas a sanding of
1.5 mm was necessary to reach Path III between the second mat and the roving layer
(Shahverdi et al., 2011). A Teflon film of 0.05-mm thickness was placed between the
upper arm and the adhesive layer to introduce the pre-crack. The length of the pre-
crack was 50 mm measured from the loading line. An aluminum frame was used to
assist the alignment of the two pultruded laminates. The 2-mm thickness of the adhe-
sive was controlled by using spacers embedded in the bonding area. In-house devel-
oped piano hinges were bonded, using the same epoxy adhesive, at the end of both
specimen arms to allow load application. After preparation of the configuration, the
specimens were kept under laboratory conditions for 24 h and then placed in a condi-
tioning chamber at 35 �C and 50� 10% relative humidity (RH) for 24 h to ensure full
curing of the adhesive. The resulting thickness of the DCB specimens was 13.4 mm
and the crack was located 1.0, 1.5, or 2.5 mm above the center axis of the joints
because of the presence of the adhesive layer and crack depth.

In total, 16 ADCB experiments were performed on a testing machine of 5-kN
capacity, under displacement control at a constant rate of 1 mm/min under laboratory
conditions, 23� 5 �C and 50� 10% RH.

12.2.3 Experimental results

12.2.3.1 Failure modes

In all 16 examined specimens the observed failure mode, according to ASTM D5573
(1999), was a fiber-tear failure or light fiber-tear failure. The crack paths were located
between the adhesive and the first mat layer (Path I), between the first and second mat
layers (Path II), or between the second mat and the roving layer (Path III), as planned
by the selected depths of the pre-crack (see also Figure 12.1 and Shahverdi et al.,
2011). Fiber bridging started to develop with increasing crack opening displacement.
Fibers from both arms of the specimen bridged the crack, transferring the load from
one side to the other. At a certain crack opening displacement, fibers far from the crack

Figure 12.3 Representative side view of fiber bridging (in millimeters).
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tip were broken or pulled out (see crack length between 50 and 65 mm in Figure 12.3).
The length along which fibers were not broken or pulled out is designated the “fiber--
bridging length” and is kept constant, following the crack tip for the rest of the fracture
process (see e.g., Figure 12.3 crack length of about 65e95 mm).

The fiber-bridging length varied between 15 and 30 mm in the examined specimens
(Shahverdi et al., 2011). The bridging lengths for observed paths in examined speci-
mens are presented in Table 12.1.

12.2.3.2 Fracture data analysis

Representative load-opening displacement responses are shown in Figure 12.4 for
three selected specimens with cracks propagating along the three different crack paths.

Specimen DCB-04 is representative of specimens with a crack propagating along
Path I and DCB-16 is an example of Path II, whereas DCB-13 is representative of
Path III. For all examined cases, the load increased until a maximum value was reached
and then gradually decreased. The highest maximum load was achieved by specimens
exhibiting Path II cracks, followed by those with Path III cracks, whereas the fracture
of specimens with cracks propagating along Path I occurred under the lowest loads.

Table 12.1 Bridging lengths along different paths

Specimen
code

Bridging length (mm)

Path I Path II Path III

DCB-01 15

DCB-02 20

DCB-03 25

DCB-04 30

DCB-05 20 25

DCB-06 25

DCB-07 30

DCB-08 25

DCB-09 20

DCB-10 15

DCB-11 20

DCB-12 25

DCB-13 30

DCB-14 30

DCB-15 30

DCB-16 30
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Figure 12.4 Load versus opening displacement of paths I (DCB-04), II (DCB-16), and III
(DCB-13).

Figure 12.5 Compliance versus crack length of paths I (DCB-04), II (DCB-16), and III
(DCB-13).
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Corresponding crack length versus compliance plots for the same three specimens are
shown in Figure 12.5. Specimens representing Path I and Path II crack propagation
showed similar compliance. The slight difference can be attributed to less fiber
bridging exhibited by specimens with the crack propagating along Path I. However,
in a specimen with a crack propagating along Path III, one arm of the joint was
much stiffer than the other, and therefore the joint exhibited overall lower stiffness
(higher compliance) compared with the Path I and Path II configurations.

The strain energy release rate of the DCB joints can be calculated based on linear-
elastic fracture mechanics (Zhang et al., 2010). According to this theory, for a DCB
joint with width B and crack length a, the G is a function of the applied load, P,
and the compliance change rate, dC/da:

G ¼ P2

2B
dC
da

(12.1)

Typical methods for the calculation of G are based on this equation, the differ-
ence between them basically being the way in which the derivative dC/da is ob-
tained. A thorough analysis of the applicability of several methods (simple beam
theory, corrected beam theory, experimental compliance method, and the modified
compliance calibration method) for the G calculation of similar pultruded GFRP
DCB joints is presented in Zhang et al. (2010). It was concluded that all methods
give similar results with the exception of simple beam theory. The total strain en-
ergy release rate is the sum of the contributions of the matrix and fiber bridging. In
general, matrix fracture at the tip is always accompanied by fiber bridging whereas
the contribution of the fiber bridging depends on the crack paths. Because signif-
icant fiber bridging was observed, the experimental compliance method (ECM)
was selected because the effect of fiber bridging is included in the measured
compliance. According to the ECM, the measured compliance is fitted to the
measured crack length by the power law equation C¼ kan. The G can then be
calculated as:

G ¼ P2

2B
dC
da

¼ P2

2B
nkan�1 ¼ P2

2B
a

a
nkan�1 ¼ nP2

2B
C

a
¼ nP2

2B
d=P

a
¼ nPd

2Ba
(12.2)

where P and d denote the load and opening displacement and B the specimen width.
Correction factors for the loading blocks and moments resulting from large dis-
placements were applied according to ASTM D5528-01 (2007).

Strain energy release rate values for each specimen were calculated and correspond-
ing R-curves were established (see Figure 12.6).

The mean value of the visually determined plateau, taking the typical scatter of
this type of material into account, was assumed to represent the G for propagation
(Shahverdi et al., 2011). The highest G corresponded to Path II crack propagation
whereas those obtained from Path III were higher than those from Path I.
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12.3 Finite element modeling

12.3.1 Overview

Two-dimensional plane-strain models were developed in ANSYS (academic version
13.0) to model the effects of fiber bridging and asymmetry on the fracture behavior
of the examined joints. All layers of the laminates (veil, mat, and roving) were modeled
according to the thicknesses estimated by optical microscopy. The material properties
are given in Table 12.2.

The element PLANE182, a four-node structural solid, was used to model the
different layers and a manual mesh with controlled element size was used
(see Figure 12.7).

Fiber bridging along the crack faces was modeled in ANSYS by using a single layer
of zero-thickness cohesive elements with an exponential cohesive model, INTER202.
This element type is a two-dimensional, four-node interface element with two degrees
of freedom at each node. The boundary conditions of the experimental configuration
were simulated at nodes A and B, as presented schematically in Figure 12.8.

All translational degrees of freedom (in the nodal X and Y directions) of the lower
node (node A) were constrained to simulate the fixed piano hinge, whereas only the
degree of freedom in the X-direction was constrained at node B. Experimental opening
displacement values at node B corresponding to arbitrarily selected crack lengths were
used as input for calculation of the corresponding nodal displacements and forces.
Linear-elastic analysis for models without cohesive elements (without fiber bridging)
and nonlinear analysis for models with cohesive elements were performed, allowing
calculation of the specimen deformation, nodal forces, and nodal displacements.

Figure 12.6 G versus crack length of paths I (DCB-04), II (DCB-16), and III (DCB-13).
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12.3.2 Cohesive elements

Cohesive elements were inserted along the crack plane to model the fracture behavior
of the fiber-bridging zone. In a CZM, cohesive element behavior is based on a
tractioneseparation law that defines the stresses at a particular location as a function
of the opening displacement. The tractioneseparation relationship is such that with
increasing opening displacement the traction across the interface reaches a maximum,
smax, then decreases and eventually vanishes, permitting a complete separation at an
opening displacement of df, as shown in Figure 12.9.

The area under the sed curve represents the amount of energy dissipated during
crack propagation in the cohesive zone, the cohesive energy. The three parameters,
cohesive energy, F, maximum traction, smax, and maximum opening displacement,
df, are interdependent and therefore the CZM can be described by two of them
(Chandra et al., 2002).

The tractioneseparation cohesive law model can be linear, polynomial, exponen-
tial, or user-defined. In this study for modeling fiber bridging an exponential law is
used, which, according to Sorensen et al. (2008), can model this effect better than
the others. The applied exponential law is Xu and Needleman (1994):

sbr ¼ esbr;max
d

d
e�

d

d (12.3)

where sbr is the fiber-bridging traction, d is the opening displacement along the
cohesive zone, and d is the opening displacement at the maximum traction, i.e., sbr,max
(see Figure 12.9). The length of the fiber-bridging zone and the maximum opening
displacement, df, were obtained from the experimental investigation (Shahverdi et al.,

Table 12.2 Properties used for FE modeling

Material
data

First
combined
mat

Second
combined
mat Roving Veil Adhesive

E11 (GPa) 12.8 15.1 38.9 3.2 4.6

E22 (GPa) 12.8 15.1 3.2 3.2 4.6

E33 (GPa) 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 4.6

G12 (GPa) 6.2 6.7 2.7 1.2 1.7

G23 (GPa) 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.7

G31 (GPa) 1.4 1.4 2.7 1.2 1.7

n12 0.27 0.27 0.32 0.38 0.37

n23 0.36 0.36 0.27 0.38 0.37

n31 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.38 0.37
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Figure 12.7 Finite element model discretization at vicinity of path III crack tip.
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2011). The values of d and sbr,max required by the CZM were estimated by an iterative
procedure aiming to fit the FE output to the corresponding experimental data. The
selected d is the one that allows the FE model to predict an opening displacement equal
to df, that has been derived experimentally. Accordingly, selected sbr,max values were
those that resulted in the same loads computed by FE models as those obtained from
the experiments, both corresponding to identical displacements and crack lengths. The
same process was followed for indicative specimens of each different crack path
configurations. The estimated cohesive element model parameters for different paths
are listed in Table 12.3.

The following equation represents the amount of energy dissipated in the crack-
bridging zone, Gbr according to the CZM approach (Sorensen et al., 2008).

Gbr ¼
Zdf
0

sbrdd ¼
Xn
i¼ 1

sbr;idi (12.4)

Figure 12.9 Schematic illustration of cohesive tractioneseparation law.

Table 12.3 Tractioneseparation cohesive model parameters
for different paths

Specimen (path) sbr,max (MPa) d (mm) df (mm)

DCB-04 (Path I) 0.40 0.28 2.5

DCB-16 (Path II) 0.75 0.30 3.0

DCB-13 (Path III) 0.45 0.40 5.0
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where sbr,i is the bridging traction and di is the relative opening displacement of a node i
along the fiber-bridging length from the upper and lower arms. In Eqn (12.4) the bridging
traction is obtained from the nodal forces in the FE models along the bridging length.

12.3.3 Virtual crack closure technique

The VCCT can be used to calculate the fracture parameters at the crack tip (Atkinson,
1977; Rybicki & Kanninen, 1977; Xie & Biggers, 2006; Zhang et al., 2010). In a two-
dimensional finite element plane stress, or plane-strain model, the crack is represented
as a one-dimensional discontinuity. Nodes at the top and bottom surfaces of the
discontinuity have the same coordinates but are not connected with each other, as
shown in Figure 12.10. The element contains two sets of node groups: the top set
(nodes 1, 3, and 5) and the bottom set (nodes 2 and 4). Nodes 1 and 2 are linked
together with a stiff spring to compute the nodal forces at the crack tip. Nodes 3, 4,
and 5 are introduced to extract information concerning opening displacement and
crack extension length. The opening displacements are:

dX ¼ uX;3 � uX;4; dY ¼ uY;3 � uY;4 (12.5)

where (uX,3, uY,3) and (uX,4, uY,4) are the displacement components for nodes 3 and 4,
respectively, in the global coordinate system (X,Y). The crack extension length is the
distance between nodes 1 and 5 and is therefore calculated by:

Da ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðX5 � X1Þ2 þ ðY5 � Y1Þ2

q
(12.6)

where (X1,Y1) and (X5,Y5) are the global coordinates for nodes 1 and 5, respectively. In
the present study, the crack extension length is always equal to the element size in the
vicinity of the crack tip.
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Figure 12.10 Definition of node numbering of VCCT before and after rotation of crack tip.
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To partition the fracture modes (Modes and II), the strain energy release rates
(GI and GII) must be computed with respect to the local coordinate system x and h

attached to the crack tip, as shown in Figure 12.10. The angle, q, between x and X
can be determined by:

sin q ¼ uY;5 � uY;1
Da

(12.7)

where uY,5 and uY,1 are the displacement components for nodes 5 and 1, respectively,
in the global coordinate system (X,Y).

The nodal forces, FX and FY, and the opening displacements, dX and dY, are pro-
jected onto the local coordinate system x and h as:

(
Fx ¼ Fxcos qþ Fysin q

Fh ¼ �Fxsin qþ Fycos q
(12.8)

and

(
dx ¼ dXcos qþ dYsin q

dh ¼ �dXsin qþ dYcos q
(12.9)

The projections of the parameters are mandatory to take into account the rotation of
the joint owing to the asymmetry configuration. In a two-dimensional model, the strain
energy release rates can be approximated as the product of the nodal forces at the crack
tip and the nodal opening displacements behind the crack tip:

GI ¼ Fhdh

2BDa
; GII ¼ Fxdx

2BDa
(12.10)

where B is the width of the specimen.

12.3.4 Mesh sensitivity

Bi-material interfaces are present in all specimens with cracks propagating in one of
the three different paths as previously discussed. Therefore, the calculated GI and
GII components and the calculated mode-mixity ratios, GII/GI, depended on the crack
extension length and did not represent the actual fracture development. The obtained
mode-mixity was sensitive to the Da, equal to one-element size, and did not converge
to any particular value when Da approached infinitesimal values (see the dashed line in
Figure 12.11). As shown, the mode-mixity is insensitive to the crack extension length
only for large element sizes. However, selecting this element size does not allow cor-
rect modeling of thin layers. The presented mode-mixity values are for a crack along
Path III where a bi-material interface crack existed (crack between the second mat
layer and the roving layer).
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The approach proposed by Atkinson (1977) was applied in the present study. In this
method, a thin layer, designated the resin interlayer, was inserted that had the average
properties of the adjacent layers of the interface. The thickness of the resin interlayer
was selected to be 0.1 mm, as a compromise resulting in almost no changes in the stiff-
ness of the model (<1%) and introducing a reasonable number of elements into the FE
model.

A mesh sensitivity analysis was performed for the new FE model, including the
resin interlayer. For the resin interlayer thickness of 0.10 mm, the mesh size was grad-
ually varied from 0.0500 to 0.0083 mm, representing from two to 12 elements through
the resin interlayer. As shown in Figure 12.11, the GII component obtained for a crack
along Path III with a resin interlayer is independent of the crack extension length. This
configuration diminishes the sensitivity of the calculated mode-mixity to the crack
extension length (see Figure 12.11).

12.4 Results and discussion of asymmetry and
fiber-bridging effects

12.4.1 Effects of specimen asymmetry

Mode I and II fracture components were calculated for the three different crack paths
using the VCCT method. A Mode II component was introduced in all cases (see
Figure 12.12), which was negligible for Path I and Path II cracks (about 1% of
Mode I) but becamemore significant (about 10%) for cracks propagating along Path III.

Figure 12.11 Mesh sensitivity analysis for crack along path III; a¼ 110 mm.
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Results obtained from a homogeneous model (all materials comprising the joint
have the same properties) are presented in Figure 12.12. In the homogeneous model,
the induced Mode II fracture clearly depended on the ratio between the thicknesses of
the upper and lower arms. As the thickness ratio decreased, the induced Mode II frac-
ture increased. This is attributed to the direct relationship between the bending stiffness
ratio and the thickness ratio of the two arms:

�
Ef I

�
1�

Ef I
�
2

¼
�
h1
h2

�3

(12.11)

where h1 and h2 are the specimen arm thicknesses. However, the bending stiffness of
the joint in the layered model results from the presence of fibers along the longitudinal
direction. For Path I and II crack propagation, both arms of the specimen contain the
same quantity of the second mat layer and roving layer and there is therefore no
significant difference between the bending stiffness of the two arms. For Path III crack
propagation, however, the upper arm contains far fewer longitudinal fibers than the
lower and is therefore much less stiff. As a result of this asymmetry, a Mode II
component as high as 10% of the corresponding Mode I component, independent of
the crack length, can be introduced in this case.

12.4.2 Effect of fiber bridging

The results from the numerical models without considering the fiber bridging were
significantly different from those obtained experimentally. In Figure 12.13 the

Figure 12.12 Mode II introduced owing to asymmetry along different paths in a layered
ADCB joint and homogeneous ADCB.
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computed load from the FE model for DCB-16 is compared with the experimental
values, and it can be seen that the numerical values indicated by dots are lower than
those derived experimentally.

This difference is due to the fiber-bridging effect that is not considered in the FE
model. Similar conclusions can be drawn from observation of the compliance of the
modeled joint (Figure 12.14).

As expected, the FE model without fiber bridging is less stiff than the actual joint.
The G values calculated by VCCT for the FE model without considering the fiber-
bridging effect are also compared with the experimentally derived G values in
Figure 12.15. The R-curve obtained according to the FE results shows lower G values
for crack propagation (the plateau of the R-curve) compared with those derived based
on the experimental results.

Nevertheless, the numerical result is improved when the fracture energy owing to
fiber bridging is also considered. The G derived from the experimental investigation
is the sum of the energy released rate at the crack tip, Gtip, and the energy released
rate due to fiber bridging, Gbr, components, i.e., Gtotal¼Gtip þ Gbr. In this chapter,
the VCCT was used to calculate Gtip.

Figure 12.15 presents theG values regarding the crack tip and the fiber bridging versus
the crack length for the DCB-16. The summation of these two values is also shown as
Gtotal-FE with F.B., which is in good agreement with the experimentally derived values.

The R-curves for the representative specimens for Path I and Path III are shown in
Figures 12.16 and 12.17, respectively.

According to the presented R-curves, a specific G value for Gtip and Gbr can be
assigned to each specimen. For Gtip, a value of around 200 J/m2 is assigned to

Figure 12.13 Load versus opening displacement from FE with and without fiber bridging (FB)
and experiment, DCB-16.
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Path I and a value of around 400 J/m2 to Paths II and III. In Path I, where the crack
propagated between the adherend and the adhesive, lower values for Gtip resulted
than those obtained in Paths II and III, where the crack propagated between the layers
of the adherend. The Gbr exhibits higher values: around 300 J/m2 for Path I, 600 J/m2

for Path II, and 500 J/m2 for Path III.

Figure 12.14 Compliance versus crack length from FE with and without fiber bridging (FB)
and experiment, DCB-16.

Figure 12.15 Separation of Gtotal into Gtip and Gbr, DCB-16 (Path II).
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12.5 Conclusions

The numerical model can be developed to investigate the effects of asymmetry and
fiber bridging on the strain energy release rates of pultruded GFRP DCB joints.
Zero-thickness cohesive elements can be used to model the fiber-bridging zone.

Figure 12.16 Separation of Gtotal into Gtip and Gbr, DCB-04 (Path I).

Figure 12.17 Separation of Gtotal into Gtip and Gbr, DCB-13 (Path III).
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This chapter shows that an exponential tractioneseparation description of the CZM is
able to model the fiber bridging and its effect on the G. Therefore, separation of the
fracture parameters, Gtip and Gbr, can be successfully performed by the cohesive
zone FE model.

The results showed that the mode-mixity is a function of the crack extension length
when the crack propagates in a bi-material interface. Introduction of a resin interlayer
with the average properties of the adjacent layers of the interface solved this problem.

Although the CZM developed requires experimental data for calibration of the
model, it can subsequently be used to simulate progressive crack propagation in
another joint comprising the same adherends and adhesive and exhibiting the same
failure modes. Progressive damage modeling is a failure analysis technique that is
widely used to predict the fracture behavior and strength of bonded joints based on
the evolution of the damage state. FE analyses usually assist numerical simulations
of this type. According to this approach, the static behavior of bonded joints can be
predicted. To apply the cohesive model approach, the crack path must be known in
advance to place the cohesive elements in the model. A nonlinear solution and rela-
tively fine mesh size are required for the cohesive elements to obtain an accurate simu-
lation. Moreover, if undergoing certain modifications, e.g., adoption of a progressive
degradation rule for the CZM parameters, the same procedure can be also used to
model crack propagation behavior under fatigue loading.
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fatigue delamination/debonding
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joints
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13.1 Introduction to the simulation of fatigue
delamination/debonding

Composite materials and structural adhesively-bonded joints were first applied in the
aerospace industry, but thanks to continuous improvements in performance and
reduced costs, many more industry fields are approaching the use of this type of
materials and structural components. The extensive use of composites requires
more sophisticated capability to simulate and predict their mechanical behavior.
For this purpose, analytical methods are being progressively integrated or replaced
by the finite element method. In engineering applications, it is well established
that fatigue is the root cause of many structural failures. In the case of composite lam-
inates, fatigue life is related to the initiation and propagation of delamination defects
started at free edges, holes, and joining regions. Especially in the case of damage-
tolerant or fail-safe design, it is necessary to know how cracks, or defects in general,
propagate during the service life of a component. A relationship between the applied
stress intensity factor and the fatigue crack growth (FCG) rate of a defect is generally
expressed as a power law (Paris & Erdogan, 1961). In the case of polymers, adhe-
sives, and composites, the relationship is traditionally written as a function of the
range of SERR (DG) as

da
dN

¼ BDGd (13.1)

where B and d are the parameters depending on the material and load mixity ratio and a
is the defect length. In this simple form, the presence of a FCG threshold and an upper
limit to DG for fracture are not represented, although when they are needed, expres-
sions accounting for these limits are easily found (see, for example, Curley, Hadavinia,
Kinloch, & Taylor, 2000). In the same way, the influence of the stress ratio, R, on the
FCG rate can be introduced into Eqn (13.1) by a term derived from extensions of the
Paris law expressed in terms of the range of stress intensity factor, DK (Forman,
Kearnay, & Engle, 1967).
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When the SERR can be analytically defined and updated as the crack length in-
creases, the framework is simple. Primarily, a critical crack length (af) criterion has
to be defined based on stress or strain (ductile adhesives) or fracture toughness (brittle
adhesives) (Pirondi & Moroni, 2009). Then, the procedure for the prediction becomes
a simple numerical integration between the initial crack length (a0) and the final crack
length (af) of the inverse of the crack growth rate:

Nf ¼
Zaf
a0

1
da=dN

da (13.2)

The procedure becomes more complicated when the SERR cannot be computed
simply by using an analytical relationship. In real applications the SERR can only
be computed numerically by using, for example, finite element (FE) simulations.
The prediction of crack growth can be carried out by a stepwise analysis, each step
of which corresponds to a user-defined crack growth increment, which may require
a large amount of time. Hence, the number of cycles can be obtained by manually inte-
grating the crack growth rate computed from the Paris law.

13.1.1 Virtual crack closure technique (VCCT)

To speed up the process described previously, in some FE software, this procedure is
integrated in special features (for example the *Debonding procedure in ABAQUS�),
in which the SERR is obtained using the contour integral or the virtual crack closure
technique (VCCT).

Based on linear elastic fracture mechanics, VCCT is a widely used technique for the
evaluation of SERR and mode-mixity for cracks in homogeneous materials. It is based
on the equality between the strain energy released when a crack is extended by a certain
amount da and the work done by crack tip nodal forces to virtually close it with the same
amount of da. In addition, self-similar crack growth is assumed. With the help of this
assumption, the same model is used for the extraction of reaction forces and displace-
ments required to close the crack by da, and thus the two-step crack closure method re-
duces to a one-step virtual crack closure method (Figure 13.1).

To calculate the SERR rates using two-dimensional (2D) FE models under either
plane stress or plane strain conditions, an advancing crack is considered with an
initial crack front at point l; point l splits into two points, l1 and l2, forming a new
crack front at point i, as seen in Figure 13.2. If u and u0 are the displacements in
the local x-direction and v and v0 are the displacements in the y-direction of points
l1 and l2, respectively, SERR G based on VCCT may evaluated as:

GI ¼ 1
2tda

Fyðv� v0Þ

GII ¼ 1
2tda

Fxðu� u0Þ
(13.3)
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The total energy release rate is

G ¼ GI þ GII (13.4)

where,

t ¼ element thickness
da ¼ element length
Fx ¼ force per unit length on node i in x-direction
Fy ¼ force per unit length on node i in y-direction
du ¼ difference of displacements between nodes l1 and l2
dv ¼ difference of displacements between nodes l1 and l2

Initially proposed by Rybicki and Kanninen (1977) for four-noded elements and
extended to higher-order elements by Raju (1987) and 3D cracked bodies by
Shivakumar, Tan, and Newman (1988), in recent years VCCT has been successfully
implemented in commercial FE codes, both in 2D and 3D, and has emerged as a prom-
ising tool in energy release rate calculations in Mode I, Mode II, and in Mixed-Mode
fracture problems.

Among the early works, Sun and Jih (1987) investigated the stress fields near the
crack tip at a bi-material using the VCCT and described the oscillatory behavior of
the SERR. Whitcomb (1992) was one of the first to introduce the use of the VCCT to
determine SERR distributions for circular delamination. Hutchinson and Suo (1991)
proposed the use of GTOT for delamination growth under mixed-mode conditions.

l1 i

y, v

a δa δa

l2

v'

v

u Fy

Fx x,u

u'

Crack closed

Figure 13.1 Modified crack closure method with a single step (one-step VCCT).
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Harbert and Hogan (1992, pp. 107e112) described a methodology for modeling
delamination growth using VCCT in composite notched tensile bars, Salpekar,
O’Brien, and Shivakumar (1996) showed the independence of the method from
orthogonal meshes in modeling delaminations of graphite/epoxy laminates, and
Fawaz (1998) applied 3D VCCT with non-orthogonal meshes on elliptical crack front
in riveted lap-splice joints of transport aircraft fuselages. Beuth andNarayan (1997, pp.
324e342) demonstrated techniques for the minimization of oscillator behavior of
near-tip stresseswhile implementingVCCT,whereas the importance of thefiber orien-
tation of the plies in the delamination part was demonstrated by Shen, Lee, and Tay
(2001). In the same year, O’Brien (2001) presented the state of art for characterizing,
analyzing, and predicting delamination growth in composite materials and structures
using VCCT, and demonstrated fatigue life prediction in composite rotor hub flex-
beams and stiffener pull-off behavior in skin-stiffener reinforced composites. Zou,
Reid, Soden, and Li (2001) used transverse shear deformable laminate theory along
with VCCT with the aim of avoiding oscillatory singular stresses around the delami-
nation tip with the use of both GTOT and individual components of SERR.

y,v

y,v

x,u

x,u

a

Crack closed

δa δa

a δa δa

v

v'

u'

u
i

Fy

Fx

l1
l2

Crack closed

(a)

(b)

Figure 13.2 Extension of the crack from point l to point i: (a) before and (b) after extension.
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Cheuk, Tong, Wang, Baker, and Chalkley (2002) used VCCT in modeling fatigue
crack growing along the first ply of the composite in metal-to-composite bonded
double-lap joints and proposed an equivalent straineenergy release rate DGeq, ac-
counting for the effect of mode ratio on FCG rates.

A comprehensive review of VCCT formulas for different element types was given
by Krueger (2004), and Okada, Higashi, Kikuchi, Fukui, and Kumazawa (2005) pro-
posed corrections for skewed and non-symmetric mesh arrangements at the crack front.

Murri and Schaff (2006) developed a VCCT-based 2D FE model of flexbeam
geometry that formed a full-size composite helicopter rotor hub using both ANSYS�

and ABAQUS�. Xie, Waas, Shahwan, Schroeder, and Boeman (2004) proposed the
use of VCCT for the evaluation of SERR using user element subroutines UEL in com-
mercial FEA code ABAQUS� for kinking cracks, and in Xie et al. (2005) for failure
analysis of adhesively-bonded structures. Xie and Biggers (2006) introduced an inter-
face element tailored for VCCT ensuring seamless integration using user element
subroutines UEL in commercial FEA code ABAQUS�.

Leski (2007) presented the general conditions for applyingVCCT in conjunction with
commercial programs. Marannano, Mistretta, Cirello, and Pasta (2008) implemented 2D
VCCT by user-defined subroutines for the characterization of SERR at adhesive-
adherent interface in bonded joints under mixed-Mode I/II, by considering a mixed-
mode end-loaded split (MMELS) specimen in FCG analysis. Krueger (2010) presented
a benchmark example for cyclic delamination growth prediction for the commercial code
of ABAQUS� based on the VCCT in modeling a double cantilever beam (DCB) spec-
imen and described procedures for modeling the delamination onset and growth under
cyclic loading along with the effects of different input parameters.

Pietropaoli and Riccio (2010) introduced a SMART-TIME and SMART-CORNER
fail release approach able to cope with the problems of robustness resulting from
mesh and load step size dependency of VCCT and demonstrated the effectiveness
of the technique by comparing the results with experimental data. The same authors
in 2011 (Pietropaoli & Riccio, 2011), presented a front-tracing algorithm and suitable
expressions for the evaluation of SERR using VCCT when dealing with non-smoothed
delamination fronts.

Liu et al. (2011) made a comparatively study using ABAQUS� on typical failure
criteria for predicting crack propagation along with the effects of different mesh sizes
and preexisting crack length on the delamination growth and postbuckling properties
of composite flat laminates. Chang, Shi, and Cheng (2012) developed a post-
processing user-defined subroutine UEXTERNALDB by integrating XFEM and
VCCT in ABAQUS� to simulate crack propagation and predict the effect of reinforc-
ing particles on the crack propagation behavior of an Al2O3/Al6061 particle-reinforced
metal matrix.

13.1.2 Cohesive zone model

An alternative way to deal with FCG problems is to use a cohesive zone model (CZM).
This model is largely used to simulate quasi-static fracture problems, especially in the
case of interface cracks such as delamination in composites (Blackman, Hadavinia,
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Kinloch, & Williams, 2003; Hutchinson & Evans, 2000; Li, Thouless, Waas,
Schroeder, & Zavattieri, 2005 among others). The possibility of simulating the growth
of a defect without remeshing requirements and the relatively easy possibility of
manipulating the constitutive law of the cohesive elements make the CZM attractive
for FCG simulation. In fact, most work in which the CZM is used to simulate FCG
deals with interfaces, in particular delamination in composite materials. The first
approach analyzed is the one proposed by Maiti and Geubelle (2005), who defined
a cohesive model for fatigue simulation in polymers in which the damage of the cohe-
sive element is related both to monotonic quasi-static loading and the number of cy-
cles. In particular, fatigue cycling affects the tensile stiffness, K22, that is postulated
to evolve as:

K22 ¼ ds22
dd22

¼ �g
�
Nf

�
s22 ¼ �N�b

f

a
s22 (13.5)

where Nf represents the number of cycles to damage initiation in the cohesive element,
and b and a are the two parameters that can be calibrated by comparing FE modeling
and FCG experiments.

Yang, Thouless, and Ward (1999) worked on quasi-brittle materials and developed
a CZM based on the boundary element method in which the material is damaged by
reducing the stiffness in both loading and unloading paths. This allows simulation
of fatigue growth with no imposition of another law of growth within the cohesive
model. The evolution law of stiffness in particular is defined in the form of a polyno-
mial expansion and its parameter can be experimentally obtained by measuring the
tractionecrack displacement jump during cyclic loading.

Concerning interfaces, Roe and Siegmund (2003) introduced cyclic degradation of
monotonic cohesive strength based on a damage variable, D, representing the ratio be-
tween the effective (damaged) and nominal (undamaged) cross-section of a represen-
tative interface element. At the same time, the damage variable D relates the cohesive
zone traction vector (TCZ) with the effective cohesive zone traction vector ~TCZ, by the
equation

~TCZ ¼ TCZ
1� D

(13.6)

The cyclic damage evolution law is

_D ¼
��D _u

��
dP

�
T

smax
� sf

smax;0

�
(13.7)

where D _u is the mixed-mode equivalent displacement jump between crack surfaces, T
is the equivalent traction, smax¼ smax,0(1eD) is the maximum stress of the damaged
cohesive law, dS is the accumulated cohesive length, sf is the cohesive zone endur-
ance limit, and smax,0 is the maximum stress of the cohesive law before damage. In
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this formulation, the two parameters, dS and sf, have to be calibrated by FCG
experiments.

An approach similar to that of Roe and Siegmund (2003) was developed in Mu~noz,
Galvanetto, and Robinson (2006) in which the robustness of the model in predicting
the crack growth rate was demonstrated, with an upper bound for the cohesive element
length and number of cycles per increment to preserve accuracy.

A different approach was proposed by Turon, Costa, Camanho, and D�avila (2007).
In this model, calibration of a cohesive parameter for cyclic loading is not required. In
fact, a damage homogenization criterion is used to relate the experimental FCG rate,
represented by Eqn (13.1), with the damage evolution of the cohesive elements. In
this way a cycle-by-cycle FE analysis is not necessary for integration of the damage
rate, which means significant computational time savings. However, only simple
geometries in which the SERR is not dependent on the crack length were treated.

In the work of Khoramishad, Crocombe, Katnam, and Ashcroft (2010),
Khoramishad, Crocombe, Katnam, and Ashcroft (2011), the damage (D) evolution
with respect to the number of cycles is expressed in terms of strain (or crack opening)
by the equation

DD

DN
¼

(
aðεmax � εthÞb εmax > εth

0 εmax � εth

(13.8)

where εmax is the maximum principal strain in the cohesive element (therefore a
combination of the normal and shear components of strain), εth is the threshold strain
(value of strain below which no damage occurs), and a and b are the material con-
stants. The set of parameters, εth, a, and b, has to be calibrated by comparison with
experimental tests. The fatigue degradation does not affect the stiffness of the cohesive
element, but rather the maximum stress, as shown in Figure 13.3.

Naghipour, Bartsch, and Voggenreiter (2011) (see also Chapter 15 of this volume)
revisited the model of Turon et al. (2007), improving the cohesive zone area definition
under mixed-Mode I/II loading and integration scheme of the cohesive law in the user-
defined element (UEL) developed in FE analysis software ABAQUS�. This work

Effect of
damage

Effect of
damage

σ
σ

(a) (b)

δ δ

Figure 13.3 Example of different effects of damage: (a) damage affects the stiffness (Turon
et al., 2007); (b) damage affects the maximum stress (Khoramishad et al., 2010, 2011).
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yielded better agreement between the FCG rate (B and d parameters in Eqn (13.1))
input to the analysis and the FCG rates in output with respect to the work of Turon
et al. (2007).

In Roe and Siegmund (2003) and Mu~noz et al. (2006), damage evolution is simu-
lated on a cycle-by-cycle basis, whereas the schemes proposed in Maiti and Geubelle
(2005), Turon et al. (2007), Naghipour et al. (2011), Khoramishad et al. (2010, 2011)
as in the scheme described in the current chapter, work incrementally on cycles only
and are therefore much less expensive from a computational point of view. On the
other hand, a cycle-by-cycle simulation allows the definition of a more complex
damage evolution, and this may help predict experimental features such as crack
growth retardation after an overload (Roe & Siegmund, 2003).

The model presented here was developed by some of the authors (Moroni & Pirondi,
2012a) starting from the framework proposed by Turon et al. (2007). The main differ-
ences with respect to that work are that damage D is related directly to its effect on stiff-
ness and not to the ratio between the energy dissipated during the damage process and
the cohesive energy and then, in turn, to the stiffness; and the process zone size ACZ is
defined as the sum of Ae of the cohesive elements for which the difference in opening
between the maximum and minimum load of the fatigue cycle, Dd¼ dmax� dmin, is
higher than a threshold value Ddth; therefore, it is evaluated by FE analysis during the
simulation and is not derived from a theoretical model. Moreover, the SERR is calcu-
lated using the contour integral method over the cohesive process zone and the model
is implemented as a user-defined field subroutine (USDFLD) in ABAQUS acting on
standard cohesive elements, instead of a user element. In Moroni and Pirondi
(2012a), it was demonstrated that the FCG rates coming from the simulation with this
model are as expected from the values of B and d (Eqn (13.1)) given in input.

13.2 Cohesive zone and virtual crack closure technique
(VCCT) model formulation

In this section, the fundamental concepts used to formulate the models used in this
chapter are given.

13.2.1 Cohesive zone model

The model developed by some of the authors (Moroni & Pirondi, 2012a) and reported in
the following was devoted to fatigue debonding of composite adhesive joints, but it can
be readily applied to fatigue delamination. In that model, the concept proposed in Turon
et al. (2007) is retained, whereas a different relationship between damage and stiffness
has been proposed and the size of the process zone (i.e., the zone where the damage pro-
cess will take place, ACZ) has been defined and evaluated in a different way.

Although different and complicated shapes of the cohesive law are proposed in the
literature, the triangular one (Figure 13.4) is often good enough to describe crack
growth behavior, and it was demonstrated that this kind of law is appropriate for
untoughened adhesives.
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Considering a representative surface element (represented in the simulation by a
cohesive element section, Figure 13.5) with a nominal surface equal to Ae, the accu-
mulated damage can be related to the damaged area owing to micro voids or crack
(Ad) according to Lemaitre (1985):

D ¼ Ad

Ae
(13.9)

In Turon et al. (2007), D is related to the ratio between the energy dissipated during
the damage process and the cohesive energy (G1 in Figure 13.4) and then in turn to the
stiffness. In this work, instead, D acts directly on stiffness, as in Lemaitre (1985).
Referring to a Mode I loading case, when the opening is relatively small, the cohesive
element behaves linearly; this happens until a given value of displacement, d22,0 (or,
equivalently, until a certain value of stress s22,0). This initial step is characterized
by stiffness K22,0, which remains constant until d22,0. Beyond this limit the stiffness
is progressively reduced by D, until the final fracture in d22,C, where the two surfaces
are completely separated. Between d22,0 and d22,C, stiffness K22 can be computed as

K22 ¼ K22;0ð1� DÞ (13.10)

Damage evolution

D = damage

i = j => mode l

i ≠ j => mode ll

Damage initiation

Γij

σ ij

σ ij,max

Kij = (1 – D)Kij
0

Kij
0

δijδij
cδij

0

Figure 13.4 Example of a triangular cohesive law.

Middle surfaceCrack propagation direction

Ad

Ae – Ad

Figure 13.5 Nominal and damaged area in a representative surface element (RSE).
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The area G1 underling the cohesive law is the energy to make the defect grow to an
area equal to the element cross-section and it is therefore representative of the fracture
toughness, GIC.

G1 ¼
ZdC
0

s22dd22 (13.11)

In the monotonic case, the damage variable D can be written as a function of the
opening (d22) and of the damage initiation and critical opening (respectively, d22,0
and d22,C):

D ¼ d22;C
�
d22 � d22;0

�
d22

�
d22;C � d22;0

� (13.12)

When the element is unloaded, the damage cannot be healed; therefore, looking at
Figure 13.4, the unloading and subsequent loadings will follow the dashed line until
further damage is attained. This simple model is able to describe monotonic damage
in the case of Mode I loading.

Considering the entire cohesive layer, the crack extension (A) can be computed as
the sum of damaged areas of all the cohesive elements (Ad) (Turon et al., 2007)

A ¼
X

Ad (13.13)

When the fatigue damage is considered from the previous equation, crack growth
(dA) can be written as a function of the increment of the damage area of all cohesive
elements (dAd); therefore:

dA ¼
X

dAd (13.14)

However, the damage increment would not concern the whole cohesive layer but
would be concentrated in a relatively small process zone close to the crack tip. To es-
timate the size of ACZ, analytical relationships can be found in the literature (Harper &
Hallett, 2008), where the size per unit thickness is defined as the distance from the
crack tip to the point where s22,0 is attained. In this work, different definition and eval-
uation method are proposed: ACZ corresponds to the sum of the nominal sections of the
cohesive elements where the difference in opening between the maximum and mini-
mum load of the fatigue cycle, Dd22¼ d22,max� d22,min, is higher than a threshold
value Ddth22. The value Dd

th
22 is supposed to be the highest value of Dd22 in the cohesive

layer when DG in the simulation equals DGth experimentally obtained by FCG tests. In
this way FCG may take place even at d22,max� d22,0, which is a condition that should
be accounted for because d22,0 results from calibration of the cohesive zone on fracture
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tests and may not be representative of a threshold for FCG. The process zone size ACZ
therefore has to be evaluated by FE analysis while performing the FCG simulation but
it does not need to be assumed from a theoretical model.

Eqn (13.14) can be therefore rewritten as (Turon et al., 2007)

dA ¼
X
i˛ACZ

dAi
d (13.15)

where only the elements lying in the process zone (named ACZ) are considered.
To represent crack growth due to fatigue (dA/dN), local damage of the cohesive

elements (D) has to be related to the number of cycles (N). This is done using the
equation

dD
dN

¼ dD
dAd

dAd

dN
(13.16)

The first part of Eqn (13.16) can be easily obtained, deriving Eqn (13.9); therefore,

dD
dAd

¼ 1
Ae

(13.17)

The process to obtain the second part is more complicated. The derivative of Eqn
(13.15) with respect to the number of cycles is

dA
dN

¼
X
i˛ACZ

dAi
d

dN
(13.18)

At this point, an assumption is introduced: The increment of damage per cycle is
supposed to be the same for all elements lying in the process zone. Therefore, value
dAd=dN is assumed to be the average value of the damaged area growth rate
dAi

d=dN for all elements in the process zone.
Hence, the crack growth rate can be rewritten as (Turon et al., 2007):

dA
dN

¼
X
i˛ACZ

dAd

dN
¼ nCZ

dAd

dN
(13.19)

where nCZ is the number of elements lying on the process area ACZ. nCZ can be written
as the ratio between the process zone extension (ACZ) and the nominal cross-section
area (Ae) leading to the equation

dA
dN

¼ ACZ

Ae

dAd

dN
(13.20)
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The second part of Eqn (13.16) can be therefore written as:

dAd

dN
¼ dA

dN
Ae

ACZ
(13.21)

The crack growth rate can be finally expressed as a function of the applied SERR, in
the simplest version using Eqn (13.1)

dD
dN

¼ 1
ACZ

BDGd (13.22)

13.2.1.1 Strain energy release rate computation

In the previous section, a relationship between the applied SERR and the increase in
damage in the cohesive zone was defined. To simulate FCG a general method is there-
fore required to calculate the value of the SERR as a function of crack length. The most
common methods for SERR evaluation using the FE method are the contour integral
(J) and the VCCT. These two methods are usually available in FE software but in gen-
eral VCCT is intended to be an alternative to using cohesive elements, and the software
used in this work (ABAQUS�) did not output the contour integral for an integration
path including a cohesive element.

To compute the J-integral, a path surrounding the crack has to be selected. Consid-
ering, for example, the crack in Figure 13.6, the path (U) is displayed by a dashed line
and is represented by all top and bottom nodes of the cohesive elements.

The J-integral definition (Rice, 1968) is

J ¼
Z
U

n½H�q dU (13.23)

where n is a vector normal to the path, q is a vector lying on the crack propagation
direction, and [H] is defined as

½H� ¼ W ½I� � �
sij

��vuij
vxij

�
(13.24)

Cohesive
elements

Ω

X2

X1

n
q

Figure 13.6 Example of J-integral surrounding the cohesive element layer.
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where W is the strain energy density, [sij] is the stress matrix, and ui is the displace-
ments of points lying on the path.

Neglecting geometrical nonlinearity, vector q can be assumed to be perpendicular
to the direction x2 along the whole path; therefore, the J-integral can be rewritten as:

J ¼
Z
U

	
� s12

vu1
vx1

� s22
vu2
vx1



dG (13.25)

Extracting the opening/sliding and the stresses in the cohesive elements at the
beginning of the increment, the SERR is then computed. An interesting feature of
this approach is that the Mode I and Mode II components of the J-integral can be ob-
tained by integrating separately the second or the first components of the integral in
Eqn (13.25), respectively.

This method can be easily implemented for a 2D problem because there is only one
possible path. In the case of a 3D problem implementation is more difficult because
several paths can be identified along the crack width, and their definition is trouble-
some, especially when dealing with irregular meshes. A 3D version was implemented
by Moroni and Pirondi (2012b) in the case of planar crack geometries and regular
cohesive mesh. In this case, Eqn (13.25) is evaluated on several parallel contours to
obtain the J-integral along the crack front.

13.2.1.2 Finite element implementation

The theoretical framework described in Section 13.1.2 and the SERR calculation pro-
cedure are implemented using suitable Fortran subroutines in the commercial software
ABAQUS�. In particular the USDFLD ABAQUS� subroutine is used to modify cohe-
sive element stiffness by means of a field variable that accounts for damage, whereas
the URDFIL subroutine is used to obtain the result in terms of stresses, displacements,
and energies. Fatigue analysis is carried out as a simple static analysis divided into a
certain number of increments. Each increment corresponds to a given number of cycles.

Assuming that the fatigue cycle load varies from a maximum value Fmax to a min-
imum value Fmin, the analysis is carried out applying the maximum load Fmax to the
model. The load ratio is defined as the ratio between the minimum and maximum
load applied:

R ¼ Fmax

Fmin
(13.26)

The SERR amplitude is therefore

DG ¼ �
1� R2�Gmax (13.27)

This latter is compared with the SERR threshold DGth. If DG>DGth the analysis
starts (or it continues if the increment is not the first); otherwise the analysis is stopped.
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The flow diagram in Figure 13.7 shows the operations performed within each
increment.

At the beginning of increment j the number of cycles (Nj) and the damage variable
for each of the i elements ðDj

iÞ are known. Now for each element the maximum
possible damage change within the increment ðDDj

iÞ is computed. If DDmax is the
maximum allowable variation in a single increment (it is a user-defined value and is
used to ensure smooth crack growth) DDj

i is calculated as follows:

DDj
i ¼ DDmax if 1� Dj

i > DDmax

DDj
i ¼ 1� Dn

i if 1� Dj
i < DDmax

(13.28)

In other words, DDj
i is the minimum between the DDmax and the amount needed for

D to reach unity. Therefore, for each element the amount of cycles DNj
i to produce DD

j
i

is calculated by integrating Eqn (13.22) using the DG evaluated at the beginning of the
increment, as described in the previous paragraph. After that, the routine searches for
the minimum value among the calculated DNj

i within the cohesive zone. This value,
DNj

min, is assumed to be the number of cycles of the increment, DNj. Finally, the num-
ber of cycle is updated ðDNjþ1Þ, and using Eqn (13.22) this time to calculate the DDj

i
corresponding to DNj the new damage distribution ðDDjþ1

i Þ is determined for all
elements belonging to the process zone.

The procedure is fully automated, i.e., the simulation is performed in a unique run
without stopping.

13.2.1.3 Mixed-mode loading

With the aim of extending the model to mixed-Mode I/II conditions, a mixed-mode
cohesive law has to be defined. This is done according to the scheme shown in
Figure 13.8 from knowledge of pure Mode I and pure Mode II cohesive laws (index
22 refers to opening or Mode I direction; index 12 refers to the sliding or Mode II
direction).

Damage
distribution,

increment j+1

Damage
distribution,
increment j

Routine for the
calculation of ∆G,

increment j

Accumulated
number of cycles,

increment j+1

Accumulated
number of cycles,

increment j

∆G j

∆Di 
j ∆Ni 

j
n∆Nmi

j

Di 
j Di 

j+1

N j N j+1

Figure 13.7 Flow diagram of the automatic procedure for crack growth rate prediction.
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First, the mixed-mode equivalent opening has to be defined. This is done using the
relationship

deq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi	
d22 þ jd22j

2


2

þ ðd12Þ2
s

(13.29)

In the case of pure Mode I, this equation is given as deq, the value of d22 in the case
of positive d22, whereas it is 0 in the case of negative d22. This is done because it is
supposed that compression stresses do not lead to damage of the adhesive layer. Of
course, d22 assumes only positive values if the crack surface compenetration is prop-
erly prevented in the model.

Moreover, the mixed-mode cohesive law is defined in terms of the initial stiffness
(Keq,0), damage initiation equivalent opening (deq,0), and critical equivalent opening
(deq,C).

The equivalent initial stiffness is obtained by equating the equivalent strain energy
(UEQ) to the total strain energy (UTOT), which in turn is equal to the sum of the strain
energy in Mode I (U22) and Mode II (U12)

UEQ ¼ UTOT ¼ U22 þ U12 ¼ 1
2
$d2eq$K

0
eq

¼ 1
2
$ðd22 þ jd22jÞ2$K0

22 þ
1
2
$d212$K

0
12 (13.30)

K22,0 and K12,0 represent the initial stiffness of the Mode I and Mode II cohesive
laws, respectively.

Γ22
Γeq

Γ12

σ22,max

σ12,max

σ22 ,σ12

δ 22

δ 12

δeq

Figure 13.8 Example of cohesive law in the case of mixed-mode conditions.
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A further relationship is needed to define damage initiation. This is done using the
quadratic failure criterion (Ungsuwarungsru & Knauss, 1987)

	
s22

s22;max


2

þ
	

s12

s12;max


2

¼ 1: (13.31)

The last relationship needed regards the definition of the critical equivalent opening.
Because the area underlying the cohesive law represents the critical SERR, using the
Kenane and Benzeggagh (KB) theory (Kenane & Benzeggagh, 1996), the area under-
lying the mixed-mode equivalent cohesive law (Geq) can be computed as

Geq ¼ G22 þ ðG12 � G22Þ MMmm (13.32)

where (G22) and (G12) are the areas underling the Mode I and Mode II cohesive laws,
respectively, mm is a mixed-mode coefficient depending on the adhesive, and MM is
the mixed-mode ratio defined as a function of the Mode I and Mode II SERRs as
follows:

MM ¼ GII

GI þ GII
: (13.33)

The KB mixed-mode fatigue crack propagation model (Kenane & Benzeggagh,
1997) is the first considered, because it is the most general law that can be found in
the literature. The FCG rate is given by Eqn (13.1) where this time B and d are the func-
tions of the mixed-mode ratio MM:

d ¼ dI þ ðdII � dIÞ ðMMÞnd (13.34)

ln B ¼ ln BII þ ðln BI � ln BIIÞð1�MMÞnB (13.35)

where dI, BI, and dII, BII are, respectively, the parameters of the Paris law in Mode I and
Mode II and nd, nB are the material parameters. Other approaches from the literature
were implemented in Moroni and Pirondi (2012a) but they are not considered here for
the sake of comparison with ABAQUS� VCCT fatigue delamination, where KB is the
only mixed-mode loading FCGmodel. Moreover, updating of B and dwith MM during
propagation has been deactivated because it is not a feature available in ABAQUS�.

13.2.2 Virtual crack closure technique (VCCT)

The VCCT is well implemented in ABAQUS� for both 2D and 3D. In a 2D problem,
the crack is represented as a 1D discontinuity formed by a line of nodes with the bulk
material located on both sides of the discontinuity, as seen in Figure 13.9. The bulk
material is modeled in the form of two distinct parts joined together by means of a con-
tact pair along the discontinuity, with either of the coinciding edges as a master surface
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and the other as a slave surface. The nodes on the discontinuity share the same coor-
dinates and have an important role in the definition of pre-cracked region, the crack
front, and the crack path.

The nodes on the discontinuity, which are not bonded and are free to move away
from each other, represent the pre-crack region, whereas the nodes that are bonded
and stick to each other, referred as bonded nodes, define the crack propagation path
and the point of transition of bonded and unbounded nodes forms the crack front. It
is possible to define a completely bonded interface; however, at least a single node
has to be kept unbounded to identify the crack front. Normal surface behavior is spec-
ified for the contact pair with pressure-overclosure¼HARD and the initial conditions
of the contact pair are set to bonded, over the bonded nodes by means of the following
lines inserted in the input file before the definition of the step.

*INITIAL CONDITIONS, TYPE ¼CONTACT
<Slave Surface>, <Master Surface>, <Bonded Node Set>

A structured mesh with an aspect ratio of 1 is preferred in the meshing of the region
forming the crack path and is done in such a way that the nodes on the contact edge of
one side of the bulk material have the same coordinates as the nodes on the contact
edge of the other side of the bulk material along the crack path. The loading cycle
is represented by means of the *AMPLITUDE term, which may be periodic, tabular,
and so forth, depending on the loading history, the R-ratio, etc. In the current study, a
sinusoidal loading history was implemented and the corresponding parameters were
defined.

In the definition of the step, at the end of every increment, the SERRs are calculated
using the *DEBOND command, which is used to specify that crack propagation may
occur between two surfaces that are initially partially bonded. This is done by inserting
the following lines into the Step module:

*DEBOND, SLAVE¼<Slave Surface>, MASTER¼<Master Surface>

One dimensional discontinuity

Initial crack front

Bonded nodes Top surface

Bottom surface

Figure 13.9 Representation of constituents of a VCCT model.
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This is followed by the definition of the criterion, using the *FRACTURE CRITE-
RION command, which governs the fracture of the bonded region by releasing the
bonded nodes and letting the crack propagate along the crack path. For the case of static
crack propagation, this criterion is set to TYPE¼VCCT by inserting the following lines:

*FRACTURE CRITERION, TYPE¼VCCT
<GIc>, <GIIc>, <GIIIc>, <eta>

in which the second line denotes the material parameters.
For the case of fatigue crack propagation, Equation (13.1) is followed by setting this

criterion to TYPE¼ FATIGUE, in the direct cyclic step, and the following lines are
inserted into the input file:

*FRACTURE CRITERION, TYPE¼FATIGUE
<c1>, <c2>, <c3>, <c4>, <r1>, <r2>, <GIc>, <GIIc>,
<GIIIc>, <eta>

in which <c1>, <c2> represent the fatigue crack onset parameters, <c3>, <c4>
represent the Paris parameters of the fatigue crack propagation, <r1> represents the
definitions of the threshold regions of the Paris curve given by (r1¼Gthresh/Gc),
<r2> represents the definition of the unstable region of the Paris curve and is given
by (r2¼Gpl/Gc), and the rest of the parameters signify the material parameters. The
advancement of the crack is determined by applying the Paris law, which is based
on the total SERR GTOT in a direct cyclic analysis.

13.2.2.1 Direct cyclic analysis

Direct cyclic analysis, as implemented in ABAQUS�, is a quasi-static analysis that
uses a combination of Fourier series and time integration of the nonlinear material by
iteratively using the modified Newton method, with the elastic stiffness matrix at the
beginning of the analysis step serving as the Jacobian, to obtain the stabilized
response of an elasticeplastic structure subjected to constant amplitude cyclic
loading. It effectively provides the cyclic response of the structure directly by
neglecting the pre-stability loading cycles of a transient analysis, which are numer-
ically expensive. The workflow of the procedure is described in Figure 13.10. The
method is based on the development of a displacement function F(t), which describes
the structural response at all moments of time t, in a loading cycle, within a given
time period T. This function is represented in the following way:

UðtÞ ¼ U0 þ
Xn

k¼1

�
Us
k sin kut þ Uc

k cos kut
�

(13.36)

where n represents the number of terms in the Fourier series, u is the angular fre-
quency, and U0, Us

k , and U
c
k are the coefficients of displacement corresponding to each

degree of freedom. The residual vectors are of the same form as the displacement
function and are represented by

RðtÞ ¼ R0 þ
Xn

k¼1

�
Rs
k sin kut þ Rc

k cos kut
�

(13.37)
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where R0, Rs
k , and R

c
k have the same correspondence with the displacement coefficients

U0, Us
k, and U

c
k , respectively, and this vector R(t) is tracked for each instance of time in

the loading cycle using element-to-element calculations. Integration of this function
R(t) over the entire cycle yields the following Fourier coefficients:

R0 ¼ 2
T

ZT
0

RðtÞdt

Rs
k ¼ 2

T

ZT
0

RðtÞ sin kutdt (13.38)

F(t), I(t), R(t)

R(t) = F(t) – T(t) = 0 

[K]Ck
(i–y) = Rk

(i)

Residual coefficients
R0, Rk

s, Rk
c

Displacement coefficients
U0, Uk

s, Uk
c

Corrected displacement coefficient

        U0
(i+1) =  U0

(i) + c0
(i+1)

      Uk
c (i+1) =  Uk

c (i) + ck
c (i+1)

      Uk
s (i+1) =  Uk

s (i) + ck
s (i+1)

ck
(i–1)

Coefficients 
are within 
tolerance

NO

YES

Solution

Figure 13.10 Block diagram illustrating the steps of the direct cyclic method.
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Rs
k ¼ 2

T

ZT
0

RðtÞcos kutdt

These coefficients correspond to the displacement coefficients and are compared
with the tolerances defined in the step to achieve convergence. If the tolerance is met,
convergence is achieved and the solution is obtained for that loading cycle. However,
when these residuals are larger than the tolerance parameters, correction parameter ck
is evaluated in which corrections to the displacement coefficients c0, csk, and cck are
made in the following way:

Uðiþ1Þ
0 ¼ UðiÞ

0 þ cðiþ1Þ
0

Ucðiþ1Þ
k ¼ UcðiÞ

k þ ccðiþ1Þ
k (13.39)

Usðiþ1Þ
k ¼ UsðiÞ

k þ csðiþ1Þ
k

The updated displacement coefficients are used in the next iteration to obtain dis-
placements at each instant in time. This process is repeated until convergence is ob-
tained. Each pass through the complete load cycle can therefore be thought of as a
single iteration of the solution to the nonlinear problem.

The general syntax of the direct cyclic analysis pertaining to fatigue may be repre-
sented as:

*DIRECT CYCLIC, FATIGUE.
I0, TS,,, Fi, Fmax, DF, imax,
Nmin, Nmax, NTOT,,

where I0 represents the initial time increment size and if unspecified a default value
equal to 0.1 times the single loading cycle period is assumed; Ts is the time of single
loading cycle; and the next two blank values are, respectively, minimum and
maximum time increments allowed, which are generally kept unspecified and a default
of 10�5 times Ts for the first parameter (minimum time increment allowed) and a
default of 0.1 times Ts, for the second parameter (maximum time increment allowed)
unless the CETOL or DELTMX parameter is specified. Fi represents the initial number
of terms in the Fourier series with a default of 11; Fmax represents the maximum num-
ber of terms in the Fourier series with a default value of 25; DF represents the incre-
ment in the number of terms in Fourier series with a default of 5, and imax represents the
maximum number of iterations with 200 as the default value. The second line is
composed of minimum Nmin and maximum increment Nmax in the number of cycles
over which damage is extrapolated forward. The default values of Nmin and Nmax
are 100 and 1000, respectively. NTOT represents the total number of cycles allowed
in a step, which if skipped is assigned by default a value of (1þ Nmax/2).

13.2.3 Finite element models

Fatigue delamination models are tested on various joint geometries characterized by
varying mixed-mode ratios to verify accuracy, robustness, and performance in terms
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of computational time. In particular, pure Mode I loading is simulated with a DCB ge-
ometry, pure Mode II loading with an end-loaded split (ELS) geometry, and mixed-
Mode I/II loading with an MMELS geometry, as shown in Figure 13.11. In addition,
a single-lap joint (SLJ) was modeled as a representative case of real joint geometry
(Figure 13.11). The propagation of the crack in the SLJ was allowed only on one
side to simplify comparison of the models’ results. The elastic properties are taken
from Bernasconi, Jamil, Moroni, and Pirondi (2013) whereas the cohesive law and
FCG behavior are taken from Turon et al. (2007). All properties are summarized in
Table 13.1 together with the applied load and specimens’ dimensions. In all simula-
tions, a load ratio of R¼ 0.05 is assumed. The element type and mesh size are reported
in Table 13.2 and represent good balance between convergence on the strain release
rate and computational cost. Other parameters to be set, specifically for each FCG
model, are as follows:

• a maximum damage increment, DDmax¼ 0.2 was used for cohesive zone (CZ) (Pirondi &
Moroni, 2010);

• a number of Fourier series terms equal to 49 and time increment 0.001 were set for VCCT,
except for SLJ, for which the time increment was set to 0.01 owing to finer mesh.

The choice of a small time increment in the VCCT solution followed from a conver-
gence study. Indeed, a strong influence of time integration points was observed for re-
sults obtained by VCCT and different values of SERR were obtained when the time
integration points were varied from 10 to 1000. As a result of these variations in
SERR, there were significant differences in estimation in the number of cycles owing
to the presence of high values of the exponent in the Paris law. Therefore, 1000 time
integration points with an initial time increment of 0.001 were used to evaluate accu-
rate results; however, this increased the computational time drastically.

An initial crack length of 0.1 mm (one element) was specified for the SLJ when
simulated using VCCT, whereas no initial crack length was needed in the case of
CZM.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

a a

a

P P/2

P/2

P

L
L

L
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L0

L

h h
h

h

Figure 13.11 Simulated geometries: (a) DCB, (b) ELS, (c) MMELS, and (d) SLJ.
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The increment in crack length is fixed in the case of VCCT, i.e., equal to the element
size along the delaminatingedebonding interface (0.1 mm for the SLJ and 0.5 mm
elsewhere), whereas in the case of CZ it results from the increment in damageDD; there-
fore, it is not generally constant because DD may vary from increment to increment
according to Eqn (13.28). However, the average increment in crack length in the case
of CZM ranged from 0.1 to 0.5 mm in the various cases simulated in this work.

Table 13.1 Elastic properties (Bernasconi et al., 2013), cohesive zone
parameters, and FCG behavior for pure Mode I and pure Mode II,
and mixed-Mode I/II (Turon et al., 2007), together with specimen
dimensions and applied load for unit thickness

Parameter Mode I Mode II

G (N/mm) 0.266 1.002

smax (MPa) 30 30

d0 (mm) 0.003 0.003

dC (mm) 0.0173 0.066

B 0.0616 4.23

d 5.4 4.5

Parameter Value

mm 2.6

md 1.85

mB 0.35

Parameter Value

E11 (MPa) 54000

E22 (MPa) 8000

n12 (MPa) 0.25

G12 (MPa) 2750

DCB ELS MMELS SLJ

P (N/mm) 10 20 15 200

a0 (mm) 20 20 20 e

h (mm) 5 5 5 10.56

L (mm) 175 175 175 285.8

L0 (mm) e e e 110.8

DCB, double cantilever beam; ELS, end-loaded split; MMELS, mixed-mode end-loaded split; SLJ, single-lap joint.
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13.3 Comparison of cohesive zone and VCCT on fatigue
delamination/debonding

The two methods are compared with respect to: (1) agreement with each other, (2)
agreement with numerical integration in Eqn (13.1); and (3) calculation time. Concern-
ing (2), numerical integration was done using DG as a function of crack length coming
from the FE simulations. Because DG is known by FE analysis, the trapezoidal rule
(i.e., using the mean DG over the increment) was used. In this way, a closer estimate
of the number of cycles at failure should be obtained with respect to both the CZ and
VCCT, where for numerical reasons the DG at the beginning of the increment is used.
Because Eqn (13.1) represents the best fit of experimental data (not shown here, but
taken from Turon et al. (2007)), the level of agreement between the number of cycles
output by the models and the numerical integration of Eqn (13.1) also represents the
level of agreement between experimental data and the simulations. Regarding (3),
the time the analyst has to wait for the crack to reach the knee of the a-N diagram
is close to fracture. In the cases studied here, this means a crack length of 40 mm
for all geometries, except SLJ, for which the analyses have stopped at 40 mm of crack

Table 13.2 Mesh size and element type of various FE models

Composite laminate Cohesive zone

Element type Size Element type Size

DCB Four-node bilinear
plane stress
quadrilateral,
reduced
integration

0.5 mm Four-node 2D
cohesive
element

0.2 mm

ELS Four-node bilinear
plane stress
quadrilateral,
reduced
integration

0.5 mm Four-node 2D
cohesive
element

0.5 mm

MMELS Four-node bilinear
plane stress
quadrilateral,
reduced
integration

0.5 mm Four-node 2D
cohesive
element

0.2 mm

SLJ Four-node bilinear
plane stress
quadrilateral

0.1 mm
(next to
cohesive
elements)

Four-node 2D
cohesive
element

0.1 mm

DCB, double cantilever beam; ELS, end-loaded split; MMELS, mixed-mode end-loaded split; SLJ, single-lap joint.
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length even though they are still far from fracture. Only the outputs strictly necessary
for each model were required, to minimize time spent in storing data. The PC used for
calculations is an Athlon X2 Dual Core 2 GHz CPU, with 2 GB RAM and a 200-GB
hard drive (7200 rpm, 8 MB cache).

13.3.1 Mode I loading (DCB)

Figure 13.12 shows the values of GI obtained by CZ, VCCT, and J-integral (stationary
crack). The three sets show good correspondence with each other, as expected, with
only some small oscillation in the SERR calculated using the subroutine in the case
of CZ.

The main result in terms of crack length versus number of cycles is shown in
Figure 13.13, where a small difference of about 2.5% is evident. Another small differ-
ence is the gradient in a-N trend while approaching GIc, which is much steeper (almost
discontinuous) in the case of VCCT. Both CZ and VCCT yielded a higher number of
cycles with respect to the numerical integration of Eqn (13.1), with a difference of
2.3% in the case of CZ and 1.8% in the case of VCCT, which is acceptable in engi-
neering terms.

13.3.2 Mode II loading (ELS)

Figure 13.14 shows the values ofGII obtained by CZ, VCCT, and J-integral (stationary
crack). The three sets show a good correspondence with each other, especially until
50 mm crack length, whereas for longer cracks the CZ GII is lower than the VCCT
one and the J-integral lies in between.

The main result in terms of crack length versus number of cycles is shown in
Figure 13.15, in which a difference of about 10% is evident. The number of cycles
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Figure 13.12 Comparison of GI obtained by CZ, VCCT, and J-integral (stationary crack) in the
case of DCB.
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at failure was also obtained by integrating Eqn (13.1) using the trapezoidal rule
and the DG as a function of crack length coming from the FE simulations. Both
CZ and VCCT yielded a higher number of cycles with respect to the numerical
integration of Eqn (13.1), with a negligible difference both in the case of CZ
and VCCT.

13.3.3 Mixed-mode I/II loading (MMELS)

Figure 13.16 shows the values of GI and GII obtained by CZ and VCCT. The values
obtained with the two methods show good correspondence with each other in the case
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Figure 13.14 Comparison ofGII obtained by CZ, VCCT, and J-integral (stationary crack) in the
case of ELS.
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Figure 13.13 Comparison of aeN values in the case of DCB obtained by CZ and VCCT.
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of the Mode I component, as for the DCB geometry. Under Mode II, the agreement is
good, especially until 50 mm crack length, as in the ELS, whereas for longer cracks the
CZ GII is lower than the VCCT one.

The main result in terms of crack length versus number of cycles is shown in
Figure 13.17, where a small difference of about 4% is evident. The number of cycles
at failure was obtained by integrating Eqn (13.1) using the trapezoidal rule and DG as a
function of crack length coming from the FE simulations. Both in the case of CZ and
VCCT the numerical integration of Eqn (13.1) yielded a lower number of cycles, with
a difference of 5.5% in the case of CZ and 8.3% in the case of VCCT, which may be
still acceptable in engineering terms.
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Figure 13.16 Comparison of GI and GII obtained by CZ and VCCT in the case of MMELS.
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Figure 13.15 Comparison of aeN values in the case of ELS obtained by CZ and VCCT.
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13.3.4 Single-lap joint (SLJ)

Figure 13.18 shows the values for GI and GII obtained by CZ and VCCT. The values
obtained with the two methods show good correspondence with each other in the
case of both mode components in the first millimeters of propagation, whereas at longer
cracks the CZ values are lower than the VCCT ones. A higher difference is noticed in the
case of the Mode II component, similar to Mode II and mixed-Mode I/II loading. How-
ever, in those cases the difference in the number of cycles between the two models to
failure was affected to a limited extent, whereas in the case of SLJ the discrepancy is
much higher (Figure 13.19). This discrepancy, however, occurs because, to date,
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Figure 13.18 Comparison of GI and GII obtained by CZ and VCCT in the case of SLJ.
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Figure 13.17 Comparison of aeN values in the case of MMELS obtained by CZ and VCCT.
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VCCT does not allow modifying the coefficient (B) and exponent (d) of Eqn (13.1)
according to the mixed-mode ratio MM (Eqns (13.33)e(13.35), Kenane & Benzeggagh,
1997) as CZ instead does. In the case of SLJ, the MM ratio increases steeply in the
first 5 mm of propagation and then becomes almost stationary (ranges between 0.55
and 0.56) (Figure 13.20) and the VCCT simulation was performed in this case using
the stationary MM value. Both in the case of CZ and VCCT, the numerical integration
of Eqn (13.1) yielded a lower number of cycles, with a difference (after 48 mm of crack
propagation) of 2.6% in the case of CZ and 1.1% in the case of VCCT, which is
absolutely acceptable in engineering terms.

13.3.5 Calculation time

The calculation times are reported in Table 13.3. The CZ resulted on average two
orders of magnitude quicker than VCCT, with calculation times on the order of
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Figure 13.20 MM ratio as a function of crack length in the case of SLJ.
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minutes instead of hours. In the case of SLJ, the increase in calculation time is related
to the finer mesh, but the time required by VCCT is so important that high-
performance computing may be needed if model complexity increases further.

The origin of this large difference in performance between the in-house CZ subrou-
tine and the built-in VCCT, both run using the ABAQUS solver, can be found at least
partly in the direct cyclic procedure associated with VCCT in ABAQUS. Indeed, this
procedure requires a large number of iterations to satisfy convergence on theDG value.
On the other hand, relaxing the convergence on DGmay affect the number of cycles to
failure unpredictably.

13.4 Conclusions

Comparison of the performance of the CZM presented in Moroni and Pirondi (2012)
and the VCCT embedded in the software ABAQUS on Mode I, Mode II, and mixed-
Mode I/IIeloaded cracks in composite assemblies yielded the following results:

• The two models agree with each other to within 4%, except in the case of SLJ, where VCCT
currently does not allow modifying the coefficient (B) and exponent (d) of Eqn (13.1) accord-
ing to the mixed-mode ratio MM as CZ does. Therefore, the rapid increase in MM in the first
millimeters of propagation generates a large discrepancy between the two models. In this
sense, the CZM offers an additional feature with respect to ABAQUS VCCT.

• Whereas the modeling effort is higher (there is a need to introduce a layer of cohesive ele-
ments), the CZM results in easier use (there is no need to identify the proper number of Four-
ier terms and time increment to represent cyclic loading). At the same time, it is more
efficient because the computation is lower by about two orders of magnitude, even though
the origin of this large difference in performance can be at least partly found in the direct
cyclic procedure associated with VCCT in ABAQUS.
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14.1 Introduction

Adhesive-bonding has been gaining much more importance during the last few de-
cades, because it is used for joining a wide range of similar and dissimilar metallic,
non-metallic and composite components with different shapes, sizes and thicknesses.
The advantages of adhesive-bonding over traditional joining techniques are well
known and accepted by the adhesive-bonding community. Adhesives provide greater
design flexibility, distribute load over a much wider area, reduce stress concentrations
and increase fatigue as well as corrosion resistance. In addition, they also provide
weight savings to the whole structure, improving the appearance of the bond (Hafiz,
2011). There is, therefore, no wonder that adhesive-bonding is the primary joining
technique for carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) used in the aerospace industry.
Many other industries make use of adhesives, e.g. civil engineering, transportation,
biomechanical, marine, electronics, etc. Fatigue is undoubtedly a very important
type of loading for many structural components that contain adhesive-bonding sys-
tems. In a fatigue-loading regime, a structure may fail at a small percentage of static
strength. Therefore, fatigue analysis and fatigue strength prediction are highly
required, especially for the case of failsafe or damage tolerance design. Accurate pre-
diction of fatigue life is a challenge due to the complicated nature of fatigue crack initi-
ation and propagation, geometry of bonded joints and complex material behaviour
under loading and unloading regimes (Abdel Wahab, 2012).

A particular issue with the integrity of adhesive joints is the presence of cracks and
flaws in the as-manufactured adhesive bondline. The presence of these defects, at least
at some scale, appears inevitable and the propagation of such cracks/flaws has the po-
tential to affect the service life of the adhesively-bonded joints and even to cause cata-
strophic failure of bonded structures in service. Hence, a better understanding of crack
behaviour under realistic types of service loading is an important aspect of evaluating
the potential performance of adhesively-bonded joints (Hafiz, Abdel Wahab,
Crocombe, & Smith, 2010). The knowledge of the crack behaviour is essential for ma-
terial development and selection and for design and life-prediction studies. Much work
has been published to characterize the performance of adhesive joints under mode I
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loading, but the fatigue process in adhesive joints is poorly characterized. Hence, the
estimation of bonded joint fatigue life becomes very difficult. Few efforts have been
devoted to characterize fatigue life modelling and prediction of bonded joints under
mode I fracture. Therefore, the need for this work becomes unavoidable. The structure
of the chapter is as follows. In the next section, the analytical approach is discussed,
together with the mode I strain energy release rate and the integration of the crack
growth law. Then, the finite element (FE) approach is presented. Finally, a validation
of the FE approach using experimental data and concluding remarks are presented.

14.2 Characterization of fatigue in bonded joints

The term ‘fatigue’ is used when materials loose structural integrity under repeated
stresses. Fatigue failure can be described as failure after multiple load applications,
which would not have caused failure if applied individually. The fatigue mechanism
in polymers is different from metals due to factors such as moisture, temperature
and the visco-elastic nature of some polymers at modest temperatures affecting the
response to cyclic stresses. There are two main approaches, which have been exten-
sively used in the fatigue characterization of bonded joints: the stress-life approach
and fatigue crack growth (FCG) approach.

14.2.1 Stress-life approach

Safe-life design is the main theme of this approach. The philosophy is that the compo-
nent is flaw-free and is replaced after a fixed service life. In the stress-life approach, a
number of samples are tested at different fatigue loads, generally under constant-
amplitude fatigue loading. A relationship between stress (S) and the number of cycles
(N) is then plotted. A schematic SeN curve is shown in Figure 14.1.

A fatigue threshold, sth, is defined as the stress amplitude below which there is no
fatigue failure and thus an infinite fatigue life of the joint is predicted. When presenting
fatigue data for bonded joints in this way, there is an issue of what stress value to use,

Total failure

Failure initiation 

S

Nlog

thσ

Figure 14.1 Schematic SeN curve.
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and therefore the distribution of stress and the mode of failure are not analysed in this
approach.

14.2.2 FCG approach

The FCG approach is based on fracture mechanics (FM). In the FCG approach, a very
small size initial flaw distribution is assumed, and the knowledge of the conditions and
rates at which these cracks will grow along with the detailed inspection programme is
utilized in a failsafe design approach.

The FCG method is the correlation between the rate of FCG per cycle (da/dN, where
a represents the crack length at a certain number of cycles N) and the change of one frac-
ture parameter over time. The plotted expression of these two factors in a logarithmic
scale has a sigmoidal shape that has been previously observed in studies of FCG in
metals and polymers (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002), and for a large range it follows a power
law. Figure 14.2 shows a typical propagation curve, which characterizes the properties
above a certain fatigue threshold value and below the fracture toughness of the adhesive.
From Figure 14.2, three zones can be easily identified: (1) threshold region, within
which the crack growth tends to zero; (2) linear region, in which a linear growth is
noticed and a Paris-type relation fits well and (3) fast fracture region, in which the crack
becomes unstable and is characterized by its rapid and catastrophic growth.

The fatigue crack propagation rate (da/dN) is measured and related to FM param-
eters such as the stress intensity factor,K, strain energy release rate,G, or the J-integral.
In these tests, the sample is usually pre-cracked and only the propagation phase is
studied. This approach is well established for characterizing fatigue in metals where
log da/dN is plotted against log DK (Bannantine, Comer, & Hand-rock, 1990). In
the case of bonded joints, strain energy release rate, G, is generally the mostly widely
used FM parameter (Dessureault & Spelt, 1997). The key parameters involved in FCG
are mode I strain energy release rate, GI, and da/dN. In the next two sections, we high-
light the approaches used to calculate the fatigue life of bonded joints.

Threshold

log (da/dN)

log (Glmax)GlcGlth

Fast fractureLinear

Figure 14.2 Fatigue crack propagation curve.
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14.3 Analytical approach to fatigue life prediction
of adhesively-bonded joints

14.3.1 Calculation of mode I strain energy release rate

Several methods and approaches have been applied to collect fatigue debond rate data
as a function of the applied strain energy release rate for mode I fracture specimens
such as double cantilever beams (DCBs). DCB is one of the most popular specimen
geometries for characterizing FCG in bonded joints. A DCB specimen is loaded by
applying symmetrical opening tensile forces at the end of the beam, as shown in
Figure 14.3. This enables the tensile opening mode (mode I) of the fracture energy,
GIC, to be measured. However, the use of this relatively very simple FM specimen ap-
pears to have given rise to surprising differences in reported values of GIC. Published
fracture toughness, GIC, values range from 1400 to 2000 J/m2 (Hafiz et al., 2010;
Shenoy, Ashcroft, Critchlow, Crocombe, & Abdel Wahab, 2009) to a mean value
of around 2800 J/m2 from a number of studies (Johnson, Butkus, & Valentin, 1998;
Ripling, Crosley, & Johnson, 1988) and a value of 3700 J/m2 (Jastrzebski, Sinclair,
Raizenne, & Spelt, 2009). The values are based on various configurations and data
reduction techniques. Such apparent differences in the fracture behaviour of the mate-
rial can readily be reproduced (Hashemi, Kinloch, & Williams, 1989). Therefore, it
seems reasonable to summarize different methods used to calculate GI in the next
section.

20 mm

40 mm
F

F

diam = 10 mm

diam = 10 mm

10 mm

140 mm

200 mm

Metallic adherend FM-73M adhesive Shim

15 mma = 25 mm

h = 10 mm

h = 10 mm

B = 15 mm

t = 0.16 mm

Figure 14.3 Bonded double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen geometry (Hafiz, 2011).
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14.3.1.1 Area method

There are different methods for analysing the data contained in a loadedisplacement
trace. In the area method, based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), the value
of GIC may be defined as:

GIC ¼ DU

BDa
(14.1)

where B is the width of the DCB specimen, DU is the area under the
loadedisplacement trace and Da is the increase in crack length from a1 to a2. If the
loading and unloading relations are linear; therefore LEFM is applicable and DU can
be written as (Hashemi et al., 1989):

DU ¼ U2 � U1 ¼ 1
2
½F1d2 � F2d1� (14.2)

where F1 and d1 are the load and displacement at crack length a1, and F2 and d2 are the
respective values at a crack length a2.

14.3.1.2 Compliance method

In this method, the IrwineKies method (Irwin & Kies, 1954) is used to evaluate GIC:

GIC ¼ F2

2B
dC
da

(14.3)

where dC/da is the variation of the compliance as a function of the crack length a, and
the compliance, C, is given by:

C ¼ d

F
(14.4)

where d is the displacement corresponding to a load F. Compliance is monitored for
the peak load. This method is based on Griffith’s theory, where the energy needed for a
crack to grow is the change in potential energy stored in the specimen due to crack
propagation. In other words, the elastic strain energy released, when the crack grows,
must be the energy required to create new surfaces. Energy dissipation is considered to
be located only in a plane and a linear crack front along the specimen width (B) is
assumed (Fernandez, de Moura, da Silva, & Marques, 2011).

14.3.1.3 Load method

If the elastic properties of the adherend material are known, then beam theory can be
used to calculate the change in compliance of the DCB as a crack propagates. An
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expression for the compliance in a DCB, neglecting the contribution of the adhesive, is
given by (Hashemi et al., 1989):

C ¼ d

F
¼ 2a3

3EI
(14.5)

where I is the second moment of area, which is given by:

I ¼ Bh3

12
(14.6)

Therefore, the compliance, C, becomes:

C ¼ 8a3

BEh3
(14.7)

where E and h are the flexural modulus and adherend thickness of DCB specimen,
respectively. Substitution of Eqns (14.5) and (14.6) into Eqn (14.3) yields the
following expression for strain energy release rate as a function of crack length:

GIC ¼ F2a2

BEI
(14.8)

Timoshenko and Goodier (1970) considered directly the deflection equation for a
cantilever beam (i.e. the adherend) loaded at the end to express the load line compli-
ance, C, and strain energy release rate, GIC, as:

C ¼ 8
BE

�
a3

h3
þ a

h

�
(14.9)

GIC ¼ F2

2B
dC
da

¼ F2a2

BEI

�
1þ h2

3a2

�
(14.10)

14.3.1.4 Displacement method

Substitution of F from Eqn (14.5) in Eqn (14.8), gives:

GIC ¼ 3Fd
2Ba

(14.11)

14.3.1.5 Beam on elastic foundation method

Pirondi and Nicoletto (2004), proposed a beam theory based model that accounts for
the influence of the adhesive on the joint behaviour. However, this model did not
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account for the elastic behaviour of the adhesive bondline, which was demonstrated to
influence the fracture energy of the joint. To account for the elasticity of the adhesive,
they modelled the DCB specimen as a beam on an elastic foundation, where the foun-
dation modulus, k, depends on the elastic constant of the adhesive, Ea, and on the bond-
line thickness, t. Therefore, GI is calculated considering the relation between C and a
developed by Krenk, Jonsson, and Hansen (1996), where the joint was modelled as a
beam on an elastic foundation.

GIC ¼ F2

2B
dC
da

¼ F2a2

BEI

�
1þ 1

lsa

�2

(14.12)

The load line compliance is:

C ¼ d

F
¼ 2lst

BE0
a

�
1þ 2ðlsaÞ þ 2ðlsaÞ2 þ 2

3
ðlsaÞ3

�
(14.13)

where

l4s ¼ K

4EI
¼ 6

h3t

E0
a

E
(14.14)

In Eqn (14.14), 1/ls serves as a length scale of the crack problem and varies from
about 0.35, at the beginning of the test to about 0.135 at the end of it; therefore it

cannot be neglected (Hafiz, 2011). The constant E0
a ¼ Ea

ð1� y2Þ is the plane strain

modulus of the adhesive.
Hafiz et al. (2010) introduced an equation, based on Williams’ work (Williams,

1988), that also takes into account the adhesive bondline thickness:

GIC ¼ F2a2

BEI

 
1þ ð1þ yÞ

5

�
h

a

�2
!�

1þ 1
lsa

�2

(14.15)

14.3.1.6 Compliance-based beam method

This method is based on the beam theory, specimen compliance and crack equivalent
concept. It overcomes the inaccuracies committed during crack lengthmonitoring caused
by crack bowing and tilting. This means that an equivalent crack length (ae) can be calcu-
lated as a function of the specimen compliance, thus avoiding the experimental crack
length monitoring during propagation. de Moura, Morais, and Dourado (2008) obtained
the specimen compliance (C) taking into account the effects of shear:

C ¼ 8a3

E1Bh3
þ 12a
5BhG13

(14.16)
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where E1 and G13 are the longitudinal and shear modulus of the adherends, respec-
tively. However, it is expected that the compliance of the adhesive and its thickness
may influence the global compliance of the specimen and should be accounted for.
Consequently, an equivalent flexural modulus Ef can be estimated from Eqn (14.16)
considering the initial compliance C0 and the corrected initial crack length (a0þ jDj)
instead of C and a, respectively:

Ef ¼ 8ða0 þ jDjÞ3
Bh3

�
C0 � 12ða0 þ jDjÞ

5BhG13

��1

(14.17)

where D accounts for the root rotation effect at the crack tip. de Moura et al. (2008)
obtained D as:

D ¼ h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ef

11G13

"
3� 2

�
G

1þ G

�2
#vuut (14.18)

where:

G ¼ 1:18

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EfE3

p
G13

(14.19)

An iterative procedure should be used in order to obtain a converged value for Ef.
This procedure also minimizes the influence of eventual errors committed on the initial
crack length measurements. The variability of the remaining elastic properties, E3 and
G13, leads to (Fernandez et al., 2011):

GIC ¼ 6F2

B2h

�
2a2e
h2Ef

þ 1
5G13

�
(14.20)

14.3.1.7 Polynomial method (compliance calibration method)

When the load, displacement and crack length have been determined experimentally,
the IrwineKies relation (Eqn (14.3)) can be directly used to calculate strain energy
release rate as a function of cycles or crack length. A simple method of achieving
this is by fitting a third-order polynomial curve to the full set of experimental compli-
ance values plotted against crack length:

C ¼ X1 þ X2aþ X3a
2 þ X4a

3 (14.21)

where X1, X2, X3 and X4 are the constants of the fitting procedure. The fracture energy
can now be obtained by means of Eqn (14.3) and differentiation of Eqn (14.21).
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14.3.2 Determination of FCG rate

A number of different approaches have also been used to calculate the crack growth
rate, da/dN, from the experimentally determined crack length as a function of cycles.

14.3.2.1 Polynomial method

This method involves incrementally fitting a second-order polynomial to sets of
(2nþ 1) data points throughout the whole data set. The integer n can be selected to
ensure an appropriate number of data points for curve fitting. The form of the polyno-
mial equation for the incremental data fitting is:

a ¼ X0 þ X1

�
N � Y1
Y2

�
þ X2

�
N � Y1
Y2

�2

(14.22)

where X0, X1 and X2 are the regression parameters determined by applying the least
square method to the data set. The terms Y1 and Y2 are used to scale the input data in
order to avoid numerical difficulties in this process, and are given by:

Y1 ¼ 1
2ðNi�n þ NiþnÞ (14.23)

Y2 ¼ 1
2ðNiþn � Ni�nÞ (14.24)

where i¼ (nþ 1). The crack growth rate, da/dN, is then obtained by differentiating
Eqn (14.22) with respect to number of cycles, N:

da
dN

¼ X1

Y2
þ 2X2

 
N � Y1
Y2
2

!
(14.25)

14.3.2.2 Secant method

This method consists of evaluating the variation of crack as a function of the number of
cycles considering a discrete number of measurements (n) during the fatigue test. The
crack growth rate between two consecutive measurements (i and iþ 1) is given by:

da
dN

¼ aiþ1 � ai
Niþ1 � Ni

(14.26)

where i represents the ith measurement performed during the test (0� i� n). This
gives an average value of the rate in an increment. This is a simple method that
accurately represents the data. However, the method is sensitive to scatter in the
experimental data, which tends to be magnified in the calculation of da/dN.
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More recently, Hafiz, Abdel Wahab, Crocombe, and Smith (2013) selected a three-
parameter exponential function for curve fitting the FCG data as:

a ¼ eðXþY=ðNþZÞÞ (14.27)

The three coefficients, namely X, Y and Z, are determined using curve-fitting
software.

14.3.3 Integration of FCG law

As mentioned earlier, the propagation curve is generally composed of three different
regions: damage nucleation, stable propagation and abrupt final failure. The second
phase corresponding to stable propagation leads to a linear trend on the Paris’ law rep-
resentation (logelog scale) and must be well characterized to define the fatigue behav-
iour of the structure (Figure 14.2). A threshold region of the FCG is associated with a
fatigue threshold below which measurable crack growth does not occur, i.e. the mate-
rial has infinite fatigue life. Therefore, when designing with materials where fatigue
crack propagation is to be avoided, the fatigue threshold, Gth, becomes of paramount
importance. Considerable scatter is often observed in experimental FCG plots and the
crack propagation rate in adhesives and composites is usually more sensitive to
changes in load than in metals. Therefore fatigue threshold-based designs are more
desirable with these materials (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002). The fatigue threshold depends
on the loading configurations and environmental effects and is also used in the fatigue
characterization of metals (Taylor, 1989). The Paris’ law, which fits well to the data in
linear region of the FCG curve in most cases, is given by:

da
dN

¼ CðGIÞm (14.28)

where C and m are the material constants. The value of m indicates the load sensitivity
of the crack propagation rate and lies generally between 3 and 4 for metals but is higher
for adhesives. Abdel Wahab, Ashcroft, Crocombe, and Smith (2004) obtained 5 and
13.4 for Cytec 4535A paste adhesive and AS4/8552 carbon fibre composite, respec-
tively. When fatigue life is dominated by crack propagation in a linear region, then re-
arranging Eqn (14.28) provides the fatigue lifetime, i.e.:

Nf ¼
Zaf
ai

da
CðGIÞm (14.29)

where ai and af are the initial and final crack lengths, respectively. The fast fracture
region of the FCG curve is related to unstable crack growth as GI approaches the
critical strain energy release rate, GC, in quasi-static loading. In most of the cases, the
fast fracture region does not affect the total propagation life of the systems significantly
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and can be ignored in the prediction of cycles to failure (Ashcroft & Shaw, 2002).
However the full sigmoidal curve is described empirically (Martin & Murri, 1990):

da
dN

¼ CðGIÞm
�
1� ðGth=GIÞm1

1� ðGI=GCÞm2

�
(14.30)

where m1 and m2 are the additional material constants, Gth is the fatigue threshold and
GC is the fracture toughness. The constants m, m1 and m2 can be obtained by fitting
Eqn (14.30) to experimental data. The difference between the above expression and the
classical Paris’ law is that Eqn (14.30) describes the full da/dN versus GI curve, i.e.
including the threshold and accelerating crack growth regions. Fatigue sensitivity can be
obtained from the ratio of Gth/GC. The number of cycles to failure (Nf) can be obtained
by integrating Eqn (14.30) from an initial crack length (ai) to a final crack length (af):

Nf ¼
Zaf
ai

1
CGn

I

�
1� ðGI=GCÞm2

1� ðGth=GIÞm1

�
da (14.31)

14.3.4 Effect of fatigue control mode

The fatigue control mode affects the crack growth in constant amplitude (CA) fatigue
tests. There are two main controlling modes, namely load control and displacement
control.

In load control (fixed loading profile), GI, increases with increase in crack length,
while in displacement control (fixed-grip position profile), GI decreases as the crack
length increases as shown in Figure 14.4. In displacement control, if crack growth
rate is related to GI, rapid crack propagation is initially predicted, and then it slows
down as the crack grows and stops before failure if the fatigue threshold is reached.
This behaviour is very important, as the complete fatigue crack propagation curve
can be generated from a single specimen. However, in load control mode, the phenom-
enon is the opposite. The crack growth is very slow in the beginning but accelerates
rapidly until complete failure. Results in the literature show that the relationship

Displacement 
control

Load control 

a

GI

Figure 14.4 GI versus crack length for different fatigue testing controlling modes.
Adapted from Ashcroft and Shaw (2002).
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between FCG rate and strain energy release rate remains unaffected, whether a sample
is tested under displacement control or load control (Mall, Ramamurthy, & Rezaizdeh,
1987).

14.4 Finite element analysis approach to fatigue life
prediction of adhesively-bonded joints

Finite element analysis (FEA) is a very important technique for modelling and hence
predicting the crack propagation rate in complex structures such as bonded joints.
Numerical integration methodologies have been developed based on Paris’ law.

14.4.1 Modelling DCB

A two-dimensional (2D) linear elastic FEA of the bonded DCB geometry was carried
out to validate the analytical expressions for GI introduced in the analytical approach
section. The study used second-order eight-noded quadrilateral elements, as these
elements generate more accurate results for quadrilateral-triangular automatic meshes.
Plane strain conditions were assumed to represent the mid-plane of the bonded joint.
The mesh was refined until there was no further change in the results. The overall mesh
and mesh around the crack tip element are shown in Figure 14.5 and Figure 14.6,
respectively. Load was applied at the left end of the joint, with the joint constrained
in the vertical direction at its right end, as shown in Figure 14.7. The material responses
were taken as linear elastic and isotropic. The analysis confirmed that the stresses in the
adherends were below yield and there was no evidence of adherend plasticity during
the experiments.

14.4.2 Mode I strain energy release rate

The strain energy release rate can be calculated using the virtual crack closure tech-
nique (VCCT), a well-established FM approach for analysing progressive crack
growth in linear elastic problems. This approach (Sethuraman & Maiti, 1988) was
implemented using crack tip singularity elements (Barsoum, 1976). The boundary con-
ditions and crack length along with other specifications were kept exactly the same as
those used in the experiments. The crack was introduced on the interface (between
lower adherend and adhesive), as Abdel Wahab (2000) showed that in most of the

Figure 14.5 Overall mesh of finite element analysis (FEA) model of the bonded double
cantilever beam (DCB) geometry.
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cases interfacial failure is observed for a very thin adhesive layer (<0.5 mm) and in the
present case the adhesive layer thickness is 0.16 mm. In this way, the analysis deter-
mines the strain energy release rate for crack growth in the adhesive, close to the adher-
endeadhesive interface. Figure 14.8 shows the reference points in and around the
crack tip and the corresponding terminology for the local forces and displacements.
The following expression (Sethuraman & Maiti, 1988) is used to calculate the mode
I strain energy release rate:

GI ¼
�
Uyk � U0

yk

�
Da

	
Fyj þ ð1:5p� 4ÞFyi



(14.32)

where Da is equal to the crack tip element length, (Fxi, Fyi), (Fxj, Fyj) are the crack
closure forces at nodes i and j, respectively, and (Uxk, Uyk), ðU0

xk; U
0
ykÞ are the nodal

displacements behind the crack, as shown in Figure 14.8.

Figure 14.6 Finite element analysis (FEA) model of the bonded double cantilever beam (DCB)
specimen showing mesh around the crack tip element.

Figure 14.7 Finite element analysis (FEA) model of the bonded double cantilever beam (DCB)
specimen.
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14.4.3 Numerical integration of crack growth law

The main goal of this technique is to develop a methodology to predict an LeN (load
versus number of cycles) fatigue curve using FEA for an adhesive joint of a general
configuration using the crack growth data generated by a FM test (e.g. DCB speci-
mens). The approach is based on automatic embedded numerical integration of the
Paris’ law response. The first step is to determine the number of crack increments
required in the numerical integration. This can be achieved by determining the num-
ber of crack increments for which the number of cycles to failure converges. The sec-
ond step is to analyse the crack propagation for different loads in order to produce the
LeN curves and then compare the numerical predictions to the experimental results.
The number of cycles to failure, Nf, is calculated by integrating a FCG law between
initial and final crack lengths. This crack growth law is formulated in terms of GI,
which can be determined, at any crack length, from FEA. The complete process is
implemented within the FE code enabling automated calculation of the fatigue life
for a given set of boundary conditions (Abdel Wahab et al., 2004). The use of a nu-
merical procedure to integrate Eqn (14.28) eliminates the need for empirical curve
fitting of GI against a and also entails less effort once a suitable routine has been pro-
grammed within the FE code. Furthermore, this method is applicable to any structural
configuration, and the value of af can be determined more accurately from the numer-
ical model. The crack length was defined as a parameter that varied between the
initial crack length ai and final crack length af. The final crack length can be defined
in the FE model as the crack length at which GI reached the (static) fracture tough-
ness, with a limited value. The FE mesh for the joint is constructed in a parametric
manner using the parametric design language available in ANSYS (Abdel Wahab,
Ashcroft, Crocombe, & Smith, 2002). Abdel Wahab et al. (2004) applied Paris’
law determined from the DCB samples to predict the load-life response of single-
lap and double-lap joints and obtained good agreement between the predicted and
experimental load-life (LeNf) plots. They stated that this technique will tend to un-
derestimate fatigue life because of neglecting of any initiation phase as well as crack
growth at very small crack lengths.

Nodal displacement behind

the crack tip (Uxk, Uyk)
Node ‘i’ forces

(Fxi, Fyi)

Node ‘j’ forces

(Fxj, Fyj)
Nodal displacement behind

the crack tip (Uxk, Uyk)

Crack opening Crack closure

∆a ∆a

Crack

' '

Figure 14.8 Nodes and elements around a crack tip.
After Sethuraman and Maiti (1988).
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14.5 Validation of the finite element approach

The numerical simulations for fatigue crack propagation explained in the previous sec-
tions are validated using the experimental results carried out by Hafiz (2011) using
DCB test specimens. The DCB specimens consist of two mild steel substrates bonded
together with FM-73M One-Side Tacky (OST) toughened epoxy film adhesive sup-
plied by Cytec�. The substrates had the dimensions 200� 15� 10 mm and had
been grit-blasted prior to bonding. A bondline thickness having a nominal value of
0.16 mm was produced using metal shims. In total, four DCB specimens made of steel
substrates were tested under fatigue displacement control, and the crack length as a
function of number of cycles was monitored. Due to the large experimental scatter be-
tween the results of these four specimens, average values for Paris’ constants,
Eqn (14.28), are calculated as C¼ 10�21 and m¼ 5.33 (Hafiz et al., 2013) and are
used in the FE simulations. The fatigue threshold is determined from the fatigue tests
as 300 J/m2 (Hafiz et al., 2013) and the fracture toughness is determined from quasi-
static tests as 1348 J/m2 (Hafiz et al., 2010). These two values are required as input
parameters for the FE numerical integration of Paris’ law. The crack length versus
number of cycles is plotted in Figure 14.9 for the four DCB specimens and compared
to FEA. It can be seen from Figure 14.9 that FEA results are within the experimental
scatter of the four specimens.

14.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, techniques for simulating and predicting fatigue lifetime in adhesively-
bonded joints under mode I fracture were reviewed. The chapter concentrated on the
FCG approach, in which the crack growth rate was integrated from an initial crack
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Figure 14.9 Crack length versus number of cycles.
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length to a final crack length in order to estimate the fatigue lifetime. As the integration
of crack growth rate required the calculation of a fracture parameter, such asGI, analyt-
ical and numerical approaches for calculating GI were presented. In the analytical
approach, different techniques were reviewed: the area method, compliance method,
beam theory and beam on elastic foundation method. FCG laws, in which the FCG
rate is expressed in terms of GI, which are often used in adhesive joints, were pre-
sented. In the numerical approach, FEA was used to model a DCB test specimen under
mode I fatigue loading. GI was extracted from FEA results using a VCCT and was
expressed in terms of nodal displacements and forces. The crack growth law was in-
tegrated within the FE code using a numerical integration scheme so that the number of
cycles due to crack propagation could be computed. Comparison with experimental
results showed that FEA results were within the experimental scatter.
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Predicting the fatigue life
of adhesively-bonded composite
joints under mixed-mode
fracture conditions

15
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NASA Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, OH, USA

15.1 Introduction

15.1.1 Why modeling of mixed-mode fatigue delamination
of composites is important

The use of composite materials and their structural components is attractive in aircraft
industry since they enable reduced airframe weight and therefore better fuel economy
and lower operating costs. In aircraft structures, carbon fiberereinforced plastic
(CFRP) composites may be used in control surfaces, wings, and numerous parts of
the fuselage. Together with the growing use of CFRP in aircraft industry, reliable pre-
diction and analysis of their failure mechanisms under various loading conditions
must be studied extensively. Cyclic loading is one of the most significant loading
conditions to which aircraft structures are subjected throughout their life. The growth
of the cyclic damage under subsequent loading may lead to final catastrophic failure
of the structural component. Thus, predicting the extent of fatigue damage growth
through development of an accurate fatigue damage model is essential to the
continued employment of CFRP structures into even more demanding aerospace
applications. Delamination is particularly important for the structural integrity of
composite structures because it is difficult to detect during inspections. Furthermore,
delamination drastically reduces the bending stiffness of a composite structure and,
when compressive loads are present, promotes local buckling that can compromise
the global stability of the structure. Cyclic delamination failures in CFRP laminates
generally arise under mixed-mode stresses, which combine mode I (normal) and
mode II (shear) stresses. Because of the complex interactions of normal and shear
modes, analysis of cyclic mixed-mode delamination in CFRP laminates is a chal-
lenging task. Costly cyclic experiments, lack of testing standards, and data reduction
procedures for the evaluation of multidirectional laminates are the main motives for
the development of a numeric analysis tool that provides a reliable estimation of the
remaining load-bearing capacity of the CFRP structure subjected to successive
delamination cycles, and the development of this numeric analysis tool is the main
objective of this chapter.
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15.1.2 Novelties of the mixed-mode fatigue delamination
numerical tool

Few studies of single- or mixed-mode fatigue delamination have been reported in
literature, but no attempts to numerically model the fatigue delamination in multi-
directional CFRPs with varying fiber orientations at the delamination interface have
been undertaken. Accordingly, addressing the deficiencies in the available litera-
ture, this chapter focuses on the development of a precise predictive numerical
tool able to successfully estimate the successive loss of load-bearing capacity and
predict damage modes occurring in multidirectional CFRPs subjected to cyclic
mixed-mode delamination. A comprehensive combination of numerical and exper-
imental analysis tools, mainly emphasizing the effect of multidirectional interfaces
on mixed-mode fatigue delamination of CFRP laminates, also is addressed thor-
oughly in this chapter. For modeling the mixed-mode delamination growth of
cracks under cyclic loading, the proposed numerical approach incorporates the
interface formulation suggested by Turon, Costa, Camanho, and D�avila (2007),
further elaborated by two remarkable improvements: redefining the interfacial
constitutive law and increasing fidelity of the model. The functionality of the nu-
merical model then is validated by predicting the interacting damage states and
by reproducing load reduction in successive cycles of the conducted cyclic
mixed-mode bending (MMB) experiments.

15.2 Diverse approaches to modeling fatigue life
of composite materials

There are several approaches to describe the mixed-mode fatigue and fracture
(delamination) phenomena in composite materials. Among the most representative
approaches for describing the experimental fatigue behavior are fatigue life models,
which predict the number of cycles (N) corresponding to fatigue failure under fixed
loading conditions (S) using SeN curves (Andersons, 1994; Reifsnider, 1991;
Suresh, 1991; Talreja, 1999). Fatigue life models predict the number of cycles until
fatigue-induced failure under fixed loading conditions using SeN curves or coupled
with a fatigue failure criterion, which is generally a function of the ultimate strengths.
The second approach can be classified as fatigue-related fracture models, which basi-
cally study the rate of crack growth under cyclic loading (e.g., mixed-mode cyclic
delamination). Fracture mechanics models relate the variation of the energy to
form two new crack surfaces with the crack growth (Dowling & Begley, 1976;
Ewalds, 1984; McDowell, 1997; Paris & Erdogan, 1963; Paris, Gomez, & Anderson,
1961; Rice, 1980). Crack propagation rate under fatigue is denoted by dA/dN, where
A is the crack area, or da/dN, where a is the characteristic crack length. The correla-
tion of the fatigue-related crack growth rate with the amplitude of the energy release
rate, DG (or stress intensity factor, DK), is commonly represented in a logelog dia-
gram known as a Paris plot (Paris & Erdogan, 1963; Paris et al., 1961). The Paris law,
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describing crack growth versus energy release rate, is widely used and accepted
among other empirical or semiempirical crack growth laws. According to this law,
the crack growth rate is related to the energy release rate range by a power law
that can be expressed as

vA

vN
¼ C

�
DG

Gc

�m

(15.1)

The parameters C and m (Paris plot parameters) must be determined experimen-
tally. The energy release rate range, DG, depends on the loading conditions, and
Gc is the critical energy release rate of the material. The third general approach,
used throughout this chapter, is damage mechanics models, in which the deteriora-
tion of material’s mechanical response is characterized by a dimensionless field
variable (damage variable, d). Assuming that the fracture process in CFRP takes
place in an infinite thin plane, the plane of delamination cracking, the evolution
of damage until separation of the material under cyclic loading can be described
by cohesive zone models, which can be extended from cohesive laws for quasi-
static loading into forms suitable for cyclic loading. The cohesive zone technique,
first suggested by Dugdale (1960) and Barenblatt (1962), is based on using an
interface element technique to predict crack initiation and propagation (Alfano &
Crisfield, 2001; Allix & Blanchard, 2006; Harper & Hallett, 2008; Naghipour,
Schulze, Hausman, & Bartsch, 2012; Turon, D�avila, Camanho, & Costa, 2007). Sub-
jected to cyclic loading, the constitutive law of the interface element must be refor-
mulated to account for subcritical damage accumulation and stiffness degradation
within subsequent unloadingereloading steps (Maiti & Geubelle, 2005; Munoz,
Galvanetto, & Robinson, 2006; Nguyen, Repetto, Ortiz, & Radovitzky, 2001;
Peerlings, Brekelmans, de Borst, & Geers, 2000; Roe & Siegmund, 2003;
Serebrinsky & Ortiz, 2005; Turon, Costa, et al., 2007; Yang, Mall, & Ravi-
Chandar, 2001). Although there is a wealth of experimental results on fatigue-
related crack propagation in quasi-brittle materials such as fiber-reinforced
composites, few attempts to numerically model fatigue-induced crack propagation
using a cohesive technique have been made. A short overview of the studies avail-
able in the literature is given in the following section.

15.3 Various cohesive zone models for cyclic
delamination

To capture the effect of cyclic crack growth, it has been identified that a distinction
needs to be made between the loading and unloading paths allowing for hysteresis.
This physical phenomenon is represented mathematically by incorporating a cyclic
damage variable, which evolves with the number of cycles. Various numerical ap-
proaches to study the cyclic failure phenomena using a cohesive zone technique are
briefly described here.
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15.3.1 Yang, Mall, and Ravi-Chandar (2001)

Yang et al. (2001) modeled fatigue-induced crack growth in quasi-brittle materials us-
ing a cohesive zone model incorporating irreversible damage, which is assumed to
accumulate not only along the damage locus but also during any unloadingereloading
path. This idea makes it possible to predict the subcritical crack growth caused by
cyclic loading. Therefore, the fatigue damage behavior of a material can be studied
under any arbitrary loading condition provided that the properties of the cohesive
zone are specified correctly. Yang et al. also proposed a cohesive law for a general
polynomial form, representing different stiffness, K, expressions for unloading and
reloading paths. The predicted reduction of stiffness due to each cycle is given in
the following Eqn (15.2)

dln k

dN
¼

�PL
l¼ 1 alðwc=wdÞl �

PM
m¼ 1 bmðwc=wdÞm

�
1þPM

m¼ 1 bmðwc=wdÞm
(15.2)

where b, m, a, and l are the user-defined parameters representing a polynomial of
degree L or M. N, wc, and wd represent the number of cycles, the displacement jump,
and the damage parameter, respectively. Detailed information on the above-mentioned
cohesive fatigue damage model is given by Yang et al. (2001).

15.3.2 Roe and Siegmund (2003)

According to Roe and Siegmund (2003), the delamination damage process of a struc-
ture is viewed as a result of progressive material deterioration in the cohesive zone and
the interaction thereof with the surrounding continuum. When subjected to monotonic
loading, the cohesive law developed to describe material separation is given by a po-
tential (energy) function, which is motivated by interatomic potentials. The derivatives
of the defined potential with respect to separations provide cohesive traction in normal
Tn and shear Ts modes under monotonic loading (e is the Euler number).

Tn ¼ smax;0e exp

��Dun
d0

�(
Dun
d0

exp

 
�Du2t
d20

!

þ ð1� qÞDun
d0

"
1� exp

 
�Du2t
d20

!#) (15.3)

Tt ¼ 2smax;0eq

�
Dut
d0

�(�
1þ Dun

d0

�
exp

�
� Dun

d0

�
exp

 
� Du2t

d20

!)

One of the material parameters in these constitutive relations is the initial cohesive
strength under monotonic loading, smax,0, that is, the maximum normal traction
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reached under pure normal loading. The second material parameter, the cohesive
length, d0, is the displacement where initial separation occurs corresponding to the
cohesive normal strength. Dut and Dun stand for shear and normal displacement jumps
(separations), and q is the ratio of shear to normal cohesive surface energies.

Under cyclic loading, the constitutive relation for a cohesive zone model
accounting for damage accumulation in every cycle is given by replacing the
tractions with effective tractions. In other words, during each unloading and reload-
ing cycle, the mentioned tractions are degraded by the factor (1�Dc), where Dc
(0<Dc< 1) stands for the damage parameter. The evolution equation for damage
of the cohesive zone under cyclic loading, Dc, is given by Roe and Siegmund
(2003) as:

_Dc ¼ jD _uj
dS

"
Teff
CZ

smax
� Cf

#
HðDu� d0Þ (15.4)

In unloadingereloading conditions the suggested Eqn (15.4) for the irreversible
degradation of the cohesive zone above incorporates the effects of accumulation of
damage during subcritical cyclic loading. H is the Heaviside function, Cf is a material
constant, Du is the resultant separation, and Teff is the effective cohesive traction.
dS determines the amount of accumulated effective separation necessary to fail the
cohesive zone (the displacement where final separation occurs) and is a multiple of
d0. Further information about this cohesive damage model is given by Roe and
Siegmund (2003).

15.3.3 Maiti and Guebelle (2005)

Maiti and Geubelle (2005) developed a model that relies on the combination of a
bilinear cohesive failure law used for fracture simulations under monotonic loading
and a damage evolution law relating the cyclic degradation of the cohesive stiffness
with the rate of crack opening displacement and the number of cycles since
the onset of failure. The fatigue component of the cohesive model involves two
parameters that can be readily calibrated based on the classical logelog Paris
crack growth curve between the crack advance per cycle and the amplitude
of the stress intensity factor applied. The cohesive model, leading to similar unload-
ing and reloading paths in the tractioneseparation curve, prevents crack growth
under subcritical cyclic loading because of the progressive degradation of the
cohesive properties in the failure zone. This limitation suggests the need for an
evolution law to describe the changes incurred by the cohesive strength under
fatigue. A phenomenological model of such processes involves the progressive
degradation of the cohesive zone’s strength during reloading events. Hence,
under cyclic loading, the evolution law of the instantaneous cohesive stiffness
Kc, that is, the ratio of the cohesive traction, Tn, to the displacement jump, Du,
during reloading is expressed as shown in Eqn (15.5). The cohesive strength
decays exponentially, and the rate of decay is controlled by the parameter l.
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Maiti and Geubelle define a power law relation as a function of number of cycles,
N, for g, with mathematical constants a and b describing the degradation of the
cohesive failure properties.

kc ¼ dTn
dDn

¼ �gðNÞTn ¼ 1
a
N�b|fflffl{zfflffl}
g

Tn (15.5)

The proposed evolution law for the cohesive model can also be expressed in terms
of the rate of change of Kc and then discretized in time steps, as follows:

kiþ1
c ¼ kic þ

�
� 1
a
N�bkic

�
Diþ1
n � Di

n

��
(15.6)

The superscripts i and iþ 1 stand for loading steps i and iþ 1, respectively. As
shown in the above-mentioned relations, during the reloading phase, the cohesive
stiffness at each material point along the cohesive zone gradually decreases in pro-
portion to the increment in displacement of the crack opening. This proportionality
factor g evolves with the number of cycles N and thus gives a measure of the total
damage accumulated during the degradation process.

15.3.4 Serebrinsky and Ortiz (2005)

Yet another similar approach presented by Serebrinsky and Ortiz (2005) and
Nguyen et al. (2001) states that under monotonic loading the cohesive tractions
decrease linearly with the opening displacement and eventually reduce to zero
upon attaining a critical loading displacement. The formation of the new surface
entails the expenditure of a well-defined energy per unit area, known variously
as the strain energy release rate. For fatigue applications, specifying the monotonic
loading envelope is not enough and, therefore, the counterpiece is a cohesive law
with unloadingereloading hysteresis. In materials that show no plastic deformation
in a process zone in front of the crack tip, degradation mechanisms (behind the
crack tip) in the crack wake might prevail. For example, upon unloading and sub-
sequent reloading, interlocking asperities in a material may rub against each other,
and this frictional interaction dissipates energy. This repeated rubbing of asperities
may result in wear or smoothening of the contact surfaces, resulting in a steady
weakening of the cohesive response. Therefore, it can be assumed that the interfa-
cial stiffness during unloadingereloading degrades with the number of cycles.
Similar to the previously defined damage laws, for a monotonically increasing
opening displacement, the traction across the cohesive surface is governed by a
monotonic envelope. For fatigue applications, as mentioned earlier, specification
of the monotonic cohesive envelope is not enough, and the material stiffness degra-
dation in each unloadingereloading cycle must be considered. The cohesive
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interface is cycled at amplitudes smaller than the cohesive envelope. Therefore, a
simple phenomenological model, which embodies this assumption, is obtained by
assuming different incremental stiffness values depending on whether the cohesive
surface opens (is reloaded) or closes (is unloaded). Accordingly, for a cyclically
applied opening, the reloading stiffness is assumed to evolve in accordance with
the following kinetic relation in each unloadingereloading cycle:

Kþ
Nþ1 ¼

�
d

d0

�
1� e�d0=d

�2 þ e�2d0=d
�Nþ1

Kþ
0 (15.7)

K and K0 are the incremental and initial stiffness, respectively, and d and d0 stand for
the opening and initial opening displacement, respectively.

15.3.5 Munoz, Galvanetto, and Robinson (2006)

The next approach to cyclic damage simulation is given by Munoz et al. (2006). It is
stated that an alternative approach for the simulation of fatigue driven delamination
growth has to incorporate fatigue degradation into the interface element technique
used to model crack propagation. The fatigue damage component of the interface
model given by Munoz et al. (2006) is adapted from Peerling’s law (Peerlings et al.,
2000) and rewritten for the mixed-mode delamination. The evolution law for the cyclic
damage in coupled mode is written as

DDi;f ¼ DNCelDi

1þ b

�
1þ g

1þ gc

�bþ1

(15.8)

gc ¼
�
dcI

d0I

�a

þ
�
dcII

d0II

�a

� 1

The relative displacements, d0i and dci, are the elastic limit and the failure limit
of the relative displacement, respectively, and for d> dci the two surfaces of the
interface element are considered completely disconnected. The subscript i refers
to modes of failure: mode I and mode II. The definition of g also provides the
single-mode delamination by assuming that one of the two relative displacements
is zero. C, l, a, and b are parameters of the model that have to be determined
by comparison with experimental data. The above-mentioned fatigue damage law
allows the damage to increase with the number of cycles even if the initial damage
of the interface is zero. Thus, using this law, a crack can grow and propagate even
in an initially undamaged interface. By using some numerical examples, the compu-
tational robustness of the formulation described by Munoz et al. (2006) is tested
and detailed information about this constitutive model is available in the corre-
sponding reference.
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15.4 Cohesive zone model for cyclic delamination
incorporating the Paris fatigue law

Turon, Costa, et al. (2007) also proposed a damage model for simulating delamination
propagation under high-cycle fatigue loading. Similar to the works mentioned works in
the previous section, the basis for the formulation is a cohesive law that links fracture
and damage mechanics to establish the evolution of the damage variable in terms of the
crack growth rate dA/dN. Turon et al. implemented the present model as a user-written
finite element in ABAQUS (2006) by adding the fatigue damage model to the consti-
tutive behavior of a cohesive element previously developed by them (Turon, D�avila,
et al., 2007). One of the major improvements added by Naghipour (2011) is the
enhancement in the element fidelity. To reduce the computational time, a quadratic
cohesive element was formulated instead of the linear ones used by Turon, D�avila,
et al. (2007), Turon, Costa, et al. (2007). Next, to account for cyclic loading, a meth-
odology similar to the one presented by Turon, Costa, et al. (2007) is followed but with
a different definition of the cohesive zone area. A cyclic damage parameter evolving
based on number of cycles has to be defined to account for interfacial cyclic degrada-
tion. The evolution of the damage variable, d, is related to the crack growth rate dA/dN
as follows:

dcyclic ¼ vd

vN
¼ vd

vAd

vAd

vN
(15.9)

The first term, vd/vAd, is obtained using the formulation, which relates the damage
parameter d to the damaged area (dissipated energy region), Ad, in the cohesive sec-
tion. In the context of the mechanics of finite element damage, the ratio of the energy
dissipated during the fracture process, Ad, with respect to the total area of the cohesive
response, Atot (Figure 15.1(a)), is given by Ad/Atot (Eqn (15.10)).Meanwhile, the dam-
age variable d is defined as a function of maximum mixed-mode relative displacement
in the previous history, dmax

m , initial displacement at delamination onset, d0m, and final

separation displacement, dfm.

Ad

Atot
¼ 1� ð1� dÞ d

max
m

d0m
(15.10)

d ¼ dfm
�
dmax
m � d0m

�
dmax
m

�
dfm � d0m

� (15.11)

Corresponding normal and shear tractions, sn and sshear, are related elastically to
displacements up to the onset of delamination (Figure 15.1(b)). Once the delamination
has started, it evolves based on an energy-based propagation criterion introduced by
Benzeggagh and Kenane (B-K) (1996) until a final separation point, dfm, is reached.
This corresponds physically to the totally damaged state of the interface element.
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GIC and GIIC and h appearing in the B-K criterion (Figure 15.1(b)) stand for mode I
(normal mode) and mode II (shear mode) critical strain energy release rates and the
parameter defining the failure locus under mixed-mode loading, respectively. These
parameters have to be determined by mixed-mode experiments (Benzeggagh &
Kenane, 1996).

By solving Eqn (15.10) for dmax and substituting it in the damaged area ratio (Eqn
(15.11)), vd/vAd can then be derived using the chain rule:

vd

vAd
¼ 1

Ae

	
dfmð1� dÞ þ dd0m


2
d0md

f
m

(15.12)

where Ae represents the area of a cohesive element. The second term, vAd/vN, repre-
sents the mean value of the damaged area growth rate per element per cycle in the
cohesive zone. The width of the delamination front (numerical damaged area) is
assumed to be constant. Therefore the growth of the damage area correlates directly
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Figure 15.1 (a) Traction displacement laws describing the numerical constitutive equations of
the cohesive zone models after Turon, D�avila, et al. (2007). (b) Cohesive law for mixed-mode
delamination with linear softening.
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with the growth of the crack length. According to Turon, Costa, et al. (2007) the crack
growth rate (vA/vN) can be assumed to be equal to the sum of the damaged area growth
rates of all damaged elements ahead of the crack tip:

vA

vN
¼
X
e˛Acz

vAe
d

vN
¼ ACZ

Ae

vAd

vN
(15.13)

where

ACZ

Ae ¼ number of cohesive elements in the cohesive zone:

The area of the cohesive element can be varied by changing the element length or,
in other words, by changing the mesh size in the cohesive zone. Previous publication
by Naghipour, Schneider, Bartsch, Hausmann, and Voggenreiter (2009) shows the
sensitivity of the model to cohesive element length. According to this work, compar-
isons with experimentally obtained results indicate that as long as the size of the inter-
face element is <1 mm, a better solution convergence can be achieved in the case of
mixed-mode loading. Therefore, here in this work, the cohesive element length is
taken as 0.6 mm in all the simulations.

To define the rate of crack growth under fatigue loading, vA/vN, the Paris law given
in Eqn (15.14a) is embedded in Eqn (15.9). Accordingly, rewriting Eqn (15.9) gives:

vA

vN
¼ C

�
DG

Gc

�m

(15.14a)
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Figure 15.2 Variation of the energy release rate after Turon, D�avila, et al. (2007).
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8>><
>>:

1
Acz

�
dfmð1� dÞ þ dd0m

�2
dfmd

0
m
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�
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Gc

�m

Gth < Gmax < Gc

0 0

9>>=
>>; (15.14b)

C, m, and Gth are the Paris plot parameters that are obtained by plotting vA/vN versus
cyclic variation of the energy release rate DG on a logelog scale. Gc is the total
mixed-mode fracture toughness under a specific mode ratio. In contrast to the work
of Turon, Costa, et al. (2007), required Paris parameters were calculated directly
using the experimental outputs of this work. As mentioned by Blanco, Gamstedt,
Asp, and Costa (2004), there are several expressions where the cyclic crack propa-
gation rates are expressed by relative contributions of mode I and mode II parame-
ters. However, it has not yet been proven that either of these expressions or the one
used by Turon et al. provides the best fit for all types of composite materials.
Therefore, the parameters are extracted directly from the related MMB experiments
in this work. The maximum energy release rate Gmax and cyclic variation in the
energy release rate DG can be computed by the constitutive law of the cohesive zone
model using the symmetry of triangles in Figure 15.2:

Gmax ¼ s0m
�
dfm
�

2
�
 
dfm � dmax

m

dfm � d0m

!2
s0m
�
dfm � d0m

�
2

Gmax ¼ s0m
2

 
dfm �

�
dfm � dmax

m

�2
dfm � d0m

! (15.15)

In Eqn (15.15) Gmax is the area of the trapezoid expanding from origin
to dmax

m (Figure 15.2). Assuming the load ratio as R2¼Gmin/Gmax, DG can be
written as:

DG ¼ s0m
2

 
dfm �

�
dfm � dmax

m

�2
dfm � d0m

!�
1� R2� (15.16)

Finally, the final form of evolution of the damage parameter with subsequent
cycles, Eqn (15.9), can be rewritten as:
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ð15:17Þ
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In Eqns (15.14)e(15.17), Acz stands for the cohesive zone area, defined as the area
from the crack tip to the point where the maximum cohesive traction is attained. Turon,
Costa, et al. (2007) defined the Acz based on the closed form equation described by
Rice (1980). However, this equation was developed for pure mode I loading, and
the model tends to be less accurate when subjected to mixed-mode loading with higher
mode II domination. To improve the functionality and accuracy of the model, in this
work the estimation of the cohesive zone area is further improved for a mixed-mode
load case.

15.5 Cohesive zone model for cyclic delamination
incorporating the Paris fatigue law and a mixed-
mode cohesive area

Cohesive zone length and, consequently, the cohesive zone area are defined as struc-
tural and material properties. Different models to estimate the length of the cohesive
zone have been proposed. The first estimation, suggested by Dugdale (1960), is based
on the size of the yield zone ahead of a mode I crack by idealizing the plastic region as
a narrow strip extending ahead of the crack tip. Analogous to Dugdale (1960),
Barenblatt (1962) provided a similar estimation for ideally brittle materials. Rice
(1980) estimated the length of the cohesive zone as a function of the crack growth
velocity. The expressions resulting from these models can be found in the literature
(Barenblatt, 1962; Dugdale, 1960; Rice, 1980). Under plane stress conditions, for
an isotropic material these models have a general form:

Acz ¼ bE
Gc

s20
(15.18)

Modified versions of Eqn (15.18) have been developed (Harper & Hallett,
2008) and for mode I and mode II components of mixed-mode loading can be
written as:

Acz;I ¼ bE0 GIc�
s0n
�2 (15.19a)

Acz;II ¼ bE0 GIIc�
s0s
�2 (15.19b)

E0 is an equivalent elastic modulus for an orthotropic material, whose value de-
pends on longitudinal and transverse modulus. For the transversely isotropic
laminate here, the value of E0 is assumed to be equal to the elastic modulus in
thickness direction (E33). b is the specimen width, GIC and GIIC are the critical
energy release rate for mode I and mode II components of the mixed-mode loading,
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and s0n, s
0
s are the maximum interfacial strength of the cohesive element in normal

and shear directions respectively.
Based on the detailed parametric studies conducted by Harper and Hallett (2008),

the most reasonable mixed-mode cohesive area is predicted as the minimum possible
area of the fully developed cohesive zone multiplied by a scaling factor M, using the
formula:

Acz;mixed ¼ M½min ðEqn ð15:19aÞ and ð15:19bÞÞ� (15.20)

The applied scaling factor of 0.5 was chosen by Harper and Hallett (2008) and
0.65 in this work because they provide the best correlation between numerical and
experimental results when compared to each other. Acz,mixed, obtained through Eqn
(15.20), is taken as the effective cohesive area in all the subsequent calculations in
this chapter. The improvement achieved via reformulation of the cohesive zone area
is shown schematically in the following section (“Numerical simulations of cyclic
MMB experiments”). It is worth mentioning that in all the different approaches
considered for the evaluation of cyclic damage growth in the literature (Maiti &
Geubelle, 2005; Munoz et al., 2006; Nguyen et al., 2001; Peerlings et al., 2000;
Roe & Siegmund, 2003; Serebrinsky & Ortiz, 2005; Turon, Costa, et al., 2007;
Yang et al., 2001), as in this work, either the degradation of the interface stiffness
K, or the evolution of the damage parameter d, per cycle is defined explicitly (see
Table 15.1 for a summary).

15.6 Modeling cyclic mixed-mode delamination using
the developed cohesive zone technique

15.6.1 One element tests

Several single-element tests were performed to verify the response of the fatigue
damage model. The finite element model shown in Figure 15.3 is composed of
two quadratic plane stress elements connected by a 16-node cohesive element repre-
senting the interface. The material properties corresponding to the PEEK/AS4 carbon
fiberereinforced laminate, and the Paris law coefficients used in the simulation were
taken from experimental results available in the literature. The load was applied in
two steps. The first loading step was a quasi-static step and the second step was
the cyclic loading with a predefined amplitude. The evolution of the interface traction
in the constitutive equation for a displacement-controlled cyclic loading is shown in
Figure 15.4. Moreover, Figure 15.5 clearly indicates that without implementing the
fatigue damage law, no traction degradation is observed within successive cycles,
which supports the importance of considering and implementing the cyclic damage
model. The evolution of the interface traction with the number of cycles is shown in
Figure 15.5, and both results designate that fatigue damage causes a reduction of the
stiffness and the interfacial traction.
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Table 15.1 Different approaches to evaluating the cyclic damage
parameter found in the literature

dln k
dN

¼
�PL

l¼ 1alðwc=wdÞl �
PM

m¼ 1bmðwc=wdÞm
�

1þPM
m¼ 1bmðwc=wdÞm

b, m, a, and L: fitting parameters to represent a polynomial of degree L;
N: number of cycles; w: displacement jump; K: initial cohesive stiffness

Yang et al.
(2001)

kiþ1
c ¼ kic þ

�
� 1

a
N�bkic

�
Diþ1
n � Di

n

��
b, a: fitting parameters to be determined from experiments;
kc: (cohesive stiffness) degrades in each unloadingereloading step

Maiti and
Geubelle
(2005)

Kþ
Nþ1 ¼

�
d
d0

�
1� e�d0=d

�2 þ e�2d0=d

�Nþ1

Kþ
0

K: cohesive stiffness decays exponentially during each cyclic step;
d: equivalent displacement jump

Serebrinsky
and Ortiz
(2005)

_Dc ¼ jD _uj
dS

�
Teff
CZ

smax
� Cf

�
HðDu� d0Þ

Teff
CZ: effective cohesive zone traction, Du: equivalent displacement jump;

Cf: material constant to be determined from experiments;
H: heaviside function, dS: cohesive zone length

Roe and
Siegmund
(2003)

DDi;f ¼ DNCelDi
1þb

�
1þg
1þgc

�bþ1

(derived from Peerling’s law)

g: equivalent displacement jump;
C, l, and b: fitting parameters to be determined from experiments

Munoz et al.
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C, m: fitting parameters to be determined from experiments;
Acz: area of the cohesive zone

Turon,
Costa,
et al.
(2007)
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Figure 15.3 Deformed mesh of a cohesive one-element test.
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Figure 15.4 Evolution of the interfacial traction in the constitutive equation for a displacement-
controlled cyclic loading test.
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15.6.2 Numerical simulations of cyclic MMB experiments

Numerical simulations of 50%MMB tests under cyclic loading, with the added fatigue
damage law, were performed to demonstrate that the constitutive damage model can be
used in a structural analysis and successfully reproduces the response of the test spec-
imens. The numerical model is a combination of 24 individual plies with specified ori-
entations (Table 15.2), together with interface elements, placed in the midplane of the
laminate to capture the delamination behavior. Each ply is assumed as an orthotropic
continuum under plane stress modeled using a reinforced ply model (Hashin, 1981)
with quadratic, reduced integration shell elements. Interface elements are zero thick-
ness, 16-node, mixed-mode cohesive elements, implemented as a User Element in
ABAQUS (2006), as described earlier in Section 15.4. Loading boundary conditions
(displacements) are applied directly to middle and end supports (Figure 15.6).

The material properties required for the numerical cyclic MMB simulation are
given in Tables 15.3 and 15.4. For each lamina, X, Y, and S stand for ultimate in-
plane strength in fiber, transverse, and shear directions, with E11, E22, and G12
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Figure 15.5 Evolution of the interface traction with the number of cycles for a one-element
test.

Table 15.2 Multidirectional carbon fiber-reinforced plastic specimen
configurations

Layups to be considered Layup name

(þ22.5/�22.5)12 Layup 22.5

Quasi-isotropic ([0/�45/90]6) Layup QI
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representing the corresponding moduli, respectively. The laminar properties
mentioned are determined from standard tension and compression coupon tests in fi-
ber, matrix, and shear directions (Kohlgruber, 1997). For the interface element,GIc and
GIIc are obtained using the corrected beam theory data reduction scheme described by

S, S11
SNEG, (fraction = –1.0)
(Avg: 75%)

+1.020e + 03
+8.387e + 02
+6.571e + 02
+4.756e + 02
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–6.902e + 01
–2.506e + 02
–4.321e + 02
–6.136e + 02
–7.952e + 02
–9.767e + 02
–1.158e + 03

δmiddle

δδend

Cohesive zone

Figure 15.6 Schematic view of the numerical model and applied boundary conditions.

Table 15.3 Mechanical properties of lamina

Property Property

E11 (MPa) 138,000 Xt (MPa) 2070

E22 (MPa) 10,500 Xc (MPa) 1360

n 12 0.3 Yt (MPa) 86

G12 (MPa) 6300 Yc (MPa) 196

G23 (MPa) 3500 S (MPa) 147

t: tension; c: compression.
Source: Kohgruber (1997).

Table 15.4 Mechanical properties of interface (layups 22.5 and QI)

Layup s0n (MPa)
s0s [ s0t
(MPa)

K
(N/mm3)

GIc

(mJ/mm2)
GIIc

(mJ/mm2) h

22.5 75 80 107 1.74 2.89 2.3

QI 75 80 107 1.36 2.21 2.25

Paris plot parameters for layup 22.5: C¼ 0.0015 mm/cycle, m¼ 5.5; Gth¼ 0.08 mJ/mm2; QI: C¼ 0.000959 mm/cycle;
m¼ 5.3; Gth¼ 0.06 mJ/mm2.
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Naghipour, Bartsch, Chernova, Hausmann, and Voggenreiter (2009). Normal and
shear interfacial strengths are estimated to be 70e80% of resin strength, and the
mathematical penalty value for the initial interfacial stiffness K is approximated to
be 107 N/mm3. The fatigue-related Paris plot parameters are extracted from cyclic
MMB experimental data (Figure 15.7). Since the loading lever is not simulated, spec-
ified displacement increments are applied directly to middle and end supports, as
shown in Figure 15.6. The loading is defined in two steps: the first analysis loading
step is quasi-static and it ends at the maximum applied displacement. It is assumed
that no fatigue damage accumulates during this step. Next, a second loading and
unloading step, in which the maximum displacement is held constant during the cycle,
is applied; the step time increment is assumed to be 0.1 so that 10 successive cycles can
be simulated in a time step.

The results obtained from these simulations and the experimental data are shown
in Figure 15.8. It can be observed that the constitutive model successfully predicts
the reduction of the applied load during successive cycles. For both layups, the
degradation starts with a moderate rate in the beginning of the second (cyclic) step
and slows down again within the final cycles. By adding the cyclic damage law,
that is, the cyclic damage parameter (dcyclic), reduction of the applied load through
successive cycles can be approximated with <10% error, which implies a reliable
predictive capability of the numerical model under cyclic mixed-mode loading.
Redefining the cohesive area, according to Eqn (15.20), is one of the key factors
improving the model’s predictive capability under mixed modes, whereas some in-
accuracy was reported under mixed-mode conditions by Turon, Costa, et al.
(2007). The crack propagation rate is faster in layup 22.5 compared to layup QI,
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Experimental, layup 22.5
Paris law curve fit, layup 22.5
C = 0.0021 mm/cycle, m = 5.4 
Experimental, layup Ql
Paris law curve fit, layup 22.5
C = 0.00081 mm/cycle, m = 5.3 

0.25 0.3 0.35
Gmax/Gc

0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55

Figure 15.7 Paris plot for a mode mix of 50% showing two exemplary experimental results and
the linear regression.
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which can also be observed in the Paris plot (Figure 15.7). Numerically, this might
result in higher growth rate of dcyclic and higher degradation rate of the applied force
(P) in layup 22.5, as supported by Figure 15.8.

As observed in Figure 15.8, the stacking sequence of the composite layups has a
significant effect on cyclic fracture, which arises from the various stress fields in the
fracture zone. If a higher resistance to cyclic failure is the major requirement to be ful-
filled by the laminate, the stacking sequence must be optimized accordingly. For the
two plies examined in this study (see Table 15.2 for the stacking sequence), when
comparing the damage initiation profiles in the adjacent ply to the delamination plane,
the matrix tension damage initiation criterion was fully satisfied, and the value of the
damage initiation parameter reached its maximum, whereas in layup 22.5 it remained
close to zero. This numerical result indicates the initiation of matrix ply damage in
layup QI, which is in accordance with the experimental observation of a lower cyclic
fracture load and the slower degradation rate of the corresponding load. Micromechan-
ical observations (Naghipour, 2011) also prove the same point. The appearance of
broken fiber or fiber pull outs (generally in form of fiber bundles) are important frac-
ture surface characteristics observed in cyclic mixed-mode loadings for layup 22.5.
However, the fracture surface of layup QI is dominated by matrix fracture areas tilted
slightly in relation to the overall fracture surface. Few broken fibers are present in the
fracture surface compared to layup 22.5. Ridge and valley markings observed in the
micrograph are recognized as characteristic of a combination of peel and shear failures
during matrix fracture. Although a few broken fibers of the adjacent ply appear at some
locations of the valleys, their number remains small compared with layup 22.5, where
bundles of broken fibers appear at the fracture’s surface. The effect of stacking
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Figure 15.8 Comparison of the load reduction (P) within successive cycles observed in
experiments and determined numerically with the cyclic damage law.
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sequence on mixed-mode cyclic failure pattern of various laminates is reaffirmed when
crack tip failure stresses in the ply adjacent to the delamination plane are compared for
layup 22.5 and layup QI. In layup 22.5 the maximum value of the longitudinal stress is
about 30% higher than in layup QI, but the maximum values of the in-plane shear
stress and the transverse stress are much lower. This in turn leads to a different plane
of maximal principal stress in layup 22.5 and layup QI, corresponding to the fracture
plane, along which the crack tends to propagate. The stress components acting in layup
QI result in a theoretical fracture angle (angle between the fracture plane and the
delamination plane of the precrack) of z15, which may be the driving force behind
transverse matrix cracks rather than longitudinal growth (parallel to fibers) of micro-
cracks. In contrast, the fracture angle in layup 22.5 remains very close to zero and leads
to a totally different crack propagation path. Therefore, if a higher resistance to cyclic
failure is a main design criterion, the stacking sequence should be chosen wisely and
accordingly.

The estimation of Acz in this work is further improved for a mixed-mode load case
using the formulation described by Harper and Hallett (2008), as discussed earlier. Ac-
cording to Harper and Hallett, different approximations of Acz can be achieved by
varying the scaling factor M in Eqn (15.20). In Figure 15.9 numerically obtained
load degradation curves for various Acz approximations are compared with the exper-
imental result. It is observed that under a mixed-mode loading case the Acz obtained
with the scaling factor of M¼ 0.65 provides a superior correlation with the experi-
mental result compared to the Acz suggested by Turon, Costa, et al. (2007).

Experimental
M = 0.3
M = 0.5 (Harper & Hallett, 2008)
M = 0.65
Acz = Acz, Turon
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Figure 15.9 Effect of Acz estimation on the numerical prediction of load reduction (layup 22.5,
50% mode mix).
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Superior accuracy of using higher-order elements and integration schemes, especially
in the case of material or geometric nonlinearity, is mentioned by various authors in
literature (Alfano & Crisfield, 2001; Bathe, 2001; Szab�o & Babu�ska, 1991). Since the
cohesive law is highly nonlinear, a quadratic element with the 3� 3 NewtoneCotes
integration provides much more accurate and reliable results than lower scheme integra-
tions and therefore has been adopted in this numerical model.

15.7 Conclusions and future trends

The research on cyclic mixed-mode delamination failure in multidirectional compos-
ites still has notable deficiencies to be addressed. Although there have been some nu-
merical efforts to replace the costly fatigue experiments with corresponding numerical
simulations, there are still some shortcomings, such as model-specific parameters, to
be studied more in detail. Modeling fatigue delamination is still a challenging task
for the research community because various model-specific parameters and several
failure phenomena interact with each other, leading to final failure. This chapter pre-
sents a successfully validated numerical tool for simulating the cyclic delamination
behavior of CFRP materials, with various multidirectional stacking architectures under
mixed-mode loading for any arbitrary mode mix. However, model-specific variables,
such as the cohesive zone area and Paris parameters, have to be calibrated from indi-
vidual models or from characterization experiments. Similar to other works available
in the literature, this part has to be improved to achieve a fully numerical fatigue
delamination analysis tool independent of costly characterization experiments.
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16.1 Introduction

16.1.1 Fatigue life modeling

Significant research efforts have been devoted to understanding the fatigue behavior of
fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composite materials and composite structural ele-
ments, such as adhesively-bonded or bolted composite joints. One of the most explicit
and straightforward ways to represent experimental fatigue data is the SeN diagram. It
is preferred to other approaches for the modeling of the fatigue life of FRP composite
materials and structures, e.g., those based on stiffness degradation, or crack propaga-
tion measurements during lifetime, since it requires input data (applied load and cor-
responding cycles to failure) that can be collected using very simple recording devices
(Vassilopoulos & Keller, 2011).

Usually, fatigue data for preliminary design purposes are gathered in the region of
fatigue cycles ranging between 103 and 107. However, depending on the application,
high- or low-cycle fatigue regimes can be of interest. Additional data are needed in
such cases to avoid the risk of poor modeling due to extrapolation into unknown spaces.
Although for the high-cycle fatigue (HCF) regime long-term and time-consuming fa-
tigue data must be acquired, the situation seems easier for low-cycle fatigue (LCF)
where static strength data can apparently be used in combination with the fatigue
data. However, when the static strength data are considered in the analysis, other prob-
lems arise. As reported in Nijssen, Krause, and Philippidis (2004) and Vassilopoulos
and Nijssen (2010) for typical composite material systems, static strength data should
not be a part of the SeN curve, especially when they have been acquired under strain
rates much lower than those used in fatigue loading. The use of static data in the regres-
sion leads to incorrect slopes of the SeN curves as presented by Nijssen et al. (2004).
On the other hand, although excluding static strength data improves the description of
the fatigue behavior, it introduces errors in the lifetime predictions when the low-cycle
regime is important, as for example for loading spectra with a low number of high-load
cycles. Therefore, the use of static strength data for the derivation of fatigue curves
(such as fatigue data for 1 or 1/4 cycle) is arguable.

The choice of a particular (an appropriate) fatigue theory for composite materials
and structures is based on the material’s behavior under the given loading pattern
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and the experience of the user. For uniaxial loading cases, the established SeN curves
for metals were initially adopted for composites as well. Finding the appropriate SeN
curve type for the examined material is not simple, since there is no rule governing this
selection process. The best SeN curve type is the one that can best fit the available
experimental data (Vassilopoulos & Keller, 2011). A common SeN behavior for
FRP laminates has been described by the wear-out model in Sendeckyj (1981,
pp. 245e260) as a power curve that flattens at high applied cyclic stress levels. In
another work by Salkind (1972, pp. 143e169) this change of slope at the LCF regime
is attributed to the sensitivity of FRP composites to high strain ranges that occurred
under high stress levels. A comparative study by Mandell (1990) on short
fiberereinforced composites showed that the SeN data for chopped glass strand poly-
ester laminates follow a different trend. The behavior can be appropriately simulated
by a linear curve in the semilogarithmic scale, although at the HCF regime the presence
of run-outs causes a decrease in the slope of the SeN curve. Detailed analysis of fa-
tigue data with computational tools, like artificial neural networks and genetic pro-
gramming (see, e.g., Vassilopoulos, Georgopoulos, & Dionysopoulos, 2007;
Vassilopoulos, Georgopoulos, & Keller, 2008), showed that a multislope curve fits
better the fatigue behavior of typical composite laminates.

A review of articles on the fatigue behavior of composite materials shows that the
mechanism of fatigue failure can alter with changes in the cyclic stress level (Aymerich
& Found, 2000; Bakis, Simonds, Vick, & Stinchcomb, 1990, pp. 349e370; Mandell,
McGarry, Huang, & Li, 1983; Miyano, Nakada, & Muki, 1997; Philippidis &
Vassilopoulos, 2001) explaining the variation in the SeN curve slope. Different fatigue
behaviorwas identified at high and low stress levels for an injection-molded polysulfone
matrix composite reinforced by short glass and carbon fibers (Mandell et al., 1983). The
experimental results showed a significant change in the SeN curves at around 103 to 105

cycles. Different fatigue responses under high- and low-stress levels has also been
reported in Aymerich and Found (2000) and Bakis et al. (1990, pp. 349e370) for
carbon/PEEK laminates where the dominant failure changes from fiber to matrix dam-
age when the cyclic load level is decreased. Investigation of the fatigue behavior of
glass/polyester [0/(�45)2/0]T composite laminates (Philippidis & Vassilopoulos,
2001) showed a significant difference in the stiffness degradation at failure (it was found
to be higher for lower stress levels), although no difference was identified in the fracture
surfaces. Miyano et al. (1997) reported different failure modes under low- and
high-stress levels in conically-shaped FRP joint systems, proved by observation of
the fracture surfaces and a lower slope of the SeN curve at high stress levels.

With this variety of behaviors exhibited by composite materials, the selection of the
fatigue model that is established by fitting a mathematical equation to the experimental
data becomes of paramount importance for any fatigue analysis. The fatigue model re-
flects the behavior of the experimental data in theoretical equations which are subse-
quently used during design calculations. A number of different types of fatigue model
(or types of SeN curves) have been presented in the literature, with the most “famous”
being the empirical exponential (linelog) and power (logelog) relationships. Based
on these, it is assumed that the logarithm of the loading cycles is linearly dependent
on the cyclic stress parameter, or its logarithm. Fatigue models determined in this
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way do not take different stress ratios or frequencies into account, i.e., different model
parameters should be determined for different loading conditions. Also, they do not
take into account any of the failure mechanisms that develop during the failure process.
Other more sophisticated fatigue formulations that also take the influence of stress ratio
and/or frequency into account have also been reported (Adam, Fernando, Dickson,
Reiter, & Harris, 1989; Epaarachchi & Clausen, 2003). A unified fatigue function
that permits the representation of fatigue data under different loading conditions
(different R-ratios) in a single two-parameter fatigue curve was proposed by Adam
et al. (1989). In another work by Epaarachchi and Clausen (2003), an empirical model
that takes into account the influence of the stress ratio and loading frequency was pre-
sented and validated against experimental data for different glass fiberereinforced
composites. Although these models seem promising, their empirical nature is a disad-
vantage as their predictive ability is strongly affected by the selection of a number of
parameters that must be estimated or even, in some cases, assumed.

Experimental evidence showed that the commonly used models are not appropriate
for fitting material behavior from the LCF to the HCF region (see for example Harik,
Klinger, & Bogetti, 2002; Sarkani, Michaelov, Kihl, & Beach, 1999). Sarkani et al.
(1999) reported a deviation between the power SeN curve and the experimental
data points obtained for bonded and bolted FRP joints. Similar experimental evidence
is provided by Harik et al. (2002) for glassefiberereinforced polymer (GFRP) matrix
laminates. Bilinear models, in the logarithmic (Sarkani et al., 1999) and semiloga-
rithmic (Harik et al., 2002) scales, were introduced in both works to separately fit
the material fatigue behavior in different (LCF and HCF) regions. The disadvantage
of these approaches is the need for fatigue data in all regions for the fitting of model
parameters and therefore their inability to extrapolate any result, since they simply
resemble fitting procedures. In addition to this, the resulting SeN curve equations
are not continuous since different model parameters are estimated for LCF and
HCF, and the selection of the data subsets corresponding to each group has to be per-
formed based on the experience of the user, and they are therefore not practical for inte-
gration into design methodologies.

Other models, able to derive multislope SeN curves, are available. However, they
require more data in all the examined life regions, since they are only fitting equations
that simulate material behavior by adjusting a number of fitting parameters. Mu, Wan,
and Zhao (2011) proposed a multislope model comprising three parameters for
modeling the fatigue behavior of composite materials. However, the model is based
purely on the fitting of a logistic function to the experimental data and therefore its re-
sults cannot be extrapolated outside the range of existing experimental data.

Methods based on damage mechanics, therefore having a physical background,
also exist. A typical example is the wear-out model adopted by Sendeckyj (1981,
pp. 245e260). The wear-out model was initially introduced by Halpin, Jerina, and
Johnson (1973, pp. 5e64) for composite materials based on metal crack growth con-
cepts. However, owing to objections to the dominant crack assumption for compos-
ites, the model has been reviewed and modified by a number of authors considering
residual strength as the damage metric. The form of the wear-out model adopted by
Sendeckyj is based on the “Strength Life Equal Rank Assumption” or SLERA,
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introduced by Hahn and Kim (1975), stating that a specimen of a certain rank in the
static strength probability distribution has the same rank in the fatigue life distribu-
tion. In other words, application of the wear-out model is valid as long as no
competing failure modes are observed during fatigue life, or even between the fatigue
and static loading.

Methods for the SeN curve modeling of composite materials, also appropriate for
the derivation of SeN curves that take into account the probabilistic nature of the fa-
tigue properties of composite materials, have been established to permit the derivation
of SeN curves with a given statistical significance based on limited data sets (e.g.,
Sendeckyj, 1981, pp. 245e260; Whitney, 1981). These statistical methods presented
in detail in Vassilopoulos and Keller (2011) are also based on a deterministic SeN
equation for representation of the fatigue data; however, a more complicated process,
compared to the simple regression analysis, is followed for the estimation of model
parameters, which in one of the presented models (wear-out) leads to a multislope
SeN curve.

16.1.2 Influence of loading parameters on the fatigue life

The effect of several critical parameters on the fatigue life of a material under a certain
loading condition can be examined when experimental work is performed under this
condition. Although the result is useful for the analysis of the examined loading
scenario, the experimental effort should be repeated for any other applied loading spec-
trum. This practice is costly and cannot be followed in practice where numerous
different loading patterns are applied on a structural element. Therefore, experimental
databases are derived for basic loading conditions (e.g., constant amplitude fatigue
loading) and appropriate modeling is performed for extrapolation of the experimental
evidence to predict the life under other, more complicated loading conditions.

The stress ratio, the ratio of the minimum to maximum applied cyclic stress
(R ¼ smin/smax), is used to specify the loading type; 0 < R < 1 expresses
tensionetension (TeT) fatigue, 1 < R < þN represents compressionecompression
(CeC) fatigue, while �N <R < 0 denotes mixed tension-compression (TeC) fatigue
loading that can be tension- or compression-dominated. It is well documented that for a
given maximum stress in a tensionetension case, the fatigue life of the composite in-
creases with increasing magnitude of R. In compressionecompression loading,
increasing the magnitude of R reduces the fatigue life of the examined composite
(Abd Allah, Abdin, Selmy, & Khashaba, 1997; Ellyin & El-Kadi, 1994; Mallick &
Zhou, 2004; Mandell & Meier, 1982, pp. 55e77; Mandell & Samborsky, 2010).

16.1.3 Constant life diagrams

The influence of the R-ratio on the fatigue behavior of composite materials has been
the subject of numerous investigations in the past (e.g., Kawai & Koizumi, 2007;
Petermann & Schulte, 2002). This effect is assessed by using constant life diagrams
(CLDs). CLDs reflect the combined effect of mean stress and material anisotropy
on fatigue life, and can be used for estimation of the fatigue life of the material under
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loading patterns for which no experimental data exist. The main parameters that define
a CLD are the cyclic mean stress, stress amplitude and number of fatigue cycles.

In previous papers (Beheshty & Harris, 1998; Gathercole, Reiter, Adam, & Harris,
1994; Kawai & Koizumi, 2007; Mandell, Samborsky, Wang, & Wahl, 2003;
Sutherland & Mandell, 2005; Vassilopoulos, Manshadi, & Keller, 2010a) it has
been proved that, although the classic linear Goodman diagram is the most
commonly used, particularly for metals, it is not suitable for composite materials,
mainly because of the variation in their tensile and compressive strengths that they
exhibit. As a result, a typical CLD for composite materials is shifted to the right-
hand side and the highest point is located away from the line corresponding to
zero mean stress, sm ¼ 0, or else the line representing the reversed SeN curve
with a ratio between the minimum and maximum applied stress, R ¼ �1. Moreover,
the damage mechanisms under tension are different from those under compression.
In tension, the composite material properties are generally governed by the fibers,
while in compression the properties are mainly determined by the matrix and
matrixefiber interaction. Therefore, straight lines connecting the ultimate tensile
stress (UTS) and the ultimate compressive stress (UCS) with points on the
R ¼ �1 line for different numbers of cycles are not capable of describing the actual
fatigue behavior of composite materials.

As mentioned earlier, several CLD models have been presented in the literature
(Boestra, 2007; Harris, 2003; Kawai, 2007; Vassilopoulos, Manshadi, & Keller,
2010b) in order to cope with the aforementioned characteristics of composite
materials. A comprehensive evaluation of the fatigue life predicting ability of the
most commonly used and most recent CLD models is given in Vassilopoulos et al.
(2010a). In addition to the presented analytical methods, novel computational tech-
niques have also been employed during the last decade for modeling the fatigue
behavior of composite materials and deriving CLD based on limited amounts of
experimental data (e.g., Silverio Freire, D�oria Neto, & De Aquino, 2009;
Vassilopoulos et al., 2007, 2008). These methods offer a means of representing
the fatigue behavior of the examined composite materials that is not biased by any
damage mechanisms and not restricted by any mathematical model description.
They are data-driven techniques, and their modeling quality depends on the quality
of the available experimental data.

Since the introduction of the CLD concept by Gerber and Goodman back in the
nineteenth century (Gerber, 1874; Goodman, 1899), all presented methods have two
common features—they represent the fatigue data on the smesa plane and their formu-
lation is based on the fitting of available fatigue data for specified R-ratios or the inter-
polation between them. The same concept has been followed for the derivation of
CLDs for composite materials. Already in 1972, Salkind presented fatigue data of bo-
ron reinforced aluminum on the smesa plane in order to compare their fatigue resis-
tance against unreinforced aluminum alloys. CLD-like diagrams were also plotted by
Hahn (1979) in order to prove that the fatigue strength of a B/Ep laminate is compres-
sive dominated at low cycles and becomes tension dominated as the high cycle region
is approached. Another example in the same reference presents that the fatigue failure
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of a Gr/Ep laminate in the low-cycle region is controlled by the maximum tensile
stress, while in the high cycle region is controlled by the alternating stress.

In 2007, Boerstra explicitly proposed an alternative method of constructing CLDs
for composite materials without the need to define specific R-ratios. The Boerstra
model is based on the sparse fatigue data available for several different loading cases.
The drawback of this method is the need for a complicated solution of a seven-
parameter optimization problem. Furthermore, as proved in Vassilopoulos et al.
(2010a), although this independence of the R-ratio offered simplicity in testing, the
resulting CLD was not more accurate than other methods such as the piecewise linear
and/or Harris’ CLD (Beheshty & Harris, 1998; Gathercole et al., 1994). An innovative
formulation was later on introduced in Vassilopoulos et al. (2010b) for predicting an
asymmetric, piecewise nonlinear CLD. It was based on the relationship between the
stress ratio and the stress amplitude and expressed by simple phenomenological equa-
tions, showing remarkable accuracy.

16.1.4 Content of the chapter

This chapter aims to provide an overview of the commonly used SeN curves and the
available CLD formulations for the simulation of the fatigue behavior of composite
materials and adhesively-bonded composite joints. Several SeN models, including
the “conventional” models that are based on linear regression analysis of the existing
fatigue data, are presented and their modeling accuracy is compared. The most
commonly used and most recently introduced CLD for composite materials and
adhesively-bonded composite joints are also presented in this chapter. Their predictive
ability is evaluated by using the experimental database (for adhesively-bonded pul-
truded GFRP joints) presented in Chapter 8 of this volume.

16.2 SeN formulations for composites and adhesively-
bonded composite joints

Extended literature review presented in Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, and Keller (2013)
revealed that there is no universal theoretical model able to accurately describe the con-
stant amplitude fatigue behavior of adhesively-bonded fiber-reinforced joints. The po-
wer law formulation, initially established by Basquin in 1910, Eqn (16.1), usually fits
the data well when a high number of cycles is involved (Sims & Brogdon, 1977,
pp. 185e205), although its performance is often poor in the LCF region.

s ¼ bN�a
f (16.1)

Equations (16.2) and (16.3) have been established for metals in order to improve the
Basquin formulation for the entire fatigue life range by introducing the endurance limit
(se) and a constant parameter (B) which control the SeN curve in the HCF and LCF
regions, respectively.
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s ¼ bN�a
f þ se (16.2)

s� se ¼ b
�
Nf þ B

��a
(16.3)

Several phenomenological models that take into account parameters affecting the
fatigue behavior such as the stress ratio, frequency, temperature, and fiber direction,
as well as models that consider the probabilistic nature of the fatigue properties of com-
posite materials were introduced. Jarosch and Stepan (1970) incorporated an additional
term into the power law formulation that considers the stress ratio effect on fatigue life,
Eqn (16.4), to characterize the fatigue life of glass fiberereinforced epoxy composite
used in rotor blades.

s ¼
aþ b

.
Nx
f � c

ð1� R=1þ RÞy (16.4)

This model was used by Sims and Brogdon (1977, pp. 185e205) to characterize the
fatigue behavior of S-glass/epoxy and graphite/epoxy laminates. The effect of the
stress ratio on fatigue life was also addressed by Bach (1996), who suggested a model
for GFRP laminates, Eqn (16.5).

s ¼ UTS
�
1� D log Nf

�
; D ¼ f ðmaterial;RÞ (16.5)

Parameter D is a function of material and R is a function of the stress ratio and is
different for each examined material. Appel and Olthoff (Bach, 1996) established an
estimation of parameter D after analyzing data from literature, Eqn (16.6).

s ¼ UTS
�
1� D log Nf

�
; D ¼ 0:015ð1� RÞ þ 0:08 (16.6)

However, the evaluation of this model showed that predictions are reliable for
tensionetension fatigue, but become optimistic for higher load levels under reversed
loading.

Attempts to introduce damage mechanics into the process of SeN derivation were
also reported. Strength degradation due to fatigue loading was considered a valid mea-
sure for the development of SeN curve formulations (Chou & Croman, 1979,
pp. 431e454; D’Amore, Caprino, Stupak, Zhou, & Nicolais, 1996; Epaarachchi &
Clausen, 2003; Qiao & Yang, 2006; Sendeckyj, 1981, pp. 245e260). Based on this
method, fatigue failure is assumed when the residual strength decreases to the same
level as the maximum applied cyclic stress. Sendeckyj (1990) established a model
on this basis in the form of Eqn (16.7).

seq ¼ sa
�
1þ �

Nf � 1
�
f
�S

(16.7)

The model consists of two parameters, S (the slope of the SeN curve) and f (the
asymptotic slope of the SeN curve at low stress levels), which can be constants or
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functions of stress ratio. Different alternatives for S and f provide a variety of models
such as the classic power law model for S and f¼ 1, the wear-out model for constant S
and f or a model in which both S and f are the functions of the stress ratio. Subsequent
models were also developed based on strength degradation. The effect of the stress ra-
tio was included in the model developed by D’Amore et al. (1996), Eqn (16.8).

Nf ¼

0
B@1þ 1

að1� RÞ

0
B@ b

smax
jln½1� PNðNÞ�j

1
af � 1

1
CA
1
CA

1=d

(16.8)

The effect of frequency was incorporated in Epaarachchi and Clausen (2003) and
Qiao and Yang (2006) in the form of Eqns (16.9) and (16.10), respectively.

ðsu=smax � 1Þðsu=smaxÞ0:6�jjsin qj
�
frd

.
ð1� jÞ1:6�jjsin qj

�
¼ a

�
Nd
f � 1

�
(16.9)

Nd
f � 1 ¼ 1

a
ðDs=suÞ�r�

rAcr fr
2�E��mð1� smax=suÞ (16.10)

Fatigue models have also been developed based on the stiffness degradation of the
material. Hwang and Han (1986) for example established an SeN model based on the
fatigue modulus concept:

Nf ¼ ðBð1� sa=suÞÞc (16.11)

Philippidis and Vassilopoulos (2000) introduced a stiffness-based SeN curve,
designated Sc-N curve, Eqn (16.12), for the modeling of GFRP laminates. The concept
of stiffness controlled curves has been later on successfully used for the fatigue life
modeling and development of design allowables for adhesively-bonded FRP joints
(Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2008; Zhang, Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2010).

sa ¼ E0ðð1� EN=E1Þ=KNÞ1=c (16.12)

Bilinear and sigmoid SeN formulations were also introduced (e.g., 14, 15, 28, 36,
37), for the modeling of experimental data sets showing different behaviors in LCF and
HCF regimes. Harik et al. (2002) and Harik and Bogetti (2003) proposed a bilinear
model for unidirectional GFRP laminates to describe the LCF and HCF regions:

s ¼ smax

su
¼

(
aLCF þ bLCF log Nf ; for : Ncyclic � Nf � NLCF

aHCF þ bHCF log Nf ; for : NLCF � Nf � Nf
(16.13)

According to Eqn (16.13) the fatigue data must be divided into two groups and the
fitting is performed separately for each group. Sarkani et al. (1999) reported a deviation
between the SeN data and the power law model for FRP bonded and bolted joints. The
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authors found a good match between the experimental data and a two-segment power
law equation, however, still based on the subjective classification of the fatigue data
into the LCF and HCF regimes. Sigmoid models like the one developed by Xiong
and Shenoi (2004), Eqn (16.14), and Mu et al. (2011), Eqn (16.15), provide algebraic
fitting equations that cover the entire fatigue life range, but require greater numbers of
fatigue data to adequately estimate the increased number of model parameters.

FsðsÞ ¼ 1� exp
�
�
��

10cðlog NfÞmðs� S0Þ þ S0
�.

b
�af

�
(16.14)

s ¼ ð1� cÞ
.�

ð1� aÞ þ ae�bðlog NfÞ�þ c (16.15)

16.2.1 The hybrid SeN formulation

Recently, the hybrid SeN formulation has been introduced (Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos,
& Keller, 2012b). It resembles a semiempirical formulation based on the commonly
used exponential and power law models presented in Eqns (16.16) and (16.17).

s ¼ Aþ B log
�
Nf

� ðExponential fatigue modelÞ (16.16)

s ¼ bN�a
f ðPower fatigue modelÞ (16.17)

where s is the stress parameter (it can be maximum cyclic stress, amplitude or stress
range), Nf denotes the number of cycles to failure, while A, B, b, and a are the fatigue
model parameters that can be derived by linear regression analysis, after fitting the
equations to the experimental fatigue data.

The introduced formulation resembles the exponential model for LCF, while it is
mutated to the power model, through a transition region, for longer lifetimes. This
combination of the exponential and power models derives a formulation that
adequately simulates the fatigue behavior of the examined composite material across
the entire lifetime, from LCF to HCF. The hybrid SeN formulation is:

s ¼ f1
�
Nf

��
Aþ B log

�
Nf

��þ f2
�
Nf

�h
bN�a

f

i
(16.18)

where, in addition to the aforementioned parameters, two weighting functions, f1(Nf)
and f2(Nf), are included to control the transition from the exponential to the power
curve model:

f1
�
Nf

� ¼
"

1

1þ �
Nf

�
Ntrans

�2
#

(16.19)

f2
�
Nf

� ¼
"

�1

1þ �
Nf

�
Ntrans

�2 þ 1

#
(16.20)
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A schematic plot of the fluctuations of these two empirical functions versus the log-
arithm of the number of cycles is shown in Figure 16.1. These sigmoid functions define
the time and the rate of transition between the two basic fatigue models in order to
avoid any singularity between the LCF and HCF regions. The transition number of cy-
cles, Ntrans, controls the moment of transition and is defined as the shortest lifetime
among the examined sample of constant amplitude fatigue data. A sensitivity analysis
was performed in order to assess the effect of the Ntrans selection (between the shortest
and the longest life at the highest stress level) on the model accuracy. The derived
hybrid curves with different values for Ntrans, showed that the accuracy of the model
is not sensitive to the assumed value of Ntrans. Although differences were observed,
depending on the scatter of the experimental data, they were limited to the transition
region. These differences did not affect the LCF and HCF regions and consequently
the overall accuracy of the model. Therefore, for consistency, the shortest lifetime
was used in all examined cases, and it is recommended to use this value for the model
derivation.

Substitution of the weighting functions, Eqns (16.19) and (16.20), into Eqn (16.18)
and the rearranging of the latter results in the hybrid model formulation:

s ¼ bN�a
f þ

"
1

1þ �
Nf

�
Ntrans

�2
#h

Aþ B log
�
Nf

�� bN�a
f

i
(16.21)

with parameters A, B, b, and a being the same as those resulting from fitting the
exponential and power models separately and Ntrans equal to the shortest experimen-
tally derived fatigue life, as defined earlier.
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Figure 16.1 Applied weighting functions in the hybrid model.
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The form of the hybrid model is schematically presented in Figure 16.2 and
compared to the form of the exponential and power models. As described earlier,
for low numbers of cycles, the hybrid model coincides with the exponential fatigue
model and gradually mutates to the power fatigue model via a transition region deter-
mined by the weighting functions f1(Nf) and f2(Nf).

16.2.2 Disadvantages of commonly used SeN models

The disadvantages of the common SeN formulations are summarized and demon-
strated in the following by modeling the fatigue behavior of a wide variety of compos-
ite material systems. An alternative SeN formulation is established based on the
commonly used exponential and power SeN fatigue models in order to resolve their
shortcomings and appropriately simulate the fatigue life of several composite materials
and composite structural elements from the LCF to the HCF region. The modeling
ability of the introduced formulation is evaluated by comparison of the derived
SeN curves with the existing fatigue data and resulting curves from popular existing
fatigue models.

The exponential and power fatigue models are commonly used for the interpretation
of composite material fatigue data due to the nature of these models that are straight-
forward, not based on any assumptions, and easily applied, even on limited databases,
in order to derive a reliable estimate of fatigue life. The estimation of the model param-
eters is based on linear regression analysis that can be performed by simple hand
calculations.

Comparison between the SeN curves derived from the two fatigue models shows that
the performance of the exponential model is superior to that of the power model in the
LCF region, while the power model is more accurate in the HCF region. In the LCF
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Figure 16.2 Scheme of hybrid model in comparison with exponential and power models.
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region, the power model curve almost always overestimates the fatigue strength of the
material. On the other hand, the exponential fatigue model underestimates the lifetime
for large numbers of cycles and occasionally estimates finite life as being at zero stress
level. This behavior is shown in Figure 16.3 for the typical constant amplitude fatigue
data of composite materials—in this case E-glass/polyester laminates (Post, 2008).

The aforementioned low accuracy of the power model in the LCF region can be
improved by including the static strength data in derivation of the power SeN curve,
considering them as fatigue data. However, the simultaneous treatment of static and
fatigue data may result in an incorrect slope that affects the entire range of the lifetime,
as presented in Figure 16.4.

The wear-out model (Sendeckyj, 1981, pp. 245e260) is capable of deriving multi-
slope reliability-based SeN curves that fit the available static strength and fatigue data
quite accurately. However, it has the drawback of the quite complicated optimization
process required in order to estimate the model parameters. A detailed analysis reveals
several other disadvantages including the sensitivity of the model parameter estimation
to the exhibited scatter of the fatigue data and the inability of the model to extrapolate
the life modeling to the LCF region when no available data (static strength or LCF
fatigue data) exist.

This drawback is demonstrated by modeling a set of constant amplitude fatigue
data for [�45]2S T300/5208 graphite/epoxy composite laminates with 57 fatigue
data points distributed at five stress levels (Lee, Yang, & Sheu, 1993). The wear-
out model was applied using all the available data and also after censoring the two
data points (at the 140-MPa stress level, open symbols in Figures 16.5 and 16.6)
that do not seem to follow the observed trend. These two points were assumed as be-
ing outliers in the given data set. The derived SeN curves based on the wear-out
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Figure 16.3 Comparison of exponential and power curves for [0/þ45/90/�45/0]S E-glass/
vinylester laminate fatigue data (Post, 2008) (excluding static data).
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model, presented in Figure 16.5, are very different in both the LCF and the HCF re-
gions. The slope of the SeN curve across the intermediate cycle fatigue region
(c. 103e106) was also considerably altered by censoring only these two of the 57
available data points. On the other hand, no significant changes were made to the
SeN curve derived by using the power fatigue model (see Figure 16.6) when the
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Figure 16.4 Comparison of exponential and power curves for [0/þ45/90/�45/0]S E-glass/
vinylester laminate fatigue data (Post, 2008) (including static data).
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Figure 16.5 Comparison of SeN curves derived by wear-out model for [�45]2S graphite/epoxy
laminates (Lee et al., 1993) (censored and uncensored fatigue data).
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entire or the censored data set was used. The average ultimate tensile strength,
191 MPa, with a standard deviation of �8.4 MPa is shown in the figure at Nf ¼ 1,
but was not used for estimation of the model parameters.

The new hybrid model was developed taking into account this remarkable stability
of the linear regression models (exponential and power). The aim was to retain their
advantages, but at the same time improve their weaknesses to appropriately model
the fatigue life of composite materials in the LCF and the HCF regions.

16.3 Comparison of existing fatigue models

A comparison performed on a wide range of composite materials and adhesively-
bonded composite joints in Sarfaraz et al. (2012b) is used here in order to demonstrate
the modeling ability of some of the commonly used SeN formulations.

The examined material databases in Sarfaraz et al. (2012b) include continuous and
short, glass and carbon, fiber laminates combined with various polymer resins, and
composite structures. The exponential and power curve models that were combined
in order to derive the hybrid formulation were used for comparisons. In addition,
the wear-out fatigue model (Sendeckyj, 1981, pp. 245e260), able to derive multislope
SeN curves, was used.

The comparison of the results was based on graphical comparison of the derived
SeN curves and a quantification of the fitting quality using the sum of squared errors
(SSE). The SSE was calculated for each curve by defining the error as the difference
between the logarithms of the estimated and experimental cyclic stress values.
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Figure 16.6 Comparison of SeN curves derived by power model for [�45]2S graphite/epoxy
laminates (Lee et al., 1993) (censored and uncensored fatigue data).
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The SSE values were normalized by the maximum error value for each material as
presented in Table 16.1 (Sarfaraz et al., 2012b).

The SSE is calculated by the following equation:

SSE ¼
Xn
i¼ 1

�
log

�
sexp

�� logðsestÞ
�2

(16.22)

where sexp and sest are the experimental and estimated cyclic stresses corresponding to
the same number of cycles, and n is the number of experimental data.

The static data were not included in the processes for the derivation of the SeN
curves. However, since fatigue strength data in the LCF region do not exist in most
of the available databases, static data were used for calculation of the SSE, considered
as being fatigue strength data corresponding to specimens that failed after one cycle
(Nf ¼ 1). The software recently developed by the authors, CCfatigue (Vassilopoulos,
Sarfaraz, Manshadi, & Keller, 2010), was used for estimation of the fatigue model
parameters and derivation of the SeN curves.

16.3.1 Glass fiber-reinforced laminates

Numerous fatigue databases for glass fiber-reinforced laminates with different matrix
resins and stacking sequences exist in the literature. Typical cases for which adequate

Table 16.1 Calculated normalized sum of squared errors for derived
SeN curves

Normalized sum of squared errors (SSE)

Exponential Power Wear-out Hybrid

Figure 16.7 0.080 1.000 0.090 0.037

Figure 16.8 0.598 0.250 1.000 0.311

Figure 16.9 1.000 0.201 0.034 0.016

Figure 16.10 0.120 0.232 1.000 0.116

Figure 16.11 0.317 1.000 0.247 0.109

Figure 16.12 0.333 0.152 1.000 0.130

Figure 16.13 0.392 0.922 1.000 0.369

Figure 16.14 0.618 0.702 1.000 0.305

Figure 16.15 1.000 0.444 0.987 0.717

Figure 16.16 0.348 1.000 0.562 0.329

Average 0.481 0.590 0.692 0.244

Standard
deviation

�0.323 �0.370 �0.418 �0.210
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constant amplitude fatigue data exist were selected and are examined here. The first
examined database comprises data from constant amplitude fatigue loading applied
to woven roving E-glass/vinylester laminates with a stacking sequence of [0/þ45/
90/�45/0]S (according to the fabric warp direction in each layer) (Post, 2008). The
comparison of the used SeN curves is shown in Figure 16.7 for the fatigue data ob-
tained under tensionetension fatigue, at stress ratio R ¼ smin/smax ¼ 0.1. It is evident
that the hybrid SeN curve is the most appropriate, since it adequately simulates the
fatigue behavior, covering all regions, from very LCF to HCF. This figure also dem-
onstrates the problems presented by the other methods. The exponential model results
in a linear SeN curve on the semilogarithmic plane, which is very conservative at the
HCF regime. In this case, it predicts failure under zero load after around 3 � 107 cy-
cles, which is physically impossible. On the other hand, the power model does not
exhibit this behavior in the HCF region, but, overestimates the fatigue strength at
the LCF regime. For example, at Nf ¼ 10 the fatigue strength estimated by the power
model is 417.5 MPa and for one cycle approaches 600.0 MPa, while the tensile
strength of the examined material equals 346.8 � 15.8 MPa. The SeN curve derived
based on the wear-out model also underestimates the life in the LCF region. Neverthe-
less, this result is to be expected when this model is applied without the use of the static
strength data. Comparison of the calculated error indices (SSE) given in Table 16.1
also shows that the hybrid formulation (SSE ¼ 0.037) performs better than the other
models.

Three data sets were selected from the DOE/MSU composite material fatigue data-
base (Mandell & Samborsky, 2010). The first comprises results from the constant
amplitude fatigue loading of multidirectional E-glass/polyester laminates with stack-
ing sequence of [90/0/�45/0]S, encoded in DOE/MSU as DD16 material. The subset
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Figure 16.7 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for [0/þ45/90/�45/0]S
E-glass/vinylester laminate fatigue data (Post, 2008).
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containing results from experiments performed under R¼ 0.1 was used for the demon-
stration of the selected fatigue model application. The comparison of the modeling ac-
curacy of the examined fatigue models, shown in Figure 16.8, reveals a significant
deviation between the experimental results and the wear-out models at the LCF re-
gimes and the exponential model in the HCF. The hybrid and power curves follow
the trend of the experimental data at HCF and are in good agreement with static
strength data, although the power model overestimates and the hybrid underestimates
the life in the LCF region.

The second material system from the DOE/MSU database is for [0/�45]4 E-glass/
polyester laminates tested at R ¼ 0.1 designated as “Material N.” Although a limited
number of fatigue data (16 data) is available, they cover a very large range of fatigue
lifetime, between 20 and 8 million cycles. The derived SeN curves, shown in
Figure 16.9, prove the inability of the exponential fatigue model to properly simulate
the real trend of the fatigue data. In the range between 103 and 105 cycles, the expo-
nential model overestimates the fatigue life, while for cycles of more than 5 � 105 it
significantly underestimates the fatigue life, also indicating failure under zero loads af-
ter 107 cycles. On the other hand, the power fatigue model is appropriate, but only for
cycle numbers larger than 102. Below this limit, in the LCF region, the power model
considerably overestimates the fatigue strength as also shown in Figure 16.9. The SeN
curve derived according to the wear-out method and the newly introduced hybrid
model almost coincides in this case, showing differences only at the LCF regime where
the hybrid model is more accurate, as it converges to the static strength data for very
low-cycle numbers. The calculated statistical indices shown in Table 16.1 confirm that
the hybrid model provides the most accurate SeN curve.
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Figure 16.8 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for [90/0/�45/0]S E-glass/
polyester laminate fatigue data (Mandell & Samborsky, 2010).
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The third data set from the DOE/MSU database relates to a material designated 208
Fiber Strand and composed of 45 S-glass fibers and iso-polyester resin. This data set
includes data points covering a very wide cycle range (103e1010 cycles). The same
comments as for Figure 16.9 concerning the modeling of the HCF apply to
Figure 16.10. All models, except the exponential one, simulate well the exhibited
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Figure 16.9 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for [0/�45]4 E-glass/polyester
laminate fatigue data (Mandell & Samborsky, 2010).
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Figure 16.10 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for fiber strand glass/iso-
polyester fatigue data (Mandell & Samborsky, 2010).
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fatigue behavior in this region. In the LCF region, the wear-out model underestimates
and the power model overestimates the fatigue behavior. On the other hand, the hybrid
and exponential models predict static strength values well within the range of the
experimental scatter.

The fatigue models were also used for the simulation of the fatigue behavior of
[(�45)8/07]S E-glass/polyester laminates under tensionetension (R ¼ 0.1) loading
(see Figure 16.11), retrieved from the FACT database (Nijssen, 2006). The data set in-
cludes fatigue data points corresponding to a life of only a few cycles to more than 100
million cycles. Again, the hybrid model is fairly accurate across the entire range of cy-
cles, while the power and wear-out models fail to accurately simulate fatigue life in the
LCF region and the exponential model provides only a rough averaging of the exper-
imental data in this case. The lowest error index (SSE ¼ 0.109) was obtained for the
hybrid formulation.

The SeN curves derived for a [�45]2S glass/epoxy material system loaded under
R ¼ 0.1 (Sendeckyj, 1990) are compared in Figure 16.12. The hybrid and power fa-
tigue models perform well in this case—the former resulting in a lower SSE (0.130)
than the latter (0.152). However, the wear-out model overestimates the fatigue strength
in the LCF region in contrast to the results shown in Figures 16.7e16.11 while the
exponential model performs well only until c. 105 cycles and then becomes
conservative.

16.3.2 Carbon fiber-reinforced laminates

The constant amplitude fatigue data for graphite/epoxy [90/þ45/�45/0]S laminates
(Yang, Yang, & Jones, 1989), was also selected for the evaluation of the hybrid model.
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Figure 16.11 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for [(�45)8/07]S E-glass/
polyester laminate fatigue data (Nijssen, 2006).
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The fatigue experiments were performed under tensionetension fatigue, R ¼ 0.1. As
shown in Figure 16.13 the comment regarding Figure 16.10 also applies in this case
and therefore similar SSE indices (see Table 16.1) were calculated for the exponential
and hybrid models due to the similarity of the curves at HCF where fatigue data are
available. As already pointed out, the wear-out model exhibits high sensitivity to
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Figure 16.12 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for [�45]2S glass/epoxy
laminate fatigue data (Sendeckyj, 1990).
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Figure 16.13 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for [90/þ45/�45/0]S
graphite/epoxy laminate fatigue data (Yang et al., 1989).
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the scatter of fatigue data and fails to accurately simulate the behavior in the LCF re-
gion when static strength and LCF data are not used for estimation of the model pa-
rameters. In the examined case the wear-out model significantly underestimates the
fatigue life in the LCF region.

16.3.3 Hybrid glassecarbon fiber-reinforced laminates

Hybrid glassecarbon fiber-reinforced laminates are used in various engineering do-
mains, such as wind turbine rotor blades, in order to improve the modulus and strength
and also decrease density and fatigue sensitivity compared to glassereinforced poly-
mers (Mandell et al., 2003). A set of fatigue data from hybrid glassecarbon/epoxy
laminates was used for the assessment of the new model (Mandell & Samborsky,
2010). The laminates were composed of 0� carbon and �45 glass prepreg laminae
with stacking sequence of [�45/04]S tested in the transverse direction under stress ratio
R ¼ �1 (coded P2BT in DOE database). The differences between the derived SeN
curves at HCF are not significant (see Figure 16.14) except for that derived by the
exponential model, which is conservative. However, it can be observed that only
the hybrid and exponential models converge with the static strength data, while the po-
wer and wear-out models predict higher and lower static strength, respectively.

16.3.4 Short fiber-reinforced laminates

Short fiber-reinforced composites are used for the fabrication of numerous parts used
in the automotive and aerospace industries, for example (Mandell, 1990).
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Figure 16.14 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for hybrid [�45/04C]S glass-
carbon/epoxy laminate fatigue data (Mandell & Samborsky, 2010).
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The applicability of the hybrid formulation was examined by modeling the fatigue
behavior of injection-molded fiber glassereinforced PEEK thermoplastic polymer
composite laminates (Mandell, 1990). The resulting SeN curves, shown in
Figure 16.15, prove that the hybrid, wear-out, and power models appropriately simu-
late the behavior in the HCF region. Only the power fatigue model converges with the
static strength data, with the wear-out model being more conservative than the rest.
The minimum value for the SSE, 0.444, was estimated for the power model. The
maximum SSE is calculated for the exponential model, which again estimates very
low fatigue strength in the HCF region.

16.3.5 Pultruded fiber-reinforced adhesively-bonded joints

The selected SeN formulations have also been applied for the modeling of the
fatigue behavior of the pultruded FRP adhesively-bonded joints examined in
Chapters 8 and 9 of this volume. An extended database has been recently created
containing tensionetension, compressionecompression and tension-compression
constant amplitude fatigue data and static strength values obtained under high
strain rates, similar to those for the fatigue loading (Sarfaraz, Vassilopoulos, &
Keller, 2011). The data set selected for the demonstration of fatigue model appli-
cability relates to the tensionetension fatigue results (R ¼ 0.1). The resulting SeN
curves according to the different fatigue models are shown in Figure 16.16. All the
above-mentioned disadvantages of the examined models are clearly apparent in
Figure 16.16. The power model overestimates the life in the LCF region, the expo-
nential underestimates the life at the HCF region, while the wear-out model fails to
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Figure 16.15 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for short fiber 30% glass/
PEEK fatigue data (Mandell, 1990).
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converge with the static strength data and is unable to extrapolate any prediction to
the LCF region. The hybrid fatigue model produces the most accurate SeN
formulation.

16.4 Discussion on the SeN formulations

The applicability of the selected SeN formulations to a wide range of typical compos-
ite materials and structural elements for different applications, ranging from the wind
turbine rotor blade industry to construction, or automotive and aerospace structures,
has been validated in the previous section. The performance of the fatigue models
was graphically and quantitatively (by using the SSE index) compared. A thorough
comparison based on several qualitative and quantitative criteria will be made in
this section. The appropriateness of each examined fatigue model can be evaluated
based on accuracy of modeling, ability to extrapolate and interpolate, number of model
parameters, accuracy of parameter estimation, implemented assumptions, sensitivity to
the available experimental data, etc.

As shown in Table 16.1, the calculated SSEs for the hybrid formulation are the
lowest except for two cases (Figures 16.8 and 16.15) where the power model produced
the most accurate SeN curve, as it accurately predicted the static strength of the exam-
ined material. On average the hybrid model is the most accurate showing substantially
lower SSE indices, 50% lower than the next best one, the exponential model. The
similar SSE values obtained for the hybrid formulation and linear regression models
were in some cases anticipated since the hybrid formulation was developed based
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Figure 16.16 Comparison of hybrid model with other SeN curves for double-lap joints
(Sarfaraz et al., 2011).
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on these models. Accordingly, the results of the hybrid and exponential fatigue models
are comparable when the difference between the linear regression models at HCF is
small (see, e.g., Figures 16.10 and 16.13). The difference between the hybrid and po-
wer results is negligible when the difference between the linear regression models in
the LCF region is low (Figure 16.12).

Each of the linear regression models is unable to extrapolate both to the LCF and
HCF regions. The exponential model was proved more accurate in the LCF region and
the power in the HCF region. The wear-out model was proved incapable of extrapo-
lating any lifetime predictions in the LCF region in three out of the 10 examined ma-
terials when no static strength data was used. On the other hand, the hybrid model, by
combining the exponential and power models, is able to accurately simulate the fatigue
behavior in both the LCF and HCF regions and successfully extrapolate results in order
to estimate the static strength of the examined materials.

With regard to the number of model parameters, the exponential and power models
are the simplest, since they both require the estimation of two parameters by simple
linear regression analysis. Five parameters describing the hybrid model are shown
in Eqn (16.21). However, the complexity of their estimation is practically the same
as for the two aforementioned fatigue models. As mentioned in Section 16.2.1, one
of the model parameters, Ntrans, is directly defined by the experimental data, while
the remaining four correspond to the parameters of the linear and power models and
can be estimated by following the same process as for the individual linear regression
models. The wear-out model is the most demanding, since it requires the estimation of
four independent parameters via a multiparameter optimization process: the Weibull
shape and scale parameters and the fatigue model parameters.

The accuracy of the estimated parameters of the hybrid model is the same as for
the power and exponential fatigue models. For all three methods, a straightforward
and simple linear regression analysis is performed, resulting in a very precise
estimation of the model parameters. On the other hand, the estimation of the model
parameters for the wear-out fatigue model is quite complicated. The parameter esti-
mation is based on the multiparameter optimization process whose convergence
cannot be guaranteed when the static strength data are not considered in the anal-
ysis. As presented in Figures 16.11 and 16.13, the wear-out SeN curves converge
with the static data while in Figures 16.7e16.10 and Figures 16.14e16.16 the
curves intersect the ordinate at lower and in Figure 16.12 at higher values compared
to static strengths.

The wear-out model is based on several assumptions, including the stress life equal
rank approach, which compromises the validity of the model when competing
failure modes are observed during fatigue life, or between fatigue and static loading.
However, the other examined methods resemble mathematical formulations, without
any physical meaning, that are fitted to the experimental data without the need to
satisfy any assumptions.

Finally, as presented in Section 16.2.2, the wear-out model is sensitive to the selec-
tion of the fatigue data and the presence of data points that do not follow the same trend
as the fatigue data. This makes the process sensitive to subjective modeling according
to the experience of the user.
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16.5 Constant life diagram (CLD) formulations for
composites and adhesively-bonded composite
joints

CLDs reflect the combined effect of mean stress and material anisotropy on the fatigue
life of the examined composite material. Furthermore, they offer a predictive tool for
the estimation of the fatigue life of the material under loading patterns for which no
experimental data exist. The main parameters that define a CLD are the mean cyclic
stress, sm, the cyclic stress amplitude, sa, and the R-ratio defined as the ratio between
the minimum and maximum cyclic stress, R ¼ smin/smax. A typical CLD annotation is
presented in Figure 16.17.

As shown, the positive (smesa)-half-plane is divided into three sectors, the central
one comprising combined tensile and compressive loading. The TensioneTension
(TeT) sector is bounded by the radial lines, representing the SeN curves at R ¼ 1
and R ¼ 0, the former corresponding to static fatigue and the latter to tensile cycling
with smin ¼ 0. SeN curves belonging to this sector have positive R-values less than
unity. Similar comments regarding the other sectors can be derived from the annota-
tions shown in Figure 16.17. Every radial line with 0 < R < 1, i.e., in the TeT sector,
has a corresponding symmetric line with respect to the sa-axis, which lies in the com-
pressionecompression (CeC) sector and whose R-value is the inverse of the tensile
one, e.g., R ¼ 0.1 and R ¼ 10.

Radial lines emanating from the origin are expressed by:

sa ¼
	
1� R

1þ R



sm; (16.23)
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Figure 16.17 Constant life diagram annotation for (smesa) plane.
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and represent a single SeN curve. Points along these lines are points of the SeN curve
for that particular stress ratio. CLDs are formed by joining points of consecutive radial
lines, all corresponding to a certain value of cycles.

Although from a theoretical point of view the aforementioned representation of the
CLD is rational, it presents a deficiency when seen from the engineering point of view.
This deficiency is related to the region close to the horizontal axis, which represents
loading under very low stress amplitude and high mean values with a culmination
for zero stress amplitude (R ¼ 1). The classic CLD formulations require that the con-
stant life lines converge to the ultimate tensile stress (UTS) and the ultimate compres-
sive stress (UCS), regardless of the number of loading cycles. However, this is an
arbitrary simplification originating from the lack of information about the fatigue
behavior of the material when no amplitude is applied. In fact, this type of loading
cannot be considered fatigue loading; but rather creep of the material (constant static
load over a short or long period). Although modifications to account for the time-
dependent material strength have been introduced, their integration into CLD formu-
lations requires the adoption of additional assumptions (see, e.g., Awerbuch & Hahn,
1981, pp. 243e273; Sutherland & Mandell, 2005). A new CLD formulation
for adhesively-bonded joints has been presented in a recent publication (Sarfaraz,
Vassilopoulos, & Keller, 2012a). This phenomenological CLD formulation has been
developed for modeling the R-ratio effect taking into account the creep damage with
little experimental data required.

16.5.1 Linear constant life diagram

The linearCLDmodel (Amijima, Tanimoto,&Matsuoka, 1982;Brondsted,Andersen,&
Lilholt, 1997;Dover, 1979) is based on a single SeN curve that should be experimentally
derived. All other SeN curves can be determined from the given one by simple
calculations. This simplified formulation assumes that the failure mechanism is identical
in tension and in compressionwhen the load amplitude is the same. In the (smesa)-plane,
the above-mentioned assumption implies that any constant life line forms an isosceles tri-
angle, subtending p/4 angles with the axes (Passipoularidis & Philippidis, 2009). Any
constant life line can be calculated by:

sa

so
þ sm

so
¼ N�1=k (16.24)

where k and so are the parameters of the power law equation which describes the SeN
curve at the selected R-value.

16.5.2 Piecewise linear constant life diagram

The piecewise linear CLD (Philippidis & Vassilopoulos, 2004) is derived by linear
interpolation between known values in the (smesa)-plane. This CLD model requires
a limited number of experimentally determined SeN curves along with the ultimate
tensile and compressive stresses of the materials. SeN curves representing the entire
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range of possible loading are commonly used for the construction of piecewise linear
CLDs, normally at R ¼ 0.1 for TeT loading, R ¼ �1 for TeC loading and R ¼ 10 for
CeC loading patterns. Constant life lines connect data points of the same number of
cycles on various SeN curves. Unknown SeN curves are calculated by linear interpo-
lation between known values of fatigue and static strength data.

Analytical expressions were developed for the description of each region of the
piecewise linear CLD in Philippidis and Vassilopoulos (2004).

1. If R0 is in the TeT sector of the CLD, and between R ¼ 1 and the first known R-ratio on the
(smesa)-plane when moving counterclockwise, R1TT, then

s0a ¼ UTS
UTS
sa;1TT

þ r0 � r1TT
; (16.25)

where s0a and sa,1TT are the stress amplitudes corresponding to R0 and R1TT, respec-
tively, and ri ¼ (1 þ Ri)/(1 � Ri), r0 ¼ (1 þ R0)/(1 � R0) .
2. If R0 is located between any of two known R-ratios, Ri and Ri þ 1,

s0a ¼ sa;iðri � riþ1Þ
ðri � r0Þ sa;i

sa;iþ1
þ ðr0 � riþ1Þ

(16.26)

3. If R0 lies in the CeC region of the CLD, and between R¼ 1 and the first known R-ratio in the
compression region, R1CC,

s0a ¼ UCS
UCS
sa;1CC

� r0 þ r1CC
; (16.27)

where s0a and sa,1CC are the stress amplitudes corresponding to R0 and R1CC,
respectively.

16.5.3 Harris constant life diagram

Harris and his coworkers (Beheshty & Harris, 1998; Gathercole et al., 1994; Harris,
2003) developed a semiempirical equation based on fatigue test data obtained from a
range of carbon- and glass-fiber composites:

a ¼ f ð1� mÞuðcþ mÞv (16.28)

where a is the normalized stress amplitude component, sa/UTS, m is the normalized
mean stress component, sm/UTS, and c is the normalized compression strength, UCS/
UTS. In this equation, f, u and v are three adjustable parameters that are functions of
fatigue life. Early studies (Gathercole et al., 1994; Harris, 2003) showed that parameter
f mainly controls the height of the curve, and is a function of the ratio of the
compressive to the tensile strength, while the exponents u and v determine the shapes
of the two “wings” of the bell-shaped curve. Initially, the model was established with
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two simplified forms of Eqn (16.28) where u¼ v¼ 1 and u¼ v for a family of carbon/
Kevlar unidirectional hybrid composites (Gathercole et al., 1994; Harris, 2003).
However, this model was not accurate for different material systems. Therefore, the
general form of Harris’ model was implemented in the sequel. In the general form,
parameters f, u, and v were considered as functions of fatigue life. Depending on the
examined material, and the quality of the fatigue data, these parameters were found to
depend linearly on the logarithm of fatigue life, log (N), for a wide range of FRP
materials (Beheshty & Harris, 1998):

f ¼ A1 log N þ B1

u ¼ A2 log N þ B2

v ¼ A3 log N þ B3

(16.29)

where the parameters Ai and Bi are determined by fitting Eqn (16.29) to the available
experimental data for different loading cycles. Beheshty and Harris (1998) showed that
the selection of this empirical form for the parameters u and v, can be employed for a
wide range of materials, especially carbonefiberereinforced polymer (CFRP) matrix
laminates. However, parameter f is extremely sensitive to the examined material and its
values vary considerably between GFRP and CFRP laminates. Since, the modeling
accuracy of the Harris’ CLD is significantly dependent on the quality of the fitting of
these parameters, Harris and his coworkers established different formulations for the
estimation of parameter f based on experimental evidence obtained from a number of
different composite material systems. The most recent proposal for the estimation of
parameter f is the following equation:

f ¼ Ac�p (16.30)

where A and p are the functions of log N as well. However, experimental evidence
proved that values of A¼ 0.71 and p¼ 1.05 can be used in order to produce acceptable
results for a wide range of CFRP and GFRP laminates (Harris, 2003).

16.5.4 Kawai’s constant life diagram

Kawai’s group (Kawai, 2007; Kawai & Koizumi, 2007) developed a formula that de-
scribes an asymmetric CLD, designated the anisomorphic constant fatigue life (CFL)
diagram in Kawai and Koizumi (2007). The basic characteristic of this formulation is
that it can be constructed by using only one experimentally derived SeN, which is
called the critical SeN curve. The R-ratio of this SeN curve is defined as the ratio
of the ultimate compressive over the ultimate tensile stress of the examined material.
The formulation is based on three main assumptions: (1) The stress amplitude, sa, for a
given constant value of fatigue life N is greatest at the critical stress ratio, (2) the shape
of the CFL curves changes progressively from a straight line to a parabola with
increasing fatigue life, and (3) the diagram is bounded by the static failure envelope,
i.e., two straight lines connecting the ultimate tensile and ultimate compressive stresses
with the maximum sa on the critical SeN curve.
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The CFL formulation depends on the position of the mean stress on the (smesa)-
plane, whether it is in the tensile or the compressive region. The mathematical formu-
lation reads:

s
c
a � sa

s
c
a

¼

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

	
sm � scm
UTS� scm


ð2� jxÞ
; UTS � sm � scm

	
sm � scm
UCS� scm


ð2� jxÞ
; UCS � sm � scm

(16.31)

where scm and s
c
a represent the mean and cyclic stress amplitude for a given constant

value of life N under fatigue loading at the critical stress ratio. jc denotes the fatigue
strength ratio and is defined as:

jc ¼ s
c
max

sB
(16.32)

where s
c
max is the maximum fatigue stress for a given constant value of life N under

fatigue loading at the critical stress ratio. sB(>0) is the reference strength (the absolute
maximumbetweenUTS andUCS) of thematerial that defines the peak of the static failure
envelope. Therefore this normalization guarantees thatjc always varies in the range (0, 1)
and the exponents (2� jc) in Eqn (16.31) are always greater than unity. Subsequently,
linear (2� jc ¼ 1) or parabolic (2� jc> 1) curves can be obtained from Eqn (16.31).

The critical fatigue strength ratio represents the normalized cyclic stress, and its
relation to the number of loading cycles defines the normalized critical SeN curve:

jc ¼ f�1�2Nf
�

(16.33)

After determining the critical SeN curve by fitting to the available fatigue data, the
CFL diagram can be constructed on the basis of the static strengths, UTS and UCS, and
the reference SeN relationship.

Kawai introduced the anisomorphic CFL diagram for the description of the fatigue
behavior of CFRP materials. Later on, Kawai and Matsuda (2012) and Kawai,
Matsuda, and Yoshimura (2012) extended the anisomorphic CLD formulation into a
more general methodology that can deal with the mean stress sensitivity in fatigue
of composites at different temperatures. The temperature dependence of the anisomor-
phic CFL diagram for a given composite is characterized by the temperature depen-
dence of the static strengths in tension and compression and of the reference SeN
relationship for a critical stress ratio (Kawai et al., 2012).

16.5.5 Boerstra’s constant life diagram

Boerstra (2007) proposed an alternative formulation for CLD that can be applied on
random fatigue data, which do not necessarily belong to an SeN curve. In this way,
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the R-ratio is not considered a parameter in the analysis and the model can be applied to
describe the behavior of the examined material under loads with continuously chang-
ing mean and amplitude values. Boerstra’s model constitutes a modification of the
Gerber line. The exponent was replaced by a variable also including the difference
in tension and compression. The general formulae of the model are:

For sm > 0 : sap ¼ sAP

�
1� ðsm=UTSÞaT

�
(16.34)

For sm < 0 : sap ¼ sAP

�
1� ðsm=UCSÞaC

�
(16.35)

where sap is the stress amplitude component for a reference number of cycles, Np,
sAP is an “apex” stress amplitude for Np and sm ¼ 0, and aT and aC are the two
shape parameters of the CLD curves for the tensile and compressive sides,
respectively.

The above-mentioned equations represent the CLD lines in the (smesa)-plane.
According to Boerstra (2007), existing fatigue data for different kinds of composite
materials show steeper SeN curves under tension and less steep under compression.
An exponential relationship with the mean stress can be a good description for the
slope (1/m) of SeN lines as follows:

m ¼ moe
ð�sm=DÞ (16.36)

where mo is a measure for the slope of the SeN curve on the logelog scale for sm ¼ 0
and D is the skewness parameter for the dependency of m.

Equations (16.34)e(16.36) suggest that five parameters, mo, D, Np, aT, and aC,
must be defined in order to construct the CLD model. However, the estimation of
the parameters requires a multiobjective optimization process. The aim of this optimi-
zation is to estimate the parameters allowing the calculation of the shortest distance
between each measuring point and the SeN line for its particular mean stress. The pro-
cedure is as follows:

1. The static strengths UTS and UCS are determined and some fatigue test data on coupons
with various values of stress amplitude, sa, and mean stress, sm, should also be
available.

2. The desired value of Np is chosen and an initial set of values for parameters mo, D, Np, aT,
and aC is assumed (Boerstra, 2007).

3. The slope of the SeN line, m, is calculated for each measured sm using Eqn (16.34).
4. The sa corresponding to each sm is projected to the (smesa)-plane for the selected number

of cycles Np by sap ¼ sa(N/Np)
(1/m).

5. sAP, is calculated for each pair of sap and sm using Eqns (16.34) and (16.35).
6. A modified stress amplitude, sap,mod, is calculated by feeding back the average value of sAP

and the measured mean stress value, sm, into Eqns (16.34) and (16.35).
7. The difference between the logarithms of the measured stress amplitude and the modified

stress amplitude is then computed as: Dsa ¼ ln (sap) � ln (sap,mod).
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8. The theoretical number of cycles, Ne, corresponding to the sap,mod stress amplitude and the
measured mean stress, sm, can be calculated by solving the equation:

Ne ¼ Np

	
sa;mod

sa


m

(16.37)

9. The difference between the measured number of cycles, N, and the theoretical number of
cycles, Ne, is defined by Dn ¼ ln (N) � ln (Ne).

10. The shortest distance between each independent point and the SeN lines in the smesaeN
space is expressed by: Dt ¼ signðDsaÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1=ð1=Ds2a þ 1=Dn2ÞÞp
. The sum of all Dt’s is

designated the total standard deviation, SDt. Minimization of the SDt results in the estima-
tion of the optimal mo, D, Np, aT, and aC parameters.

16.5.6 Kassapoglou’s constant life diagram

A very simple model was recently proposed by Kassapoglou (2007). Although the
model was proposed for the derivation of SeN curves under different R-ratios, it
can potentially be used for the construction of piecewise nonlinear CLD. The basic
assumption of the model is that the probability of failure of the material during a cycle
is constant and independent of the current state or number of cycles up to this point.
The assumption that the statistical distribution that describes failure under static
loading can be used to describe failure under fatigue loading patterns oversimplifies
the reality and masks the effect of the different damage mechanisms that develop under
fatigue loading and static loading. However, this model requires no fatigue testing, no
empirically determined parameters and no detailed modeling of damage mechanisms.

The model comprises the following equations for calculation of maximum cyclic
stress as a function of number of cycles:

smax ¼ bT

ðNÞ
1
a
T

for 0 � R < 1 (16.38)

smax ¼ bC

ðNÞ
1
a
C

for R > 1 (16.39)

While for R < 0 the following equation should be solved numerically:

N ¼ 1	
smax
bT


aT

þ
	
smin
bC


aC (16.40)

Parameters ai and bi ði ¼ T or C) denote the scale and shape of a two-parameter
Weibull distribution that can describe the static data in tension and compression,
respectively.
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16.5.7 The piecewise nonlinear constant life diagram

The piecewise nonlinear model has been introduced by Vassilopoulos et al. (2010b).
The model has been established on the basis of the relationship between the stress ratio
and the stress amplitude, and simple phenomenological equations were derived from
this relationship, without the need for the adoption of any assumptions.

All previous CLD formulations are based on the fitting of linear or nonlinear equa-
tions to existing experimental fatigue data on the smesa plane. However, there is no
rational explanation for the selection of the two aforementioned stress parameters. Any
other combination of saesmeR can just as well be used for the derivation of a CLD. A
plot of stress amplitude against stress ratio for different numbers of loading cycles is
presented in Figure 16.18.

The surface of Figure 16.18 also represents the fatigue failure locus of the examined
material. Any loading combination above the surface causes failure. A projection of this
surface on the Resa plane can be considered as a CLD, see Figure 16.19.

In Figure 16.19, the x-axis represents the R-ratio and ranges from �N to þN
without any singularity. The y-axis represents the stress amplitude and has positive
values. SeN curves for any stress ratio, R, are represented by vertical lines emanating
from the corresponding value of R on the x-axis. The above-mentioned diagram can be
divided into four distinct regions, each corresponding to different loading conditions.
Part I for tension-compression (TeC) loading under �N � R � �1, Part II for TeC
loading under�1� R� 0, Part III corresponding to TeT loading under 0� R� 1 and
Part IV for CeC loading under 1 � R � þN. The behavior of each of the aforemen-
tioned parts can be described by simple phenomenological equations and model pa-
rameters can be estimated by using appropriate boundary conditions for each part of
the diagram and known values of sa, sm and R, as described in the following:

Parts I and IV: �N � R � �1 and 1 � R � þN

sa ¼ ð1� RÞ
	
AI; or IV

R
þ BI; or IV

R2



(16.41)
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Figure 16.18 Representation of relationship between fatigue parameters saeRelog (N).
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where AI, BI, AIV, and BIV are the parameters that can be easily determined by fitting to
the available experimental data.

The process is based on the selection of the boundary conditions for each part of the
CLD. For Parts I and IV, described by Eqn (16.42), the boundary conditions are the
following:

for R ¼ �1; sa ¼ s�1
a ; and sm ¼ 0;

for R ¼ �N; sa ¼ s�N
a ; and

for R ¼ 1; sa ¼ 0; and sm ¼ UCS

(16.42)

where stress parameter superscripts denote the corresponding stress ratio, e.g., s�1
a is

the stress amplitude for R ¼ �1.
By applying these three boundary conditions, Eqn (16.41) becomes:

for R ¼ �1/s�1
a ¼ 2� ð�AI þ BIÞ; or

for R ¼ 1/UCS ¼ 2� ðAIV þ BIVÞ; or

for R ¼ �N/s�N
a ¼ lim

R/�N
ð1� RÞ

	
AI; or IV

R
þ BI; or IV

R2



¼ �AI; or IV

(16.43)
and the four parameters AI, BI, AIV, and BIV can be defined as:

AI; or IV ¼ �s�N
a

BI ¼ s�1
a

2
� s�N

a

BIV ¼ UCS
2

þ s�N
a

(16.44)
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Figure 16.19 Constant life diagram schematic representation on (Resa) plane.
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When the SeN curve under R ¼ 10 is available instead of that under R ¼ �N, the
boundary conditions should be adjusted accordingly.

Parts II and III: �1 � R � 0 and 0 � R � 1, the following equation is used:

sa ¼ 1� R

AII; or IIIRn þ BII; or III
(16.45)

with parameter n being equal to 1 for Part II and equal to 3 for Part III, based on the
experimental evidence. The boundary conditions are the following:

for R ¼ 1; sa ¼ 0; and sm ¼ UTS

for R ¼ �1; sa ¼ s�1
a ; and sm ¼ 0

(16.46)

when no reference SeN curve is used between R ¼ �1 and R ¼ 1. Implementing the
above-mentioned boundary conditions results in:

AII; or III ¼ 1
UTS

� 1

s�1
a

BII; or III ¼ 1
UTS

þ 1

s�1
a

(16.47)

However, if the SeN curve under R ¼ 0 is considered as well, the boundary
conditions (Eqn (16.46)) are supplemented by:

sa ¼ s0a ; for R ¼ 0 (16.48)

By applying the boundary conditions for Parts II and III in Eqn (16.45), parameters
AII, BII, AIII, and BIII obtain the following values:

AII ¼ 1

s0a
� 2

s�1
a

AIII ¼ 2
UTS

� 1

s0a

BII; or III ¼ 1

s0a

(16.49)

Similar to Parts I and IV, when the SeN curve under R ¼ 0.1 is available instead of
that under R¼ 0, the boundary conditions are modified accordingly. More SeN curves
may be used to improve the accuracy of the model. However, as shown in the next
paragraphs, the use of only two or three SeN curves, under R ¼ �1, R ¼ �N (alter-
natively R ¼ 10), and R ¼ 0 (alternatively R ¼ 0.1) suffices to produce an accurate
model.
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16.5.8 The polynomial constant life diagram

The asymmetry of the CLD and the observed fatigue-creep interactions close to the
R ¼ 1 domains prevent the possibility of accurate modeling using simple linear dia-
gram formulations such as the classic Goodman diagram. Based on the characteristics
of the CLD for the examined bonded joints (see Chapters 8 and 9 of this volume), a
semiempirical CLD formulation was proposed (Sarfaraz et al., 2012a):

sa � sðR¼�1Þ ¼ sm
�
as3m þ bs2m þ gsm þ d

�
(16.50)

where s(R ¼ �1) is the fatigue strength of joints at R ¼ �1 and a, b, g, and d are the
model parameters. This formulation incorporates both the mean and the amplitude
components of the cyclic loading. Using the classic power law relationship,
Eqn (16.1), to simulate the fatigue behavior, Eqn (16.50) is also a direct function of the
number of cycles as shown in:

bN�a � sðR¼�1Þ ¼ sm
�
as3m þ bs2m þ gsm þ d

�
(16.51)

As deduced from Eqn (16.51), at the fatigue strength is equal to that under reversed
loading (R ¼ �1). Equation (16.50) is actually a fourth-order polynomial equation
describing constant life lines. Nevertheless, four boundary conditions corresponding
to the physical meaning of the CLD must be satisfied in order to determine the model
parameters as described in the following.

For the common CLD the ultimate compressive and tensile strengths of the mate-
rial, which are independent of the number of cycles to failure, usually constitute the
upper and lower limits of the mean load (sm) and iso-life curves. This assumption leads
to an inadequate modeling of fatigue behavior at high mean load levels as discussed in
Vassilopoulos et al., (2010b). To improve the accuracy of the modeling at R-ratios
close to one at zero load amplitude (sa¼ 0), the two boundaries of the CLD are defined
by the creep rupture strength under compression (scc) and tension (sct) instead of the
ultimate compressive and tensile strengths (sa ¼ 0 at sm ¼ sct and sm ¼ scc) as shown
in Figure 16.20.

The fourth-order polynomial given in Eqn (16.50) provides the flexibility to simu-
late the inflection of the iso-life curves described earlier. The parameters of Eqn
(16.50) can be determined in such a way that it includes two minima, one maximum
and consequently two inflection points bounded by the upper and lower limits of the
mean load. To ensure this, since the maximum value of the iso-life curve (polynomial)
is between scc andsct, the minima of the polynomial have to satisfy scc and sct. There-
fore, the first derivative of Eqn (16.50) with respect to sm at sct and scc must be zero,
which leads to two more boundary conditions (Crocombe & Richardson, 1999).

These boundary conditions allow the derivation of iso-life curves that simulate the
real material behavior as demonstrated by experimental data by shifting them towards
the stronger domain. Furthermore, using the creep rupture strength data instead of
static strength data improves the existing CLD. The four unknown parameters of
Eqn (16.50) can be estimated by applying the aforementioned boundary conditions
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as a function of the experimental fatigue data under R ¼ �1 and the creep rupture
strengths as shown in the following equations:

a ¼ sðR¼�1Þ
ðsctsccÞ2

(16.52)

b ¼ �2ðsct þ sccÞsðR¼�1Þ
ðsctsccÞ2

(16.53)

g ¼
h
ðsct þ sccÞ2 þ 2sctscc

i
sðR¼�1Þ

ðsctsccÞ2
(16.54)

d ¼ �2ðsct þ sccÞsðR¼�1Þ
sctscc

(16.55)

Obviously the resulting parameters are functions of fatigue life and the CLD formu-
lation given by Eqn (16.50) is valid only in the physically acceptable mean load range
between the compressive and tensile creep strengths of the joints ðscc � sm � sctÞ.
The accuracy of the proposed model is evaluated by comparisons with the available
experimental data and the results of commonly used CLD formulations for composite
materials in the following section.

16.6 Comparison of existing constant life diagram (CLD)
formulations

Most of the aforementioned CLD models were applied to model R-ratio effect on the
constant amplitude fatigue behavior of the symmetric adhesively-bonded double-lap
joints examined in Chapter 8 of this volume. The experimental results presented in
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Figure 16.20 Polynomial iso-life curve and imposed boundary conditions.
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Chapter 8 of this volume contain representative experimental data in the range between
1 and 108 cycles. The fatigue life of the examined joints under the 9 applied R-ratios is
plotted against the cyclic load amplitude in Figures 16.21 and 16.22 for the experi-
ments under positive and negative mean loads, respectively.

The effect of the load ratio on the fatigue life of the examined joints was also
visualized by using the “experimental” CLD as shown in Figure 16.23. It is obvious
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Figure 16.21 SeN data for tension and tension-dominant fatigue loading.
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Figure 16.22 SeN data for compression and compression-dominant fatigue loading.
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that the CLD is not symmetric with respect to the zero mean cyclic load axis and
shifted somewhat towards the compression-dominated domain with the apex corre-
sponding to the SeN curve under R ¼ �2. This behavior can be attributed to the
difference in fatigue strength under tension and compression loading as discussed
earlier. An inflection in the curvature of the iso-life curves is observed, as they
change from concave to convex when the loading condition shifts from TeT or
CeC to combined tension-compression fatigue loading. Moreover it is observed
that the ultimate tensile and compressive load values (UTL ¼ 27.7 � 2.17 kN
and UCL ¼ �27.1 � 1.92 kN) are not appropriate for description of the fatigue
behavior under zero load amplitude since, as shown in Figure 16.23, a fatigue-
creep interaction occurs under R-ratios close to one due to the presence of very
low amplitude and high mean values that characterize the cyclic loading in this
region.

The selected CLD formulations for the modeling of the constant amplitude fa-
tigue behavior of the examined adhesively-bonded composite joints are the
following: the linear (LR), the piecewise linear (PWL), the piecewise nonlinear
(PNL), the Harris (HR), the Kawai (KW), the Boerstra (BR), and the Polynomial
(POLY).

The linear CLD can be easily derived using only one set of experimental data usu-
ally under reversed loading and assumes a similar failure mode under tension and
compression loading. A modified form of the linear Goodman diagram, PWL CLD,
is used extensively in the wind turbine rotor blade industry and, although it requires
quite large experimental databases, it provides high prediction accuracy. An alterna-
tive, the PNL model, recently introduced by Vassilopoulos et al. (2010b), can result
in more accurate constant life behavior simulations based on fewer experimental
data compared to the PWL model.
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Figure 16.23 Variation of alternating load versus mean load at different fatigue lives.
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The Harris CLD requires experimental data comparable with those needed for the
application of the PWL model, but its implementation requires more computational
effort, and its precision is based on the accurate estimation of the model parameters
(Vassilopoulos et al., 2010a). It results in continuous bell-shaped constant life lines
calculated by a unified equation that describes the fatigue behavior for both tension
and compression loading. The Kawai anisomorphic model can be constructed using
only one experimentally derived SeN curve, known as the critical SeN curve. The
critical R-ratio is defined as the ratio of the compressive strength to the tensile static
strength of the examined materials. The multislope formulation proposed by Boerstra
can be applied to random fatigue data, which do not necessarily belong to a certain
SeN curve. However, the implementation of this model relies on the solution of a mul-
tiparametric optimization problem for estimation of the five model parameters.

The CCfatigue software (Vassilopoulos et al., 2010) was used for derivation of all
CLDs. The predictive accuracy of the applied CLD models was evaluated by
comparing predicted SeN curves with corresponding experimental ones that were
not used for estimation of the model parameters. The fatigue data under R ¼ 0.9
(TeT) and R ¼ 1.1 (CeC) were used in this work to simulate the combined
fatigue-creep behavior of the joints under high mean-low amplitude loading condi-
tions. CLD produced by the described models are shown in Figures 16.24e16.30.
Data used for the estimation of model parameters are shown by open triangles, while
data used for the model validation are shown by closed circles in all figures. A quan-
tification of the predictive ability of each of the applied models was performed. The
coefficients of multiple determination (R2) between the predicted and the experimen-
tally derived SeN curves are shown in Table 16.2.
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Figure 16.24 Linear constant life diagram.
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The linear model shown in Figure 16.24, using only fatigue data at R ¼ �1, under-
estimates the fatigue life in all regions except forR¼�0.5. Comparison of theR2 values
in Table 16.2 confirms a good accuracy of the model for this loading condition
(R2 ¼ 0.977). The PWL model, employing three sets of fatigue data (R ¼ 0.1, �1,
and 10), provides more accurate estimations of fatigue life than the linear model (see
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Figure 16.25 Piecewise linear constant life diagram.
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Figure 16.26 Piecewise nonlinear constant life diagram.
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Figure 16.25). However, the accuracy of the PWLmodel under highmean loads is poor.
The modified form of this model, the PNL formulation, can appropriately describe the
concave upward behavior in the region between R ¼ 1 and R ¼ 0.1 (see Figure 16.26)
using the same amount of fatigue data. In this case, the shift of the apex of the iso-life
curves towards the negative mean load quadrant at a high number of cycles improves
modeling accuracy. On the other hand, the convex shape of the curves between
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Figure 16.27 Kawai’s constant life diagram.
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Figure 16.28 Harris constant life diagram.
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R¼ 10 andR¼ 1 reduces its accuracy compared to the PWLmodel, i.e.,R2¼ 0.803 and
R2 ¼ 0.675 at R ¼ 2 for the PWL and PNL models, respectively.

For Kawai’s anisomorphic model the critical R-ratio is calculated as being �0.98.
Therefore, the SeN curve under reversed loading (R ¼ �1) was considered as the
reference one for the derivation of the CLD (see Figure 16.27). The obtained CLD,
in contrast to the trend of the experimental data, provides convex constant life curves
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Figure 16.29 Boerstra’s constant life diagram.
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Figure 16.30 Polynomial constant life diagram.
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in both the tension- and the compression-dominated domains. Consequently in most
regions, except at around R ¼ 10, the model overestimates the fatigue life and espe-
cially at high mean loads produces very poor predictions.

More accurate predictions can be obtained by the bell-shaped equation according to
the Harris model (see Figure 16.28) than those produced by the PWLmodel. However,
application of the model, based on a nonlinear fitting of a function to the fatigue data,
results in constant life lines that do not satisfy any boundary conditions except at
sa ¼ 0 where sm ¼ UCS and UTS. Therefore, some deviations can be seen even be-
tween the derived constant life lines and the experimental data used for estimation of
the model parameters.

The use of five parameters for the derivation of the BR CLD makes it very flexible
and able to accurately model the fatigue behavior of a large number of different ma-
terial systems. The average accuracy of Boerstra’s CLD (R2 ¼ 0.748) is one of the
highest among the examined models. Nonetheless, the fatigue life in regions suscep-
tible to creep is overestimated. Also, as with the Harris’ CLD, since the model param-
eters are calculated based on an optimization process, the CLD only satisfies the
boundary conditions at zero load amplitude. Consequently the iso-life lines do not
necessarily comply with the experimental data employed for modeling, as shown in
Figure 16.29.

The polynomial CLD presented in Figure 16.30 shows the capability of the intro-
duced CLDmodel to follow the trend of the experimental data. It is apparent that incor-
porating the creep rupture strength data (actually the fatigue data under R ¼ 0.9 (TeT)
and R ¼ 1.1 (CeC)) into the formulation, instead of using the static strength values,
improves the accuracy of the model predictions in high mean load regions. Although

Table 16.2 Comparison of predictive ability of applied CLD
formulations

R2

R-ratio POLY LR PWL PNL KW HR BR

0.5 0.930 0.537 0.921 0.839 0.493 0.800 0.940

0.9 0.511 0.224 0.363 0.733 0.104 0.426 0.444

�0.5 0.914 0.977 0.976 0.973 0.870 0.948 0.977

2 0.854 0.485 0.803 0.675 0.687 0.750 0.746

�2 0.905 0.552 0.708 0.815 0.872 0.838 0.723

1.1 0.539 0.328 0.547 0.308 0.669 0.348 0.656

Average 0.775 0.517 0.720 0.724 0.616 0.685 0.748

Standard
deviation

0.196 0.259 0.233 0.227 0.288 0.241 0.196

CLD, constant life diagram; POLY, polynomial; LR, linear; PWL, piecewise linear; PNL, piecewise nonlinear; KW, Kawai;
HR, Harris; BR, Boerstra.
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under the applied boundary conditions the constant life lines must satisfy the fatigue
failure condition under reversed loading (when sm ¼ 0, sa ¼ s(R ¼ �1)), this does
not impose a maximum value of the CLD on the radial line representing the SeN curve
under R ¼ �1. The model allows the diagram to move towards the tension- or
compression-dominated domain according to the experimental evidence. The highest
average R2 value with the lowest standard deviation obtained for the new CLD formu-
lation, 0.775 � 0.196 (see Table 16.2), proved the good accuracy and consistency of
the model.

16.7 Conclusions

An overview of the commonly used SeN curves and the available CLD formulations
for the simulation of the fatigue behavior of composite materials and composite struc-
tural elements has been presented in this chapter. It has been proved that the constant
amplitude fatigue behavior of composite laminates and composite structural elements
under different loading conditions can be modeled by several different formulations
that have been proposed in the past. The fatigue behavior under a constant R-ratio
can be simulated by the so-called SeN curves, while the effect of the mean stress
(also shown in the literature as the R-ratio effect) on the fatigue life can be investigated
by the use of the CLD. Although, yet there is no commonly accepted universal formu-
lation for both SeN curves and CLDs able to accurately model the behavior of wide
ranges of examined materials, there are certain models that are commonly used
because of their simplicity and their modeling accuracy. Some of the characteristics
of the commonly used models are exploited in this chapter, while in addition, recently
introduced SeN curve and CLD models are presented. The accurate modeling
achieved by applying the selected SeN curve models and CLD formulations to
different classes of composite materials and structures under different loading condi-
tions proved that the applicability of the models is independent of the material system,
loading conditions, failure mode, and range of experimental data.

Comparisons of the modeling ability of several SeN curve models revealed that the
power law model in general overestimates the fatigue life in the LCF region while it fits
the experimental data in the HCF region fairly well. On the other hand, the exponential
model underestimates the fatigue life at HCF whereas it successfully estimates the life-
time in the LCF region. The sensitivity of reliability-based models to the scatter of
experimental data was recognized. The strong effect of censoring a few data points
on the overall behavior of this type of SeN curve was demonstrated by the analysis
of a well-established fatigue database for carbon fiberereinforced laminates.

Comparison of the newly introduced hybrid formulation with the commonly used
fatigue models showed a superiority of the new SeN formulation in terms of fitting
accuracy. This formulation is no more complex than the linear regression models,
since their parameters are used for the establishment of the hybrid SeN curve. The
continuous hybrid SeN curve equation can be used in fatigue life prediction method-
ologies to provide a modeling tool for the entire fatigue lifetime. In contrast,
two-segment power law or exponential models, or even fitted mathematical equations
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cannot be easily implemented in design codes since they require subjective selection of
fatigue model parameters and cannot be used for extrapolation outside the range of the
available fatigue data. Continuous SeN curve equations, such as the one described by
the hybrid model can be used in fatigue life prediction methodologies to provide a
modeling tool for the entire fatigue lifetime.

Based on the above-mentioned conclusions, all the examined SeN curve types are
appropriate for modeling the fatigue life of composite materials. The empirical SeN
formulations can be used for any preliminary stage of a design process, since the model
parameters can be estimated by a few experimental data and even by hand calculations.
On the other hand, the statistical methods, such as the wear-out model described here,
are able to derive SeN curves for any desired reliability level and are therefore useful
for design processes where high reliability levels are desirable. However, as was
proved here, they should be used with caution since they are very much sensitive to
outline data in the available data set.

CLDs are used in order to model the high dependency of the fatigue strength on the
mean load and avoid extensive experimental programs. A large number of CLD for-
mulations have been proposed; the most recent and the most commonly used ones
for composite materials and composite structural elements have been presented in
this chapter. It has been shown that, in general, the modeling and predicting ability
of the existing simulations is sufficient, considering the necessary experimental data
requested for their application. Nevertheless, there is no model able to consider the
creepefatigue interaction that is more pronounced for R-ratios close to 1 in both the
tension and compression domains. To this end, a new phenomenological model,
recently introduced by Sarfaraz et al. (2012a) for the derivation of CLDs for
adhesively-bonded composite joints taking into account the creepefatigue interaction
has been also discussed in this chapter.
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17.1 Introduction

Integrated structural health monitoring and damage prognosis (SHM-DP) methodolo-
gies (Ling & Mahadevan, 2012), coupled with local sensor-based nondestructive eval-
uation (NDE) techniques (Farrar, Worden, Lieven, & Park, 2010; Giurgiutiu, 2008;
Shull, 2002), are becoming fundamental engineering tools for assessing the current
structural integrity and predicting the remaining service life of mechanical and struc-
tural systems fabricated with lightweight composite materials (Farrar &Worden, 2010;
Inman, Farrar, Lopez, & Steffen, 2005). Most importantly, calibrated and validated
SHM-DP methodologies can be used to provide cost-efficient reliability-based
(or risk-based) inspection and maintenance (RBIM) plans as described in Deodatis,
Fujimoto, Ito, Spencer, and Itagaki (1992), Ito, Deodatis, Fujimoto, Asada, and
Shinozuka (1992), Deodatis, Asada, and Ito (1996), and Kim, Frangopol, and Soliman
(2013). As discussed in recent research (Gobbato, 2011; Gobbato, Conte, Kosmatka,
& Farrar, 2012; Rabiei & Modarres, 2013), NDE-based SHM-DP methodologies
attempt to achieve the objectives outlined earlier through (1) periodic NDE inspec-
tions, (2) a rigorous probabilistic treatment of the NDE inspection results and all perti-
nent sources of uncertainty, (3) calibrated and validated mechanics-based models of
stochastic damage growth, and (4) well-established component and system reliability
analysis methods (Ditlevsen & Madsen, 1996). To obtain accurate and meaningful
damage prognosis results, the NDE-based SHM-DP system must be capable of detect-
ing all damage locations and correctly identifying all damage mechanisms progressing
in time. In this respect, fatigue-driven damage propagation is one of the most unpre-
dictable failure mechanisms for a large variety of lightweight composite systems
which are subjected to cyclic and/or random operational loads during their service
life. Furthermore, the adhesive joints, bonding together the various composite
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subassemblies of such systems, are widely recognized as one of the most fatigue-
sensitive components (Zhang, 2010). Therefore, fundamental tasks are: (1) monitoring
these critical components, (2) periodically assessing their structural integrity, (3) recur-
sively predicting their remaining fatigue life (RFL) as well as the RFL of the overall sys-
tem, and (4) determining a cost-efficient RBIM program. To this end, the current chapter
presents in detail a comprehensive NDE-based SHM-DP methodology capable of recur-
sively predicting the time-varying reliability and RFL of adhesively-bonded composite
joints and composite structural systems. According to this methodology, data collected
during sensor-based NDE inspections are processed and then used to assess probabilis-
tically the current state of damage of the monitored structural system or sub-assembly
(i.e., damage locations, damage mechanisms, and characteristic/equivalent debonding
sizes/extents), see Vanniamparambil et al. (2012). Given the processed NDE measure-
ment data, a Bayesian inference scheme is used to recursively update the joint condi-
tional probability distribution function (PDF) of the debonding extents at the
inspected damage locations as well as the joint conditional PDF of the fatigue-driven
debonding evolution model parameters. Hazard models for future operational loads,
together with calibrated and validated mechanics-based debonding evolution models,
are then used to stochastically simulate the multisite fatigue-driven debonding propaga-
tion. Finally, both local and global performance limit states are considered to compute
the time-varying system reliability and the corresponding RFL for the monitored system.
These RFL estimates provide the rational basis for the decision-making process to either
justify an extended service life of the monitored structural system/component (Gobbato,
Conte, & Kosmatka, 2013a) or deploy an intelligent repair or retirement plan by detect-
ing a fault earlier than anticipated and therefore avoiding a costly catastrophic failure.

The material presented in this chapter is organized into 10 sections. After a brief
introduction to the topic of NDE-based SHM-DP for adhesively-bonded composite
structural systems, a general overview of the proposed reliability-based SHM-DP
framework and its three main analysis modules is presented. Afterward, a more
in-depth description of each of these modules and their corresponding analysis steps
is given in Sections 17.3e17.7 with the aim of guiding the reader through the sequen-
tial operations that must be performed each time a new set of NDE inspection results
becomes available. These sections start by discussing the first module of the method-
ology, namely Bayesian inference, with special emphasis on the probabilistic treat-
ment of the NDE inspection results and the proposed recursive Bayesian updating
scheme. Subsequently, the second module of the proposed framework and its three
predictive modeling steps is unveiled and analyzed. These three steps, namely,
load hazard analysis, debonding evolution analysis, and system performance anal-
ysis, form the core of the proposed methodology and involve multiple applications
of the total probability theorem (TPT) in a nested fashion (Gobbato, 2011). Finally,
the theoretical formulation of the proposed damage prognosis methodology is
completed by presenting in detail its third module, damage prognosis. The remaining
parts of the chapter illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed SHM-DP methodol-
ogy in predicting failure and updating the RBIM program, discuss future research di-
rections, summarize the important contributions and findings of this chapter, and
provide additional sources of information.
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17.2 Proposed reliability-based structural health
monitoring and damage prognosis (SHM-DP)
framework for fatigue damage prognosis

The reliability-based SHM-DP methodology presented in this chapter aims to
recursively predict the time-varying reliability and the RFL of adhesively-bonded
composite joints and/or composite structural systems periodically monitored through
sensor-based NDE inspections. As illustrated in Figure 17.1, the proposed methodol-
ogy is composed of three main analysis modules: Bayesian inference, predictive
modeling, and damage prognosis. The first module uses processed NDE inspection
results and Bayesian updating techniques to update prior knowledge on the current
state of damage of the monitored system. This updated information is referred to
here as posterior knowledge on the current state of damage; for the specific case
considered in this study, it consists of the joint conditional PDF of the actual debond-
ing lengths at the inspected damage locations and the joint conditional PDF of the
modeling parameters used to model and simulate the fatigue-driven debonding prop-
agation process along the adhesive joints. The results obtained through the recursive

Module 1:
Bayesian inference

Module 2:
Predictive modeling

Module 3:
Damage prognosis

Prior knowledge
on state of damage

New NDE
inspection results

+
Bayesian updating

Posterior knowledge
on state of damage

State of damage
after maintenance

(pristine state)

Extract results
at time of next

NDE inspection

Perform
maintenance

Update
RBIM plan

Yes NoRFL ≤ 0 ?

Figure 17.1 Overview of proposed NDE-based SHM-DP framework for recursive RFL pre-
dictions and risk-based inspection and maintenance plan updating. NDE, nondestructive eval-
uation; RFL, remaining fatigue life; RBIM, reliability-based inspection and maintenance.
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application of the proposed Bayesian inference analysis are then used in the second
module of the framework (predictive modeling) to predict the evolution in time of
the multisite debonding propagation process and the overall performance level of
the system as damage progresses. Finally, the last analysis module (damage prognosis)
uses well-established component and system reliability analysis methods to compute
the time-varying system reliability and the corresponding RFL. If a predefined mini-
mum level for the system reliability is down-crossed (i.e., the system’s RFL is
completely exhausted) either some maintenance must be performed or an intelligent
retirement of the whole system must be undertaken. On the other hand, if the prede-
fined minimum level of system reliability is not yet reached or down-crossed, the
RBIM plan can be updated accordingly. In other words, based on the predicted
time-varying performance of the system, the next maintenance activities can be moved
at an earlier time, maintained, or postponed. Similarly, the time of the next NDE
inspection can also be revised (Deodatis et al., 1992) and at that point (i.e., when a
new set of NDE results becomes available), a portion of the predictive modeling
and analysis results is extracted and used as new prior information on the state of dam-
age of the system (Figure 17.1). Therefore, the repetition of this process provides a
systematic way to generate recursive predictions for the time-varying system reliability
and the corresponding RFL each time a new NDE inspection is performed and new
NDE inspection results become available. The inspection times are hereafter denoted
as t0, t1,., tp, tp þ 1,. with t0 and tp being the first and current inspection times,
respectively. In more detail, the flowchart shown in Figure 17.2 focuses on a single
swipe, at current time tp, across the three main analysis modules outlined earlier and
it illustrates conceptually the process of uncertainty quantification and propagation
necessary to predict the time-varying system reliability (for t� tp) and RFL of the
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prognosis
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Figure 17.2 Flowchart emphasizing the five analysis steps of the proposed NDE-based SHM-
DP framework to be performed at time tp. All PDFs are conditional on the event D

½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m .

PDF, probability distribution function.
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monitored structural system, once the set of NDE inspection results at current time tp
becomes available. In addition, as illustrated in Figure 17.2, the central analysis mod-
ule is conveniently subdivided into three analysis steps: load hazard analysis, debond-
ing evolution analysis, and system performance analysis. Consequently, the proposed
SHM-DP framework involves a total of five analysis steps.

The set of NDE inspection results at time tp is represented by the measured
(through NDE sensor data processing) debonding length/extent vector, dp

m, at
the inspected locations at time tp—i.e., a particular realization of the random
measured debonding length vector Dp

m. This new information is used in the first
step of the methodology (Bayesian inference) to compute the posterior joint
PDF of the actual debonding length vector at time tp, Dp

a , conditional on the
material and damage model parameter vectors (Qmat and Q

p
dam), as well as on

all the previous pþ 1 NDE inspection results obtained up to time tp and denoted

as d½0;p�m ¼ fd0m; d1m;.; dp
mg e i.e., a particular realization of the vector D½0;p�

m ¼
fD0

m;D
1
m;.;Dp

mg. This posterior joint conditional PDF of Dp
a is hereafter denoted

as f 00
D p

a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½0;p�
m

�
dp
a

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½0;p�
m

�
, whereas its prior counterpart (i.e., the

joint conditional PDF of Dp
a before Bayesian updating at time tp) is expressed as

f 0
Dp

a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½0;p�1�
m

�
dp
a

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½0;p�1�
m

�
. Concurrently, the measured debonding

lengths at time tp, are also used to update the prior joint conditional PDF of the

damage evolution model parameter vector, f 0
Q

p
dam

��D½0;p�1�
m

�
q
p
dam

���d½0;p�1�
m

�
, into the cor-

responding posterior joint conditional PDF defined as f 00
Q

p
dam

��D½0;p�
m

�
q
p
dam

���d½0;p�m

�
. The

random vector Qp
dam (of length npdam) quantifies the uncertainty of the parameters of

the model used to simulate the fatigue-driven debonding propagation in the pre-
identified damageable sub-components—i.e., the adhesively-bonded composite
joints in this particular study. On the other hand, the material model parameter
vector Qmat (of length nmat) is characterized by its joint PDF fQmat

ðqmatÞ, which
quantifies the uncertainty in the material properties used to model the parts of
the structure that are assumed to be non-damageable (Gobbato, 2011). In the
proposed NDE-based SHM-DP framework, the two random vectors Qmat and
Q

p
dam are reasonably assumed to be statistically independent (s.i.) and time-

invariant (Gobbato, Conte et al., 2012). In addition, as can be inferred from the no-
tation introduced thus far, the joint PDF of the material model parameter vector,
fQmat

ðqmatÞ, is not recursively updated by the proposed Bayesian inference scheme
(i.e., fQmat

ðqmatÞ is assumed time-invariant). Multiple debonding locations can be
handled by the recursive Bayesian updating procedure presented here, with the
actual debonding length/extent at the i-th monitored damage location at time

tp denoted as Dði;pÞ
a . Consequently, the actual debonding length vector can be writ-

ten as Dp
a ¼

n
Dði;pÞ
a ; i ¼ 1;.; nloc

o
, where nloc denotes the number of inspected

debonding locations. In a similar fashion, the vector Dp
m can be written as
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Dp
m ¼

n
Dði;pÞ
m ; i ¼ 1;.; nloc

o
, where the subvector Dði;pÞ

m ¼
n
Dði;pÞ
m;k ; k ¼ 1;.;

nði;pÞm

o
collects all the nði;pÞm NDE measurement results obtained at the i-th inspected

damage location at time tp; if a particular debonding location is not inspected at

time tp, then nði;pÞm ¼ 0. It is also worth mentioning that multiple damage mecha-
nisms (i.e., not only debonding) can potentially be considered and integrated within
the proposed framework. This modeling extension is beyond the scope of this study
but an exhaustive and detailed treatment of this more general case can be found in
(Gobbato, 2011; Gobbato, Conte et al., 2012).

The second analysis step of the proposed SHM-DP framework, load hazard anal-
ysis, defines the joint PDF of a vector of load intensity measures, IM, characterizing
in probabilistic terms future service loads and extreme load events imposed on the
monitored structural system. As an example, Gobbato, Conte et al. (2012) showed
how the vector IM can be used to describe the intensity of steady-level flight loads,
maneuver-induced loads (e.g., changes in velocity, direction, and altitude), and
turbulence-induced loads encountered by an aircraft during flight. Similarly,
Gobbato et al. (2013a) demonstrated that the proposed load hazard analysis step
can systematically and efficiently account for the uncertainty in the amplitude of
the sinusoidal load applied during fatigue tests, propagate this source of uncertainty
throughout all subsequent steps, all the way to the RFL predictions. The joint PDF of
IM is denoted here as fIM(im) and, in the most general case, is computed by uncon-
ditioning the joint conditional PDF fIMjQim

ðimjqimÞ with respect to (w.r.t.) the distri-
bution parameter vector Qim—i.e., the random vector collecting the uncertain
distribution parameters used to define the joint PDF of IM (see Section 17.4 and
Gobbato, Conte et al., 2012).

The third step of the proposed methodology, debonding evolution analysis,

estimates the joint conditional PDF of the actual debonding size vector D½p;q�
a

at future time tp;q ¼ tp þ q$Ds with q˛f0; 1; 2;.; qg (Gobbato, Conte et al.,
2012). This joint PDF, conditional on Qmat, Q

p
dam, and all previous NDE inspec-

tion results up to current time tp (i.e., d½0;q�m ), is denoted as f
D½p;q�

a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½0;p�
m�

d½p;q�a

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½0;p�
m

�
and is computed by unconditioning the joint conditional

PDF f
D½p;q�

a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

p
a ;IM;D½0;p�

m

�
d½p;q�a

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

p
a ; im; d½0;p�m

�
w.r.t. Dp

a and IM.

This process is carried out through either extensive Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
or semi-analytical methods (Gobbato et al., 2013a; Gobbato, Conte, & Kosmatka,
2013b) and it yields a probabilistic characterization of the future state of damage
(or performance level) of the structure at the local reliability component level. The
quantity Ds, introduced earlier, is a suitable fixed time interval (smaller than the
inter-inspection time) related to the time scale of the debonding propagation pro-
cess of interest, whereas q represents the number of damage prognosis evaluations
within the prognosis window ½tp; tp;q�.

The fourth step of the proposed framework, system performance analysis, estimates

the joint PDF of D½p;q�
a and a vector of nG global performance metrics—collected in
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D½p;q�
g ¼

n
D½p;q�
g;r ; r ¼ 1; :::; ng

o
—at future time tp;q ¼ tp þ q$Ds with

q˛f0; 1; 2; :::; qg. This joint conditional PDF is denoted as f
J

½p;q�
L;G

��D½0;p�
m

�
j
½p;q�
L;G

���d½0;p�m

�
,

withJ½p;q�
L;G ¼

n
D½p;q�
a ;D½p;q�

g

o
. As an example, D½p;q�

g can collect a given set of natural

frequencies, mode shapes, and modal strains of the monitored structure (Doebling,
Farrar, & Prime, 1998; Zou, Tong, & Steven, 2000), the damage-dependent flutter ve-
locity of an aircraft wing (Styuart, Mor, Livne, & Lin, 2007) or wind turbine blade, and
so forth. This analysis step thus provides a joint probabilistic characterization of the

effects of damage at the local level (through D½p;q�
a ) and at the global level (through

D½p;q�
g ) for the monitored structural system at time tp,q.

Once the joint conditional PDF f
J

½p;q�
L;G

��D½0;p�
m

�
j
½p;q�
L;G

���d½0;p�m

�
is determined, local and

Global limit states (GLSs) (or failure criteria) are considered and time-varying proba-
bilities of failure at both local and global reliability component levels are computed. A
local reliability component is defined by a unique local limit-state function involving

one or more random variables collected in D½p;q�
a . On the other hand, a global reliability

component is characterized by a unique global limit-state function involving one or

more random variables contained in D½p;q�
g . The results obtained at the reliability

component levels are then used as basis to assess the time-varying probability of fail-
ure and reliability index at the overall system level at time tp,q. These two quantities are
conditional on all the NDE inspection results up to current time tp—i.e.,

D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m —and are denoted as P

h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
and

b
½p;q�
sys

�
D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
¼ �F�1

�
P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i�
, respectively, where

F�1ð$Þ denotes the inverse Standard Normal cumulative distribution function
(CDF). In addition, the proposed NDE-based SHM-DP methodology can also recur-
sively predict, after each NDE inspection, the conditional RFL of the monitored struc-
tural system. This quantity, estimated at current time tp, is defined as

RFL
�
pF; tp;D

½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
¼ tF

�
pF; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
� tp, where tF

�
pF; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
repre-

sents the predicted time at failure, i.e., the predicted time at which the conditional

probability of system failure, P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
, reaches the critical predefined

threshold pF. The estimates of P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
and b

½p;q�
sys

�
D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
at

future times tp,q (with q ¼ 0; 1; 2;.; q) and of RFL
�
pF; tp;D

½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
at current

time tp can then be used as rational decision making tools to schedule and/or update the
maintenance/repair plan for the monitored structure on the basis of a predefined

maximum acceptable threshold (i.e., pF) for P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
.

It is worth mentioning that if advanced sampling algorithms such as Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (Gamerman, 1997) and transitional MCMC methods
(Ching & Chen, 2007) are used within the proposed framework, the conditional real-
izations of the random vector dp

a are renewed at each NDE inspection according to its
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updated probability distribution f 00
Dp

a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½0;p�
m

�
dp
a

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½0;p�
m

�
. However,

the realizations of the random parameter vectorsQmat andQ
p
dam must be kept constant

from the first damage inspection until the time at which the failure probability of the
monitored system exceeds an acceptable threshold (Gobbato, 2011; Gobbato, Conte
et al., 2012). The random parameter vectors Qmat and Q

p
dam are said to be non-

ergodic (Der Kiureghian, 2005) and their intrinsic nature adds an additional level of
complexity when using MCMC or transitional MCMC sampling algorithms.

As a final remark in this overview section, it is worth emphasizing that even though
NDE detection and measurement uncertainties are taken into account in the proposed
methodology, all probabilistic characterizations (at time tp) of the quantities mentioned
earlier are conditional on the particular realization/scenario of NDE inspection results

(i.e., D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m ). The application of the proposed framework with a different real-

ization (i.e., a different set) of NDE inspection results would lead to different Bayesian
updating and damage prognosis results. Therefore, to provide an unconditional esti-
mate of all probabilistic quantities of interest (e.g., Bayesian updating results, RFL,
time-varying probability of failure), it is necessary to perform multiple analyses across
an ensemble of NDE inspection results along the life of the monitored structure. These

multiple realizations of the NDE inspection results are denoted as
n
D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

o
e
,

with e¼ 1,.,nens and nens representing the number of scenarios considered (i.e., the
ensemble size). This approach is referred to as “ensemble scenario analysis” and it pro-
vides a robust statistical approach for assessing and evaluating the overall performance
of the proposed NDE-based SHM-DP methodology (Gobbato et al. (2013b).

17.3 Recursive Bayesian characterization of the current
state of damage

In the NDE-based SHM-DP framework presented in this chapter, it is assumed that a
given structural system, or its most critical subassemblies and/or sub-components—
such as the adhesively-bonded joints of a composite structure—are monitored through
periodic or nearly continuous NDE inspections. A variety of NDE techniques can be
employed to achieve this task, such as acoustic emission (Kosmatka & Velazquez,
2008; Velazquez & Kosmatka, 2010a; Velazquez & Kosmatka, 2010b; Velazquez &
Kosmatka, 2011; Velazquez & Kosmatka, 2012) and ultrasonic guided waves
(Lanza di Scalea et al., 2007). The only requirement to fully embed the collected
NDE results in the proposed framework consists of being able to establish a func-
tional relationship, in probabilistic terms, between the actual debonding length vec-
tor (Da) and its measured counterpart (Dm). In this regard, three assumptions are
made: (1) an NDE inspection can detect and locate an ongoing debonding propa-
gation process and also quantify the extent of debonding at the time of inspection;
(2) systematic and random measurement errors depend on both location and extent
of debonding; and (3) detection and measurement of the debonding extent at an
inspected damage location depend solely on the actual (unknown) debonding
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length at that particular location at the time of inspection. It is also worth
mentioning that in the case of sensor-based NDE monitoring (Lanza di Scalea et
al., 2007) the location-dependent measurement accuracy may arise from the
nonuniform sensor distribution and/or the dysfunctional behavior of some network
nodes.

Here, the NDE detection capability is quantified by the so-called probability of
detection (POD), which, for a given (i, p) combination (i.e., a given debonding location
and inspection time), is defined as the probability of detecting a debonding of any

length/extent (i.e., Dði;pÞ
m > 0) given that the actual debonding length is equal to

Dði;pÞ
a ¼ dði;pÞa . This definition is expressed in mathematical terms in Eqn (17.1):

PODði;pÞ
�
dði;pÞa

�
¼ P

h
Dði;pÞ
m > 0

���Dði;pÞ
a ¼ dði;pÞa

i
;
�
dði;pÞa > 0

�
(17.1)

In addition, the complement of the conditional event
n
Dði;pÞ
m > 0

���Dði;pÞ
a ¼ dði;pÞa

o
is

represented by the event fDði;pÞ
m ¼ 0

���Dði;pÞ
a ¼ dði;pÞa g (i.e., debonding not detected

given that the actual debonding size is equal to dði;pÞa ). The probability of this latter con-
ditional event is referred to as probability of nondetection (PND) and is defined as

PNDði;pÞ
�
dði;pÞa

�
¼ P

h
Dði;pÞ
m ¼ 0

���Dði;pÞ
a ¼ dði;pÞa

i
¼ 1�PODði;pÞ

�
dði;pÞa

�
;
�
dði;pÞa > 0

�
(17.2)

Finally, the probability that a particular NDE result represents a false alarm—i.e.,

Dði;pÞ
m > 0 when in reality dði;pÞa ¼ 0—is commonly referred to as false-call probability

(FCP) in the literature, and is defined as

FCPði;pÞ ¼ P
h
Dði;pÞ
m > 0

���Dði;pÞ
a ¼ 0

i
¼ PODði;pÞ

�
dði;pÞa ¼ 0

�
(17.3)

These two pieces of information provided in Eqns (17.1) and (17.3) can be viewed
as a function of dði;pÞa and combined together in the POD curve. Several parametric
models for defining a POD curve can be found in the literature (Berens, 1989; Heasler,
Taylor, & Doctor, 1990; Staat, 1993). Some illustrative examples of possible POD
curves are shown in Figure 17.3(a): POD curve 1 represents an NDE technique inca-
pable of detecting very small debonding lengths, POD curve 2 characterizes an NDE
technique that might misdetect even very large debonding sizes, and POD curve 3 de-
scribes an NDE technique with a nonzero FCP.

Once debonding is detected and its extent measured, for a given (i, p) combina-
tion, it is important to question the accuracy of that particular NDE measurement
ðDði;pÞ

m ¼ dði;pÞm Þ conditional on the actual debonding length ðDði;pÞ
a ¼ dði;pÞa Þ. In

this perspective, to account explicitly for the NDE measurement accuracy, a cali-
brated sizing model must be used. Several sizing models, each with its intrinsic
strengths and weaknesses, have been used in the literature (e.g., Gobbato, Kosmatka,
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& Conte, 2012; Zhang & Mahadevan, 2001; Zheng & Ellingwood, 1998). Here, for
the sake of simplicity and for illustration purposes, the following lognormal model is
considered (Simola & Pulkkinen, 1998):

ln
h
Dði;pÞ
m

�
Dði;pÞ
a ¼ dði;pÞa

�i
¼ b

ðiÞ
0 þ b

ðiÞ
1 $ln

�
dði;pÞa

�
þ εi (17.4)

The terms bðiÞ0 and bðiÞ1 are the location-dependent model coefficients accounting for
the systematic measurement errors intrinsic to the NDE technique considered, whereas
εiwNð0; sεiÞ represents the randommeasurement error modeled as a Gaussian random

variable with zero-mean and standard deviation sεi (independent of D
ði;pÞ
a ¼ dði;pÞa ).

The quantities bðiÞ0 , bðiÞ1 , and sεi are unknown and have to be estimated through linear
regression analysis as described in Zhang and Mahadevan (2001) and Gobbato (2011).
These estimates of the model coefficients and standard deviation of the random mea-

surement error are hereafter denoted as b

ˇ

ðiÞ
0 , b

ˇ

ðiÞ
1 , and s

ˇ

εi , respectively. With this type of
information, it is now possible to provide the best estimate for the conditional
lognormal PDF of the measured debonding length as
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Figure 17.3 (a) Examples of POD curves; (b) Lognormal debonding size measurement model.
POD, probability of detection.
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where the term l

ˇ

ði;pÞ
DmjDa

¼ b

ˇ

ðiÞ
0 þ b

ˇ

ðiÞ
1 lnðdði;pÞa Þ represents the best estimate of the

conditional mean of the natural logarithm of the measured debonding length. In

addition, the best estimates of the conditional expected value, m

ˇði;pÞ
DmjDa

, and standard

deviation, s

ˇði;pÞ
DmjDa

, of Dði;pÞ
m can be expressed as shown in Eqns (17.6) and (17.7),

respectively:
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All of these pieces of information are used to build the likelihood function,
Lðdpa

��dpmÞ, needed to recursively update the prior joint conditional PDF,

f 0
Dp

a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½0;p�1�
m

�
dpa

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½0;p�1�
m

�
, into the posterior joint conditional PDF,

f 00
Dp

a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½0;p�
m

�
dpa

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½0;p�
m

�
as new NDE measurement results (i.e., dpm)

become available at time tp. This recursive Bayesian updating scheme for Dp
a is based

on previous research—Zheng and Ellingwood (1998), Lin, Du, and Rusk (2000),
Zhang and Mahadevan (2001), Kulkarni and Achenbach (2008), and Gobbato
(2011)—and can be formally expressed as
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� (17.8)

where f denotes the proportionality between the right and left hand sides of the
equation. Furthermore, by assuming that the conditional NDE measurement results
obtained at a given damage location and at a given time are (s.i.) and the conditional
NDE measurement results obtained at different damage locations at a given time are
(s.i.), the likelihood function in Eqn (17.8) can be rewritten as (Gobbato, Conte,
Kosmatka, & Farrar, 2011)

L
�
dpa
��dpm� ¼

Ynloc
i¼ 1

nði;pÞm >0

Ynði;pÞm

k¼ 1

L
�
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�
(17.9)
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where L
�
dði;pÞa

���dði;pÞm;k

�
represents the likelihood function of dði;pÞa associated with the

k-th NDE measurement result for a given (i, p) combination—i.e., dði;pÞm;k . The explicit

mathematical form of the likelihood function Lðdði;pÞa

���dði;pÞm;k Þ depends on the NDE

measurement result, dði;pÞm;k , as
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(17.10)

It is also worth mentioning that the initial (i.e., before the first NDE inspection at
time t0) PDF model for the debonding length vector, herein denoted as f 0

D0
a
ðd0aÞ, has

to be chosen on the basis of engineering judgment (Gobbato, 2011; Lin et al.,
2000). Moreover, the components of the random vector D0

a , at time t0, can reasonably

be considered mutually s.i. as well as s.i. of Qmat and Q0
dam.

As anticipated earlier, the NDE inspection results at time tp are also used to concur-
rently provide a recursive estimate of the posterior joint conditional PDF of the damage

evolution model parameter vector Q
p
dam, denoted here as f 00

Q
p
dam

��D½0;p�
m

�
q
p
dam

���d½0;p�m

�
.

The recursive Bayesian updating scheme leading to this result can be formally
expressed as
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and, after some mathematical manipulations described in detail in Gobbato (2011), can
be conveniently recast as:
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(17.12)

At this stage, by making use of the TPT and by exploiting the results obtained in
Eqns (17.8) and (17.12), it is possible to compute the posterior joint conditional

PDF f 00
Dp

a

��D½0;p�
m

�
dpa

���d½0;p�m

�
as
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To conclude this section, at time t0 (i.e., before the first NDE inspection), the
prior joint PDF of the damage evolution model parameter vector (Q0

dam) is
denoted as f 0

Q0
dam
ðq0damÞ and, as discussed in more detail in Section 17.5, can be

derived from the statistical analysis of experimental fatigue test data (Kotulski,
1998; Ostergaard & Hillberry, 1983; Virkler, Hillberry, & Goel, 1979). Further-
more, when dealing with high-dimensional problems (i.e., a large number of dam-
age/debonding locations and a consequent large number of damage/debonding
evolution model parameters), solving analytically Eqns (17.8), (17.12), and
(17.13) becomes a challenging task. To overcome this computational barrier,
advanced sampling algorithms such as MCMC methods (Gamerman, 1997) and
transitional MCMC methods (Ching & Chen, 2007) must be used. Practical appli-
cations of these methods for analyzing fatigue damage prognosis problems can be
found in Guan, Jha, and Liu (2011, 2012).

17.4 Probabilistic load hazard analysis

Once the posterior conditional PDFs ofDp
a andQ

p
dam have been computed according to

the updating scheme shown inEqns (17.8) and (17.12), they can be used to analyze prob-
abilistically the debonding propagation processes at the inspected damage locations and
assess the overall structural integrity and performance level at future times, i.e., at tp;q ¼
tp þ q$Dswith q˛f0; 1; 2;.; qg. These tasks are carried out in the predictivemodeling
module (Figure 17.1) whose first analysis step involves the probabilistic characteriza-
tion of future operational and/or extreme load events that the monitored structure or
structural component will be subjected to during its remaining service life. All probabi-
listic information necessary to fully embed and execute this analysis step within the pro-
posed SHM-DP framework are contained in the joint PDF of the load intensity measure
vector denoted as fIM(im). This PDF, in the most general case, can be theoretically eval-
uated by unconditioning the conditional joint PDF fIMjQim

ðimjqimÞ w.r.t. the distribu-
tion parameter vector Qim. For example, if a structure is subjected to a sinusoidal
load of given frequency, with deterministic mean value and random amplitude (A)
assumed to be uniformly distributed between a minimum (Amin) and a maximum
(Amax) amplitude values, the load intensity measure vector would be defined as

IM¼ A and fIMjQim
ðimjqimÞ ¼ fIMjAmin;Amax

ðimjamin; amaxÞ ¼ ðamax � aminÞ�1. The
minimum and maximum amplitude values would be collected in
Qim ¼ fAmin;Amaxg and, in the most general case, would be viewed as random vari-
ables (for more details, see Gobbato et al., 2013a).
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Gobbato, Conte, et al. (2012), in a study focused on the fatigue damage prognosis of
skin-to-spar adhesively-bonded joints of a composite unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
wing, showed how the vector IM can be used to characterize the intensity of steady-
level flight loads, maneuver-induced loads (e.g., during takeoff, cruise, landing), and
turbulence-induced loads. UAVs as well as other military jet fighters and next-
generation commercial aircrafts are examples of how extensively composite materials
can be used in aerospace structures. Various damage mechanisms such as fiber
breakage, matrix cracking, debonding, and interply delamination can initiate and invis-
ibly propagate up to catastrophic levels in the most damage-sensitive structural com-
ponents of these vehicles. In particular, the wing skin-to-spar adhesive joints are
recognized as the most fatigue-sensitive structural elements of a lightweight composite
UAV because the progressive debonding, evolving from the wing-root along these
joints, can compromise the global aeroelastic performance of the vehicle (Bauchau &
Loewy, 1997; Styuart, Demasi, Livne, & Lin, 2008; Styuart, Demasi, Livne, & Mor,
2011; Styuart et al., 2007; Wang, Inman, & Farrar, 2005). In Gobbato, Conte, et al.
(2012), turbulence-induced aerodynamic loads are modeled by directly characterizing
the stochasticity of the atmospheric turbulence velocity fields encountered by an aircraft
during flight. Atmospheric turbulence is modeled as a zero-mean, isotropic, stationary
(in time), and homogeneous (in space) stochastic Gaussian random velocity field
(Hoblit, 1988; Van Staveren, 2003) and its intensity is measured by a scalar random var-
iable taken as the root mean square (RMS) value of the wind velocity fluctuations. This
RMS value is denoted asST and its conditional PDF is defined as fSTjQT

ðsTjqTÞ, where
QT represents the turbulence distribution parameter vector used to characterize the PDF
of ST (Gobbato et al., 2011). Furthermore, the random sequence of the turbulence
patches encountered by an aircraft during flight is modeled and simulated using homo-
geneous Poisson rectangular pulse processes (Wen, 1990) with mean rate of occurrence
lT ¼ 1=mDST , where mDST represents the mean value of the turbulence patch spatial
extent (DST), assumed to be exponentially distributed. Consistent with this particular
modeling approach, Gobbato, Conte, et al. (2012) defined the random load intensity
measure vector as IM¼ {ST , DST} and the load parameter vector as
Qim ¼ fQT;mDSTg.

In another study (Gobbato, 2011), the random dynamic load imposed on a given
structural system was conveniently broken down into two components: the mean
load intensity, characterized probabilistically by the intensity measure vector IMm,
and the superimposed random stochastic load (or load fluctuations) about the mean-
load intensity, probabilistically described by the intensity measure vector IMa. There-
fore, in this particular case study the load intensity measure vector is written as IM¼
{IMm , IMa} and the load parameter vector, Qim, is defined as Qim ¼ fQm;Qag.
Similar to the case study discussed earlier, the random sequence of the rectangular
pulses representing the mean-load intensity is modeled and simulated using a homo-
geneous Poisson rectangular pulse process with mean rate of occurrence
lm ¼ 1=mDTm

, with mDTm
denoting the average duration of the mean-load pulse.

Each occurrence of a Poisson event raises a rectangular load pulse of random intensity
Pm, distributed according to its conditional PDF fPmjQPm

ðpmjqPmÞ and lasting until the
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next Poisson arrival. Based on these considerations, the mean-load intensity measure
vector IMm is defined as IMm¼ {Pm,DTm} whereas the corresponding mean-load
parameter vector can be written as Qm ¼ fQPm;mDTm

g. Finally, within each
mean-load pulse, the randomness of the superimposed load fluctuation intensity is
described by the conditional PDF fIMajPm;Qa

ðimajpm;qaÞ. A practical subset applica-
tion of this modeling approach, with Pm treated as a deterministic constant, can be
found in Gobbato et al. (2013a, 2013b) in which the authors explicitly accounted
for the uncertainty in the amplitude of a sinusoidal load and propagated this source
of uncertainty throughout all subsequent prognosis analysis steps.

17.5 Probabilistic mechanics-based debonding
evolution analysis

The second analysis step of the predictive modeling module is referred to here as
debonding evolution analysis. This step aims to compute the joint PDF of the actual

debonding size vector D½p;q�
a , conditional on Qmat, Q

p
dam, and all previous NDE in-

spection results up to current time tp—i.e., d½0;q�m . This joint conditional PDF is denoted
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(17.14)

Equation (17.14) is used to obtain the joint conditional PDF of the debonding size
vector at time tp þ 1, (i.e., at the time of the next NDE inspection). This quantity is

denoted as f
D½p;pþ1�

a
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dam;D
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m
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m Þ and is used as new prior in-

formation to compute the posterior joint conditional PDF of Dpþ1
a at time tp þ 1, i.e.,
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(17.15)
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In addition, the uncertainty ofD½p;q�
a for given/fixed values ofQmat ¼ qmat; Q

p
dam ¼

q
p
dam; D

p
a ¼ dpa ; IM¼ im, andD½0;p�

m ¼ d½0;p�m —i.e., the uncertainty represented by the

joint conditional PDF f
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the integral in Eqn (17.14)—is driven by the record-to-record variability of the structural
response across the ensemble of all possible load patterns (or loading time histories) for a
given IM¼ im; see Gobbato (2011) and Gobbato, Conte, et al. (2012) for a detailed dis-
cussion on this matter. If there is no record-to-record variability for given/fixed values of

IM¼ im, the joint conditional PDF f
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can be simplified as
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where dð$Þ represents the Dirac delta and d

ˇ

½p;q�
a ¼

�
D½p;q�
a

���qmat;q
p
dam; a

p
a ; im; d½0;p�m

�
denotes the deterministic debonding length vector at time tp,q computed for a

given/fixed set of the input parameters qmat, q
p
dam, d

p
a , im, and d½0;p�m . Practical appli-

cations and validation studies in which record-to-record variability was not considered
can be found in Gobbato, Kosmatka et al. (2012), Gobbato et al. (2013a).

The quantity Ds, introduced previously, is a suitable fixed time interval related to
the time scale of the damage propagation process of interest. However, Ds needs to
be sufficiently short and lead to a satisfactory grid of response evaluations to provide
an accurate and reliable prediction for the propagation path of the structural response
of interest (i.e., the debonding propagation path in this specific study) as well as for the
trend of the reliability index of the structure in ½tp; tp;q�. Furthermore, the value of q
needs to guarantee a sufficiently wide prediction window to render the prognosis
results meaningful for the decision-making process. In some cases (e.g., structures sub-
jected to harmonic loads or other cyclic loading conditions), it is convenient to express
all time related parameters (i.e., tp, tp;q, and Ds) in terms of number of load cycles expe-
rienced by the structure. Current time, tp, is replaced by the current number of load
cycles, Np; the time interval between two subsequent damage propagation/prognosis
evaluations, Ds, is substituted with the number of load cycles, DN; finally, future
time, tp;q, is replaced by the number of load cycles, Np;q ¼ Np þ q$DN with
q˛f0; 1; 2;.; qg (Gobbato et al., 2013a; Gobbato, Kosmatka et al., 2012).

Experimental research (Quaresimin & Ricotta, 2006) showed that the fatigue life of
adhesively-bonded composite joints can be divided into two distinct phases: an initial
nucleation phase followed by the debonding growth up to a critical length. The portion
of the fatigue life spent in each one of these two stages depends on many factors such as
joint geometry, stress and strain distributions, stress ratio, adhesive joint thickness, and
environmental conditions. Furthermore, the fatigue-induced disbonds can nucleate and
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then propagate either within the adhesive layer or along the adhesive/adherend inter-
face; the first case leads to a purely cohesive failure whereas the second scenario is
commonly referred to as adhesive failure and can be strongly influenced by the surface
preparation of the composite adherends. A pair of typical cohesive failures, observed in
pseudo-static end-notched flexure (ENF) tests performed by the authors, is shown in
Figure 17.4. The ENF coupons tested were built by bonding together two unidirec-
tional composite adherends with a two-part structural paste adhesive commonly used
in the aerospace field. The tests aimed to calibrate, in probabilistic terms, some of
the damage evolution model parameters of a particular class of mechanics-based
debonding propagation models, known in the literature as cohesive zone models
(CZMs) and widely used to simulate the pseudo-static and dynamic (i.e., impact-
induced and fatigue-induced) delamination and debonding propagation processes in
laminated composite structures (Alfano & Crisfield, 2001; Nguyen, Repetto, Ortiz,
& Radovitzky, 2001). The CZM parameters (e.g., mode I and mode II critical fracture
energies, peak cohesive stresses, and fatigue degradation parameters) are viewed as
random variables and collected in vectorQp

dam. Similarly, if empirical damage growth
models or models based on linear elastic fracture mechanics principles and experi-
mental observations are used to simulate the fatigue-driven debonding propagation
processes, Qp

dam collects the parameters of those particular empirical models (Blanco,
Gamstedt, Asp, & Costa, 2004; Degrieck & Paepegem, 2001; Paris & Erdogan, 1963).

Conducting experimental fatigue tests at the coupon level and, when feasible, at the
component and/or subassembly levels is a crucial task to properly derive a complete
probabilistic characterization of the damage evolution model parameter vector at

time t0 (i.e., Q
0
dam), here in the form of the joint PDF f 0

Q0
dam
ðq0damÞ. Most important,

(a) (b)P PPre-crack

Pre-crack front Pre-crack front
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50 mm 50 mm 50 mm 50 mm
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Crack front
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Crack front
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Lower adherendLower adherend

Upper adherend

Figure 17.4 Examples of static end-notched flexure tests on adhesively-bonded composite
beams showing pure cohesive failure along the adhesive interface and emphasizing the irreg-
ularities of the debonding/crack front after the tests.
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correct characterization of the full correlation structure of Q0
dam represents one of the

most important factors to achieve useful and meaningful damage prognosis results
(Gobbato et al., 2013a). As an illustration, consider the 68 experimental crack propa-
gation trajectories obtained by Virkler et al. (1979) and shown in Figure 17.5. Each of
these trajectories is curve-fit using the well-known PariseErdogan law (Paris & Erdo-
gan, 1963), here expressed as lnð _daÞ ¼ lnC0 þ m0$lnðDKÞ, with _da denoting the rate
of crack propagation, DK representing the range of the stress intensity factor at the
crack tip, and lnC0 andm0 being the two damage evolution model parameters collected
in Q0

dam as Q0
dam ¼ flnC0;m0g. The prior joint PDF of lnC0 and m0—i.e.,

f 0
Q0

dam
ðq0damÞ ¼ f 0lnC0;m0

ðlnC0;m0Þ—is then derived from the statistical analysis of the

68 pairs of damage evolution model coefficients obtained through the curve-fitting
process. The marginal prior PDFs of lnC0 and m0 are well represented by normal dis-
tributions and the prior joint PDF f 0lnC0;m0

ðlnC0;m0Þ is well described by a bivariate

normal distribution with an estimated correlation coefficient between lnC0 and m0
equal to rðlnC0;m0Þ ¼ �0:9976 (Gobbato, Kosmatka et al., 2012). The contour plot
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Figure 17.5 (a) Contour map of the joint PDF of the Paris law parameters lnC and m derived
from the statistical analysis of an experimental dataset available in the literature (Virkler et al.,
1979). Effect of the degree of statistical correlation between lnC and m on the dispersion of the
simulated crack propagation trajectories: (b) rlnC,m¼�0.9976, (c) rlnC,m¼�1.0, and (d)
rlnC,m¼�0.90.
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of this joint PDF of lnC0 and m0 is shown in Figure 17.5(a), whereas the remaining
three subplots in Figure 17.5 illustrate the sensitivity of the crack propagation process
to the degree of statistical correlation between the two PariseErdogan law parameters,
lnC0 and m0, by overlapping 68 simulated crack propagation trajectories to the original
experimental dataset using three different values for the correlation coefficient
rðlnC0;m0Þ—i.e., rðlnC0;m0Þ ¼ �0:9976 in Figure 17.5(b), rðlnC0;m0Þ ¼ �1:0 in
Figure 17.5(c), and rðlnC0;m0Þ ¼ �0:90 Figure 17.5(d). These 68 simulated trajectories
are obtained from the numerical integration of the PariseErdogan law by setting the
initial crack length to 9.0 mm and by drawing 68 random samples of
Q0

dam ¼ flnC0;m0g according to its joint PDF f 0
Q0

dam
ðq0damÞ. The 68 simulated crack

propagation trajectories shown in Figure 17.5(b) and obtained by setting rðlnC0;m0Þ ¼
�0:9976 reproduce well the scatter-dispersion of the original dataset. On the other
hand, the simulated trajectories reported in Figure 17.5(c) and obtained by assuming
that rðlnC0;m0Þ ¼ �1:0 are far from being able to match the scatter of the original
experimental dataset, which demonstrates that considering lnC0 and m0 to be perfectly
correlated random variables represents a poor and dangerous approximation that leads
to misleading damage propagation predictions and erroneous RFL estimations.
Finally, as demonstrated in Figure 17.5(d), when the degree of statistical correlation
between lnC0 and m0 is reduced to rðlnC0;m0Þ ¼ �0:90, the dispersion of the simulated
crack propagation trajectories is much larger than that of the experimental dataset. This
erroneous assumption could lead to numerical convergence issues during the probabi-
listic fatigue-driven damage propagation analysis aimed at providing an evaluation of
Eqn (17.14).

17.6 Probabilistic characterization of global system
performance

The fourth step of the proposed framework, system performance analysis, aims to pro-

vide a joint probabilistic characterization of both local (through D½p;q�
a ) and global

(through D½p;q�
g ) performance levels of the monitored structural system at a future

time tp;q ¼ tp þ q$Ds with q˛f0; 1; 2;.; qg. This joint probabilistic information

is quantified by the conditional joint PDF f
J

½p;q�
L;G

��D½0;p�
m

�
j
½p;q�
L;G

���d½0;p�m

�
with the random

vector J½p;q�
L;G defined as J½p;q�

L;G ¼
n
D½p;q�
a ;D½p;q�

g

o
. As an illustration, the random vec-

torD½p;q�
g , defined asD½p;q�

g ¼
n
D½p;q�
g;r ; r ¼ 1;.; nG

o
, can collect a given set of nat-

ural frequencies, mode shapes, and modal strains of the monitored structure (Doebling
et al., 1998; Zou et al., 2000), the damage-dependent flutter velocity of an aircraft wing
(Styuart et al., 2007) or wind turbine blade, and so forth. As an illustration, Gobbato
(2011) and Gobbato, Conte, et al. (2012) discussed the practical application of the pro-
posed system performance analysis step to characterize the global aeroelastic perfor-
mance of a composite wing as debonding progresses along the skin-to-spar adhesive
joints. The prediction of the flutter onset speed represents a fundamental task in the
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aerospace field because the loss of dynamic stability may result in unbounded vibra-
tions of the wing structure and lead to the sudden failure of the aircraft’s primary struc-
tural components. However, in the presence of structural and/or aerodynamic
nonlinearities, growth in the amplitude of the structural response quantities of interest
(e.g., wing-tip vertical displacement or pitching angle) tends to stabilize/converge to
the so-called limit cycle oscillations (LCO) (Lee, Prince, & Wong, 1999; Librescu,
Chiocchia, & Marzocca, 2003). These types of nonlinear phenomena can lead to
excessive fatigue of the airframe as well as unacceptable workloads for pilots, thereby
increasing the risk of incorrectly performing critical tasks. Based on these consider-
ations, Gobbato (2011) and Gobbato, Conte et al. (2012) defined the nG-dimensional

global performance limit-state vector as D½p;q�
g ¼

n
V ½p;q�
f ;V ½p;q�

lco;1;V
½p;q�
lco;2;.

o
where

V ½p;q�
f denotes the damage-dependent flutter speed and V ½p;q�

lco;r , with r¼ 1,.,(nG � 1),

symbolizes the velocity at which the r-th LCO reaches a predefined amplitude
threshold beyond which the structural integrity of the aircraft is compromised.

The nG random components of D½p;q�
g are clearly mutually statistically dependent as

well as statistically dependent on D½p;q�
a . Therefore, to formally derive the joint condi-

tional PDF f
J

½p;q�
L;G

��D½0;p�
m

�
j
½p;q�
L;G

���d½0;p�m

�
, a four-step procedure must be followed. The

first substep computes the joint conditional PDF f
D½p;q�

g

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½p;q�
a ;D½0;p�

m

�
d½p;q�g

���qmat;

q
p
dam; d

½p;q�
a ; d½0;p�m

�
. The second substep derives the joint conditional PDF

f
D½p;q�

g

��D½p;q�
a ;D½0;p�

m

�
d½p;q�g

���d½p;q�a ; d½0;p�m

�
by unconditioning the joint conditional PDF

f
D½p;q�

g

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½p;q�
a ;D½0;p�

m

�
d½p;q�g

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½p;q�
a ; d½0;p�m

�
w.r.t. Qmat and Q

p
dam as

f
D½p;q�

g

��D½p;q�
a ;D½0;p�

m

�
d½p;q�g

���d½p;q�a ; d½0;p�m

�

¼
Z

Qmat

Z
Q

p
dam

f
D½p;q�

g

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½p;q�
a ;D½0;p�

m

�
d½p;q�g

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½p;q�
a ; d½0;p�m

�

� fQmat
ðqmatÞ f 00

Q
p
dam

��D½0;p�
m

�
q
p
dam

���d½0;p�m

�
dqmat dq

p
dam

(17.17)

Similarly, the third substep determines the joint conditional PDF of the predicted

debonding size vector at time tp, q — i.e., f
D½p;q�

a

��D½0;p�
m

�
d½p;q�a

���d½0;p�m

�
as

f
D½p;q�

a

��D½0;p�
m

�
d½p;q�a

���d½0;p�m

�
¼

Z
Qmat

Z
Q

p
dam

f
D½p;q�

a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½0;p�
m

�
d½p;q�a

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½0;p�
m

�

� fQmat
ðqmatÞ f 00

Q
p
dam

��D½0;p�
m

�
q
p
dam

���d½0;p�m

�
dqmat dq

p
dam

(17.18)
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Finally, the fourth substep formally derives the joint conditional PDF

f
J

½p;q�
L;G

��D½0;p�
m

�
j
½p;q�
L;G

���d½0;p�m

�
as

f
J

½p;q�
L;G

��D½0;p�
m

�
j
½p;q�
L;G

���d½0;p�m

�
¼ f

D½p;q�
g

��D½p;q�
a ;D½0;p�

m

�
d½p;q�g

���d½p;q�a ; d½0;p�m

�
� f

D½p;q�
a

��D½0;p�
m

�
d½p;q�a

���d½0;p�m

�
(17.19)

As a final remark to this section, when q¼ 0 and thus tp, q¼ tp, the joint condi-

tional PDF f
D½p;q�

a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½0;p�
m

�
d½p;q�a

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½0;p�
m

�
simplifies to f 00

Dp
a

��Qmat;Q
p
dam;D

½0;p�
m�

Dp
a

���qmat;q
p
dam; d

½0;p�
m

�
and Eqn (17.18) reduces to Eqn (17.13) derived earlier in

Section 17.3. Furthermore, when dealing with high-dimensional problems (i.e., with
a significantly large number of damage/debonding locations and global performance

metrics), estimating the full joint conditional PDF f
J

½p;q�
L;G

��D½0;p�
m

�
j
½p;q�
L;G

���d½0;p�m

�
becomes

a formidable task. To overcome this computational burden, in certain cases, determining

the marginal probabilistic characterizations of D½p;q�
a and D½p;q�

g , can be sufficient. As an
illustration, if only unimodal bounds (see Section 17.7 and Ditlevsen &Madsen, 1996)

of the conditional probability of system failure P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
and the condi-

tional RFL
�
pF; tp;D

½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
have to be determined, themarginal PDFs of the nloc

individual components of the debonding size vector D½p;q�
a the marginal PDFs of the nG

global performance metrics, collected in D½p;q�
g , are sufficient (Gobbato, Conte, et al.,

2012).

17.7 Damage prognosis analysis

Once the probabilistic system performance analysis step is completed and the joint

conditional PDF f
J

½p;q�
L;G

��D½0;p�
m

�
j
½p;q�
L;G

���d½0;p�m

�
is determined, component and system reli-

ability analyses are carried out to estimate the time-varying probability of failure
and reliability index of the monitored system. The system time-varying probability

of failure and reliability index are denoted here as P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
and

b
½p;q�
sys

�
D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
¼ �F�1

�
P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i�
, respectively, and are

updated every time a new set of NDE inspection results at time tp becomes available
and is assimilated by the proposed SHM-DP framework. Both conditional quantities,

P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
and b

½p;q�
sys

�
D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
, are evaluated at qþ 1 evenly

spaced points in time defined as tp;q ¼ tp þ q$Ds (with q ¼ 0; 1; 2;.; q). These
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results can then be interpolated to derive (for t� tp) the continuous functions defined in
Eqns (17.20) and (17.21)

Gsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
:


tp; tp;q

�
/½0; 1�;

Gsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
¼ P

h
F½p;t�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i (17.20)

Rsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
:


tp; tp;q

�
/½�N;þN�;

Rsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
¼ b

½p;t�
sys

�
D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

� (17.21)

In these equations, Gsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
denotes the monotonically increasing function

(of time) defining the time-varying probability of system failure predicted at current time

tp, whereas Rsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
represents the monotonically decreasing function (of time)

defining the time-varying system reliability index predicted at current time tp and

defined as b
½p;t�
sys

�
D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
¼ �F�1

�
P
h
F½p;t�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i�
. Concurrently,

this last analysis step also estimates the conditional RFL of the system being

monitored. This conditional quantity is defined as RFLðpF; tp;D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m Þ ¼

tF
�
pF; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
� tp, where tF

�
pF; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
represents the predicted time at failure,

i.e., the predicted time at which the conditional probability of system failure,

Gsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
¼ P

h
F½p;t�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
, reaches the predefined critical threshold pF.

To derive these results, the structural system of interest is abstracted to a collection
of local and global reliability components linked together as a series system, i.e., a
system that is considered failed when at least one of its reliability components
(either local or global) has failed. A local reliability component is defined by a single
local limit state (LLS) function involving one or more random variables in

D½p;q�
a ¼

n
Dði;½p;q�Þ
a ; i ¼ 1;.; nloc

o
. On the other hand, a global reliability compo-

nent is characterized by a single GLS function involving one or more random variables

in D½p;q�
g ¼

n
D½p;q�
g;r ; r ¼ 1;.; ng

o
. Each reliability component is considered failed

when the corresponding limit-state is reached or exceeded, and therefore component
and system failure events do not necessarily represent a physical failure of the real
structural system, but rather a violation of a mathematical constraint defining a

limit-state. The estimates of P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
, b

½p;q�
sys

�
D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
and

RFL
�
pF; tp;D

½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
at future times tp,q (with q ¼ 0; 1; 2;.; q) can then be

used as input for risk-based decision making in scheduling and/or updating the main-
tenance/repair plan for the considered structural system on the basis of a pre-defined

maximum acceptable threshold ðpFÞ for P
h
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
. A more in-depth
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discussion on the topic of component and system reliability analysis of monitored
structural systems and alternative abstractions of the real structure into a collection
of reliability components linked together as a combination of series and parallel sub-
systems can be found in Gobbato (2011), Gobbato et al. (2011) and Gobbato, Conte,
et al. (2012). Based on these considerations, and assuming a number of local and GLSs
equal to nLLS and nGLS, respectively, the conditional event of system failure at future
time tp;q ¼ tp þ q$Ds, with q˛f0; 1; 2;.; qg, can be defined as

�
F½p;q�sys

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
b

��
W
nLLS

u¼ 1

�
F½p;q�L;u

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�

W
�

W
nGLS

v¼ 1

�
F½p;q�G;v

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�	 (17.22)

where F½p;q�L;u denotes the u-th local failure event and F½p;q�G;v represents the v-th global
failure event at time tp,q. The probability of the failure event defined in Eqn (17.22) can
be evaluated using state-of-the-art simulation-based techniques such as MCMC
methods (Gamerman, 1997; Guan et al., 2011, 2012) and transitional MCMC methods
(Ching & Chen, 2007) as well as semi-analytical approaches (Gobbato, 2011; Gobbato
et al., 2013a, 2013b); both types of methods can in fact be embedded into the proposed
SHM-DP framework.

To provide the reader with some practical examples, the simplest (and most logical)
local failure event associated with the debonding propagation process evolving at the

i-th damage location can be defined as F½p;q�L;i b
n
Dði;½p;q�Þ
a � dðiÞa;crit

o
, where dðiÞa;crit repre-

sent a predefined location-dependent critical debonding length. According to this defi-
nition, the corresponding time-varying probability of failure at the local reliability
component level can be expressed as

P
h
F½p;q�L;i

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
¼ P

hn
Dði;½p;q�Þ
a � dðiÞcrit

o���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i

¼
ZþN

dðiÞcrit

f
Dði;½p;q�Þ

a

��D½0;p�
m

�
dði;½p;q�Þa

���d½0;p�m

�
d
�
dði;½p;q�Þa

�

¼ 1� F
Dði;½p;q�Þ

a

��D½0;p�
m

�
dðiÞa;crit

���d½0;p�m

�
(17.23)

where the term F
Dði;½p;q�Þ

a

��D½0;p�
m

�
dði;½p;q�Þa

���d½0;p�m

�
represents the conditional CDF of the

random debonding length Dði;½p;q�Þ
a at time tp;q ¼ tp þ q$Ds. On the other hand, as

previously discussed in Sections 17.2 and 17.6, the global performance metric
vector can collect a given set of natural frequencies of the structure being moni-
tored, or in some specific aerospace applications the damage extentedependent
flutter velocity of an aircraft wing whose global aeroelastic stability is compromised
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by the progressive fatigue-driven damage/debonding growth along its critical
subcomponents (Gobbato, Conte, et al., 2012). Therefore, according to these two
practical examples, the simplest global failure event associated with the r-th global

performance metric can be defined as F½p;q�G;r b
n
Dðr;½p;q�Þ
g � dðiÞg;crit

o
where dðiÞg;crit

represents a predefined minimum threshold for Dðr;½p;q�Þ
g . For example, if the random

quantity Dðr;½p;q�Þ
g represents the flutter velocity of an aircraft wing, dðiÞg;crit defines the

critical flutter speed below which the overall aeroelastic stability of the vehicle is
considered overly impacted. Consequently, the corresponding time-varying prob-

ability of failure, P
h
F½p;q�G;r

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
, can be expressed as (Gobbato et al.,

2011; Gobbato, Conte, et al., 2012)

P
h
F½p;q�G;r

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i
¼ P

hn
Dðr;½p;q�Þ
g � dðiÞg;crit

o���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

i

¼
ZdðiÞg;crit
0

f
Dðr;½p;q�Þ

g

��D½0;p�
m

�
dðr;½p;q�Þg

���d½0;p�m

�
d
�
dðr;½p;q�Þg

�

¼ F
Dðr;½p;q�Þ

g

��D½0;p�
m

�
dðiÞcrit
���d½0;p�m

�
(17.24)

where the term F
Dðr;½p;q�Þ

g

��D½0;p�
m

�
dðr;½p;q�Þg

���d½0;p�m

�
represents the conditional CDF of the

global performance metric Dðr;½p;q�Þ
g at time tp;q.

17.8 Effectiveness of proposed methodology
in predicting the remaining time to failure

The overall effectiveness of the SHM-DP framework presented in this chapter
depends on the individual performance of each of the five key analysis steps illus-
trated in Figure 17.2. However, the recursive Bayesian inference and the debonding
evolution analysis represent the two most important steps of the overall methodology
to provide accurate and reliable RFL predictions. On the one hand, the effectiveness
of the recursive Bayesian inference scheme in detecting and quantifying damage is
primarily governed by the following factors: detectability and measurement accuracy
of the NDE inspection technique used in the monitoring process (see Section 17.3),
the number of measurements taken at each inspection, and the inter-inspection time
(Gobbato, 2011). On the other hand, the effectiveness, accuracy, and robustness of
the predictive debonding propagation analysis step rely on the use of calibrated
and validated mechanics-based models capable of capturing the physics of the dam-
age propagation processes and the accurate representation of the statistical
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correlation between the parameters of such models. These two critical aspects often
require a considerable amount of experimental investigations (see Section 17.5).
Ultimately, the end user is interested in quantifying the accuracy and reliability of
the SHM-DP framework in replicating and predicting the real degradation pattern
experienced by the monitored structural or mechanical system. However, in a real-
world application, the evolution in time of the true state of damage is unknown
and therefore the performance and robustness of any SHM-DP methodology, such
as the one proposed in this chapter, must be assessed through component- and
system-level validation studies in which the underlying truth is known and used to
evaluate the accuracy of the damage prognosis results. Examples of component-
level validation studies can be found in Guan et al. (2011, 2012) and Gobbato
et al. (2013a, 2013b). Based on the analysis and discussions presented in this chapter,
several key performance metrics can be used during the verification and validation
phase to ensure that in a real-world application of the proposed methodology, all
desired prediction capabilities are achieved. For instance, the end user of the pro-
posed SHM-DP framework is interested in having the posterior conditional mean
of the actual debonding length, defined as

m00
�
Dði;pÞ
a

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
¼

Z
Dði;pÞ

a

dði;pÞa $f 00
Dði;pÞ

a

��D½0;p�
m

�
dði;pÞa

���d½0;p�m

�
d
�
dði;pÞa

�

(17.25)

as close as possible to the underlying true debonding length, dði;pÞtrue , at each detected
debonding location and inspection time, i.e., for i¼ 1,.,nloc and p¼ 0, 1, 2,.,
respectively. Similarly, the end user would like to be assured that the pF percentile of

the predicted conditional time at failure, tF
�
pF; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
, becomes closer and closer to

the true failure time ðtF;trueÞ as the time tp, at which damage prognosis is performed,
gets progressively closer to tF,true. In addition, the end user wishes to minimize the odds
of not predicting an unexpected failure, i.e., maximize the confidence that the predicted

conditional RFL, previously denoted as RFL
�
pF; tp;D

½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
, does not over-

estimate the true RFL of the monitored system. In other words, he or she wants to

minimize the risk that the predicted conditional time at failure, tF
�
pF; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
, ex-

ceeds the true failure time, i.e., tF
�
pF; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
� tF;true. For this purpose, the ideal

condition that would maximize the RFL without compromising the minimum safety

requirements is met when the function Gsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
, introduced in Eqn (17.20), is

represented by the Heaviside step function H(t� tF,true) defined as

H
�
t � tF;true

� ¼
(
0 if t < tF;true

1 if t � tF;true
(17.26)
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However, the presence of many sources of uncertainty within the SHM-DP process

tends to flatten the function Gsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
into the characteristic and well-known

CDF S-shaped pattern. Furthermore, it can be proven and verified (Gobbato et al.,
2013a, 2013b) that higher levels of uncertainty (e.g., measurement uncertainty, load
uncertainty) and fewer inspection data lead toward a flatter pattern of the function

Gsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
. Figure 17.6 illustrates these concepts by considering two increasing

levels of load uncertainty (LU1 and LU2) and three different inspection times (t0, t1,
and tp). First, the three plots in each of the two columns of this figure show that the
predicted time-varying probability of failure of the monitored system becomes more
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Figure 17.6 Illustrative example of the proposed recursive update of the time-varying
probability of system failure and the potential extension of the remaining fatigue life
that can be obtained by recursively using the proposed structural health monitoring
and damage prognosis framework after each nondestructive evaluation inspection. (a) Load
uncertainity LU1; (b) Load uncertainity LU2. Note that t0 < t1<.< tp< t* and the scale of
the horizontal axis remains the same for all six subplots.
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and more accurate as new inspections are performed and new data are collected and

processed. Second, it can be observed that the three functions Gsys

�
t; t0; d

½0;p�
m

�
,

Gsys

�
t; t1; d

½0;p�
m

�
, and Gsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
shown on the right column of the figure are

always less steep than their corresponding counterparts reported on the left column.

Finally, the gain in fatigue life at time tp, defined as DtF
�
pF; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
¼

tF
�
pF; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
� tF

�
pF; t0; d

½0;p�
m

�
, is higher for the loading scenario LU2. In other

words, the higher the uncertainty in future operational loads, the higher the benefits
that can be obtained by deploying a monitoring program and integrating it with the
proposed SHM-DP framework presented in this chapter.

To conclude, all quantities mentioned previously are conditional on the particular

realization/scenario of NDE inspection results (i.e., D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m ). The application

of the proposed framework with a different realization (i.e., a different set) of NDE in-
spection results would lead to different Bayesian updating and damage prognosis re-
sults. Therefore, to conduct a more robust statistical performance evaluation of the
proposed NDE-based SHM-DP methodology, multiple analyses across an ensemble

of NDE inspection results—
n
D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

o
e
with e¼ 1,.,nens—should be per-

formed. This approach is referred to as ensemble scenario analysis (Gobbato et al.,
2013b) and can be used to demonstrate that the developed SHM-DP framework
provides unbiased results. For example, it could be shown that the ensemble-

average of the quantity m00
�
Dði;pÞ
a

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�
converges to the true debonding

length as nens increases, i.e., lim
nens/N

Eens

h
m00
�
Dði;pÞ
a

���D½0;p�
m ¼ d½0;p�m

�i
¼ dði;pÞtrue for

i¼ 1,.,nloc and for each p� 0. Similarly, it could also be shown that as the system
gets closer to its true failure time and nens increases, the ensemble-average of the func-

tion Gsys

�
t; tp; d

½0;p�
m

�
evaluated at tF,true converges to 0.5 (see Figure 17.6 and

Gobbato, 2011), i.e.,

lim
nens/N
tp/tF;true

Eens

h
Gsys

�
tF;true; tp; a

½0;p�
m

�i
¼ 0:5 (17.27)

A practical case study at the local reliability component level, demonstrating the
benefits of this type of analysis, is provided in Gobbato et al. (2013b).

17.9 Future trends

There are currently considerable research efforts in the fields of civil, mechanical, naval,
and aerospace engineering aimed at improving the integration and field-deployment
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of SHM and model-based damage prognosis methodologies for RFL predictions
and optimal life-cycle cost management (Kim et al., 2013). On the one hand, damage
detection and quantification algorithms have reached a good level of maturity and are
widely used to assess the current structural integrity and performance level of many
monitored systems such as bridges (Wenzel, 2009), tall buildings (Bashor, Bobby,
Kijewski-Correa, & Kareem, 2012), composite component and subassemblies in
aircraft structures (Lanza di Scalea et al., 2007; Velazquez & Kosmatka, 2010b,
2011), and composite wind turbine and helicopter rotor blades (García M�arquez,
Tobias, Pinar Pérez, & Papaelias, 2012; Pawar & Ganguli, 2007). On the other hand,
being able to efficiently use SHM data to recursively perform model updating,
fatigue-driven damage growth predictions, and ultimately compute the time-varying
system reliability as damage progresses still requires considerable research efforts.
Thus far, verifications and experimental validations of integrated SHM-DP methodol-
ogies have been carried out mostly at the local reliability component level with numer-
ically simulated NDE measurement data (Gobbato et al., 2013a, 2013b; Guan et al.,
2011, 2012; Rabiei & Modarres, 2013; Vanniamparambil et al., 2012). In these
studies, the propagation of a single crack, or debonding front, is considered and the
proposed SHM-DP methodology is validated by exploiting experimental datasets
collected from coupon-level fatigue tests (e.g., Virkler et al., 1979). To the authors’
best knowledge, validation studies at the full system-level—considering multiple
damage locations and multiple potential damage mechanisms evolving in time
simultaneously—have not yet been performed. These types of validation studies will
be part of future research and a concrete example toward this direction is provided
by the current efforts of both NASA and the U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory, which
are trying to develop a complete computational model of a real aircraft structure
(Stargel & Glaessgen, 2012; Tuegel, 2012). Their goal is to be able to update the
computational model each time new monitoring data are collected and then use the
updated model to forecast future performance levels and maintenance needs of
the real structure. Another future research direction, which goes beyond the system-
level validation and introduces an additional layer of complexity, will focus on the
applicability of integrated SHM-DP methodologies at the global portfolio level, i.e.,
large civil infrastructure networks, aircraft fleets, wind turbine farms. Finally, being
able to significantly reduce the computational time required by these types of
SHM-DP algorithms will probably represent one of the most challenging tasks.

17.10 Conclusions, recommendations, and additional
sources of information

A reliability-based damage prognosis framework for predicting the time-varying reli-
ability and RFL of adhesively-bonded joints in monitored mechanical/structural sys-
tems is presented in this chapter. The methodology relies on periodic NDE
inspection results to assess and update the current state of damage of the monitored
system and predict the joint probability distribution of the actual debonding extents
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at future times. This information is then used to estimate the time-varying probability
of failure and the corresponding RFL of the monitored system. The proposed frame-
work is formulated to explicitly account for the uncertainties related to: NDE detection
capability and measurement accuracy, material model parameters, damage evolution
model parameters, and future operational loads (or usage patterns). Furthermore, the
SHM-DP framework discussed in this chapter is fairly flexible: it is not restricted to
any particular NDE inspection technique, it can assimilate binary (i.e., damage
detected or not detected) as well as full-resolution (i.e., damage detected and damage
extent measured) inspection results, and, most important, it is not limited to any partic-
ular damage mechanism as long as the damage propagation process can be properly
modeled and simulated within the predictive module of the framework. All of these
desirable attributes allow the user to adopt the framework presented here for a wide
variety of practical problems that can be encountered in a real-world scenario.

The success of combined SHM-DP methodologies aimed at providing an optimal
structural health management over the entire service life of a given structural, mechan-
ical, aerospace, or automotive system can be quantified through different measures
such as total life-cycle cost reduction to the owner, reduction in the number of
maintenance-hours per operational hour, reduction in system downtime, extension
of system service life, and enhancement of system reliability. With this perspective,
the damage prognosis framework proposed in this chapter represents an essential
tool to accomplish these objectives through a condition-based and cost-efficient main-
tenance that uses real-time NDE data collected during the regular operation of the
system to prioritize and optimize maintenance resources, i.e., to perform maintenance
only upon evidence of need. Further details and additional or complementary sources
of information on the topic discussed in this chapter are provided in Inman et al.
(2005), Farrar and Lieven (2007), Adams (2007), Boller, Chang, and Fujino (2009),
and Farrar and Worden (2010).
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Fracture mechanics (FM), 323, 403
crack growth laws, 329–330
data analysis
crack growth rate calculation, 168
FCG curves, 169–173
SERR calculation, 169

FE meshing, 330–331
fracture parameters extraction, 331–333
measurements analysis, 243–252
modeling
FCG curves prediction, 179–181
total life fatigue model, 173–179, 175t,
180t

theory, 150
Fracture process zone (FPZ), 109, 142
Fracture testing
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from pultruded GFRP profiles, 18–22
standards and test protocols for
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Fracture testing (Continued)
modeling behavior, 24–26
simulation behavior, 24–26

FRP. See Fiber-reinforced polymer
FTIR. See Fourier transform infrared

G
G-parameter, 107–109
Glass fiber-reinforced laminates, 457–461
Glass-fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP),

3–4, 75, 154, 225–226, 445
adhesively-bonded
GFRP joint, 76f
pultruded GFRP joints, 155–158

load interaction effect, 83–84
pultruded GFRP profiles
adhesively-bonded joints fatigue testing,
14–17, 15t–16t

adhesively-bonded joints fracture testing,
18–22, 19t–20t

Global method, 187–188

H
Harris constant life diagram (HR CLD),

469–470, 481
High loading rate (HLR), 229
High-cycle fatigue (HCF), 443
Hybrid glass–carbon fiber-reinforced

laminates, 463
Hybrid joints, 63–66, 64f. See also Lap joints
Hybrid materials, 54–55

I
Incremental polynomial method, 280
Inner mold line (IML), 309–310
Inner-wing full-scale fatigue test, 315–318.

See also Wing root stepped-lap joint
(WR-SLJ)

International Organization for
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Irwin–Kies method, 405, 408

J
J-integral, 332–333
Joint strength, 48

factors affecting, 48
adherend properties, 50–55
adhesive properties, 48–49
adhesive thickness, 55

overlap, 56–58
residual stresses, 58–59

methods to increasing
adherend shaping, 61–63
fillets, 59–61

K
Kassapoglou’s constant life diagram

(Kassapoglou’s CLD), 473
Kawai’s constant life diagram (KW CLD),

470–471, 480
Kenane and Benzeggagh theory (KB

theory), 384

L
Lap joints, 43–44
double-lap joints, 62f, 63–65
single-lap joints, 55, 59f, 63–65

LCF. See Low-cycle fatigue
LCO. See Limit cycle oscillations
LEFM. See Linear elastic fracture mechanics
LEFM-based techniques, 142
Limit cycle oscillations (LCO), 511–512
Linear constant life diagram model

(LR CLD model), 468, 480
Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM),

107–108, 126, 136, 405
Linear phase, 104–106
LLR. See Low loading rate
LLS. See Local limit state
Load hazard analysis, 498
Load method, 405–406
Load ratio, 340
Load severity factor (LSF), 302–303
Load transition effect, 279
Load-displacement responses, 197–198
Loading sequence effect, 80–83
Local limit state (LLS), 514–515
Local method, 187–188
Low loading rate (LLR), 229
Low-cycle fatigue (LCF), 443
LR CLD model. See Linear constant life

diagram model
LSF. See Load severity factor

M
Maiti and Guebelle model, 423–424
Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods

(MCMC methods), 499–500
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MC simulations. See Monte Carlo

simulations
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MCMC methods. See Markov Chain Monte

Carlo methods
Mean load effect, 77–79
Mean stress effect. See R-ratio — effect
Mesh sensitivity, 359–360
Microscopy, 129
Mixed adhesive joints, 63–65
Mixed CZM and FM approach, 340–342
Mixed-mode bending (MMB), 9–10, 187,

195t, 420
asymmetric specimens, 188
fatigue results, 200t
specimen compliance, 201

Mixed-mode cohesive area, 430–431
Mixed-mode fatigue and fracture behavior,

97–98, 187
experimental investigation

experimental fatigue procedure, 194–197
material description, 191
specimen description, set-up, and
procedure, 192–194

experimental results
load and crack length vs. number of
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load-displacement responses, 197–198
observed failure modes, 197

fatigue and fracture data analysis
ECM, 201
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FCG curves, 207–208
FEM, 204–207

mode partitioning, 187–188
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fatigue behavior characterizations,
188–190

techniques for characterization, 190
results and discussion, 209–215

Mixed-mode fatigue delamination
of composites, 419
diverse approaches, 420–421
novelties of, 420

Mixed-mode loading, 382–384
Mixed-mode end-loaded split (MMELS),

373
MMB. See Mixed-mode bending

MMELS. See Mixed-mode end-loaded split
Mode I fatigue behaviour characterization,

96–97
CFRP joints
fracture modes, 113–116
preparation and testing, 98–102

G-parameter in, 107–109
Mode I fracture of adhesively-bonded

joints, 12
Mode I quasi-static fracture, 18
Mode I strain energy release rate calculation,

404–408
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Mode II quasi-static fracture, 18
Modified beam theory (MBT), 126
Modified calibrationmethod (MCC), 111–113
Monte Carlo simulations (MC simulations),

498
Munoz, Galvanetto, and Robinson model,

425

N
N-SIF. See Notch-stress intensity factor
NDE techniques. See Non-destructive

evaluation techniques
NDI. See Non-destructive inspection
NH specimen. See No hole specimen
NL. See Nonlinear
No hole specimen (NH specimen), 294
No-growth design strategy, 141–142
Node release, 327
Non-destructive inspection (NDI),

121, 293
Non-destructive evaluation techniques

(NDE techniques), 493–494
Non-linear (NL), 111–113
Notch-stress intensity factor (N-SIF),

104–106
Number of transitions (NT), 271
Numerous methods, 153

O
Observed failure modes, 197
One element tests, 431
One-Side Tacky (OST), 415
Onset curve, 134
Open hole specimen (OH specimen), 294
Outer mold line (OML), 309–310
Overlap, 56–58
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Paris fatigue law, 426–431
PCs. See Personal computers
PDF. See Probability distribution function
Piecewise linear model (PWL model),
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PLANE182 element, 354
PND. See Probability of nondetection
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model
POD. See Probability of detection
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CLD), 477–478, 480
Polynomial method, 408–409
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Probabilistic load hazard analysis,

505–507
Probabilistic mechanics-based debonding

evolution analysis,
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Probability distribution function (PDF),
493–494

Probability of detection (POD), 501
Probability of nondetection (PND), 501
Pultruded fiber-reinforced adhesively-

bonded joints, 464–465
Pultruded GFRP joints. See Pultruded glass

fiber-reinforced polymer composite
joints

Pultruded glass fiber-reinforced polymer
composite joints (Pultruded GFRP
joints), 155

experimental investigation
experimental set-up, 158
fiber architecture, 156f, 156t
loading, 158
material, 155–156
specimen fabrication, 157
specimen geometry, 157

fatigue interpretation, 158–167
fracture interpretation, 158–167
load interaction effect, 83–84
mean load effects, 78

Pultrusion manufacturing, 6
PUR. See Polyurethane
PWL model. See Piecewise linear model

Q
Quasi-static investigation, 230–231, 230t

R
R-curve. See Resistance curve
R-ratio, 132, 467
effect, 173–179, 226–227, 232–238

RBIM. See Reliability-based inspection and
maintenance

Re-meshing, 327
Recursive Bayesian characterization,

500–505
Reliability-based inspection and

maintenance (RBIM), 493–494
Remaining fatigue life (RFL), 493–494,

516–519
Repair techniques, 66–67, 67f
Residual stress, 58–59
Resistance curve (R-curve), 346–347
RFL. See Remaining fatigue life
Risk-based inspection and maintenance

(RBIM). See Reliability-based
inspection and maintenance (RBIM)

Rivet-bonded joints, 66
RMS. See Root mean square
Roe and Siegmund model, 422–423
Root mean square (RMS), 506
Roving bridging, 197

S
SBT. See Simple beam theory
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

113–115, 129
Secant method, 409–410
SEM. See Scanning electron microscopy
Serebrinsky and Ortiz model, 424–425
SERR. See Strain energy release rate
SFH. See Spectrum fatigue hours
SHM-DP. See Structural health monitoring

and damage prognosis
Short fiber-reinforced laminates, 463–464
Simple beam theory (SBT), 128
Simulation of fatigue delamination, 369
CZM, 373–384
VCCT, 370–373

Single leg bending (SLB), 11–12
Single-lap joints (SLJ), 226, 395–396.

See also Double-lap joints (DLJ)
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SLB. See Single leg bending
SLERA. See Strength Life Equal Rank
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SLJ. See Single-lap joints
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465–466
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hybrid, 451–453
S–N curves, 142, 188–189
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asymmetric, 188
compliance, 201
fabrication, 98–99, 228–229
FH, 294
geometry, 228–229
NH, 294
OH, 294
pristine, 296–297
testing, 100–102
for VA fatigue behavior, 260

Spectrum fatigue hours (SFH), 302–303
Stable growth, 104–106
Standard test methods for experimental

fatigue
adhesively-bonded composite joints, 7–13
pultruded GFRP profiles, 14–22

Stepped-lap joints stress analysis, 291–293.
See also Wing root stepped-lap joint
(WR-SLJ)

Stick-slip effects, 126–128
Stiffness degradation, 238–243
Stiffness-based curves, 241–242
Stiffness-controlled curves, 241–242
Strain energy release rate (SERR), 370
calculation, 169
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evaluation for VCCT, 370–373, 412–413

Strength Life Equal Rank Assumption
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Stress-life approach, 402
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prognosis (SHM-DP), 493–494
damage prognosis analysis, 513–516
probabilistic load hazard analysis, 505–507
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reliability-based, 495–500
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Substrate failure, 301
Symmetric adhesively-bonded double-lap

joints, 260
System performance analysis, 498–499,

511–513

T
Tapered double cantilever beam (TDCB), 8,

96–97, 323
T–C fatigue. See Tension–compression

fatigue
TDCB. See Tapered double cantilever beam
TDFS. See Tension-dominant fatigue

spectrum
Temperature-dependent fatigue testing, 23
Tension-dominant fatigue spectrum (TDFS),

296–297
Tension–compression fatigue (T–C fatigue),

77, 78f, 231–232, 446
Tension–Tension sector (T–T sector), 467
Test protocols
environmental effects determination, 22–24
experimental fatigue, 7–13
fatigue behavior
modeling, 24–26
simulation, 24–26

fracture behavior
modeling, 24–26
simulation, 24–26

fracture testing, 7–13
pultruded GFRP profiles, 14–22

Total fatigue life model, 154, 189
Total life fatigue model, 173–179, 175t, 180t
Total probability theorem (TPT), 494
Traction–separation
cohesive law model, 355–357
cohesive model, 206t

Transition effect, 258
T–T sector. See Tension–Tension sector

U
UAV. See Unmanned aerial vehicle
UCL. See Ultimate compressive load
UCS. See Ultimate compressive stress
UEL. See Userdefined element
Ultimate compressive load (UCL), 230–231
Ultimate compressive stress (UCS), 447,

468
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Ultimate tensile stress (UTS), 447, 468
Ultraviolet radiation (UV radiation), 22
Understanding fatigue loading conditions.

See also Adhesively-bonded
composite joints

composite bridge deck, 74f
fatigue data, 75
FRP composites, 73
parameters, 76–85
Pontresina composite bridge, 73f
tensile fatigue vs. compressive fatigue,

75–76
WISPERX spectrum, 85f

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), 506
User-defined field subroutine (USDFLD),

376
Userdefined element (UEL), 375–376
UTL. See Ultimate tensile load
UTS. See Ultimate tensile stress
UV radiation. See Ultraviolet radiation

V
Variable amplitude loading (VA loading),

83–85, 258–259, 266
crack propagation rate calculation, 280
fatigue behavior
crack propagation rate, 281, 282f
experimental program, 260–269
failure modes, 269
incremental polynomial method, 280
materials and specimens, 260
WISPERX spectrum, 280t, 283f

two-stage block loading, 113–115
Virtual crack closure technique (VCCT), 18,

98, 142, 384–388

comparison with cohesive zone, 391–397
direct cyclic analysis, 386–388
FE models, 388–390
for fracture parameter
calculation, 207, 358–359
extraction, 331–332

mode partition, 188
SERR evaluation, 370–373, 412–413

Virtual crack extension technique (VCET),
107–108

W
Wear-out model, 466
Wing root stepped-lap joint (WR-SLJ),

293
end-of-life residual strength evaluation
antibuckling fixtures, 297f
experimental procedure, 296
failure modes, 298–302
after fleet service, 297–298
instrumentation, 296
pristine specimens, 296–297
static test results, 299t–300t
test matrices, 294–296
test specimen geometry, 293–294,
295t

with strain gauge locations, 293f

X
XFEM. See Extended finite element method

Y
Yang, Mall, and Ravi-Chandar model, 422
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